by SANDRA NICK on 2020-08-22
Review for Shauna Adri

Shauna is amazing!!! This is the first time I had extensions added to my hair
and Shauna took the time to make sure we found the closest match to my
hair. Once the extensions were in, again she took the time to color my hair
as well as cut both the extensions and my hair to ensure the extensions
blended seamlessly. Overall I had a fantastic experience and would highly
recommend Shauna to all my friends and family. I love these extensions
and they make me feel so happy - this especially means a lot during these
COVID times when life is full of so many unknowns and anxiety. Thank you
Shauna!!!!
NPS:

by Mariana Mekhaiel on 2020-08-17
Excellent experience every time

NPS:

by Nicole Estelle on 2020-08-16
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Loved my cut and catching up with Lauren. She's great at her job and
makes the experience pleasant as well!
NPS:

by Lauren Patel on 2020-08-16
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

I absolutely love Coco Bond and I cannot recommend Harleigh enough !
Harleigh is so talented and my hair has never looked better.

NPS:

by Anon on 2020-08-15
Review for Tracy Conn

Wonderful. Tracy knew just how to correct a color mistake from someone
else. My color is now gorgeous! The cut was excellent. I am looking forward
to my next visit. The salon is just beautiful and also restful. Prettiest hair
salon I have ever been in which includes NYC, Paris , London etc.
NPS:

by Jolie Singer on 2020-08-14
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

My daughter loves her and loves her hair!
NPS:

by Gary Kolleogy on 2020-08-14
Review for Tracy Conn

As always great experience!
NPS:

by Barbara Drogan on 2020-08-14
This was my first time visiting here. I was impressed with the lovely design of the
salon, the friendliness of the staff, the cleanliness throughout, and last but not least,
the wonderful pedicure I received from Yami.

NPS:

by Sally SanSilippo on 2020-08-13
I was very much pleased with your front desk. Tracy is a excellent stylist, very
pleased with color and cut. She understood exactly how I wanted the color and cut.
Happy that I finally found your salon.

NPS:

by Jennifer Zimmerman on 2020-08-13
It is ALWAYS a top notch experience at the Coco! From the moment I walk in I feel
welcomed. The safety and security measures they have taken to protect us is so
appreciated and done so well. I feel very safe! Nobody does it better than Coco
Bond!!!!

NPS:

by Pat Zackman on 2020-08-13
Wonderful experience. Erin always makes me feel like a new person with a fresh cut.
The salon is immaculate and the staff is very professional of their handling of the new
normal.

NPS:

by Jane Mnich on 2020-08-11
Lauren R is amazing!!!

NPS:

by Pam Athnairos on 2020-08-10
Review for Shauna Adri

love shaunna she is the best stylist very sweet caring , listens to your needs
and very professional
NPS:

by Anon on 2020-08-10
Review for Shauna Adri

Such a nice relaxing experience. Everyone was very accommodating!
NPS:

by Susan B. Drucker on 2020-08-10
Review for Kristin Hocko

BEST HAIRCUT!
NPS:

by Anon on 2020-08-09
Review for Shauna Adri

One of the very few people I trust with my hair. Always professional,
organized, polite, breath of fresh air & damn good at haircuts & coloring!
NPS:

by Shauna Adri on 2020-08-09
Review for Shauna Adri

Always fast, efficient, polite, friendly & professional. One of the very few
stylist I trust with my hair.
NPS:

by Terri Barrett on 2020-08-08
MJ is the best!

NPS:

by Anon on 2020-08-08
Review for April D'Addario

I love the nail den. The only thing that keeps me away are the pricing and
new covid surcharge.
NPS: N/A

by Michelle Gulinello on 2020-08-08
Review for Jolie Mattos

Excellent, Jolie was so welcoming and gave me an awesome mani pedi ! I
will definitely be back on a regular basis :)
NPS:

by Sandra Lupo on 2020-08-07
Always a pleasure visiting CoCo Bond Salon and my hair needs handled expertly by
Tracy Lynn, even and especially under these COVID-19 circumstances. Thank you
for the professionalism.

NPS:

by Nancy Fis on 2020-08-07

Christine is the best!

NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2020-08-07
Always friendly, efficient and professional

NPS:

by Calli Heenan on 2020-08-06
Love Yami!

NPS:

by Jennifer Montana on 2020-08-06
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Great experience. Lindsey always pays attention to what I'm looking for. I'm
very happy with my hair. The salon is extremely organized, and has gone
above and beyond to provide a safe and clean environment.
NPS:

by Stella Santaromita on 2020-08-06
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Lyndsay was awesome she knew exactly what I wanted and fixed my hair
that was a hoot mess.
NPS:

by Anon on 2020-08-04
Review for Lindsey Reyes

My hair looks great!
NPS:

by Kristi Maglio on 2020-08-04
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Lauren always does an amazing job. She is the only person I trust and
knows exactly what looks good. She's great and super knowledgeable. Love
her.
NPS:

by Frances Tonks on 2020-08-04
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

From the minute I walk into Salon CoCo Bond Salon, I am greeted with a
"Hello" and smiles. Now that I'm a familiar regular, I'm greeted by name.
There is something very special to hear ones name. Harleigh Burst does her
trick to keep my hair looking fine every time.
NPS:

by Nancy Redman on 2020-08-03
Review for Kristin Hocko

As always excellent experience with Kristin And Coco bond
NPS:

by Chelsey Rowe on 2020-08-02

Love it!! Everything I go here for comes out perfect everytime!!

NPS:

by Amneris Martinez on 2020-08-02
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

My first time with Mary Jeanne and she did a fantastic job!! I have received
so many compliments on my hair. I will definitely be back to see her.
NPS:

by Debra Soviero on 2020-08-02
Thank you! Perfect blowout Jenna

NPS:

by Pat Weakley on 2020-08-01
Review for April D'Addario

April is the best! Always a pleasure.
NPS:

by Anon on 2020-08-01
Review for Barbara Olson

My facial was wonderful as always. I always feel so refreshed after a
treatment.
NPS:

by Klara Kosovsky on 2020-07-31
Pros: seems clean, they spray areas of treatment down and have plastic barriers that
cover the client half way. Cons: Unfortunately they are unable to keep pedicure
clients 6 feet apart during this pandemic out of three pedicure chairs they placed me 1
foot apart from the lady near me rather then keep a chair in btwn us. I came in 10 min
late due to traffic and by the time I had to wait to check in and fill out forms with a line
of 3 ladies in front of me in the lobby. My pedicure tech Yami Or Yani must be new
because her name did Not even come up in the list to click above to rate my review.
She is not experienced at all and should have used a buffer after taking off my get or
communicate with me and ask me if everything is okay. Her co worker April was
super rude to me, at the start of my appt. telling her in front of me that I should just
get an express pedi for my birthday and couldn’t mind her own business. They didn’t
have the color to match my manicure... I mean who doesn’t have hot pink!! The
quality of the pedicure was subpar (bumpy). I really could have done better myself
and saved $65. This was no way to relax. The chairs were pretty but not comfortable
at all. I unfortunately will never come back here and am so disappointed. It really
ruined my whole birthday off. I will not recommend this place to any of my
family/friends and thousand of network of clients that I have through the community!
As I left the nail den and the salon no one even said by to me or have a nice day.
They really know how to put people down here.

NPS:

by Anon on 2020-07-30
Review for Maria Villegas

I just love Salon CoCo BOND! Such a great business and team.
NPS:

by Judie Cohen on 2020-07-29
Fantastic as usual!

NPS:

by Jill Flanigan on 2020-07-28

Review for Lauren Reynolds

Lauren was amazing! She took so much time and effort to explain
everything she was doing, and show me how to style my curls properly. She
was super friendly and very thorough in what she did. New learning
experience for me, and she made it extra special! Everyone at the shop was
extremely kind and helpful, looking forward to my next scheduled
appointment!
NPS:

by Anon on 2020-07-28
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Lauren was great. She explained my hair to me and did exactly as I wanted
NPS:

by Stephanie Miller on 2020-07-27
Review for Tracy Conn

Tracy really listens to what you want. I have been going to her for years and
she always checks in with me during our consultation so she is clear on
what I am thinking. She does a superb job with both cut and color and I
couldn't be happier!
NPS:

by Marianne Moran on 2020-07-26
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Lindsey is very skillful. She listens to what I want, determines the best way
to achieve it and always creates amazing hair cuts and blow dry styles.. She
has a keen eye for which styles look best on me.
NPS:

by Marianne Moran on 2020-07-26
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Lindsey is very skillful. She listens to what I want, determines the best way
to achieve it and always creates amazing hair cuts and blow dry styles.. She
has a keen eye for which styles look best on me.
NPS:

by Linda Hochman on 2020-07-26
April is great and does the best pedicures. A truly talented professional,

NPS:

by Anon on 2020-07-26
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Amazing. The women were so prepared and made everything feel Almost
normal, but followed all of the precautions. Love
NPS:

by Kathie Coffey on 2020-07-26
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Love MJ and Salon Coco Bond and all it’s staff. My color is always perfect.
So much care goes into making sure you feel special, you are comfortable
and safe. Wouldn’t go anywhere else.
NPS:

by Cadence Hulme on 2020-07-26

Review for Lauren Reynolds

Lauren was attentive and really listened to what I wanted to do. She created
a look that was exactly what I had described. Her excitement to cut my hair
was contagious and I was so happy with the cut. When I asked about a
concern at the end she fixed right away and perfected the look! I truly
appreciated her time and her work and I can’t wait to go back in two months
to get prettied up again!
NPS:

by Ted Matthews on 2020-07-25
We love Harleigh and everyone there. Everyone was extremely kind to me and my
kids yesterday. I’m very grateful.

NPS:

by Kelly Delaney on 2020-07-23
I have been going to Salon CoCo Bond for 2 years now and have had an amazing
experience each and every time. My stylist Cat is amazing and knowledgable, she
has cut, colored, and styled my hair each time and I consider her a friend. Other
employees are super nice and always helpful.

NPS:

by Annellen Guth on 2020-07-23
Everything perfect

NPS:

by Agnes Wierzbowski on 2020-07-19
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

Great salon And Harleigh is awesome.
NPS:

by Anon on 2020-07-19
Review for Maria Villegas

Maria is very sweet and friendly! She gave me a keratin treatment that
made my hair so silky and healthy. She explained every step of the process
and made sure I was comfortable throughout it all. I highly recommend
Maria.
NPS:

by Sarra Ensuar on 2020-07-19
Review for Jolie Mattos

Jolie was outstanding. It was my first visit to the salon and the whole staff
made me feel welcome. Jolie came downstairs to meet me in the waiting
area, guided my upstairs and talked me through everything. I was very
impressed with all the safety measures in place. Gorgeous salon, will
absolutely be going back.
NPS:

by Arlene Boyle on 2020-07-18
Review for Christine DeGweck

She was amazing
NPS:

by Anon on 2020-07-18
Review for Christine DeGweck

Professional and friendly.
NPS:

by Patty Dohrenwend on 2020-07-17
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

M.J. gave me a great body wave and showed me how O can handle the
curls with diffuser and curling brush. She also added tips about treating my
newly permed locks. Very thorough and a good look besides.
NPS:

by Amy Terrill on 2020-07-17
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristin is amazing! She excellent at her craft, very professional and an
absolute delight to be around.
NPS:

by Michelle Reda on 2020-07-17
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

It was a pleasure to step through the doors at salon coco bond again!
Harleigh was wonderful. Very friendly and upbeat.
NPS:

by Karen Lanning on 2020-07-17
Review for Tracy Conn

Tracy was fantastic!! So far I love everything and she has ideas going
forward for different choices. My appointment was a pleasure!!
NPS:

by Amy Fingeret on 2020-07-16
This was my first experience with the salon. I felt very comfortable especially in this
current climate. The front desk was warm and welcoming, the salon was very clean
and very nicely done. Maria my stylist was great. I am excited to go back for
highlights next month.

NPS:

by Alana Ryan on 2020-07-15
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

amazing and clean experience. felt super duper safe and confident they
were all taking care of the covid regulations! would tell everyone to come
because it was so organized and clean!
NPS:

by JOYCE SCHWEERS on 2020-07-14
It felt so wonderful to get a facial after all these months of quarantine and stress.
Barbara is the best. Safety measures were perfect.

NPS:

by Anon on 2020-07-13
Always going above and beyond!!

NPS:

by Kathy Weaver on 2020-07-12
I was surprised when I went to pay my bill - I had a cut, color and no blow dry for a
high price. When I asked why so much I was told about Covid 19 extra color. I
explained that I had color and highlights 5 weeks ago in Virginia so I really don’t
understand why she had to do extra color. This was my only complaint.

NPS:

by Lori Feigenbaum on 2020-07-12
Review for Nicole Gregorek

My first time back post quarantine was so great and smooth!! Thank you to
everyone there for making it a great experience
NPS:

by Francine Pasquale on 2020-07-12
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

MaryJeanne always gives me a great haircut. Even though due to the
quarantine I hadn’t had a haircut for 6 months it was still falling in nicely,
longer then I like it but very manageable. This is because MaryJeanne is a
talented stylist.
NPS:

by SCOTT WOLMAN on 2020-07-12
Everything has always been great - service, pricing, appearance of the place, etc...,
But I really appreciated how seriously they are taking the coronavirus. It was clear
steps have been taken to protect workers and customers, and to meet CDC
guidelines. I felt safe and that matters during these times.

NPS:

by Dana Merola on 2020-07-11
Christine is FABULOUS!

NPS:

by Joan Lennon on 2020-07-10
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristin took an ugly head of head and transform it back to its healthy self!
She is a pro!!!!
NPS:

by Cindy Morris on 2020-07-09
My review is always the same because the level of service is always consistent! Erin
and her team are spot on every time! Been coming here for more than 10 years and
wouldn’t consider ever going elsewhere!!!

NPS:

by Daphne Van Nest on 2020-07-09
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Mary Jeanne has been taking care of my hair for many years. I think that
speaks for it’s self!
NPS:

by Michael Shillcock on 2020-07-08
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Friendly, professional. Great hair cut!
NPS:

by Terri Barrett on 2020-07-08
Excellent for April and MJ

NPS:

by Meghan Morstatt on 2020-07-08
Harleigh is amazing. I am never disappointed.

NPS:

by Pat Zackman on 2020-07-08
First haircut since February. Thank you Erin for making me feel like a new person.
The salon looks beautiful and is immaculate. Staff was so efficient with new
guidelines. Great experience as always.

NPS:

by Anon on 2020-07-07
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Lindsey is fantastic!
NPS:

by Frances Tonks on 2020-07-06

Review for HARLEIGH BURST

Excellent job Harleigh! Wearing my style with a smile. Thank you for
welcoming me back right there when I opened the door. Loved chatting with
you a bit too. Frances
NPS:

by IRENE BISTRIMOVICH on 2020-07-05
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

So thankful for all of you and all the effort put into customer service.Thank
you and keep up the smiles.i love you Harliegh!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2020-07-04
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Rachel is a star -- great experience, as always.
NPS:

by Melissa Ferraro on 2020-07-02
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

I felt completely comfortable at all times. The salon looks amazing!
NPS:

by Carol Derksen on 2020-07-02
Review for April D'Addario

April is amazing!! She’s knowledgeable, efficient, friendly, nurturing, funny
and just an all around wonderful person.
NPS:

by Frumie Feller on 2020-07-02
Review for Shauna Adri

Thank you Shauna! My color and highlights came out perfect.
NPS:

by Melvina Wreiole on 2020-07-01
A great place to alleviate some of the stress of our current day to day situation!!

NPS:

by Alan Force on 2020-07-01
Good job as always

NPS:

by Joann Santimauro on 2020-07-01
Review for Kristin Hocko

As usual, my experience was great! Kristen is fantastic in every aspect of
being a stylist and a lovely person. I always leave happy and satisfied with
my experience with Kristen. And I want to mention that the staff as always
are wonderful, efficient and care about each client from when we walk in to
when we leave. Thank you Kristen and Coco Bond!
NPS:

by Maryellen Adams on 2020-06-30
Salon Coco Bond is an amazing place! Everyone is professional, accommodating and
talented! The atmosphere is upbeat and upscale but not at all pretentious. Erin ( salon
owner) has taken every precaution to protect her employees and their clients during a
very challenging time.

NPS:

by Sabrina Caldas on 2020-06-29
I had a amazing experience with my stylist, GIGI is so professional... I am so in love
with my hair.

NPS:

by Christina Scala on 2020-06-29
Great experience!

NPS:

by Mia Monserrate on 2020-06-29
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is always so amazing to work with. It was a pleasure to see her
after so many months and felt like we hadn’t skipped a beat. She was
amazing at explaining the necessary precautions Coco Bond has been
taking to ensure everyone’s safety.
NPS:

by Anon on 2020-06-28

I had a great experience at CoCo Bond yesterday. First, renovations were done
during lock down to ensure the salon will be safe and efficient: plexi- glass dividers
between each station, shampoo sink, and at the front desk, and a new stone patio
outside to make waiting more pleasant. I was also blown away by the redecorating
work that was done; new floors and some statement wall paper to name a few. But
most importantly, the process in place from check-in to check-out is efficient and
sensible. Of course, getting a professional haircut and color after months of home
treatments (my husband tried but it’s not really his thing) was wonderful. And finally,
the atmosphere at the salon is still friendly, welcoming, efficient, and positive.

NPS:

by Anna Files on 2020-06-28
Review for Jenna Desenso

Jenna was amazing! Mom and I were so thankful for the great service and
the opportunity to get our hair cut after months of being home. Thank you
for everything!
NPS:

by Chelsey Rowe on 2020-06-28
I had an excellent experience! Yami is very professional, polite, and my nails came
out flawless! I would recommend her to everyone I know.

NPS:

by Susan Barrett on 2020-06-28
Yami is excellent!!!

NPS:

by Anne E. Kenney on 2020-06-26

Review for Lindsey Reyes

Lindsey is a trustworthy, masterful, conscientious colorist and a caring
person who goes above and beyond to delight her clients with fantastic
results. The salon has invested in the most advanced health/safety
protocols to help protect against Covid, I felt 100% confident in the space
and with the team there.
NPS:

by Kelly Spencer on 2020-06-26
Review for Nicole Gregorek

I’m so happy they are open again after 99 days!!! Cole is always the best,
but all of the changes they’ve been forced to make are truly remarkable.
Everything is safe and controlled and very organized. I always have an
awesome experience, but I’m so proud of how they’ve accepted the new
challenges and rocked them in typical Bond fashion!!!!
NPS:

by Dianne Zeigler on 2020-06-26
Cat did my roots. She’s awesome. My feedback to everyone at Salon Coco Bond. I
was amazed, overwhelmed and saddened. Amazed by the changes to the salon that
will keep both employees and clients safe. Overwhelmed by the staff’s positive
attitude and comfort with the barriers to what used to be their everyday comfort zone.
Saddened by this pandemic and how it has affected everyone. Erin you amaze me.
Greeting me with the usual “hi Di how are you” behind that silly mask warms my
heart. You went above and beyond with the details outside and inside your salon. The
ease in which you are directing your clients and staff show me that you’ve taken this
pandemic extremely seriously. Your front desk is exceptional! They are to be
commended juggling calls, texts and face to face service (I almost wrote combat
haha). I think I waited 5 minutes outside then 5 minutes inside. Bravo everyone!

NPS:

by Kristen Doris on 2020-06-26
Review for Shauna Adri

Love the salon and Shauna was excellent. First time with her and will
continue She understood my needs and cut exactly how i wanted.
NPS:

by Susan B. Drucker on 2020-06-26
Review for Kristin Hocko

The Salon is amazing! I felt so safe with all the precautions that they are
taking. As always, with Kristin, my haircut is perfection!
NPS:

by Anon on 2020-06-26
Review for Cecilia Goldfarb

Very satisfied.
NPS:

by Anon on 2020-06-26
Amazing experience, post quarantine! Erin & staff did a excellent job making the
salon feel safe/clean. I was definitely nervous before my appointment. But once I got
there and saw the social distancing measures in place, and the improvements made
to the salon, I was blown away. Highly recommend!

NPS:

by Gary Kolleogy on 2020-06-26
Review for Tracy Conn

As always Tracy provided an excellent experience. Overall the entire
reopening rules were all very well thought out. Thanks to the entire team for
the care you put into ensuring client safety!
NPS:

by Judi Grimes on 2020-06-25
Review for Jolie Mattos

First visit since the sudden closure due to the pandemic, was everything I
hoped it would be. Jolie was at the top of her game and genuinely happy to
see her clients return. I thank you and me feet thank you too!
NPS:

by Kathleen Walsh on 2020-06-25
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Lauren was great to get me in the first week you were open. I love my
haircut!!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2020-06-25
Review for Maria Villegas

My first time getting a haircut from Maria. As expected, she was great!
NPS:

by Amy Lasky on 2020-06-25
Review for Maria Villegas

Fantastic as always
NPS:

by Maria Vella on 2020-06-25
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Lauren as always does a great job.
NPS:

by Anon on 2020-06-25
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is a rockstar! Highly recommend!!
NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2020-06-25
The place was set up to comply with all new regulations and well done Seeing folks
back was great. Christine took extra care to be vigilant . Well done

NPS:

by Candace Conklin on 2020-06-24
Review for Barbara Olson

Wonderful pedicure as always !
NPS:

by Lesley Margolies on 2020-06-24
I was so pleased and appreciative. Erin is a true professional

NPS:

by Karen Bruno on 2020-06-24
Review for Barbara Olson

Barbara was excellent. I felt safe and she is professional..
NPS:

by Mary Ellen Sickles on 2020-06-24
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Very impressed with the remodeling! Process went very well! Linsey is
always great!
NPS:

by Jenni Keatts on 2020-06-24
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Always a pleasure to see Cole. Consistent beautiful color for years now
thanks to her. The salon is still relaxing even during a pandemic! Cant
reccomend enough!
NPS:

by Sherri Runne on 2020-06-24
Review for Lindsey Reyes

It was so nice to see everyone at Coco Bond. All safety measures were
taken to keep everyone. First class operation.
NPS:

by Linda Verdicchio on 2020-06-23
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Lindsey did an awesome job cutting and coloring my hair! I am very pleased
and have received many compliments on my new haircut. I would
recommend anyone who is looking for a great stylist to contact Lindsey!
Linda Verdicchio
NPS:

by Sarah Pomphrey on 2020-06-23
Always a pleasure at CoCoBOND. Runs like a well oiled machine. Even with all the
Covid protocols in place. Thx for being there for us!

NPS:

by Sharon Burns on 2020-06-23
A big thank you to Erin and the women of Coco Bond! Erin has gone above and
beyond putting all the necessary protocols into place to ensure a safe environment for
all. I was very comfortable with the new protocols and the teamwork these women
possess. Thank you again Erin for giving me your best effort, my haircut is fantastic!

NPS:

by Sharon Auleta on 2020-06-23
It was great to be back. They did a great job following guidelines. Cat did a great job
with my cut and color.

NPS:

by Caryn Ciccone on 2020-06-23
After seeing Erin for years, yesterday was my 1st time having a mani pedi with the
Bond girls. It was their 1st day reopening,, and I was impressed as usual. You have
implemented safety protocols without losing any of Salon CoCoBond's style. Your
staff is top notch! Great job, Erin!

NPS:

by Janis Skolnick on 2020-06-23
Why isn’t Lynda’s name on the list?

NPS:

by SUSAN WILBERT on 2020-06-23
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Lauren is the absolute best, always gives me the perfect cut!
NPS:

by Carrie Marxen on 2020-06-23
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Salon CocoBond has done amazing job reopening their doors to their
clients. Not only was it wonderful to be back, but Lindsey and team made
the experience relaxing and enjoyable. And my hair looks fantastic! Highly
recommend.
NPS:

by Lauren Reid on 2020-06-23
Review for Jolie Mattos

Amazing experience as always. Jolie is the best!
NPS:

by Jamie Emmerich on 2020-06-15
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Lindsey is amazing!!!
NPS:

by Jane Mnich on 2020-05-24
Erin is doing a great job by providing Root Kits thank you =)

NPS:

by Debra Delaney on 2020-05-21
Very Happy with my Gray Away kit! They made it very easy! :D

NPS:

by Kathie Coffey on 2020-05-19
Slayed the Gray this weekend thanks to Salon CocoBond. This salon is the best.

NPS:

by Gina Petillo on 2020-05-14
Easy to pick up color, go home and apply and get rid of those grays!! Love Coco
Bond!!!

NPS:

by Bertha Denzer on 2020-05-14
I never thought I could color my own hair! Since CocoBond is closed during this
pandemic Erin has made life so much more tolerable by offering custom hair color kits
which come with detailed application instructions, supplies & contact free) pickup.
Thank you Erin & Jeff ! Looking forward to seeing all the CocoBond gals!

NPS:

by Maureen Lamoutte on 2020-05-10
Experience was great

NPS:

by Anon on 2020-05-10
Thx!! For making these hair color slay the gray kits!! Pls after you open up & get back
to normalcy keep the color kits going for people who need a quick touch up & can’t
get an appointment last minute!! Thank you!!

NPS:

by Kathie Coffey on 2020-04-26
I have never been disappointed by this salon and its employees. Everyone is friendly
and helpful: always making sure you have everything you need. During this very
stressful time, it is very evident how much everyone cares about their clients. I slayed
my gray yesterday!!! Instructions were perfect. Couldn’t mess it up-even me! Love
them all and miss them all, but I have to send shoutouts especially to Barbara and

Mary Jean and Mikie who have always been there for me! If you’ve never been and
are searching for a great salon-Give Salon CocoBond a try!

NPS:

by Terri Barrett on 2020-04-23
Thank you for providing our hair color. It was easy and pick up was right on time This
is so helpful during this awful time. You are all the best!

NPS:

by Anon on 2020-04-19
The Root Kit worked well

NPS:

by Marybeth Joyce on 2020-04-19
Erin was amazing, matching my color from a pic. Instructions were simple and easy to
follow. So appreciated this pick me up of color! Thank you!!!!!

NPS:

by Susan Widdis on 2020-04-16
Thank you Erin for being there for all of us. The hair color kit was well thought out and
met every need. My husband is no Tracy! Can’t wait till you are able to open again.
Hope it is soon. Stay Safe!

NPS:

by Sarah Pomphrey on 2020-04-16

Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Always the best!
NPS:

by Emelia Letts on 2020-04-13
Review for Tracy Conn

Thank you for the Root Rescue!! Finally feeling a little normal.
NPS:

by Gina Petillo on 2020-04-09
I am ecstatic that I was able to pick up color curbside go home apply it and love the
outcome! Erin, you are the best! Thank you for brightening up my day.!!

NPS:

by David Hemmendinger on 2020-03-15
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

It was excellent like always
NPS:

by Nancy Feldman on 2020-03-14
So nice both on the phone and at my consultation Gigi gave me hope. My hair is so
thin and breaking. Gigi took the time to listen and give an honest opinion. I’m so
happy!

NPS:

by Andrea Saverino on 2020-03-13
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

Harleigh is the best... she always makes my hair look amazing and is just an
awesome person overall! So glad I have been going to her for over a year
and will continue to do so! After years of searching I found my stylist!
NPS:

by Kristine Thorn on 2020-03-12
Lovely atmosphere, short wait, and Cat is wonderful and friendly!

NPS:

by Anon on 2020-03-11
Review for Christine DeGweck

I always leave looking better than when I did when I came in. Christine is
the best!
NPS:

by Dawn Eagelton on 2020-03-09
Review for Barbara Olson

Amazing, healing, tranquil, restorative, blessings, gifted, talented are some
of the words I would use to describe my experience with Barbara. She is
incredibly gifted. She restored my energy and self worth. She helped me be
clarified. She is a healer. I can not say enough wonderful things about
Barbara. Thank you for blessing me.
NPS:

by Leigh Ann Hochman on 2020-03-08
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Rachel is excellent
NPS:

by Anon on 2020-03-08
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Everything was great.
NPS:

by Dana Merola on 2020-03-08
Review for Christine DeGweck

Wonderful!
NPS:

by Jane Mnich on 2020-03-07
Review for Lauren Reynolds

As always Lauren Reynolds is on target on what I need and she is always
friendly and professional.
NPS:

by Anon on 2020-03-06
Review for April D'Addario

April is the best.

NPS:

by Linda Verdicchio on 2020-03-06
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Lindsey is always terrific! I would highly recommend her to anyone looking
for a great stylist.
NPS:

by CHRISTINE HOLL on 2020-03-04
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Lindsey is wonderful! Always love my haircut from her
NPS:

by Megan Masters on 2020-03-02
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

Harleigh and all the other staff members provide absolutely stellar service
and I walked out looking and feeling fantastic. Incredibly professional and
personable. Her highlight skills are world-class.
NPS:

by Meghan Lynch on 2020-03-01
Always so welcoming and Gigi always has me leaving like, Wow!! Oh and Emily gives
the best head massages!!!

NPS:

by JOYCE SCHWEERS on 2020-02-28
Review for Barbara Olson

Barbara is 100% the best and I highly recommend. She is so
knowledgeable and has the most beautiful energy. Treat yourselves to a
facial with Barbara. You will not only look better but will, more importantly,
feel better on the inside.
NPS:

by Nancy Mchugh on 2020-02-28
Erin McCabe has been my stylist for close to 10 years. She is awesome. If you are a
curly head, you know how hard it is to find someone that knows what they are doing. I
get a great cut every time I see her.

NPS:

by Marisol Dwight on 2020-02-28
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Absolutely wonderful! Relaxing and great conversation. Rachael's
awesome! Thank you!
NPS:

by Susan B. Drucker on 2020-02-28
Review for Kristin Hocko

Best Salon ! Kristin is a fabulous stylist, and the entire staff is friendly and
professional!
NPS:

by Meghan Morstatt on 2020-02-28
Harleigh was wonderful as always. I was ready for a change and she gave me exactly
what I was looking for. Katie was also great with my waxing. Very friendly and
listened to my concerns. Love this Salon!

NPS:

by Terri Barrett on 2020-02-27
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Always the best
NPS:

by Nancy Redman on 2020-02-27
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristin ( and the rest of the staff) are always great!
NPS:

by Michael Shillcock on 2020-02-26
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Rachael is very friendly and professional. No complaints about my hair cut.
NPS:

by Linda Hochman on 2020-02-23
Review for Jolie Mattos

Very skilled and professional

NPS:

by Anon on 2020-02-21
Review for Valerie Cole

Valerie was excellent
NPS:

by Candace Conklin on 2020-02-20
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

I had an excellent experience with Lauren. Lots of laughs and my hair looks
great!
NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2020-02-16
Review for Christine DeGweck

The best. Professional, efficient, warm and just perfect
NPS:

by Mary Mattioli on 2020-02-15
Review for Shauna Adri

It was my first time getting a blowout with Shauna and she was amazing! I
have long hair and I am very particular with my blowouts and she knew
exactly how to please me. She has a great personality and I highly
recommend her.
NPS:

by Debra Delaney on 2020-02-15
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Lauren is always so great & dies great job on my color! She always knows
what I'm looking for!
NPS:

by Nicole Laub on 2020-02-15
Always a treat!

NPS: N/A

by Kristi Maglio on 2020-02-15
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Lauren is excellent at what she does. She always knows exactly what I
need and executes her vision perfectly. I put my trust in her with my hair
always...and I am always over satisfied with the result. Love her.
NPS:

by Anon on 2020-02-08
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Lauren took so much time to address my hair needs during my consultation.
I really appreciated her information and I look forward to my appointment
with her this week.
NPS:

by Nicole Spector on 2020-02-08
Gigi was wonderful, my hair looks great!

NPS:

by Janis Skolnick on 2020-02-08
My pedicure by Lynda was fabulous! She is so sweet and caring. She gives my feet
and legs a wonderful treatment.

NPS:

by Dawn Eagelton on 2020-02-08
Review for Kristin Hocko

I went to see Kristin for a new style. I needed a change. Oh boy did she
deliver. I stopped counting all of the compliments. I am so happy with my
new cut. I love the color too. Thank you very much.
NPS:

by Agnes Wierzbowski on 2020-02-07
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

She is great.Very satisfies with her.
NPS:

by Sarah Pomphrey on 2020-02-06
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Over the top and magnificent as ALWAYS!!!
NPS:

by Joan Hebert on 2020-01-25
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Cole is just the best!
NPS:

by Maddison Husband on 2020-01-25
Review for Maria Villegas

Maria was great and the salon was so welcoming! Definitely will be coming
back with Clyde!
NPS:

by Anon on 2020-01-24
Review for Christine DeGweck

Love my brows!
NPS:

by Sabra Callahan on 2020-01-24
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Cole is fabulous! She always listens and knows exactly what to do! The
entire staff is helpful and treats everyone with kindness. Love spending my
hair time there!
NPS:

by Anon on 2020-01-23
Really good but expensive

NPS:

by Donna Zibrin on 2020-01-20
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Lauren is the best!
NPS:

by Jane Mnich on 2020-01-19
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Awesome service! Awesome people! Awesome experience!
NPS:

by Kristine Thorn on 2020-01-19
Hair stylist Cat was excellent! Very friendly and did exactly what I wanted!

NPS:

by Janice Breen on 2020-01-18
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Wonderful cut. Great experience.
NPS:

by Gerilynn Fox on 2020-01-18
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristin is just the best, she does my hair perfectly every time! My low lights
and high lights came out amazing and the cut is just what I needed! Thank
you!!
NPS:

by Angela Koch on 2020-01-18
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Everyone was so sweet! Love my haircut and it was done pretty quickly.
NPS:

by Liz Miller on 2020-01-17
My facial with Celina was sublime. After an in-depth consultation, my luxurious facial
began. When it was done, I felt renewed and my face looked healthy and radiant.
What a treat!

NPS:

by Anon on 2020-01-17
Review for Tracy Conn

Fantastic!!!
NPS:

by Judie Cohen on 2020-01-17
Absolutely fantastic!! My color is perfect as always.

NPS:

by Abagael Ahearn on 2020-01-16
Review for Shauna Adri

I always dread going to the hair salon because I never have a great
experience and always leave not loving my hair. However, with Salon Coco
Bond that is far from the truth. I started going to this salon because I had
been following an artist via social media and was obsessed with her work.
From the moment I called the salon they were nothing but nice to me and
super accommodating of my schedule. My stylist, Shauna, is now the only
person I allow to touch my hair. She really listens to her clients and really
achieves her clients overall vision. I have not only gone to her for a simple
cut and color but also for extensions. She is truly talented and has
completely turned my view around when it comes to my hair. I highly
recommend visiting this salon and booking with Shauna!
NPS:

by Jean Royall on 2020-01-11
Review for Tracy Conn

Tracy not only does wonders with my hair she is like a family member and I
always enjoy being with her!
NPS:

by Mary Mattioli on 2020-01-11
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Nicole is amazing! So detailed oriented. She does my single process and
highlights and I am not an easy client to please. She is a great listener and
gives you exactly what you want.
NPS:

by Sharon Auleta on 2020-01-09
Review for Jolie Mattos

It is always such a great experience.
NPS:

by Jennifer Montana on 2020-01-08
Review for Lindsey Reyes

In addition to being an excellent stylist, Lindsey is both friendly and
professional. She takes the time to really listen to my ideas, give feedback
and most importantly cut and color my hair to suit me and what I have asked
for. The final result is always fantastic! In addition to Lindsey the he entire
staff at Coco Bond is friendly and warm.
NPS:

by Linda Hochman on 2020-01-05
Review for Jolie Mattos

Jolie always does great work . She is so pleasant and very professional!
Love getting services from her!
NPS:

by Elaine Friedman on 2020-01-01
Review for Jolie Mattos

Jolie is talented and also pleasant and friendly.
NPS:

by Susan Chelder on 2019-12-30
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Took the time to discuss my hair needs and gave me lots of suggestions .
Really listened to what I wanted my hair to look like .
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-12-22
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristin is hands down the best! Always leave CocoBond with the best hair
cuts. Always satisfied!
NPS:

by Debra Williams on 2019-12-21
Review for Valerie Cole

Val is great.
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-12-20
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

Excellent experience. First time with Harlingen, and she was great! I love
SCB...
NPS:

by Cheryl Soden on 2019-12-20

Went in for just a trim and.......out with a new hairdo. Everyone noticed and like it.
Thank you Erin. CMS

NPS:

by Nancy Mchugh on 2019-12-20
Perfect every time I visit. Owner Erin is very talented and takes pride in her work. The
salon is busy but very organized. Everyone is pleasant and professional. Erin is a
master at cutting curly hair

NPS:

by Anon on 2019-12-20
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

This is the greatest my hair has ever looked. Harleigh is amazing and did
wonders for my hair. Would definitely come back and would refer many
people to this salon.
NPS:

by Jennifer Lipp on 2019-12-19
Review for Shauna Adri

She is personable and gave me a great cut.
NPS:

by Nancy Redman on 2019-12-19
Review for Kristin Hocko

as always Kristin is the best!

NPS:

by Mark D'amelio on 2019-12-19
Review for Shauna Adri

Always have a great experience at this salon the staff is always kind and
courteous and my hair never looks better. Everyone gets so jealous of my
hair.
NPS:

by Jenna Verde on 2019-12-17
Review for Christine DeGweck

Always such a great experience
NPS:

by Ted Matthews on 2019-12-15
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

We love Harleigh and she was amazing as always.
NPS:

by Dawn Eagelton on 2019-12-14
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristen is AMAZING. She is always prompt, professional and awesome.
She has taught me to see how beautiful I am. She has boosted my self
confidence. She always makes me look incredible. I am so grateful to have
Kristen color and cut my hair.
NPS:

by Susan B. Drucker on 2019-12-14
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristin is more than a stylist. She is an artist. So glad I found her and Salon
CoCo Bond
NPS:

by Diane Bowden on 2019-12-14
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Excellent! I haven't a good haircut in years. Lauren did a fabulous job.
NPS:

by Andrea Finn on 2019-12-14
Jenna is terrific, she has been doing my hair for 5 years. She has a great eye for what
color and style looks good on a person. Not only is she good at what she does, she is
the sweetest person. The salon is gorgeous and has a lot of energy with really
friendly, well-train employees. I received a complementary firming mask treatment by
Glo, while waiting for my color to set, from Kristen. She was nice and very
knowledgable about the product. My skin was so soft afterwards. Overall, a first rate,
professionally run salon, I highly highly recommend!

NPS:

by Sydney Haise on 2019-12-12
Review for Lindsey Reyes

She's the best! Thanks so much and Happy Holidays.
NPS:

by Cindy Morris on 2019-12-11
Always a pleasure and always very happy!

NPS:

by Lilly Flanagan on 2019-12-07
Review for Jolie Mattos

Jolie is the best and I love our time together. She always does a great job
on my nails and also has sage advice.
NPS:

by Alexis Melone on 2019-12-07
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is the best. Every time i come for services i leave extremely
satisfied. I would not go to anyone else. Thank you Christine.
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-12-06
Coco Bond is THE BEST! As usual, Erin is the greatest! She always does such an
excellent job on my hair. This time, my son also had his first haircut and Erin made it
fun and memorable. Our whole family loves Erin and Coco Bond and cannot
recommend her and the salon enough!

NPS:

by Joan Lennon on 2019-11-27
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristin always does a fantastic job with my hair She is a very sweet person.
Emily gave me the very best shampoo ever!!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-11-27
Review for Barbara Olson

Very good experience, so relaxing and my skin looks great. Barbara
suggested the vitamin C facial and was just what my skin needed.
NPS:

by Sierra Smigelsky on 2019-11-27
My time at coco bond was so great. The salon is so welcoming and feels like home.
Everybody is so friendly and the energy throughout the salon is amazing. I loved my
haircut I got and I will definitely be back for other services. You guys rock!

NPS:

by Cathy Gasiorowski on 2019-11-24
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

My color is perfect!
NPS:

by Terri Barrett on 2019-11-22
Review for April D'Addario

Everything was excellent
NPS:

by Rose Wills on 2019-11-22
Review for Valerie Cole

Valerie is the best! She is such a wonderful person and emits such a
positive energy around her! I love my visits with her and cannot wait to
schedule more!
NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2019-11-21
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is the best. She is careful, dedicated , warm, caring and efficient
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-11-20
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Love my standing every three weeks!
NPS:

by Jenna Verde on 2019-11-17
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Amazing as always!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-11-14

Great salon, great hair dressers, friendly staff and beautifully decorated!

NPS:

by Joann Santimauro on 2019-11-10
Review for Kristin Hocko

As always 5 (and more stars ......) Have been her client for years and
always love my color, haircuts and blowouts. Always a happy day for me
when I have a hair appt at Coco Bond with Kristen. And she is a wonderful
person as well.
NPS:

by Emma Dwight on 2019-11-10
Review for Lauren Reynolds

She was so amazing and did a great job with my curly hair! I have been
trying to find someone for years who really knows how to handle curly hair
and Lauren is a pro!
NPS:

by Ted Matthews on 2019-11-10
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

Love Harleigh
NPS:

by Maria Cotelo on 2019-11-09
I always walk out feeling like a million bucks !!! Everyone is always friendly and
accommodating.

NPS:

by Yolanda Roeder on 2019-11-09
Review for Maria Villegas

Pleasant, knowlegable and did a fantastic job!
NPS:

by Molly Fox on 2019-11-08
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Lauren K was awesome with my daughter. She was super sweet and the
cut was great! We will definitely be back and ask for her again.
NPS:

by Gary Kolleogy on 2019-11-08
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Rachael did a terrific job!!
NPS:

by Loren Coolahan on 2019-11-06
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

Harleigh was great, very friendly and nice. She did a wonderful job on my
hair I couldn't be happier!
NPS:

by Amanda Spangler on 2019-11-06
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Lauren is the sweetest! And my hair looked beautiful!
NPS:

by Alexis Melone on 2019-11-03
Review for Christine DeGweck

The absolute best! Christine is so personable and makes your waxing
experience enjoyable!
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-10-31
Review for Valerie Cole

Valerie did an amazing job on my eyelashes and she took time to answer all
of my questions. I would highly recommend her!
NPS:

by Danielle Scagliuss on 2019-10-31
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Lauren was great. She did a great job with my keratin treatment.
NPS:

by Kelly Cullen on 2019-10-26
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Lauren does such an amazing job! She deserves 10 stars! She
communicates with you about what she is doing and the end result is
always fantastic!
NPS:

by Anabel Rosario on 2019-10-24
Review for Maria Villegas

I was nervous going in but she made me feel welcomed and comfortable as
well as she answered all my questions.
NPS:

by Pat Zackman on 2019-10-24
I always walk out feeling like a new person. Erin is the BEST!

NPS:

by Anne E. Kenney on 2019-10-21
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Remarkably talented color guru and all around wonderful person to boot!
NPS:

by Colleen Poukish on 2019-10-20
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

Harleigh is amazing. She is professional, incredibly talented and made me
feel comfortable! I had some skin challenges and she made them virtually
invisible!

NPS:

by Amanda Dietz on 2019-10-18
Review for Tracy Conn

Always amazing! Love my haircut! Tracy does great work. Highly
recommend her.
NPS:

by Angela Cogliano on 2019-10-17
Review for Christine DeGweck

I see Christine regularly for my eyebrow waxing and I was so loyal to her I
let my eyebrows grow out her entire maternity leave!!! I have so much trust
in Christine that she is always worth the wait. She is so talented in her work
and I appreciate every single visit I have with her. She makes waxing
painless and the experience always makes my week because of her fun
loving energy! She is the absolute best!! She has even referred me to
another specialist at the salon when I had questions about facials and kindly
brought me over to her. I love the relationship I have built with her and love
all the salon has to offer!
NPS:

by Cindy Morris on 2019-10-17
Always above and beyond costumer satisfaction ...so happy to have found Erin!! The
best...

NPS:

by TONY RANIERI on 2019-10-17
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Lauren is excellent. We look forward to seeing her again
NPS:

by Nancy Mchugh on 2019-10-16
Salon CoCoBond is a very nice salon. All the staff are pleasant and courteous, the
shop is very clean and the owner Erin McCabe is a very skilled stylist

NPS:

by Anon on 2019-10-11
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Love going every three weeks!
NPS:

by Sylvia Raffone on 2019-10-11
Review for April D'Addario

My experience was very comfortable. Lisa ( receptionist ) was very nice and
helpful and April ( manicurist ) was very good.
NPS:

by Gerilynn Fox on 2019-10-10
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Lauren squeezed me into her schedule and did an awesome job on my
highlights and lowlights, I could not be happier! Thank you Lauren!
NPS:

by Judie Cohen on 2019-10-10
Review for Jolie Mattos

Always a perfect manicure!
NPS:

by Diane Morena on 2019-10-10
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Cole is great!! Her hair cutting skills are the best!
NPS:

by Yvette Ambrose on 2019-10-09
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Lauren is an excellent hair technician and she knows what is needed for my
hair.
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-10-09
Review for Lindsey Reyes

This was my first time coming to Salon CoCo Bond and I will absolutely be
back! Lindsey is fantastic and really took the time to listen to what kind of
hair cut I wanted. She also provided some good tips on styling and
products. I felt comfortable and trusted her completely! I am such a picky
person but honestly do not have any constructive feedback to leave. Thank
you, Lindsey and all the staff at CoCo!
NPS:

by Ted Matthews on 2019-10-06
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

Harleigh was wonderful as always and did a great job.
NPS:

by Sandy Lang on 2019-10-06
Review for Nicole Gregorek

I love Cole!
NPS: N/A

by Jenna Verde on 2019-10-05
Review for Christine DeGweck

Amazing as usual!
NPS:

by Joan Lennon on 2019-10-04
Review for Kristin Hocko

Always gives me a perfect haircut Emily gave me the best ever shampoo!
NPS:

by Pam Athnairos on 2019-10-04
Review for Shauna Adri

great hair stylist will always come back to her to do my hair wonderful salon

NPS:

by Dianne Zeigler on 2019-10-04
Review for Cecilia Goldfarb

I love getting facials from Cecilia. She is talented, professional and caring.
My skin feels wonderful.
NPS:

by SRI RAJENBRAN on 2019-10-03
Review for Lauren Reynolds

My experience with Coco bond spa was extraordinary!!! Staffs are friendly
and so professional!!! Especially Lauren was amazing!!! She is so
professional that made me look gorgeous!!! Thank you Lauren!!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-10-03
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

Harleigh did a great job on my blow out! Loved it!
NPS:

by Jane Mnich on 2019-10-03
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Lauren knows her stuff and applies her extensive knowledge quite well.
NPS:

by Eileen Crowe on 2019-10-02
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Love my haircut and Lindsey was so nice. Bonus wa Vanessa washing my
hair. Thank you
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-09-29
Review for Barbara Olson

Barbara Olson is such a wonderful person.She is so knowledgeable and
personable . I love the time that I spend at Coco Bond... from the minute I
enter the door and Lisa is there to greet me with her smile !!
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-09-28
Review for Kristin Hocko

Always fabulous experience with kristen
NPS:

by Karin Johnson on 2019-09-27
Review for April D'Addario

She did an amazing job and is very professional
NPS:

by Nicole Johnson on 2019-09-27

Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

It was my first time visiting Salon CoCo Bond and I had an excellent
experience. I didn't have to wait long and I was offered something to drink
while I waited which I found very nice. Lauren new exactly what type of hair
style and coloring to do on my hair. She taught me some curling techniques
and how to take care of my care daily. The atmosphere is very clean and
friendly. I will be recommending all my friends and family. I am so happy I
was able to find such a friendly salon with such a great group of girls.
NPS:

by Rose O'hare on 2019-09-26
Review for Shauna Adri

Great haircut by Shauna. So much care was taken, she really listened and
used the products she thought would make the style last. Was able to style
it the morning after with no problem. Very happy with the experience.
NPS:

by Danielle Dembia on 2019-09-26
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Awesome customer service all the way through. Very talented staff. Trusted
Lauren all the way and she did not disappoint!
NPS:

by Linda Hochman on 2019-09-21
Review for April D'Addario

Such a great professional!
NPS:

by Makayla Miller on 2019-09-19
Review for Valerie Cole

Amazing! I was nervous and she made me feel so comfortable! Absolutely
loved my spray tan!
NPS:

by Laura Bove on 2019-09-18
Always a great expierience at CoCo Bond!

NPS:

by Sarah Hall on 2019-09-16
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Lauren was just so lovely and chatty and knew what I wanted. I went for a
drastic change and cut and was so pleased with it. She's a credit to Coco
Bond and I will definitely be back
NPS:

by Debra Delaney on 2019-09-15
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Love dealing with Lauren, she's so sweet @ excellent at what she does!
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-09-14
Review for Valerie Cole

Valerie was wonderful! She explained everything and made me feel very
comfortable. Could not have been happier with the whole experience!
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-09-14
Review for Maria Villegas

I had a wonderful experience with Maria yesterday. She was very nice and
pleasant to talk to. She seemed knowledgeable about what shampoo and
products I should be using, and most importantly, I love my haircut!
NPS:

by Leslie Jones on 2019-09-12
Review for Valerie Cole

Loved Valerie Excellent service and fun experience! I Will definitely be back
for more !!!!!
NPS:

by Dirck McDowell on 2019-09-11
Very friendly and on time. I travel from Philly to get my haircut!

NPS:

by Susan Bachstetter on 2019-09-09
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

I am a cancer survivor who has finally started to get my hair back. It has
been daunting and stressful to say the least! Mary Jeanne spent a lot of
time with me discussing my next steps as my hair comes back. She was so
sweet and encouraging. I would give them 100 stars if I could!
NPS:

by Lauren Reich on 2019-09-08
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Every experience with Cole is excellent. She takes her time working on
each client to ensure the very best service. She is an expert colorist and my
highlights have never looked better! She even reversed severe damage
caused by prior botched color work which proves she truly cares about the
health of my hair, in addition to the outward beauty of the color and cut. She
is always positive and has a great personality. Cole is a true professional
and excels in everything she does, while making every client feel special.
NPS:

by Gloria Mellina on 2019-09-06
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

Very satisfied
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-09-06
Always A+

NPS: N/A

by Keri Campbell on 2019-09-06

Review for HARLEIGH BURST

Harleigh is great!!!!!
NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2019-09-02
The business itself is wonderful- warm, inviting and professional.

NPS:

by Coleen Stambaugh on 2019-09-01
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

The best
NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2019-08-29
Great as always

NPS:

by Anon on 2019-08-28
Review for Barbara Olson

Amazing!!!
NPS:

by Jane Vincent on 2019-08-27
Wonderful as always

NPS:

by Anon on 2019-08-25
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Love her! Best cut......best blow out!
NPS:

by John Sands on 2019-08-25
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Perfect
NPS:

by Riley Wilbert on 2019-08-24
Review for Cecilia Goldfarb

Cecilia was Amazing! Before she put on every product she told me what it
was and what it was doing. She made me feel so special. It was an
amazing!
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-08-23
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Fabulous stylist and person!

NPS:

by Lisa Wollek on 2019-08-23
Review for Jolie Mattos

Coco Bond is the secret to a perfect spray tan! Jolie is friendly and efficient
and knows her stuff. Best kept secret in Monmouth county.
NPS:

by Linda Hochman on 2019-08-21
Review for April D'Addario

Well done job and professional
NPS:

by Gary Kolleogy on 2019-08-20
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Rachael did a terrific job at my recent August 15 visit - thank you!
NPS:

by Rose Wills on 2019-08-16
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Lauren K is always great! She always knows exactly what I am looking for!!
NPS:

by Nicole Estelle on 2019-08-12
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Lauren always does an amazing job making my hair look healthy and
beautiful! Thank you Lauren!
NPS:

by Nancy Mchugh on 2019-08-08
Always a pleasant experience at Salon CoCoBond. Erin McCabe is outstanding, the
staff is pleasant and the salon is impeccably clean

NPS:

by Laura Bove on 2019-08-07
Always a wonderful relaxing experience

NPS:

by Joan Hebert on 2019-08-02
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Cole is a gifted hairstylist. I am always delighted with the magic she does
with my hair.
NPS:

by Robin Nacarlo on 2019-08-02
Review for April D'Addario

I always look forward to my pedicure appointments with April. She is
extremely professional and fun to converse with. She has outstanding talent
in her field and her meticulous work reflects this. I'm glad I found her at
Salon CoCo Bond!
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-08-02
Review for Valerie Cole

Valerie is an expert at eyelashes! Very happy with her service!
NPS:

by Linda Hampel on 2019-08-02
I had my nails done by Kim, She does a great job and has such a wonderful
personality. I so enjoy my time with her.

NPS:

by Ted Matthews on 2019-08-02
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

Harleigh is amazing and we love her.
NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2019-08-02
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is professional and a pleasure to work with. Extremely competent
NPS:

by Stephanie Burt-Sharaldi on 2019-08-02
Review for April D'Addario

April is the best!! Everyone is so nice at CoCo Bond. Highly recommend this
Salon.
NPS:

by Jeanine Hernandez on 2019-08-01
Review for Christine DeGweck

Always a great experience with Christine. She is great!
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-07-31
Great service and great staff! Cat did a great job!

NPS:

by Anon on 2019-07-31
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is the best brow artist !
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-07-31
Always a wonderful experience at CoCo Bond!!

NPS:

by Lauren Gangemi on 2019-07-30
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Such a warm friendly and talented stylist. Looking forward to my next
appointment!
NPS:

by Jane Griffin on 2019-07-30
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristin goes above and beyond to assure a quality experience. She is the
best!!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-07-28
Wonderful as always!!!!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2019-07-28
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Lauren is a great stylist and the salon is top notch. Overall great experience.
NPS:

by Breda Saldutti on 2019-07-27

Review for Christine DeGweck

Always a fabulous experience at CoCo Bond
NPS:

by Heidie Racine on 2019-07-26
Review for Tracy Conn

Tracy went so far above and beyond the usual for me during my
appointment on 25Jul- I went in and presented a very difficult case for her.
There was so much "going on" that she really had to employ her incredible
skills as a colorist /chemist and stylist. Her solution thinking resulted in a
perfectly suited hair look that makes me feel like I'm looking my best. Thank
you,Tracy, for doing what you do so consistently and expertly. You're
amazing! -H. Racine
NPS:

by Renna Calvo on 2019-07-26
Review for Shauna Adri

Shauna is a color genius!! With the added bonus of being the sweetest
person! Also the shampoo station is the most wonderful place, I never have
a moment to relax during the day, so it was a special treat to feel so
comfortable and get an awesome scalp massage! I NEVER find the ordeal
of hair color a relaxing experience-it takes a long time and there are many
steps, but CocoBond is so different, it is a relaxing experience and I don't
mind taking some time for myself
NPS:

by Jennifer Filler on 2019-07-26
Beautiful work done with expertise, care, and kindness.

NPS:

by Katie Weisgerber on 2019-07-25
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Honestly - I have not been super happy with my color last few appts and
yesterday was a sort of a last go at Coco Bond for me. Cole was AMAZING.
She listened to the issues I was having, adjusted my formula accordingly
and also gave me some products and tips that will help keep my color
fresher for longer. Was so happy with both my color and cut. Cole is the
best - infinity stars!
NPS:

by Debbie Abela on 2019-07-23
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

Love her! She is the best!
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-07-23
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Great haircut, service and experience.
NPS:

by Catie Wolff on 2019-07-22
As a first time client, I was very impressed with the entire staff and my experience at
Salon Coco Bond. Check in was seamless and my appointment started promptly. I
was having my make up done for a very important wedding and Gabrielle exceeded
all my expectations! I highly recommend her and hope to return soon!

NPS:

by Anon on 2019-07-21
I am always so pleased with everything here

NPS:

by Anon on 2019-07-20
Review for Barbara Olson

Absolutely wonderful as always. After a thorough assessment of my skin
she recommended a treatment that has already resulted in complete
satisfaction in its appearance.
NPS:

by Pat Eilender on 2019-07-19
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

Harleigh did a great job! Color and cut. Entire staff was friendly and helpful
NPS:

by Jennifer Carasia on 2019-07-19
Review for April D'Addario

April is always amazing! I couldn't be any happier with the professional
service she consistently provides.
NPS:

by Robin Roberts on 2019-07-18

Kay blew out my hair and did a great job. My wash was also enjoyable, and I could
have had that head massage for hours!

NPS:

by Rina Carrolli on 2019-07-17
Review for April D'Addario

Always happy!!
NPS:

by Armen Mcomber on 2019-07-17
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Always great!
NPS:

by Liz Miller on 2019-07-14
Just had the BEST gel manicure ever from Kim! Excellent nail shaping, expert cuticle
trimming and perfect painting for a gorgeous summer French mani. Love it! Thanks,
Kim.

NPS:

by Nancy Redman on 2019-07-12
Review for Kristin Hocko

as always Kristin is wonderful!
NPS:

by Debra Williams on 2019-07-06
Kate Lynch did a fantastic job on my eyebrows tinting. Will definitely return.

NPS:

by Anon on 2019-07-03
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Professional service! Got exactly what I wanted. She listened to every
concern and need and the products she recommended are keeping my hair
perfect
NPS:

by Jenna Verde on 2019-06-30
Review for Christine DeGweck

Excellent as always!
NPS:

by JUSTINE DELUCA on 2019-06-30
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Always have a great experience! Rachael always does a great job ! I love
my hair!
NPS:

by Meghan Morstatt on 2019-06-28
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

Harleigh is amazing!!!
NPS:

by Allison McCabe-Matto on 2019-06-27
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

The best salon in New Jersey!
NPS:

by Cherie Shoemaker on 2019-06-26
First time at your salon. Lovely experience/ Kate was wonderful.

NPS:

by Toni Callazzo on 2019-06-26
Review for April D'Addario

Everything was done well
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-06-23
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Always great!
NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2019-06-22

Review for Christine DeGweck

It is always a. pleasure to be with Christine. She is by far the best at her
profession - and I have followed her from her former positions. I enjoy
coming to Salon Coco Bond NPS:

by Linda Hochman on 2019-06-21
Review for April D'Addario

Great service as always
NPS:

by Janis Skolnick on 2019-06-21
Review for Barbara Olson

I cannot say enough how fabulous my facials are with Barbara!!!!!!! I have
included a foot reflex with Miki while I am getting my facial. It is heavenly!!!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-06-20
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristin always knows exactly the hair style and color for me! Erin, the owner,
keeps an eye on all the activities in her salon. She knows everyone' s name
that walks in her door!
NPS:

by Yolanda Roeder on 2019-06-19
Review for Valerie Cole

I love Valerie work and her dedictaion. I was schedule for another service
but ened up doing waxing instead.. She was very understanding , helpful
and patient. The atmosphere was very pleasant. The scheduling for hair
services needed were not met as requested. There was a confusion and it
was placed in times I could not make it.
NPS:

by Jennifer Jervert on 2019-06-18
Everyone was pleasant. Spray tan experience was good but wish tan was darker like
my first experience.

NPS:

by Laura Bove on 2019-06-18
Always a premier experience at CoCo Bond!

NPS:

by Lauren Mooney on 2019-06-13
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Cole is wonderful. She took the time to get to know me and my hair routine
and did a beautiful job.
NPS:

by Valentina Tartivita on 2019-06-13
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is truly the best! I have been going to her for 10 years, always a
great experience with her!

NPS:

by Anon on 2019-06-12
Always wonderful!

NPS:

by Linda Roman on 2019-06-10
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Lindsey was wonderful. Very friendly and professional. She was very
knowledgeable and answered all my questions.
NPS:

by Paige Piscatelli on 2019-06-08
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

Harleigh gave my daughter a beautiful hair cut. She listened to what she
wanted and was extremely patient with her.
NPS:

by Jackie Sylvester on 2019-06-06
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

From start to finish, the service I received from Harleigh was beyond
exceptional!!! She saved my hair, I look and feel renewed and refreshed!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-06-02
Review for Jolie Mattos

Great manicure (dazzle dry) Great manicurist!
NPS:

by Nancy Mchugh on 2019-06-01
Salon CoCo Bond is a very nice salon in many ways. The staff is courteous and
friendly, the shop is meticulously clean. Erin is the owner and a master at her craft. If
you are a curly head, you really should make an appointment with her she gives a
great cut!

NPS:

by Anon on 2019-05-29
Everything perfect. Color pops and cut is perfect

NPS:

by Lee Caruso on 2019-05-28
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Rachel saved me and my summer.....Thank you Rachel!!!
NPS:

by Debra Delaney on 2019-05-28
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Lauren does great work & is a great person!
NPS:

by Kristi Maglio on 2019-05-26
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Lauren is excellent at what she does. I wouldn't trust anyone else to do my
hair. Love her.
NPS:

by Jane Griffin on 2019-05-25
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristin is the best!! She is always accommodating and really aims to give
me the best possible results. She has such a great eye for color and her
haircuts are always fantastic. I find everyone at Coco Bond to Be friendly,
pleasant, and extremely professional.
NPS:

by Linda Hampel on 2019-05-24
Kim is awesome. Love her vibe!!!

NPS:

by Rose Wills on 2019-05-23
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

I love getting my hair done with Lauren K!! She always knows exactly what
to do without me even explaining!!
NPS:

by Nancy Redman on 2019-05-22
Review for Kristin Hocko

As always Kristen is simply wonderful !
NPS:

by Laura Bove on 2019-05-20
Beautiful salon run very professionally and friendly!

NPS:

by Lachlan Kruse on 2019-05-17
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Rachel was amazing with my son. Not only did she understand and execute
the surfer hairstyle that we were looking for, but she was also so nice and
accommodating. My son is looking forward to going back.
NPS:

by Janis Skolnick on 2019-05-17
My facial with Barbara was outstanding as always!!! I also had reflex by Miki while
having my facial and it added to the relaxation . I recommend doing both.

NPS:

by Meridith Lehman on 2019-05-15
AMAZING!!!

NPS:

by Robin Cohen on 2019-05-15
Seriously THE BEST experience every time I visit the salon!

NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2019-05-12
Review for Christine DeGweck

Same as always- excellent
NPS:

by Kristen Carter on 2019-05-10
Review for Barbara Olson

I got a spray tan with Barbara and everyone I see compliments me on how
nice the tan is. They are shocked to find out it is a spray tan and not real!
She does an amazing job :)
NPS:

by Lisa Diiorio on 2019-05-09
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Lindsey is the best! She always does a great job. It is always a pleasure to
see her.
NPS:

by Stephanie Herndon on 2019-05-09
Review for Tracy Conn

Love Tracy and her expertise with color! I always leave her feeling like a
million bucks!
NPS:

by Hallie Yuhasz on 2019-05-08
Review for Barbara Olson

My first HydraFacial and it was extraordinary! Barbara was informative and
through. Several times during the process, I completely fell asleep. My face
has never felt so clean and bright! I am looking forward to visiting with
Barbara again for my Vitamin C facial.
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-05-05
Review for Maria Villegas

I love my haircut!! Maria is so hospitable, friendly, and incredible at her job. I
always feel so welcomed walking into the salon, and so confident in my hair
when I leave!! Maria did a fantastic job as always.
NPS:

by Kristen Mignoli on 2019-05-05
Review for Lindsey Reyes

As always my experience at Salon Coco Bond was second to none! Lindsey
provides a premiere experience!
NPS:

by Patty Thompson on 2019-05-04

Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is a professional , also makes you feel like an old friend.
NPS:

by Joann Kulat on 2019-05-04
Review for Barbara Olson

Is there anyone better than Barbara??? If so, I haven't met her!!! She is
awesome!!
NPS:

by Amanda Antieri on 2019-05-02
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Lauren K was knowledgeable and super friendly. She did an amazing job on
my hair!!
NPS:

by Marina Tu on 2019-05-02
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Always perfect! She always gives me exactly what I want and I change it up
all the time.
NPS:

by Judie Cohen on 2019-05-02
I walked in feeling my hair was dry and "drab", and I walked out feeling like I had a
new head of wonderfully moisturized subtly"bayalaged" gorgeous hair!

NPS:

by Maureen Tieri on 2019-05-02
Review for Maria Villegas

Very pleasant experience. Maria made me feel right at home my first time
there
NPS:

by Elizabeth Kirk on 2019-04-27
Review for Maria Villegas

Fantastic- she is a doll and does a great blowout
NPS:

by Loren Coolahan on 2019-04-25
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Had a Brazilian Blowout and Lauren was wonderful! So nice to chat with
and did an excellent job!! Highly recommend! Salon is beautiful too!
NPS:

by Candace Conklin on 2019-04-24
Review for Barbara Olson

Barbara has the hands of an angel. She makes sure that you have the best
experience ever! Again, my pedicure and facial was a pure delight mini
vacation as always.
NPS:

by Donna Zibrin on 2019-04-24
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Lauren K is amazing - haircut and color and service are all outstanding and
she is so nice and such a pleasure to talk with while in her chair. All the staff
are very nice and make you feel welcome.
NPS:

by Eileen Crowe on 2019-04-23
Review for Shauna Adri

I had an excellent experience. My hair came out beautiful and the entire
staff was extremely friendly
NPS:

by Jennifer Jervert on 2019-04-22
Review for Christine DeGweck

Welcoming service-spray tan looks amazing! Highly recommend getting
your spray tan on at Salon CoCo Bond!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-04-22
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is the best thing to ever happy to this salon! She is a gem!
NPS:

by Barbara Rosenthal on 2019-04-20
Review for Barbara Olson

Very impressive. Loved how shop was organized. I feel welcome and made
another tan appt. Barbara made me feel very comfortable since this was my
first experience.
NPS:

by Terri Barrett on 2019-04-20
Review for Christine DeGweck

Excellent as always
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-04-20
Review for Jolie Mattos

Great atmosphere. Wonderful staff.
NPS:

by Jenna Verde on 2019-04-20
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine did An amazing job!
NPS:

by Ted Matthews on 2019-04-19
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

Harleigh was amazing and is always wonderful with me and my kids.
NPS:

by Nancy Palian on 2019-04-18
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Mary Jeanne is amazing and always professional.
NPS:

by Laura Bove on 2019-04-15
CoCo Bond is an excellent salon. The minute you enter you feel relaxed and well
taken care of.

NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2019-04-14
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is the reason I use Salon Coco. She is wonderful to work with,
professional, conscientious and diligent. The staff at Salon Coco is warm
and friendly.
NPS:

by Sofia Russo on 2019-04-13
Review for April D'Addario

My daughter is thrilled with her nails. She removed her own acrylics and the
dazzle dry manicure saved her nails. She loves them! April did a fantastic
job!
NPS:

by Nicole Perosi on 2019-04-12
Review for Shauna Adri

Great work!
NPS:

by Caity Murphy on 2019-04-12
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Lauren is personable, talented and I would definitely come see her again!
NPS:

by Melissa Hague on 2019-04-11
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

Harleigh is amazing! Love her!
NPS:

by Ellie Feder on 2019-04-11
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Lauren was amazing! She did a consultation first and asked all the right
questions to get a better understanding of my hair. She is extremely
knowledgeable in curls and explained how and why she was doing
everything as she did it. She also talked me through a plan to help me reach
my ultimate hair goals. I will definitely be coming back!
NPS:

by Alexis Melone on 2019-04-11
Amanda was excellent! Had a very good experience

NPS:

by Coleen Stambaugh on 2019-04-09
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

Great experience,Harleigh is a true asset to your establishment
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-04-07
From the time I walked in to the time I left everyone was very Pleasant and
accommodating. My appointment was for a haircut and blowout. Lauren K cut my hair
exactly how I asked her to and she styled it perfectly. My daughter was there with me
for a blowout with Jenna and she was extremely happy with the outcome. We will
definitely be back for our next hair appointments.

NPS:

by Janice Iosso on 2019-04-07
Relaxed and pampered atmosphere Staff were exceedingly friendly Talented and
friendly stylists

NPS:

by Jane Mnich on 2019-04-06
Review for Lauren Reynolds

As always Lauren Reynolds is an artist, I highly recommend her to all!

NPS:

by Samuel Jemal on 2019-04-05
Review for Rachael Karyczak

perfect as always
NPS:

by Barbara Schneider on 2019-04-05
I really enjoyed my experience at this wonderful salon and spa!

NPS:

by Mark D'amelio on 2019-04-05
Review for Shauna Adri

Always love getting my haircut by Shauna. The salon is beautiful and
everyone was super friendly. Very nice place.
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-04-04
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Lindsey was fantastic! I needed an appointment quickly before leaving for
vacation after getting a bad haircut shortly before. Lindsey listened to
everything I said, was so sweet, and made my hair look AMAZING! I am so
grateful I found this salon and Lindsey. Highly, highly recommend!
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-04-02
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Can't say enough about Salon CoCo Bond!
NPS:

by Kellie Rudd on 2019-04-01
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is very friendly and professional as well as the rest of the staff!
NPS:

by Jenna Salerno on 2019-03-30
Review for Lindsey Reyes

It was my first haircut at Cocobond!! I needed a change and Lindsey did an
amazing job! I absolutely love it!! I will definitely be going back!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-03-30
Always, absolutely the best and never disappointed .

NPS:

by Robin Cohen on 2019-03-29
Always the best experience at Coco Bond. All of the beautiful ladies are warm and
welcoming and so professional!! I feel so pampered!

NPS:

by Mary Ellen Daalder on 2019-03-28
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is friendly, professional and always makes you feel comfortable. I
would highly recommend her!
NPS:

by Nancy Mchugh on 2019-03-28
Salon CoCo Bond is a very nice salon. All staff are courteous and pleasant and the
salon is very clean. I've been having my haircut by Erin for around 10 years or so and
she always does an outstanding job. If you have curly hair, you know how it isn't easy
to find a stylist that knows how to cut it; I wholeheartedly recommend that you make
an appointment with Erin McCabe. She is incredible. I am very happy after every
haircut with her.

NPS:

by Anon on 2019-03-27
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Lauren was excellent! She did an outstanding job on my color and cut and
was extremely professional throughout the entire process, I will definitely
refer!
NPS:

by Lynn Mckenzie on 2019-03-26
Review for Tracy Conn

Tracy is always a pleasure to see !!
NPS:

by Nancy Redman on 2019-03-21
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristen is a wonderful stylist (color and cut:)
NPS:

by Sherri Runne on 2019-03-21
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Always a pleasant experience at Coco Bond from start to finish.
NPS:

by Cheryl Soden on 2019-03-19
Review for Kristin Hocko

I had called in to see if my stylist was available for quick bang freshen up.
She wasn't and the receptionist recommended Kristin. Kristin did a great job
on my very thick hair. Thanks Kristin and CocoBond.
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-03-18
GiGi is amazing!!! Salon is beautiful!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2019-03-15
Always a great experience!

NPS:

by Abie Matalon on 2019-03-15
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Best Mens cuts in NJ. I book in advance cause Rachael books up fast!
Great chill atmosphere for a salon. They make me very comfortable. Ample
parking in back.
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-03-13
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Lindsey did a great job, as always a pleasure!
NPS:

by Linda Hochman on 2019-03-12
Review for April D'Addario

So professional. And skilled
NPS:

by JOYCE SCHWEERS on 2019-03-09
Review for Barbara Olson

I strongly recommend making an appointment with Barbara. She is highly
skilled and is consistently continuing her training to be updated on the latest
techniques. She has a gentle calming presence and goes out of her way to
make you feel and look your best. She listens to your concerns and makes
suggestions for treatments that will address your issues

NPS:

by Barbara Reed on 2019-03-09
Review for Maria Villegas

Very kind and considerate. Ali who shampooed my hair did a fine job too!
NPS:

by Robin Roberts on 2019-03-08
Was pleasantly surprised by the great service, friendly employees, and ultra clean
salon. Gigi gave me an excellent blow out! Will be coming here as a regular
customer!

NPS:

by Janis Skolnick on 2019-03-08
Review for Barbara Olson

Barbara is Fabulous!!!!!! I leave every facial feeling relaxed and my skin
looks amazing!!
NPS:

by Laura Bove on 2019-03-08
A wonderful pleasant salon. CoCo Bond makes you feel like royalty from the minute
you walk in to the minute you leave.

NPS:

by Anon on 2019-03-03
Review for April D'Addario

This was my first visit with April and I will be back! She is a pro - free
handed a French mani that came out pefectly! She asked all the right
questions and her years of experience made me feel comfortable trusting
her with my nails for my wedding. Thank you!
NPS:

by Cathy Gasiorowski on 2019-03-03
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Great color - Mary Jean is awesome!
NPS:

by Linda Verdicchio on 2019-03-02
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Lindsey easily found the right color for my hair and the cut was great too! I
will be back next month!
NPS:

by Jane Mnich on 2019-03-02
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Lauren is just a lovely person
NPS:

by Yvonne Lorenzo on 2019-02-28

Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

MJ is great. Love my hair. Everyone is so friendly and welcoming!!
NPS:

by Kina Adounis on 2019-02-27
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Wonderful stylist, great skills. I was very happy with the results
NPS:

by Kathleen Walsh on 2019-02-24
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Lauren K is a pleasure to work with.
NPS:

by Amy Lasky on 2019-02-24
Review for Maria Villegas

She is great !!!
NPS:

by Debbie Dolan on 2019-02-23
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

As always, Harleigh did an amazing job! Super happy with my color and cut!
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-02-23
Review for Tracy Conn

Tracy was very professional, but she cared enough to listen to me, and was
able to assuage my worries about the condition and graying of my hair. She
took me on a thorough tour of the building, where I met several specialists in
the many services they offer- very reassuring and quite impressive!
NPS:

by Anne Barringer on 2019-02-22
Review for Kristin Hocko

I just can't give enough positive feedback about Kristin. I originally went to
her to fix a color and cut mess before my daughter's wedding 3 years ago.
Now i get nothing but compliments on my color and as far as cuts, basically
i trust her to do anything she feels like doing but when I do have an idea she
always gets it right. You get the sense that she loves people and does what
she does out of that love.
NPS:

by Terri Barrett on 2019-02-22
Review for April D'Addario

April was great and because of health issues she was extra gentle
NPS:

by Meghan Morstatt on 2019-02-22
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

Harleigh is amazing. My hair always turns out exactly as I ask her. She is so
personal and makes the time spent at the salon so enjoyable. I am beyond
happy with my service from Harleigh and will absolutely continue making the
1hr trip to get my hair done.
NPS:

by Janet Josephson on 2019-02-21
Always great service !!!

NPS:

by Renna Calvo on 2019-02-21
Review for Shauna Adri

Shauna rescued me! I walked in with hair that I was miserable with. We
talked. She heard what I wanted and I am sooo happy!!! My hair is exactly
what I talked about
NPS:

by Lisa Wollek on 2019-02-20
Highlights lowlights and a glaze with Erin. Impeccable environment. Patient, upbeat
front desk. Salon assistants outstanding. And my hair..... well not to boast but....
getting loads of compliments!

NPS:

by Joann Santimauro on 2019-02-18
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristen is phenomenal in all aspects of being a hair stylist professional- i am
always so happy with my haircuts, hair styling, hair color, Keritan
treatments. She makes suggestions in hair styling cuts but she also listens
to me. Her suggestions are always on the mark and i always leave the salon
extremely satisfied and thrilled with the outcome. Kristen is a lovely and
caring person and hair stylist. She is deserving of +5 stars. Coco Bond
Salon is also 5 stars- everyone who works there from front desk, hair
washing area, and how they all interact with each other and clients is
professional, courteous and always pleasant.
NPS:

by Sydney Haise on 2019-02-15
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Rachael is the best!
NPS:

by Linda Hochman on 2019-02-10
Review for April D'Addario

Great manicurist
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-02-09
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Rachael is very sweet! She took a lot of time listening to me about my hair.
She was so thorough on the cut and color. You can tell that Rachael really
enjoys her job and is very knowledgeable in hair styling. She really pays
attention to the clients needs and wants you to be highly satisfied walking
out the door, which I was!!!
NPS:

by Susan B. Drucker on 2019-02-08
Review for Kristin Hocko

Fabulous experience as always!
NPS:

by Jennifer Goss on 2019-02-07
I have been going here for approximately 8 years. Erin, the owner, has been doing
my hair from the beginning. She is wonderful and I always leave there feeling
beautiful and happy. I have also had a manicure and a facial here. Her staff is great
and everyone of them is so accommodating and helpful. Really nice to go to a place
where there is no drama. I highly recommend Salon CocoBond.

NPS:

by Debra Delaney on 2019-02-04
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Love the work she does!
NPS:

by Laura Bove on 2019-02-04
Wonderful experience. Everyone truely makes you feel like a princess at CoCo Bond!

NPS:

by SCOTT WOLMAN on 2019-02-03
Review for Barbara Olson

Barbara is always friendly, welcoming and ready to go! And she does a
perfect job!
NPS:

by Janis Skolnick on 2019-02-02
Review for Barbara Olson

Barbara is one in a million. She gives the most fabulous facials. Barbara
makes you feel so relaxed. I cannot wait until my next one.
NPS:

by Debra Sutton on 2019-01-31
Review for Shauna Adri

Shauna was overall wonderful. I love that she met with be before even
being washed to discuss a haircut style. I love that she have instructions to
shampoo girl on what to use and how for my hair. She gave me a wonderful
haircut and i am So happy!
NPS:

by Nicole Sigrist on 2019-01-31
Review for Kristin Hocko

Always the best!!
NPS:

by Sharon Catelli on 2019-01-30
Review for Barbara Olson

Barbara came highly recommend,I sure know why , she was very
knowledgeable, friendly, I recommend any one that want an amazing facial
to ask for Barbara. I know I will be back. All the staff is great !!
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-01-28
Review for Barbara Olson

Absolutely loved my first Hydra Facial with Barbara! She is so
knowledgeable and really makes you feel comfortable! Will definitely be
back.
NPS:

by Mary Nicholas on 2019-01-27
Review for Jolie Mattos

Jolie is a pleasure to spent time with. She is knowledgeable, skilled and
generous with her excellent advice.
NPS:

by AnneMarie O'keefe on 2019-01-27
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

Harleigh Burst explained in detail all my options. I also liked the fact she
also guided me to the best approach for my hair.
NPS:

by Donna Ackerly on 2019-01-26
Review for Rachael Karyczak

First visit at CoCo and could not be more thankful that I found this salon.
Rachel was my stylist - what a talented, creative and down to earth
person...thank you so much for a great conversation and fabulous style!
Also had eyebrows trimmed and shaped with Kim. She also squeezed me
into her schedule and took the time to give my brows a new look! Looking
forward to my next hair appt with Rachel in a few weeks supplemented by
some of the other services offered by CoCo!
NPS:

by Jane Mnich on 2019-01-26
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Lauren always makes me feel welcome. She is attentive and knowledgeable
about my hair needs. I recommend her to all my friends.
NPS:

by Judie Cohen on 2019-01-25
Fabulous as always! It could not have been more perfect, Kim with my nails and Erin
with my balayage.

NPS:

by Cheryl Soden on 2019-01-24
What can I say, another wonderful experience at CocoBond and my hair is looking
better than ever. Erin is truly "The Hair Whisperer"! Thank you to Erin and all her
wonderful staff that make each visit a 5 star experience. CMS

NPS:

by Marina Tu on 2019-01-24
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Love, Love, LOVE, Cole! I have a short pixie cut that she always cuts
perfectly. It grows out beautifully every my teenage daughter sees Lauren
who styles her long curly hair with skill. She also gave her lessons on how
to manage her curls and make them less frizzy and more beautiful. I highly
recommend this salon.
NPS:

by Robin Cohen on 2019-01-23
LOVE....beautiful salon, everyone is so gracious and welcoming. Erin is
amazing...she took the time to find out what I was looking to do and make
recommendations to get the best results for me.

NPS:

by Anon on 2019-01-23
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Mary Jeanne was so accommodating and did a fabulous job! She has a
very good eye for color and clearly her process reflects her experience!
NPS:

by Kathleen Walsh on 2019-01-20
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Lauren K is very easy to work with
NPS:

by Sharon Auleta on 2019-01-20
Review for Jolie Mattos

Jolie does an amazing job on my feet and she is a pleasure to spend the
hour with!
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-01-19
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Lauren R. was amazing. She explained everything ahead of time, gave me
options and made sure I was ok with everything she was going to do. She
made me feel very comfortable throughout the whole process. I left feeling
beautiful and confident!
NPS:

by Pat Zackman on 2019-01-18
Wonderful energy when you walk through the door. The atmosphere is beautiful.Erin
always makes me feel like a new person with a wonderful haircut!

NPS:

by Anon on 2019-01-18
Gorgeous salon, such a nice group of women who work there. 10/10 would come
back for salon and spa services

NPS:

by Johanna Roselle on 2019-01-17
Review for Maria Villegas

Maria does a beautiful job on my thick wavy hair! Thank you
NPS:

by Gina Petillo on 2019-01-17
Great as always!

NPS:

by Anon on 2019-01-17
Always excellent!!

NPS: N/A

by Nancy Mchugh on 2019-01-16
Always a great experience at Salon CoCoBond. The shop is very clean and the staff
very courteous. Erin McCabe is a master at cutting curly hair. I'm always pleased after
getting a haircut at this salon.

NPS:

by Breda Saldutti on 2019-01-16
Always a remarkable experience Kristen here s amazing

NPS:

by Anon on 2019-01-13
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Every three weeks! But everyone still makes me feel as if it was my first
visit. Great staff, service and business.
NPS:

by Sarah Hall on 2019-01-13
Review for Lindsey Reyes

I've been looking for a hairdresser since we moved here and have had a
few disasters. Lindsey was so lovely and very knowledgeable. My hair is
wild and she did such a lovely. She took her time with it and after the blow
dry then checked everything was still ok. I'd highly recommend her. I'm
going to come back and get my colour done now too
NPS:

by Steve Herschman on 2019-01-12
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Lauren k. Is the best. My son Daniel and I highly Recommend her.
NPS:

by Leanna Durrua on 2019-01-10
Review for Lauren Reynolds

absolutely stunning! my hair came out perfect and exactly how i wanted it. i
went from bleached blonde ends, to full brunette that matched my roots
perfectly! so happy with the results
NPS:

by Jennifer Zimmerman on 2019-01-09
I feel fabulous when I walk in and even more fabulous when I leave!!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2019-01-05
Review for Lauren Reynolds

I thought Lauren was great. I love my hair and I will definitely be coming
back. I have gotten many compliments on my hair and I will be
recommending the salon.
NPS:

by Christine Weag on 2019-01-05
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Cole always does an amazing job!!! Whether it's cut or color, I trust her with
my (hair) life!
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-01-04
Review for Kristin Hocko

Excellent experience always!
NPS:

by Lauren Cohen on 2019-01-02
Review for Valerie Cole

I had a lash lift by Val and it was a fabulous experience! Val walked me
through the entire process step by self and made me feel totally at ease!
She did a great job ! I already made my next appointment!
NPS:

by Anon on 2019-01-01
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

I love this salon and Lauren! Thanks for being so awesome and having such
a clean and fun salon!
NPS:

by Lina Maglara on 2018-12-31
Salon is beautiful and everyone is friendly. Good experience all the way around.
Gabrielle does my hair (and I love it) and Jolie does my nails (and the long lasting
polish is awesome)! And, it is by far the cleanest salon I have every been to.

NPS:

by Coleen Stambaugh on 2018-12-29
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

The only reason I keep coming to your salon getting your hair done should
be relaxing experience not a horrible one!!!
NPS:

by Janis Skolnick on 2018-12-29
Review for Barbara Olson

Barbara is the best. She does different facials each time I go to take of my
skin. My skin is soft and I hardly have any wrinkles at 69!
NPS:

by Debbie Dolan on 2018-12-29
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

My first time at your salon and having Harleigh as my stylist! She listened
and also gave feedback on what she thought would be best for my hair
style! I loved her!
NPS:

by Donna Maksoud on 2018-12-28
Review for Kristin Hocko

Krisin was excellent. My hair cut was so beautiful. Will be returning to her.
NPS:

by Caryn Ciccone on 2018-12-26
Once again, thank you Erin! Entire staff is wonderful, from the front desk staff
welcoming new arrivals. Love this place!

NPS:

by Ted Matthews on 2018-12-26
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Lauren was amazing and extremely kind to me and my children who were
with me. Everyone was wonderful and accommodating. And I love our
haircuts.
NPS:

by Jane Mnich on 2018-12-23
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Lauren and the staff are so friendly and excellent at their job too

NPS:

by Samuel Jemal on 2018-12-21
Review for Rachael Karyczak

cant get better service.
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-12-20
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

She really knows her stuff!
NPS:

by Victoria Dellas on 2018-12-20
Review for Valerie Cole

To say Val is amazing is an understatement. I came in for lashes before my
wedding in august thinking i'd just have them for my wedding and then be
done, but she has done such a fabulous job that i am addicted and I can't
stop coming back. I've referred my mother in law and a friend and they are
in love with their lashes and Val also !! Thank you Val for making us feel
pretty :) !
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-12-19
Review for Kristin Hocko

Always a good cut and pleasant service.
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-12-17
Fabulous from the time you walk in and greeted by Jackie and lisa to the services the
salon provides. Wouldn't go any where else.

NPS:

by SCOTT WOLMAN on 2018-12-16
Review for Barbara Olson

She always does a great job, is extremely friendly and flexible with meeting
my needs if I have to switch an appointment.
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-12-14
Review for Shauna Adri

Awesome person. Amazing stylist. Thank you. -ChrisNPS:

by Anon on 2018-12-14
Review for Jolie Mattos

Awesome person all around. Very friendly and did an awesome manicure.
Thank you!! -ChrisNPS:

by Anon on 2018-12-14

Review for Cecilia Goldfarb

I have had good facials and bad facials but I can now say that I have had an
amazing facial. Cecilia really knows what she is doing and had me totally
relaxed from the very beginning all the way till the end even during
extractions. Thank you very much and I cant wait till I come in again -ChrisNPS:

by Steve Herschman on 2018-12-13
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Lauren k is the best....
NPS:

by Jackie Riordan on 2018-12-09
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

Awesome service as always! Harleigh is the best!
NPS:

by Sabreen Cairns on 2018-12-07
I had such an amazing experience! Gabby was very attentive to me. She was very
friendly and courteous. My hair came out absolutely amazing! It looks healthy and
feels soft! She did an amazing job on my color as well!

NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2018-12-06
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is the best.

NPS:

by Kim Vulcano on 2018-12-05
Review for Christine DeGweck

Another wonderful job ! Very happy and satisfied with my eyebrows
NPS:

by Linda Hochman on 2018-12-04
Review for April D'Addario

Great service as always!!
NPS:

by Janis Skolnick on 2018-11-29
Review for Barbara Olson

AMAZING!!!!!!!! Barbara has hands of gold. She is one in a million. Barbara
is the kindest, caring, and sweetest person.
NPS:

by Alison Foley on 2018-11-29
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Lauren is an awesome stylist and beautiful person ! Salon is excellent and
friendly as well !
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-11-25
Always excellent - private party upstairs in the "champagne room" - sweet treats and
bubbly, manis and pedis for six friends - what a wonderful way to spend the morning!

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-11-25
Always excellent - private party in the upstairs "champagne room" . . . treats and
bubbly along with manis and pedis for six friends - what a wonderful way to spend the
morning!

NPS:

by Missy Smith on 2018-11-18
It was my first time at Salon Coco Bond, and I must say that it is a beautiful facility. I
had a massage with Miki, and of course her massage was exactly what I needed. I
came in with hip pain, and I left without it. Miki is the best!!!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-11-18
Review for Maria Villegas

Incredibly helpful and talented
NPS:

by Jane Mnich on 2018-11-18
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Lauren Reynolds and the staff are just beautiful people.

NPS:

by Barbara Chucknick on 2018-11-18
Review for Kristin Hocko

Amazing...amazing. amazing!!!! Kristen Wright is the best...she has my hair
healthy and my color is amazing...i haven't had my hair this long in years
and im loving it. Wherever i go someone is always complimenting it.. tge
shine my hair has is amazing. My son even loves it.. kristen Wright is the
best of the best
NPS: N/A

by Dorothy Slender on 2018-11-16
Review for Kristin Hocko

Always a pleasure to go to the salon and have Kristen do my color. She is a
master at color.
NPS:

by Helen Ferraro on 2018-11-15
Review for Cecilia Goldfarb

That was the best facial I have ever had. Cecilia is the best. Thank you so
much. Sincerely, Helen Ferraro
NPS:

by Daniel Herschman on 2018-11-15
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

My son Daniel and I think Lauren is the best. We highly recommend her to
all.

NPS:

by Daphne Van Nest on 2018-11-15
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Perfect as always!
NPS:

by Shannon Furey on 2018-11-12
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Great experience, as always.
NPS:

by Suzanne Dawson on 2018-11-10
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Lauren R has an amazing eye for the right color and perfect amount of
highlights. Fabulous blowout as always!
NPS:

by Coleen Stambaugh on 2018-11-09
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

Harliegh was so great and helpful she is extremely professional and listens
to what her clients actually wants. I would highly recommend her .
Unfortunately I my salon experience was not a pleasant one It was during a
three year anniversary, way too noisy, kids running around, venders trying
to push their products.

NPS:

by Cheryl Soden on 2018-11-08
It is always a special treat at CocoBond. Walked in feeling totally exhausted. Left
feeling like a new woman. Thank you Erin and team. CMS

NPS:

by Debbie Maser on 2018-11-08
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Lauren makes you feel at ease, she listens and you definitely end up with
the most desired results. She is also very efficient which is much
appreciated in busy times. The salon makes you feel very comfortable and
welcomed.
NPS:

by Pat Zackman on 2018-11-08
Always a great hair cut in a beautiful place. Thank you Erin!

NPS:

by Angela Kelly on 2018-11-07
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Lauren always does a fantastic job!
NPS:

by Nicole Sigrist on 2018-11-07
Review for Kristin Hocko

Always the best!
NPS:

by Linda Hochman on 2018-11-04
Review for April D'Addario

The best!
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-11-04
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Great person, great haircut & great experience.
NPS:

by Kathleen Walsh on 2018-11-02
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Lauren K is such a pleasure to have as a stylist. She is friendly and
professional.
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-10-31
Review for Kristin Hocko

Great service from the entire staff. Very knowledgeable, they tailor to your
specific needs. Love Kristin!

NPS:

by Janis Skolnick on 2018-10-27
Review for Barbara Olson

Fabulous, fabulous, fabulous!! Barbara is the best. After a facial from
Barbara your skin is glowing!
NPS:

by Steve Herschman on 2018-10-25
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Lauren is the best. My son and I will not Go anywhere else.
NPS:

by Sherri Runne on 2018-10-25
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Professional & friendly.
NPS:

by Shaina Dente on 2018-10-25
Review for Gina Stamatis

I have never been so excited to book another service. Everything about the
experience was great. The hydro facial was relaxing and made my skin look
and feel great! The staff was very friendly and inviting. Gina made me feel
comfortable and explained everything before she would do it. I could not
wait to tell my friends all about it and how much they needed to try it!

NPS:

by Judie Cohen on 2018-10-24
Having recently moved from the area, I realized that I could not find the same quality
of service and expertise that I had become used to at CocoBond! I am now returning
every 3 months for a rejuvenation of my hair and nails!

NPS:

by Linda Roman on 2018-10-20
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Lauren was friendly, very upbeat and engaging. She was also very
knowledgeable. I enjoyed my time with her very much.
NPS:

by Candace Conklin on 2018-10-19
Review for Barbara Olson

Excellent as always. Barb hooked me up with the person who does
eyelashes. Barb will select the face products that I need to use when I get
my lashes next week!
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-10-19
Review for Cecilia Goldfarb

Eyebrow wax was good, but very impersonal
NPS:

by Holly Martin on 2018-10-18
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is the absolute best! Always does a great job!
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-10-18
What a great place! Highly recommend not only for hair, but nails and massages as
well! Professional, welcoming staff and beautiful spa. Always a wonderful experience!

NPS:

by Johanna Roselle on 2018-10-17
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Lauren did my hair blowout perfect and is a very sweet person. It was a
pleasure Thank you
NPS:

by Alexa Procaccino on 2018-10-14
Review for Jenna Desenso

Jenna is amazing! Obsessed with my hair cut. The chocolate river looks
incredible.
NPS:

by Lina Maglara on 2018-10-14

The salon is bright and extremely clean. The staff is welcoming and professional.
Gabrielle Bove did my color and cut - amazing! My color was perfect - and her
attention to detail was the best I have ever seen, and I have been getting my hair
colored at top salons for over 20 years. My cut was also excellent - and my thinning
hair looked full and healthy.

NPS:

by Mary Ellen Sickles on 2018-10-11
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Lindsey knows exactly what I want and delivers every time!
NPS:

by Liz Miller on 2018-10-10
Dazzle dry polish is a revelation - it works better than advertised. Thanks, April, for
convincing me to give it a try. I love it!

NPS:

by Suzanne Dawson on 2018-10-10
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Lauren K is amazing. Great eye for color and cut to flatter and frame your
face.
NPS:

by Debra Delaney on 2018-10-10
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Always love what Lauren does. She knows exactly what I need done &
makes it look beautiful!!
NPS:

by Breda Saldutti on 2018-10-08
Review for Kristin Hocko

Always a wonderful experience at CoCo Bond. Kristin is the best!
NPS:

by Anne Ficalora on 2018-10-07
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Lauren is wonderful! Will and have referred her to my friends and family.
Will 100% be back!
NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2018-10-06
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is the best. So professional and efficiebty
NPS:

by Daphne Van Nest on 2018-10-03
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Excellent as always.
NPS:

by Anne E. Kenney on 2018-10-01
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Absolutely fantastic atylist... excellent listener, completely focused on you,
does brilliant color and cuts... super talented and a truly lovely person.
Highly recommend!!!
NPS:

by Amanda Schaaf on 2018-09-26
Review for Jolie Mattos

It was my first time getting a spray tan. She made me feel very comfortable
and explained the process very well! I would recommend and request her
every time! The spray tan looked amazing and natural. Thank you!
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-09-23
Review for April D'Addario

April was very pleasant, patient and professional. She did a great job on my
"difficult" toenails even though it was the first time she had done them.
NPS:

by Rebecca Troichuk on 2018-09-22
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Amazing as always!
NPS:

by Terri Barrett on 2018-09-22
Review for April D'Addario

April was wonderful!
NPS: N/A

by Janis Skolnick on 2018-09-22
Review for Barbara Olson

Fabulous fabulous fabulous!!!!
NPS:

by Dawn Arnone on 2018-09-22
Review for Barbara Olson

Best spray tan ever!
NPS:

by DEE BALLINGTON on 2018-09-21
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Lauren was excellent! She really listened to what I wanted to do with my
hair and executed exactly. She was also way personable and made me feel
very comfortable with this being my first visit to the salon. The salon also
was very clean, organized and appointment on time. Love the vibe in the
salon! I would definitely recommend this place. Dee Ballington
NPS:

by Kasey Brooks on 2018-09-21
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Love Cole! She was super sweet and knew exactly what I wanted. She was
very knowledgable about how to best treat my hair going forward and I was
in and out in no time with a great cut and blow out.
NPS:

by Linda Hochman on 2018-09-20
Review for Christine DeGweck

Very professional and kind
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-09-20
Review for Tracy Conn

Great Experience. Super friendly! Great job!!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-09-16
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Always so nice, and does a wonderful job on my hair
NPS:

by Nathalie Mcomber on 2018-09-16
Thanks Erin. I love my hair!!!!

NPS:

by Angela Kelly on 2018-09-16
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Lauren K always does a great job!
NPS:

by Susan Mackewich on 2018-09-16
Review for Kristin Hocko

Had a wedding emergency, and Kristin got me in at 8 a.m.! Bless her bless
her bless her! Lauren gave me a smooth and gorgeous blow out...so I went
home, changed, and off to the wedding....feeling pretty, and had a wonderful
time! Salon CoCo Bond THANK YOU!
NPS:

by Anne Henry on 2018-09-14
Always the best! Love my new hair!! Just always makes me feel great!

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-09-13
Always excellent. Highly recommend.

NPS:

by Cheryl Soden on 2018-09-13

As always another fabulous appointment. I walked in feeling exhausted after a full day
of work and I left feeling fabulous and looking gorgeous! Thank you Erin and team.

NPS:

by Ted Matthews on 2018-09-13
Review for Maria Villegas

Love Maria
NPS:

by Valentina Tartivita on 2018-09-13
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is the best!!!
NPS:

by Jane Mnich on 2018-09-11
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine was able to answer my questions and HS easy to talk ton
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-09-09
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Lauren Reynolds is an amazing stylist and colorist. She takes the time to
really get to know my hair and its crazy curl patterns, discusses the cut with
me thoroughly before, during, and after so no surprises! She is a
consummate professional and so warm and friendly to her clients.

NPS:

by Gloria Mellina on 2018-09-08
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

Delightful
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-09-07
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

MJ is fantastic! She is extremely knowledgeable, takes the time to listen and
gives constructive guidance on how to best work with (my) hair.
NPS:

by Susan B. Drucker on 2018-09-06
Review for Kristin Hocko

Fabulous stylist and colorist! She always listens to her clients and delivers
the look you want!
NPS:

by Mary Ellen Sickles on 2018-09-03
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Lindsey was great. Matched my color perfectly, great cut and lots of
suggestions on new ways to care for my hair!
NPS:

by Katie Tucker on 2018-09-01
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Very friendly. My 13 year old loved the ideas Lindsey had. Made her feel
comfortable. I appreciated Lindsey making sure I was ok with the decisions.
NPS:

by Daniel Herschman on 2018-08-31
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Great experience. Lauren is the best.
NPS:

by ILysa Heiberger on 2018-08-30
Review for Jenna Desenso

Excellent
NPS:

by Barbara Chucknick on 2018-08-26
Review for Kristin Hocko

KRISTEN IS AMAZING!!!!! I have always wanted my gair to grow
longer...kristen has helped me do this...I have baby fine hair so i would let it
grow then cut it...kristen has me loving my hair.. she tell me what products
to use that really work...when i come home my son looks at me and always
tells me how much he likes the way it looks...the best part is that shes not
just great at what she does!!!!'she truly loves what she does.. she has such
a good heart...she is so sweet and caring...she is the best of the best...my
sister goes to her as well...we absolutley love her!!!!
NPS:

by Shadiye Ahearn on 2018-08-26
Review for Christine DeGweck

Nobody does eyebrows like Christine! She makes you feel beautiful.
Beautiful salon!
NPS:

by Shannon Ebner on 2018-08-25
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Lauren did an amazing job on my daughters hair!!! She all ready to start her
sophomore year !
NPS:

by Christopher Dilascia on 2018-08-24
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Always a great experience! Cole is awesome!
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-08-24
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Great haircut.
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-08-23

Review for Nicole Gregorek

Fantastic as usual....everyone is always so up-beat and friendly. Cole is
delightful and I so talented, love the way she cuts my hair....she's amazing.
NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2018-08-22
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is the best. She is professional, competent and a pleasure to be
with.
NPS:

by Terry Gilham on 2018-08-22
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Great color, great haircut. I could not be more satisfied. Just a bit too
expensive, however.
NPS:

by Janis Skolnick on 2018-08-16
Review for Barbara Olson

Fabulous fabulous fabulous!!!!!
NPS:

by Susan Mackewich on 2018-08-16
Review for Kristin Hocko

Every person at CoCo Bond is SO nice! Kristin colors and cuts to perfection.
So, I always leave, loving my hair!
NPS:

by JOYCE SCHWEERS on 2018-08-12
Review for Barbara Olson

I had the best experience with Barbara. She is so knowledgeable. She
listens to your needs and expectations, making recommendations
accordingly. I received the peptide LED treatment. The treatment was so
relaxing and my skin looks amazing. This a forward thinking Salon with a
talented staff. I highly recommend going to Salon CoCo Bond. Make an
appointment with Barbara to pamper yourself.
NPS:

by Jane Mnich on 2018-08-11
Review for Christine DeGweck

Lauren always makes me feel and look wonderful
NPS:

by Gloria Mellina on 2018-08-09
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

Very accommodating
NPS:

by Diane Propert on 2018-08-09
Kim Adarelli is FABULOUS. The salon is absolutely lovely.

NPS:

by Ted Matthews on 2018-08-09
Review for Maria Villegas

Maria was wonderful as usual. Everyone was very helpful with questions I
had for my daughter who I brought with me as well.
NPS:

by Clarice Totaro on 2018-08-08
Review for Lindsey Reyes

She was very patient and together I think we came up with a great hairstyle
for my up coming daughters wedding!
NPS:

by Mela Jennifer Levinson on 2018-08-08
My first experience was perfection ! The salon is stunning, the vibe is relaxing and
luxury ! The stylists are all so sweet as well as the two receptionists ! My stylist is
Gabrielle, every time she does my hair, I leave feeling like a goddess, she is beyond
talent ! Thank you Coco bond for amazing service !

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-08-05
Review for Barbara Olson

Love Barbara!
NPS:

by Jill Mercadante on 2018-08-05
Review for Tracy Conn

Tracy is the best!!
NPS:

by Nadia Dimian on 2018-08-05
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Karen k is the best everybody loved my hair
NPS:

by Jessica Gilson on 2018-08-03
Review for Kim McCarthy

She was encouraging, sweet, friendly , professional, gentle and painless!.
She made it a relaxing and beautiful experience. I can not imagine going to
anyone but her.
NPS:

by Lynne Sacco on 2018-08-02
Review for Shauna Adri

Fantastic!!
NPS:

by Sarah Pomphrey on 2018-08-01

Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Love MJ - She is the BEST! And all the gals there are so sweet and helpful
with each other too. Always a welcoming experience!
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-07-29
Review for Gina Stamatis

Professional and knowledgeable. Excellent facial
NPS:

by Colleen Poukish on 2018-07-28
Review for Lauren Reynolds

i Love my hair cut
NPS:

by Jennifer Filler on 2018-07-28
Review for Kim McCarthy

Did a fantastic job and very helpful with recommendations.
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-07-27
Overall amazing, well run and I always walk out looking and feeling better then when I
arrived. Highly recommend!

NPS:

by Pat Zackman on 2018-07-26
Another great hair cut thank you Erin!

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-07-25
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Love Lindsey! Love my hair.. Thank you!!
NPS:

by Lisa Wollek on 2018-07-25
Cannot go wrong at Coco Bond. ALL the stylists are top notch. The vibe is friendly
and welcoming.... never stressful or hectic like most other hair salons. Just did my cut
and color with Erin; perfect as always.

NPS:

by Lisa Wollek on 2018-07-25
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Rachael is a gem. Her calm friendly demeanor is always welcoming. She
does my Magic Sleek treatments for me and they come out perfect! She
also dies my (super picky, very coarse cowlick-y) haired 17 year old sons
cuts and they are always spot on.
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-07-24

Review for Valerie Cole

Valerie was WONDERFUL!
NPS: N/A

by Buvana Sridar on 2018-07-22
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Lauren is excellent.She was friendly but not too talkative., She looked very
young , although I was nervous initially she made me feel comfortable and I
followed with her suggestions with my hair , and it went well. I am happy
with her work and would certainly go again.
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-07-21
Review for Gina Stamatis

Great relaxing service.
NPS:

by Daniel Herschman on 2018-07-21
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Lauren is the best. My son and I would not go any where else.
NPS:

by Cheryl Soden on 2018-07-20

Kudos to Erin, owner of CocoBond, for my journey from dark red back to blonde. With
Erin's expert advice and uncanny "hair reading" abilities my journey back was
unbelievably simple. My latest appointment was to complete the transition and WOW.
Perfection.

NPS:

by Marisol Dwight on 2018-07-20
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Wonderful and relaxing, as always.
NPS:

by Ceal Cetnar on 2018-07-17
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

Harleigh once again did an amazing job!!!!
NPS:

by Sue Moskal on 2018-07-14
Excellent

NPS:

by AMY AHO on 2018-07-14
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

My hair always looks great and she is relaxed and fun.
NPS:

by Cindy Morris on 2018-07-14
Always a pleasure to come to Coco Bond!!!

NPS:

by Daphne Van Nest on 2018-07-13
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Mary Jeanne aslways cuts my hair beautifully.
NPS:

by Daphne Van Nest on 2018-07-13
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Mary Jeanne ask ways cuts my hair beautifully
NPS:

by Janis Skolnick on 2018-07-12
Review for Barbara Olson

She is one in a million! Fabulous!!!!!!
NPS:

by Nancy Fis on 2018-07-12
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine always goes above & beyond to make it the best experience.

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-07-08
Review for Lauren Reynolds

As always, Lauren cut & styled my hair perfectly; she's simply the best.
NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2018-07-07
Review for Christine DeGweck

As always Christine is truly professional
NPS:

by Jane Mnich on 2018-07-07
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Lauren Reynolds is so on point with my lifestyle and provides great
feedback on what works for me with my hairstyle. I always feel wonderful
about her highlights, color and cuts. I highly recommend her.
NPS:

by Meghan Morstatt on 2018-07-06
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

This was my first visit to the salon and I will definitely be coming back.
Harleigh was so personable and helped me determine exactly what I was
looking for. She gave me suggestions and needless to say I was so happy
with my color and cut.
NPS:

by Judie Cohen on 2018-07-06
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Perfect, as always!!
NPS:

by MaryEllen Hayden on 2018-07-04
Review for Marcy Graziano

Very satisfied with my haircut and I will return.
NPS:

by Samuel Jemal on 2018-07-03
Review for Rachael Karyczak

love this place. walk in to smiling faces and warm greetings.
NPS:

by Ursula Finelli on 2018-07-01
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Lauren listened to my preference as to my haircut & did a great job. She
was courteous & polite, as well. I definitely would recommend her.
NPS:

by Ted Matthews on 2018-06-29

Review for Maria Villegas

As always, Maria did a fantastic job on my hair.
NPS:

by Cathy Carey on 2018-06-28
Review for Jolie Mattos

Excellent
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-06-26
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Love this place.
NPS:

by Stephanie Burt-Sharaldi on 2018-06-26
Review for April D'Addario

April is fabulous!!! She always does an excellent job & is such a pleasure to
be around!
NPS:

by Denise Kline on 2018-06-25
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is the best! She's professional and knowledgeable!
NPS:

by Robin Kugler on 2018-06-25
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Lauren is the best! She listens and always makes me look my best! From
color to cut you can always count on Lauren.
NPS:

by Christina Hudson on 2018-06-25
First visit was wonderful.. will be back...

NPS:

by Rebecca Troichuk on 2018-06-24
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Great color every time!
NPS:

by Loretta Mannion on 2018-06-23
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Lindsey is professional and easy to work with!
NPS:

by Amanda Fis on 2018-06-23
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is the best! She knows what she is doing and is the only one I trust
with my waxing needs!
NPS:

by Elaine Friedman on 2018-06-22
Review for Jolie Mattos

Jolie is pleasant, friendly and efficient. She is a great addition to your staff.
NPS:

by Sharon Auleta on 2018-06-22
Review for Jolie Mattos

She always goes above and beyond. Extremely friendly and makes the
process enjoyable.
NPS:

by Maryellen Adams on 2018-06-22
Salon CoCo Bond is amazing! Erin and her team are so talented, professional and
treat everyone like family. I highly recommend this salon as the absolute best in NJ!

NPS:

by Pat Zackman on 2018-06-22
Thank you Erin, another great cut!

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-06-21
Always professional and they do a great job. Would highly recommend.

NPS:

by Rebecca Weinberg on 2018-06-21
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine does perfect brows. She does a great job listening to your
requests and gives you helpful feedback. Christine is personable whilst
being professional. I highly recommend her for brow services!
NPS:

by Daniel Herschman on 2018-06-21
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Senior hair stylist Lauren Is great. My son Daniel and I will not go anywhere
Else.
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-06-21
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine does perfectly shaped brows.
NPS:

by Regina Mireau on 2018-06-20
Review for Marcy Graziano

As always my experience was amazing! Marci was very attentive, always
checking in on me while my color was being timed. My happiness was her
number one priority, and that is just one of the reasons why I will always
come back to her!
NPS:

by Caryn Ciccone on 2018-06-20
Amazing staff and beautiful salon. Erin is the best! Thanks for another great haircut!

NPS:

by Betsy Nevenglosky on 2018-06-18
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Always a great experience!
NPS:

by Joanne Yarema on 2018-06-16
Review for Lauren Reynolds

I love her, I think she’s a great hairstylist and knows her products very well I
give her an excellent rating
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-06-15
Always wonderful. Erin is the best and most talented in the business.

NPS:

by Samantha Avignone on 2018-06-14
Review for Lauren Reynolds

The experience was wonderful and relaxing. I love the hair color that she
used. She was able to do exactly what I wanted! I felt pampered!
NPS:

by Johanna Roselle on 2018-06-14
Love Kristen!!! Just saying, she gets it! And a sweetheart to boot. Everyone is always
ready to help you and make you happy! It's a pleasure to visit always!

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-06-10
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Great haircut!
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-06-08
Review for Christine DeGweck

I have been going to christine for 5 years. I will not get my waxing done by
anyone else. She is amazing, takes her time and does her best work every
time I see her. I have sent multiple people to her and everyone loves her.
NPS:

by Susan B. Drucker on 2018-06-06

Review for Kristin Hocko

As always, fabulous color and cut!
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-06-05
Review for Christine DeGweck

She is an absolute sweetheart and cares about making sure her clients feel
great!! Waxing is not fun as we all know but with Christine you have a lot of
laughs!! She makes everyone feel beautiful!!
NPS:

by Laura Tedeschi on 2018-06-05
Review for ALLISON HAJEK

Allison is seriously the best. She is very skilled, knowledgeable and always
makes my curls look fantastic! Anyone who wants a beautiful haircut should
go to her every time
NPS:

by Jennifer Mucarello on 2018-06-04
Review for Jolie Mattos

Jolie was very friendly and accommodating. She gave me a great pedicure!
NPS:

by Robin Marella on 2018-06-02
Review for ALLISON HAJEK

Allison was wonderful to work with. She made sure that I was comfortable.
She was very knowledgeable about hair color and made sure that the color
was what I wanted. It was a very nice experience.
NPS:

by Johanna Roselle on 2018-06-02
Review for Maria Villegas

Maria did a beautiful job blow drying my hair!
NPS:

by Gilda Niro on 2018-06-01
Review for Marcy Graziano

Marcy was kind and gentle. I was very pleased with the deep conditioning
and blowout. I also made an appointment with her for a cut with highlights. I
hope to have similar experience! I've a suggestion for anyone that picks up
the phone: don't pick up and make the person on the other side of the
phone wait and wait and wait...
NPS:

by Melvina Wreiole on 2018-06-01
I can't think of a more relaxing or pleasant way to spend a few hours that at Salon
Coco Bond

NPS:

by Sarah Pomphrey on 2018-06-01
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

She’s the absolute BEST!
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-06-01
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is awesome! Friendly professional and excellent at her job!
NPS:

by Daphne Van Nest on 2018-06-01
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

As always an excellent cut with Mary Jeanne.
NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2018-05-31
Review for Christine DeGweck

Always a delight. Excellent at her craft and a pleasure to work with
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-05-31
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristin always does an awesome job with my color and cut!
NPS:

by Nicole Nizza on 2018-05-31
Review for Jolie Mattos

Jolie was amazing! She’s so sweet and helped me decide what color I
wanted and needed. It’s only 14 hours after my tan and first wash and i am
in Love! Numerous people have asked me about my tan and I’ve directed
them straight to her!
NPS:

by Jodi Molisani on 2018-05-27
Review for Marcy Graziano

Best salon experience...ever!
NPS:

by Fortune Saada on 2018-05-25
Review for Shauna Adri

Shauna was amazing!! Her hands are a real work of art!! I feel beautiful and
my haircut is perfection!! Please everyone come and try salon coco bond
and use Shauna you will not be disappointed!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-05-24
Review for Jolie Mattos

Jolie gave me best pedicure ever. The salon was beautifully decorated,
clean, and everyone was friendly and very professional.
NPS:

by Ted Matthews on 2018-05-24
Review for Maria Villegas

I love Maria - she always does a fantastic job and also has a wonderful, but
professional personality.
NPS:

by Dee Lichon on 2018-05-21
Review for Barbara Olson

Barbara was friendly, warm, and took great care of me! She made me feel
very comfortable and I’m looking forward to my next spray tan!
NPS:

by Siobhan Jones on 2018-05-21
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

My daughter was so happy!! We will definitely be back !! Everyone was so
friendly and inviting Thank you for a great experience!
NPS:

by Sydney Haise on 2018-05-20
Review for Jenna Desenso

Jenna was excellent and even came in VERY early for us to make sure my
daughter's communion day was perfect. thanks so much!
NPS:

by Terri Barrett on 2018-05-20

Review for Jolie Mattos

Always excellent. I usually go to Gabby but due to circumstances I had Jolie
for the manicure and pedicure. She was excellent.
NPS:

by Stefania Tomas on 2018-05-20
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine remembered from my last appointment the changes I wanted to
make to my eyebrows. The change was executed beautifully. I couldn't be
happier with the way my eyebrows look. Thank you!!!!
NPS:

by Cameron Faulhaber on 2018-05-20
Review for Kim McCarthy

Kim did a fantastic job on my brows! I love her and I love my brows!
NPS:

by Emma Dwight on 2018-05-19
Review for ALLISON HAJEK

She did an amazing job! I finally feel happy with my curls :)
NPS:

by Liz Miller on 2018-05-17
My hair looks and feels absolutely amazing! I got the Pureology Strength Cure
Superood treatment. The results are like magic - my hair looks shiny and healthy and
feels so thick and lush. Thanks, Erin!!!

NPS:

by Beth Lance on 2018-05-16
Review for ALLISON HAJEK

Allison was awesome. I had a Magic Sleek hair smoothing treatment, which
takes hours to do. The smoothing / straightening treatments are done in a
separate room, and it was a hot day. That room has 3 walls of windows, so
between the sun beaming in, the blow dryers, and the flat irons, it became
like a sauna in there. It definitely wasn’t a relaxing experience, and I felt bad
for Allison. However, she didn’t try to rush the procedure, was very focused,
and kept checking to see if I was ok. I would 100% go back to Allison for the
Magic Sleek.
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-05-12
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

Excellent, my highlights and blowout look great. Harleigh listened to me and
did exactly what I asked for.
NPS:

by Anne Henry on 2018-05-11
Review for Jolie Mattos

Excellent!
NPS:

by Christopher Dilascia on 2018-05-11
Review for ALLISON HAJEK

Excellent service! Allison is my “go to” stylist when Cole is not available.
NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2018-05-10
Christine deWecks the best. Lisa at front desk is always so friendly, helpful and
efficient.

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-05-04
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

Harleigh was amazing! She was attentive to my needs and provided
excellent service. I absolutely love the color and cut from her. She was great
at helping me decide which color would work best for my skin condition
(rosacea). She cut off all my split and damaged hair without taking too much
length off. The salon itself is very beautiful and clean and everyone was
friendly.
NPS:

by Cheryl Soden on 2018-05-03
Each time I at CocoBond it is a wonderful experience. I walk through the door and am
greeted by name and with smiles and is there anything we can get you. The staff
treats you as a friend not a customer. Erin McCabe is wonderful and a true miracle
worker with hair. Erin's staff are a reflection of her high standards and it is a treat to
spend time in such a kind and caring atmosphere. I am transitioning from red head
back to blonde and it is so easy to discuss the plan and timing with Erin. She "reads"
where my hair is at in the color transition and makes suggestions about when to do
what to get to my desired end result. Thank you Erin and staff for making a visit to
CocoBond a time of tranquility and recharging. CMS

NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2018-05-02
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is the best. Front desk staff are warm and accommodating
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-05-01
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is the BEST thing to EVER happen to Salon Coco Bond!
NPS:

by Silvia Sabatini on 2018-04-29
Review for Lauren Reynolds

Very Good service and professional staff and recommend this salon 100%
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-04-29
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Salon coco bond was amazing as always. From the first minute in the door
greeted by the front desk, always so kind, to my amazing hairdresser Cole
for her outstanding work. I highly recommend this salon
NPS:

by Dorothy Slender on 2018-04-29
Review for Kristin Hocko

I look forward to my visits to the salon. What a great staff. Can't say enough
about them. Kristen is the best colorist ever! Love her.
NPS:

by Michelle Silbert on 2018-04-29
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Lauren is the best! Always does a great job on my hair. Thanks Lauren!
NPS:

by Kerry Kennedy on 2018-04-29
Review for Kim McCarthy

Kim is knowledgeable, skillfull, and personable! Will return for more
treatments with her!
NPS:

by Jeanne Segedin on 2018-04-23
Review for GABRIELA KOBILAS

My pedicure and manicure by Gabby were great! I really appreciated how
she massaged my legs and feet and the lovely products she used. My nails
look so pretty! Gabby is an excellent nail technician, friendly, attentive and
professional. The salon is unique and has a good vibe.
NPS:

by Leah Faulhaber on 2018-04-22
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristin always gives me a terrific haircut and blowout. It was my birthday
yesterday and I left the salon looking and feeling great.
NPS:

by Robin Kugler on 2018-04-21
Review for Lauren Reynolds

It is always a GREAT experience having my hair colored and cut with
Lauren Reynolds. I highly recommend you make an appointment and enjoy
the experience!
NPS:

by Sharon Auleta on 2018-04-19
Review for Jolie Mattos

Always very professional and polite. She does a great job with my
pedicures!
NPS:

by Ted Matthews on 2018-04-19
Review for Maria Villegas

Very happy as always. Maria is wonderful and extremely professional.
NPS:

by Maria Woods on 2018-04-18
Review for LAUREN KUDRAK

Lauren was great and very friendly. The Magic Sleek came out great!

NPS:

by Sydney Haise on 2018-04-18
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Always a great experience
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-04-18
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Top stylists and wonderful place!
NPS:

by Mandy Keltz on 2018-04-16
Review for Tracy Conn

Tracy is so thorough with her highlights! She talks through the color and
maintenance associated with it and makes the time in her chair so
enjoyable!
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-04-15
Review for Jenna Desenso

Jenna is wonderful, professional and always does great work! I recommend
her to everyone I know!
NPS:

by Terry Gilham on 2018-04-13
Review for ALLISON HAJEK

Allison did a great job determining what I wanted and needed and turning
that into a satisfactory hairstyle.
NPS:

by Jennifer Lawlor on 2018-04-12
Excellent

NPS:

by Melissa Pena on 2018-04-12
Amazing!! The staff is great and Erin is the best!

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-04-09
Review for Marcy Graziano

Amazing, thorough job professional and friendly patient with all of the thick
hair I have and I love my Brazilian blowout!
NPS:

by Erin Barra on 2018-04-08
Review for Marcy Graziano

Marcy was so happy and tamed my wild hair. Thank you for an amazing
experience.

NPS:

by Steve Herschman on 2018-04-08
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

Little Lauren and Harkeigh are awesome My son Daniel and I would not go
any where else
NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2018-04-06
Review for ALLISON HAJEK

As I've said in the last two reviews I completed, I'm very pleased with the
haircuts Allison gives me. She is not willing to ask how I liked the previous
haircut, so she can adjust her approach for the current one. I like it when
someone is not afraid to have a client critique their work. It shows that the
person is not only confident in their skills, but is willing to take the client's
wishes into account. And, that's is one of the reasons I continue to return to
your salon, besides, of course, for the haircuts that Allison gives me.
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-04-06
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

I absolutely love this place! Wouldn’t go anywhere else.
NPS:

by Christine McCarty on 2018-04-05
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

Harleigh listens to what YOU want & will make recommendations to bring
your idea of your style to higher level. I trust her thoughts & ideas. I have
never left an appointment with Harleigh feeling unsatisfied. Always feel
relaxed, confident and pretty after my appointment.
NPS:

by Judie Cohen on 2018-04-05
As always, perfect!

NPS:

by Melvina Wreiole on 2018-04-04
A day or even a part of a day spent at Coco Bond is always a pleasant experience! I
am even branching out to use other services, such as with Lisa. That was fun!! Erin is
always a pleasure to be with and she always makes me look and feel so much better.

NPS:

by Meghan Vaccarelli on 2018-04-04
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristin did a great job with my color and cut- as always!
NPS:

by Victoria Pagano on 2018-04-03
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

MJ is the wizard!
NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2018-04-02
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is the best. I am a loyal client and recommend her to everyone
NPS:

by Jackie Riordan on 2018-04-01
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

Great service! The salon is beautiful, I will definitely return.
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-04-01
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Fantastic haircut and service
NPS:

by Susan Mackewich on 2018-03-30
Review for Kristin Hocko

Always the best experience!
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-03-30
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

Excellent service and great haircut!

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-03-30
Review for HARLEIGH BURST

As a first time customer my experience was excellent and Harleigh was
great!!
NPS:

by Denise Natsis on 2018-03-29
Review for Barbara Olson

Fantastic Facial relaxing and gave my skin a real boost!
NPS:

by Kelly Taylor on 2018-03-28
Review for ALLISON HAJEK

Feeling very fashionable! Allison colored, cut and styled my hair expertly. It
has so much lift and bounce now. I am enjoying the products that she
recommended. She really understands how to address my (gray) coverage
and curly hair needs. The whole vibe is professional and upbeat. I also
enjoyed the head massage given while shampooing/conditioning. Emily
made me so comfortable that I did not want to move from the chair!
NPS:

by Janis Skolnick on 2018-03-28
Review for Barbara Olson

Barbara is the one to see if you need a facial. She is fabulous. Your
complexion looks so fantastic after.
NPS:

by April Casson on 2018-03-27
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Lindsey really listened to what I wanted & made sure I was happy with what
she was doing
NPS:

by Erica Schlindra on 2018-03-25
Great place and great people!

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-03-25
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine does my brows and I love them more each time I come ! She’s
excellent and I highly recommend her.
NPS:

by JUSTINE DELUCA on 2018-03-25
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Love when Rachael does my hair! She is the best and takes her time!
NPS:

by Heidie Racine on 2018-03-24
Review for Tracy Conn

Tracy, as always, brings 100% with her incredible expertise. She provides
clear consultation regarding the steps needed to achieve the desired result.
It's evident that Tracy loves what she does and enjoys people, because
being in her chair leaves one feeling lifted and beautiful- it's a lovely
experience all the way around. The staff work together seamlessly and
professionally in an efficient, clean, well- conceived operation. I'll return here
as long as the business is open!
NPS:

by Linda Mentzer on 2018-03-23
Always excellent! The best salon in the area!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-03-22
Being very picky, for years I’d gone to a fine salon in NYC. But when my hair needed
a wedding makeover, I thought of Allison (I’d had her early in her career and she was
great even then). First, she commented on what she saw, which wasn’t working.
Then, she got all details of what I wanted done, answering questions and showing
photos to display options. I wanted a blended cut to frame my face while still allowing
my hair to be pulled back for sports. For color, it was a complex combination of
highlights and babylights with an ombre/balayage effect. Allison made suggestions,
wrote down my choices, finalized what we agreed she’d do, and presented me with
the total price (much less than in NYC!). After I approved, she worked tirelessly and
efficiently, cutting, painting various colors over foils, then applying a glaze that would
reveal lighter tones as the weather warmed (I’d have never thought of that). She then
dried and styled my hair and recommended products and a maintenance schedule. It
was the complete package. The cut is perfect, and the colors expertly balanced and
flattering in any light. I’ve gotten many compliments at the wedding and since. Allison
is bright, creative, ambitious, a perfectionist, and utterly passionate about hair. She
has my full recommendation and confidence.

NPS:

by Robin Kugler on 2018-03-21
Always a great experience at Salon CoCo Bond. Lauren Reynolds does a great job
coloring and styling my hair.

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-03-21
Review for Valerie Cole

Kind, perfectionist!
NPS:

by Rachel Ammaturo on 2018-03-21
Very happy, bright, optimistic atmosphere! Love Allison!!! Very professional and
welcoming!!! The only thing is I did not receive the welcome bag that was mentioned
when I came in. Was looking forward to that.

NPS:

by Andrea Saverino on 2018-03-19
Review for Barbara Olson

Barbara was amazing! Looking forward to trying other services from her.
NPS:

by Lynda Vaccaro on 2018-03-19
Review for Kristin Hocko

Great!!
NPS: N/A

by Holly Martin on 2018-03-18
Review for Christine DeGweck

i always have a great experience!!
NPS:

by Judy Ballesteros on 2018-03-18
The salon was beautiful and very busy, friendly and had a great vibe too! Gina gave
me a wonderful and relaxing brightening facial, my face looks amazing! Would
definitely recommend her and the salon to my friends. I’ll be back!

NPS:

by Emma Dwight on 2018-03-18
Review for Rachael Karyczak

She’s very nice and did an amazing job with my difficult curly hair!! My mom
and I love her!
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-03-16
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Love spending the day with Cole. I always leave feeling refreshed.
NPS:

by Ted Matthews on 2018-03-15
Everyone there is great. I am very happy with Maria and how she cuts my hair.

NPS:

by Brooke Lyons on 2018-03-14
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is great!
NPS:

by Aviva Seltzer on 2018-03-12
My stylist (Lauren R) recently moved to this salon and I'm so very glad she did. From
the moment I came in for my 9 am hairstyling appointment, every CoCo Bond staff
person was friendly, happy & welcoming. (First pleasant observation: no early
morning whining nor grumbles here ... a definite plus.) I was greeted with a smile,
asked if I wanted a beverage, and told that Lauren would be right with me. The
atmosphere of CoCo Bond is perfect: it is airy, light, upbeat, fun and cheery ... and
perhaps most importantly, the overwhelming feeling I got was this: here is a place of
professionals who work together as a team - almost as a family - with their ultimate
goal being fantastic customer service. (Second observation: no snootiness nor
clique-ish staff here ... another plus.) I simply cannot wait to return: I may actually
book a massage or mani/pedi before my next hairstyling appointment. Lauren, of
course, is The Best: it's why I followed her to CoCo Bond. I'm thrilled I did.

NPS:

by Susan Pandozzi on 2018-03-12
Review for Valerie Cole

Valerie is great. Valerie is very friendly and efficient! You won't be
dissatisfied.
NPS:

by Rhonda Weisberger on 2018-03-11
Allison is amazing! She really listened to how I wanted my hair and she exceeded my
expectations. The color and cut is just what I wanted. She also took the time to
explain to me how to style my hair, and which products would work best so that I
could do my hair at home. I couldn't be happier!

NPS:

by Jane Mnich on 2018-03-11
Lauren Reynolds is the master and artist of hair! I even have my daughter going to
her. Lauren is a perfectionist in color, cut and all hair services. I highly recommend
her to all my friends and family and won’t go to anyone else.

NPS:

by Rita Zambino on 2018-03-11
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

I travel from Buffalo to get my hair cut by MJ
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-03-11
Shampoo and blowout were great. Will be back!

NPS:

by Susan Graziano on 2018-03-10

Marci did a beautiful job on my hair color. Coco Bond is beautiful, relaxing, and a fun
place to be.

NPS:

by Anne Henry on 2018-03-04
Always excellent... I come in needing a refresh and I go out....feeling fabulous..just
makes my day!

NPS:

by Maureen Stark on 2018-03-03
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Lindsey always does a great job on cut and color!! I had tons of
compliments all night at my event.
NPS:

by Sallie Adams on 2018-03-03
Review for GABRIELA KOBILAS

I have been going to Gabby for all nail services for many years...she is
hands down the BEST nail technician! Love the dazzle dry nail products too!
NPS:

by Kerry O'Brien on 2018-03-02
Erin colored my hair and did an amazing job. I am so impressed because my hair has
many different shades. She took out the silver and matched my hair color perfectly.
Allison cut my hair. I have very curly hair. Not easy to cut or maintain. Allison is curly
girl specialist. She made is painless and managable. They are a great team. I highly
recommend Coco for all of their services. The customer service is top notch!

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-03-02
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

MJ is awesome. As usual.
NPS:

by Nicole Rotondo on 2018-03-01
I came to salon to get a cut with harleigh . She is amazing i have short curly hair she
cut it to the perfect length it feels so great . On top of that i had it straightened for a
wedding and literally cried . I love it so much !!!! I wouldnt let any other touch my hair
xo

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-02-27
First, my appointment was with Allison Hajek, and surprised she's not listed above. As
I said in my first review, I am pleased with both Allison's haircuts and her approach to
dealing with her clients. Allison is not afraid to ask how I liked the previous haircut and
uses my evaluation in how she needs to cut my hair for the appointment. Also, as I
said in last review, Allison is an excellent addition to your staff and I have no problem
recommending her to others

NPS:

by Cheryl Ahrens on 2018-02-27
Review for Christine DeGweck

My eyebrows have become unruly- Long and hard to handle. She trimmed
and shaped them. She took her time - and I appreciate that. She made my
eyebrows look great! I will definitely be back

NPS:

by Matt Sculler on 2018-02-26
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is the BEST! She is professional, passionate and truly loves &
cares about her clients!
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-02-26
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is friendly, passionate, warm and truly loves what she does. She is
the BEST
NPS:

by Cynthia Ades on 2018-02-25
Very kind from the moment I walked into their doors. Accommodating with my
services and extremely happy with the outcome. Looking forward to returning for my
follow up visits.

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-02-22
Review for Krisztina Russo

She was great - coukd apply more pressure when asked and always checks
before proceedinf
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-02-22
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristin is awesome!
NPS:

by Regina Mireau on 2018-02-21
Marci was amazing! My bridal hair trial came out perfect!

NPS:

by Robin Kugler on 2018-02-19
My experience at CoCo Bond is always excellent! From the the moment you enter,
the ladies at the front desk greet you with a smile. Lauren Reynolds always does a
fabulous job on my color and haircut. I also got my first pedicure at the salon with
April and it was the best experience and I plan on returning next time to have her do
her magic on my feet again.

NPS:

by Toni Mullins on 2018-02-18
Review for Barbara Olson

Barb knows what she's doing when I ask for dance competition tanning!
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-02-17
Review for Christine DeGweck

There is no one better! I have had many many others do my waxing and
they pale in comparison. And, not only is she amazing at her job, she is a
doll
NPS:

by Maureen Faletti on 2018-02-17
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Great as always!
NPS:

by Susan Mackewich on 2018-02-16
Review for Kristin Hocko

Both my husband and I depend on Salon CoCo Bond to keep us going!
Everyone there treats us like royalty. Kristin, God bless you for reigning in
our unruly heads! Much love abounds at Salon CoCo Bond, you feel it the
instant you walk in. You walk out feeling confident and looking your absolute
best!
NPS:

by Karen Bruno on 2018-02-12
Review for Barbara Olson

I loved my facial. Barbara is fabulous!
NPS:

by Lisa Wollek on 2018-02-11
Perfect from start to finish. Not sure how they make it happen, but the ENTIRE staff
from desk to housekeeping are ALWAYS smiling and tranquil. I use Erin, owner and

hair genius extraordinare! She does my cuts, color and any other treatments/services
I request (try the Magic Sleek for smoothing frizzy kinky hair). My boys use Racheal
for Men’s cuts. But honestly, the entire staff are top notch.

NPS:

by Martha Raskin on 2018-02-11
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Rachel did a beautiful job. She listened carefully and made good
suggestions. I will definitely be back.
NPS:

by Ali Brattole on 2018-02-09
Always a phenomenal experience!! So happy with the perfect haircut!! Thanks Erin!!

NPS:

by Teresa Funk on 2018-02-09
This was my first experience at the Salon. I had a manicure with Gabby and a
pedicure with Jolie And both were excellent. I felt comfortable and they both did an
excellent job and I would definitely recommend the salon to my friends. Also the
women at the front desk were very welcoming, pleasant and helpful.

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-02-09
Review for GABRIELA KOBILAS

Gabby always offers that personal touch and concern. It is a joy to see her
each time.
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-02-09
I called the salon looking for a change, I was able to book my appointment online for
the same day. My stylist was Lauren K, she asked questions, listened and made
suggestions. My hair was beautifully transformed from a dark one color, to a lighter
over all color with beautiful highlights and a trim. I am so over the top, I already have
booked my next appointment with Lauren K, GREAT JOB!

NPS:

by Simon Levin on 2018-02-08
Very nice place. Allison is great

NPS:

by Pat Zackman on 2018-02-08
I always feel like a new person after a cut by Erin! Great staff and beautiful
surroundings.

NPS:

by Susan Graziano on 2018-02-07
As usual, I enjoyed my experience at Coco Bond. Marci did a beautiful job on my hair
color. It is very pleasurable to be in the salon because it is an elegant atmosphere,
and the people are very friendly and warm.

NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2018-02-07

Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is the best. Can only praise her work ethic, her diligence, her warm
personality and efficiency .
NPS:

by Debbie Cignarella on 2018-02-05
My first visit at CoCo Bond and it was great. Everyone is very friendly. Lauren R. is
the best hairstylist and knows exactly what to do with my curls! Barbara did a terrific
job on my brows and it was a last minute request. Already made my next
appointment!

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-02-05
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine DeGweck is the best! Hands down the most talented person at
Coco Bond!
NPS:

by Sandy Lang on 2018-02-05
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Cole was wonderful as always!
NPS:

by Barry Barbella on 2018-02-04
Great and relaxing

NPS:

by Terri Barrett on 2018-02-03
Review for Christine DeGweck

Gabbie was wonderful as always and gives 200%! Christine was also
excellent.
NPS:

by Judie Cohen on 2018-02-03
Review for GABRIELA KOBILAS

Gabriela gives a wonderful,soothing manicure! My nails have never been in
as good condition.
NPS:

by Melvina Wreiole on 2018-02-02
Always a pleasant hour or so!!

NPS:

by Kristi Topp on 2018-02-02
Great first visit! Allison was wonderful.

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-02-02
Review for GABRIELA KOBILAS

Gabby was pleasant and she gave me a very thorough, relaxing pedi. She
checked with me about the shape and length of my nails and she took her
time with each step. I appreciate the attention to sanitation and the use of
just a simple bowl to soak in but I did miss not having the whirlpool jets.
Everyone I interacted with was pleasant and attentive, I will return in the
future.
NPS:

by Joan Lennon on 2018-02-01
Review for Kristin Hocko

She is amazing! Maria is the best at shampooing!
NPS: N/A

by Ted Matthews on 2018-02-01
Very happy - Maria does a fantastic job cutting my hair.

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-01-31
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Rachael did a great job! It was my first time coming here and she nailed the
haircut!
NPS:

by Dorothy Gearon on 2018-01-31
Review for Lindsey Reyes

The receptionists at the front desk were patient, understanding and did their
best to assist me. Kudos to them. And Lindsey delivered just what I wanted.
Emily, the shampoo girl, was the icing on the cake. Thanks to all for making
my visit outstanding! And this is what every visit is like.
NPS:

by Joann Santimauro on 2018-01-30
Review for Kristin Hocko

As always, my experience with Kristen was excellent. I have been Kristen's
client for three years and have always been extremely pleased with the
result at every appointment. I always leave my appointments with Kristen
feeling fantastic,
NPS:

by Marianne Sherwood on 2018-01-28
Review for Tracy Conn

AMAZING!!!!!!!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-01-27
The experience with my stylist was exceptional. The staff feel did make me feel very
out of place. I would probably not visit the salon if it were not for the hair artist.

NPS:

by Cathy Gasiorowski on 2018-01-27
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Mary Jean is very nice and great with cut and color.
NPS:

by Julie Johnson on 2018-01-27
Beautiful salon with a supportive, lively energy. I followed Allison from her previous
salon. She always does a great job. She's very committed to providing excellent
service and really cares about her work.

NPS:

by Alyson Krant on 2018-01-26
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Cole always makes me feel and look great! Love her!
NPS:

by Gloria Mellina on 2018-01-26
Excellent experience. Staff made you feel welcome.

NPS:

by Shannon Furey on 2018-01-26
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

wonderful as always!
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-01-26

Salon Coco Bond is an amazing one stop beauty salon! Everyone from front desk
personal to beauty consultants to stylist are very knowledgeable & professional!

NPS:

by Barbara Williamson on 2018-01-25
Review for Barbara Olson

Alison does a super job on my hair. Love the new salon with glamorous
style and all the many services
NPS: N/A

by Rosa Sanchez on 2018-01-24
The Salon exceeded expectations from the start. The front desk took my call and
really listened to what was needed for my mom. They set an appointment on the
same day with Lauren K. Lauren K greated us with a smile and kindness. She did
exactly what my mom wanted and the results were amazing. Already booked her next
appointment so it can stay this gorgeous! Thank you again Lauren K!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-01-21
Great atmosphere and great service!

NPS:

by David Hemmendinger on 2018-01-21
Excellent

NPS:

by Mary Ruppert on 2018-01-20
Review for Christine DeGweck

I went to Christine for waxing. It was such a professional yet friendly
experience! She was so knowledgeable and thorough! Love the place and
especially loved Christine!
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-01-20
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Rachel was great as usual. With the exception of Lisa, who is always
pleasant, the girls at front desk do not smile and give off the feeling that they
are being bothered when checking out and making future appointments.
NPS:

by Randy Mayer on 2018-01-20
It’s always a luxurious visit to Coco Bond. The staff takes such great care of the
customers!

NPS:

by Sharon Burns on 2018-01-20
Kudos to Erin!! My pixie cut has never looked better! I stopped coloring my hair and
Erin guided.me thru the awkward stages by keeping my cut looking edgy and easy to
manage!! I always appreciate her honesty and attention to detail. Thank you again
Erin, I'm loving my silver hair!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-01-20
Review for Rachael Karyczak

I book my monthly cuts with Rachael in advance She gives an excellent
men’s cut and is the first stylist who has ever been able to tame my unruly
cowlick head of hair! Abe M.
NPS:

by Bonnie Bird on 2018-01-20
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Lindsey was excellent, but I felt I should have had more blonde it seemed to
turn reddish.She gave me a great hair cut and very personalable,she did
what she had to except for the color. thank you
NPS:

by Cheryl Soden on 2018-01-19
I just needed a bang trim and Erin fit me into her very demanding schedule. I was in
and out in no time and looked freshly coiffed not to mention I could see again! Erin
and her whole staff are wonderful and very caring of their clients. If you are looking for
a new salon, do not hesitate to make an appointment at CoCoBond.

NPS:

by Ginny Mazza on 2018-01-19
Review for Valerie Cole

Always a nice relaxing time.
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-01-19

Allyson is an exceptional stylist. You can guarantee a great haircut each and every
time.

NPS:

by Sherri Brock on 2018-01-19
I followed Allison to CocoBond. This is a beautiful and friendly venue. Allison is a
remarkable person. As a hair stylist she is gifted. I’ve trusted her to radically change
my hair over the last year with amazing results. I will keep coming back!!!

NPS:

by Linda Hochman on 2018-01-18
Always a treat

NPS:

by Jennifer Cleary on 2018-01-17
Marci did a great job with my hair! She took the time to sit with me and listen to what I
wanted and made it happen. It's like talking to one of your girlfriends. Great job!

NPS:

by Laura Tedeschi on 2018-01-16
My experience at Salon CoCo Bond was wonderful! The decor is beautiful and they
keep the place spotlessly clean. I received a Ouidad haircut from master stylist Allison
Hajek and it looks great, I absolutely love it!

NPS:

by Robin Kugler on 2018-01-14
I am so happy that Lauren Reynolds moved to CoCo Bond Salon. From the time you
enter the front door to the time you leave everyone is professional, friendly and
welcoming. The salon is absolutely beautiful. I look forward to returning for my next
appointment.

NPS:

by Stephanie Burt-Sharaldi on 2018-01-14
Review for GABRIELA KOBILAS

Excellent!!!
NPS:

by DEBRA DELANEY on 2018-01-14
I was with Lauren K. She is a great stylist, love the work she does & so pleasant to
deal with! That's why i follows her here!

NPS:

by Pat D'amico on 2018-01-14
Just had my first visit to Coco Bond and was very pleased with the salon. Great
atmosphere, and cheerful employees. Although the salon was very busy my service
was started on time. Good management. I also need to give kudos to Lauren K. I
followed her from another salon and she always does a wonderful job with my crazy
curls! She is very attentive and skilled - it is difficult to find someone who understands
the curly hair 'drama". Thanks Lauren K!

NPS:

by Leslie Fornino on 2018-01-13
Review for Kalin McClunn

I will miss her!!!!
NPS:

by Maureen Higgins on 2018-01-12
Allison is an excellent stylist and provides good ideas for hair concerns. I have been
going to her for a year now And always happy with the results,

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-01-12
Review for Barbara Olson

Perfection! I haven’t felt that relaxed in a long time and I had such a
wonderful “glow”. I will be back!
NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2018-01-12
Review for Christine DeGweck

Always my pleasure to work with Christine. She is diligent, excellent at her
job and warm and engaging.
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-01-11
My Tuesday appointment with Allison Hajek was the second time she cut my hair.
And, just like the first cut, I am very pleased with the job she did this week. Even
though my styling of my hair is not what Allison was able to do, my results are great.
I've haircuts before where the cutting job was just wrong and trying to do my hair the

way I liked was really frustrating until it grew out a bit. I had no such trouble with
either of the two haircuts Allison has given me. I'm really glad someone recommend
her to me and I think you'll find that Allison is a great addition to your salon.

NPS:

by Kay Lutter on 2018-01-10
First, the place is beautiful and so large with great parking in the rear. This was my
first time there and I was impressed. When you walk in there is someone at the desk
who immediately helps you. There is a nice waiting area and I was offered tea, coffee,
etc. My appointment was right on time and I had a wonderful hairdresser named
Allison. I have curly hair and Allison was a pro at cutting and styling my hair. She also
explained everything she was doing and helpful hints to take care of it at home. I
need easy and I think I got it! I will be back.

NPS:

by Andrea Finn on 2018-01-08
Review for Jenna Desenso

This is a first class salon with wonderful staff. I've been going to Jenna for
four years, for cut and color. She does a fabulous job and is such a pleasure
to chat with.
NPS:

by Anon on 2018-01-07
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Lindsey is the best! My red hair genius! Brow tint with Christine was fab, too.
Love it here!
NPS:

by Lisa Catena on 2018-01-07

This was my first time at the salon. From the moment I walked in, I was impressed by
the beautiful decor and friendly staff. The salon was clean and the staff were all
dressed and spoke very professional. All of the staff were busy helping clients and
when help was needed, there was always someone to jump in. It was nice to see
professionals not sitting in their chairs taking breaks. The chairs to sit in for shampoos
were extremely comfortable. This is definitely a place I wouldn’t mind spending a
Saturday.

NPS:

by Anon on 2018-01-07
Salon is aesthetically pleasing & clean Service is prompt. Staff is friendly,
professional and welcoming.

NPS:

by Cathy Pelligrino on 2018-01-07
Extremely happy with Allisin.

NPS:

by Kristina Esopo on 2018-01-06
Had a wonderful experience at Salon CoCo BOND! Allison always does a fantastic
job cutting and styling my thick, curly hair. I do not hesitate to drive the hour it takes to
get there because I know I will leave the salon with gorgeous, healthy curls. Highly
recommend!!

NPS:

by Janis Skolnick on 2018-01-04
Review for Barbara Olson

Barbara gives a fabulous facial. My skin looks and feels wonderful.

NPS:

by Kristin McConville on 2017-12-30
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Cole always gives me such a great haircut and makes me feel at home. I
love coming in to see her!
NPS:

by Terri Barrett on 2017-12-30
Review for GABRIELA KOBILAS

Gabriela is the best!
NPS: N/A

by Elaine Friedman on 2017-12-30
As usual, Jolie was attentive, thorough and professional. She is a great addition to
your staff. I forgot to present my Pedi Perks card when checking out- would be nice if
the cashier asked, "Do you have a Pedi Perks card?" when checking you out.

NPS:

by Linda Mentzer on 2017-12-28
Absolutely love everything about Salon CoCo Bond!

NPS:

by Regina Mireau on 2017-12-26

Marci did an AMAZING job as always with my hair. She is attentive to my needs and
just overall pleasant to be around. She followed up every step of the way with my hair
dying process making sure i felt important. I forgot who washed my hair, but she was
great! Excellent water temperature, very attentive to make sure i didn’t get wet. I was
taken aback that i could have wine and it made my day. I love Marci’s work and
professiolism and she makes coming to this salon worth it every time.

NPS:

by Dr. Paul Ouano on 2017-12-24
Review for Rachael Karyczak

From start to finish my experience at Salon Coco Bond exceeded all
expectations. My appointment was made the day before fortuitously at a
very convenient time during the busiest of days. I was greeted in the most
welcome manner.The service was provided with the highest levels of
hospitality, professionalism, and expertise i have ever seen in a salon. The
staff was considerate, polite, and very competent. The facility was clean,
beautifully appointed, and comfortable. The wash and haircut was
expeditious, efficient, and just felt good. I was beyond happy with my result.
Salon Coco Bind puts out a top quality product. Rachael is possibly the best
stylist I've ever met. The price point was perfect for this level of service and
care. I can't imagine going anywhere else.
NPS:

by Anon on 2017-12-22
Review for GABRIELA KOBILAS

Gabby is terrific!
NPS:

by Nancy Redman on 2017-12-22
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristen always makes me (as well as all her other clients I know) feel like a
good friend is taking care of all their hair needs! shes excellent at color and
cut!!!!
NPS:

by Ted Matthews on 2017-12-21
I love Maria and she does a fantastic job on my hair.

NPS:

by Stephanie Cupps on 2017-12-21
Review for Kristin Hocko

Amazing experience and I love my hair!!!
NPS:

by Erin Cupo on 2017-12-21
Review for Tracy Conn

Tracey was amazing. I got so many compliments yesterday!
NPS:

by Sarah Pomphrey on 2017-12-20
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Stellar as always!!
NPS:

by Dorothy Gearon on 2017-12-17
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Rachael goes the extra mile to sure you are happy with the results. Bravo!
NPS:

by Ginny Mazza on 2017-12-16
Review for Valerie Cole

Very relaxing and she does a great job!!
NPS:

by Celina Goldfarb on 2017-12-16
Shauna has amazing eye and knew what I needed better than myself. Excellent cut
and blowout!

NPS:

by Nathalie Mcomber on 2017-12-16
Thanks Erin for beautiful color and Rachel for a great blowout. Love my hair!!!!

NPS:

by Rhonda Edwards on 2017-12-15
Review for GABRIELA KOBILAS

I love the whole experience. You are welcomed when you walk in and then
you walk up to a peaceful spot to enjoy! Gabby knows her business and
knows what her clients like and don't like. She is always pleasant and

provides top notch service! She is an excellent nail and toe technician, sure
never to disappoint!
NPS:

by Lauren Rosenthal on 2017-12-14
Shauna was great Very good with color

NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2017-12-10
Review for Christine DeGweck

Always the best. So glad she is back.
NPS:

by Dana Alvanas on 2017-12-10
I LOVE my hair but I felt the woman at reception was a little harsh to my stylish in
front of me. She also tried to charge me $317 for a sleek treatment and glaze when I
inquired about a special advertising the sleek was $215. She recognized the mistake
and corrected it but I heard her complaining about that. When I got home I saw
another special that advertised the sleek for $199 through Dec 16, so I was
overcharged by $15 according to the Facebook page.

NPS:

by Susan Graziano on 2017-12-07
Marcy did a fabulous job on my hair color. She is very talented. The salon is beautiful,
and everyone is very friendly.

NPS:

by Leslie Jones on 2017-12-06
Review for Kristin Hocko

Love love love Kristen
NPS:

by Michael Shillcock on 2017-12-06
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Rachael did a great job. Very friendly, nice and professional.
NPS:

by Judie Cohen on 2017-12-03
Review for GABRIELA KOBILAS

It is the best, most dependable salon I have ever been to! It is a joy to walk
through the font door and know that you will be well taken care of and have
nothing to be concerned about. Total relaxation! (Every week)!
NPS:

by Melvina Wreiole on 2017-12-01
Salon Coco Bond is always the best hour of any day!!

NPS:

by Jeana Piscatelli on 2017-12-01
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Outstanding! Everyone is wonderful!
NPS:

by Liz Miller on 2017-11-26
Not only is my hair stunning with high and lowlights thanks to Erin, my complexion is
glowy and healthy thanks to the recommendation of Skin Fitness Retinolic Serum
from Celina. Feeling CoCo Bond FABULOUS!!!!

NPS:

by Linda Hampel on 2017-11-25
Had a dazzle dry manicure with April she is awesome!!

NPS:

by Paulina Kotowitz on 2017-11-22
Review for Kristin Hocko

Professional, very thorough, honest. Great stylist.
NPS:

by KIM HRONCICH on 2017-11-21
Went for a mani/pedi and April Always does a fantastic job. She takes her time and
makes sure everything is perfect.

NPS:

by Jane Vincent on 2017-11-20

Always a delightful experience. Everyone is so pleasant and professional.

NPS:

by Shannon Furey on 2017-11-19
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Great as always
NPS:

by Pat Zackman on 2017-11-19
Review for Kalin McClunn

Kalin is the best for eyebrows! I wouldn't have anyone else touch them
again.
NPS:

by Katie Weisgerber on 2017-11-18
Love this place. Everyone is always great and they were very accommodating when I
called last minute. My stylist Shauna even gave me a tutorial on how to style! Will be
back

NPS:

by Tiffany Senft on 2017-11-18
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine does my brows great!
NPS:

by Janet Koloski on 2017-11-17
Erin is terrific. Takes a sincere interest in each & every client. Always make you feel
that you are the only one. I cannot day enough about the salon & everyone who
works there. A very happy place !

NPS:

by Ted Matthews on 2017-11-16
Love my haircut from Maria - she did a great job and is an extremely pleasant and
friendly person to deal with. Already scheduled my next 2 appointments with her.

NPS:

by Dianne Zeigler on 2017-11-16
No matter who you go to under the Coco Bond roof you will not be disappointed. A
new stylist, Shawna, was terrific. My color is amazing and her blowout perfect. I
scheduled another appointment in 5 weeks with her. Oh by the way, chair hopping is
aok at CB! Ego’s are left at the door.

NPS:

by Alison Seminara on 2017-11-15
Once again, I had a great experience at Salon CoCo Bond. I have been going to
CoCo Bond for over seven years. I always leave feeling great. Erin and the rest of the
crew are extremely professional and fun at the same time. I highly recommend this
salon. The stylists are fantastic!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-11-15
Review for Barbara Olson

I was a first time client for anti-aging hydra facial. I booked an hour service. I
entered the room at 2:45 and service was over at 3:30. That included the
time it took for me to undress and get into the bed. I expected the
aesthetician to include my throat in the hydrafacial, as I had experienced
elsewhere, but she did not. Afterwards, there is not "landing spot" which
would be a place to relax before entering the hustle and bustle of the salon.
I feel you should always be offered some tea or ice water. I am usually told
not to cleanse my face afterwards but just go to bed with what was put on
my skin during the facial. That it would be beneficial as I slept, but was not
told that. Overall, a good experience, but not as good as Milagro.
NPS:

by Linda Mentzer on 2017-11-15
Amazing salon and staff! Never disappointed.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-11-11
Review for Barbara Olson

Very nice, and great job on my brows
NPS:

by EJ McCarthy on 2017-11-10
Review for Kristin Hocko

As always, Kristin did a perfect job with my haircut. I’m very picky about my
cut and no one has ever come close to doing as great a job as Kristin. She
does the cut in such a way that it still looks good after it starts growing in.
She’s top notch at what she does and no one else can touch my hair. Not
even my wife!
NPS:

by Cathy Gasiorowski on 2017-11-09
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

My hair looks good and I had a very pleasant experience.
NPS:

by Rhonda Edwards on 2017-11-08
Review for GABRIELA KOBILAS

Once again a perfect manicure by Gabby. She is always ready to serve her
clients with the utmost professionalism and knowledge of her craft. Thank
you Gabby!!!!! You are the BEST!
NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2017-11-07
Review for Christine DeGweck

Welcome back Christine. It feels so good to have a true professional . I have
missed her personally and professionally.
NPS:

by Anon on 2017-11-06
Review for Kalin McClunn

Kalin is wonderful - professional, patient and kind - always a delight to see
her!
NPS:

by Anon on 2017-11-06
Review for Christine DeGweck

So glad Christine is back!
NPS:

by Anon on 2017-11-05
Review for Christine DeGweck

Best eyebrow wax! Definitely will be back to your salon. Thank you!
NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2017-11-05
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Mary Jeanne is just the best. Her haircuts and color are wonderful and she
is a wonderful person.
NPS:

by Dorothy Gearon on 2017-11-04
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Rachael was wonderful. She was patient with me (I had oral surgery 2 days
before my appt and found it a bit difficult to talk), but she did everything to
make me comfortable and give me a good experience. I LOVE my hair!!! I
have to add that all the other personnel couldn't be more patient and
considerate of me. I really felt cared for by everyone. Kudos to everyone on
staff!
NPS:

by Brian Mackewich on 2017-11-03
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Cole is always fantastic....
NPS:

by Kellie Rudd on 2017-11-02
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine was professional, quick, and as painless as possible! So great
having her back!
NPS:

by Susan Mackewich on 2017-11-02
Review for Kristin Hocko

Always THE best experience at Salon CoCo Bond! Kristin and the entire
staff makes me feel like royalty from the minute I arrive, to the moment I
leave! It is run expertly, and I get tons of compliments on my hair....love,
love, love Salon CoCo Bond!
NPS:

by Anon on 2017-11-01
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Mary Jeanne is amazing!!
NPS:

by Laura Keatts on 2017-10-30

Review for Rachael Karyczak

Very pleasant visit I was very happy with out come my new hair cut by
Rachael.
NPS:

by Janis Skolnick on 2017-10-29
Review for Barbara Olson

My facial with Barbara was fantastic as usual!!!!!
NPS:

by Barbara Shapiro on 2017-10-29
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Rachael did a great job covering my grey and fixing the bottom strands that
had been exposed to sun and were too light.
NPS:

by Anne Henry on 2017-10-27
Excellent ...as always!

NPS:

by Terri Barrett on 2017-10-24
Review for GABRIELA KOBILAS

Excellent for each treatment.
NPS:

by Anon on 2017-10-22
The space amazing.Everyone was so nice

NPS:

by Marisol Dwight on 2017-10-20
Review for Rachael Karyczak

I'm very pleased with my color.process. Very relaxing and enjoyable
experience. Rachael is wonderful!
NPS:

by Linda Hampel on 2017-10-20
Had a dazzle dry manicure, it was wonderful .. great experience!!!!

NPS:

by Samuel Jemal on 2017-10-20
Review for Rachael Karyczak

puts a lot of detail in to her work. everyone loves a perfectionist.
NPS:

by Jan Kirsten on 2017-10-19
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Always a good haircut!!!

NPS:

by Pat Zackman on 2017-10-19
Always a great experience!

NPS:

by Jill Fitzpatrick on 2017-10-17
Review for Tracy Conn

I love Tracy at Coco Bond. She's a wonderful listener, has a great eye for
color and is a true professional. Lisa at the front desk works wonders to
ensure I can get an appointment. She has impeccable customer service. I
highly recommend Nicole for haircuts. She's talented and super sweet.
NPS:

by Michele Gonzales on 2017-10-16
My daughter and I had a wonderful experience with Gabby and April. The place is like
being in a castle. Thank you so much

NPS:

by Patty Thompson on 2017-10-15
always professional but super friendly atmospere

NPS:

by Marianne Sherwood on 2017-10-14

Review for Tracy Conn

I cannot tell you how pleased I am with Tracy. She is professional yet easy
to talk to. Every time I have an appt, she takes the time to see how the past
haircut/color worked out and if I want to keep things status quo, or change
things up. My hair has never looked so awesome. Despite the colorings, my
hair is so soft with layers of depth of color. I get a lot of compliments on it I
am one of those people who if their hair does not look good, I don't feel
good. the salon is high end, but one feels very comfortable with the
surroundings and other clients. I probably shouldn't send this, as she is so
popular already!!!!
NPS:

by Sharon Auleta on 2017-10-13
Jolie is very professional. She does a great job with pedicures.

NPS:

by Carol Gretsky on 2017-10-12
Jolie is great!

NPS:

by Leslie Jones on 2017-10-11
Review for Kristin Hocko

She is the best
NPS:

by Sandy Lang on 2017-10-10
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Wonderful as always! Also, Maria the shampoo girl was AMAZING! :)
NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2017-10-08
I love the way I am greeted and how pleasant the front desk staff is. It is nice to be
remembered when I walk in.

NPS:

by JUSTINE DELUCA on 2017-10-06
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Rachael always does an amazing job!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2017-10-05
Review for Kalin McClunn

Kalin is amazing! Always does a great job on my eye brows and So friendly!
I wouldn’t go to anyone else!
NPS:

by Linda Mentzer on 2017-10-05
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Always fabulous!
NPS:

by Dorothy Kenney on 2017-10-04
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Outstanding, professional and a joy!
NPS:

by Anon on 2017-10-02
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Perfect beautiful blow out
NPS:

by Ted Matthews on 2017-09-28
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Lindsey was fantastic - very happy as a new customer.
NPS:

by Janis Skolnick on 2017-09-28
Review for Barbara Olson

Fabulous fabulous fabulous
NPS:

by Chris Fotache on 2017-09-27
Great service from Marci, and able to accommodate on very short notice!

NPS:

by Brian Mackewich on 2017-09-27
Review for Kristin Hocko

She is the best
NPS:

by Dayle Pagano on 2017-09-26
Review for Jenna Desenso

My stylist was great.
NPS:

by Anon on 2017-09-25
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Mary Jeanne is a gifted pro and she is helping me learn how to care for and
appreciate my hair when I can no longer do some things I used to because
of problems with my neck. I'm very grateful for her skills with curly hair.
NPS:

by Mary Hermanns on 2017-09-24
Review for Jenna Desenso

Jena did a wonderful job fixing my highlights, Very happy and pleased with
her wonderful/expert services.
NPS:

by Kathy Kelly on 2017-09-23
Review for Cecilia Goldfarb

Celina was absolutely wonderful! I will be back!
NPS:

by Liz Miller on 2017-09-19
Aesthetically pleasing salon facility, excellently trained stylists and technicians,
friendly and efficient reception staff. May Jeanne, Valerie, Rachel and Lindsey are all
terrific.

NPS:

by Marisol Dwight on 2017-09-16
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Very pleasant relaxing experience. Rachael is the best!!!!
NPS:

by Christopher Dilascia on 2017-09-14
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Always a great experience. I always leave with a great haircut. Cole is the
best!
NPS:

by Sherri Runne on 2017-09-14
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Very happy with my service at Coco Bond. Lindsey is a pleasure.

NPS:

by Angie Swaroop on 2017-09-13
Excellent! Very happy with my hair.

NPS:

by Kathy Kirk on 2017-09-10
I was referred to your salon by my daughter and I must say it was the BEST
experience. My stylist was Marcy and she was extremely talented, knowledgeable,
thorough and efficient. She has such a friendly demeanor. Marcy had her work cut out
for her because my hair desperately needed repair. She did an amazing job. My hair
was dyed a different color along with an application of a Balayage and then a new
style with a precision haircut. It was a remarkable and enjoyable experience at the
salon. Carly was her assistant and she too was excellent. You have a great staff at
Salon CoCo Bond Spa. I look forward to coming back :)

NPS:

by Lori Bennett on 2017-09-10
Jolie gave a fabulous pedicure! Highly recommend!!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-09-08
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Love Salon CoCo Bond!
NPS:

by Maureen Faletti on 2017-09-08
experience was great as always!

NPS:

by Dorothy Slender on 2017-09-08
Going to the salon has always been a special treat for me. The staff is attentive and
extremely accommodating. Love going!

NPS:

by Betsy Nevenglosky on 2017-09-07
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Always an amazing experience at salon coco bond! Great, friendly staff.
Love my hair as always!
NPS:

by ERIN PRINCE on 2017-09-07
We had a fantastic experience with Kim. She took care of my 12-year-old daughters
eyebrow needs. She was very patient, caring, took her time, and gave great advice. I
would strongly recommend this business to anyone.

NPS:

by Nathalie Mcomber on 2017-09-04
Great experience as always!!! Thank you Erin and your talented staff for a great new
look- I love my hair!!

NPS:

by Joanne Melone on 2017-09-04
Review for Tracy Conn

She was very understanding to my needs
NPS:

by Lynn Heinsius on 2017-09-04
Review for Andrew Profaci

Usually my experience at CoCo Bond is a positive one. Andrew seemed
more interested in dealing with his bridal party then what I needed to have
done. I was told to come in alittle bit early so he could have some time to
put a few highlights in my hair along with the single processing that I was
having done. When I mentioned it to him he said he didn't have the time and
dismissed me. Thank God for Kristen! I asked her if she could help me out
and she was kind enough to make room for me on this Tuesday to complete
what I asked for in the first place. I will definitely always come back to the
salon, but sadly will not be using Andrew again.
NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2017-09-02
Always friendly and pricessional

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-09-02
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Rachel's men's haircuts are terrific. I have thick, coarse hair and a ton of
cow licks; Rachel is the first stylist who has been able to cut my hair in a
way that looks good EVERY day and not just the day she cuts it. She's go
good, I booked monthly cuts on the reg.

NPS:

by Nancy Redman on 2017-09-01
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristen is excellent at color and styling!
NPS:

by Victoria Keelan on 2017-09-01
April and Jolie in the Nailtini bar are the best!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-08-30
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristin did a great job as usual
NPS:

by Susan Graziano on 2017-08-26
Marci did a fabulous job on my color. She is very talented. Co Co Bond is a beautiful
salon. It was my first time there. The staff was very nice and made my visit an
enjoyable experience.

NPS: N/A

by Toni Mullins on 2017-08-25

Efficient, creative

NPS:

by Susan Graziano on 2017-08-25
Marci did a great job on my hair color. She is very talented. The salon is beautiful and
the staff is friendly. It was my first visit to Coco Bond , and I would highly recommend
it.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-08-24
Review for Lindsey Reyes

My hair comes out perfect EVERY TIME! She does an amazing job!
NPS:

by JOYCE SCHWEERS on 2017-08-23
Review for Barbara Olson

I have many facials with Barbara and I continue to go to her because of her
skill, her knowledge and her gentle demeanor. This last one was especially
incredible because I was having a sad day. She was in tune to my needs
and I left feeling wonderful and my skin is glowing. She truly is
NPS:

by Anon on 2017-08-23
Review for GABRIELA KOBILAS

She is pleasant and very nice to talk to. Her manicure is outdtanding
NPS:

by Janis Skolnick on 2017-08-23
Review for Barbara Olson

My facial was Fabulous as usual. My skin looks great!
NPS:

by Regina Mireau on 2017-08-23
Marci was amazing and took great care of me! I felt like I was a priority and never felt
that I was in the way. I can't wait for my next hair cut with her!

NPS:

by Brian Mackewich on 2017-08-23
Review for Kristin Hocko

Just great
NPS:

by Anon on 2017-08-22
Review for Jenna Desenso

Jenna is terrific! She always knows the cut and color I need depending on
the time of year. I booked a keratin appointment with her 3 weeks from
today, can't wait!
NPS:

by Joyce Plaza on 2017-08-21

Review for Tracy Conn

Tracy gives a great hair cut and color.
NPS: N/A

by Caroline Glidden on 2017-08-21
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Always great.
NPS:

by Terri Taylor on 2017-08-20
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Rachael is always happy to see me and ready to listen to whatever
concerns I have. She discussed all my options when I was in about doing a
different cut than I usually get. The final results was as always just what I
was looking for. Thank you Rachael your the BEST!!!!!
NPS:

by Erin Fitzpatrick on 2017-08-19
Review for Jenna Desenso

Jenna is amazing, as always!
NPS:

by Leslie Jones on 2017-08-12
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Great blow out ! Barbara also did great eye brows!!!!

NPS:

by Liz Miller on 2017-08-11
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Excellent blow-out. I highly recommend Lindsey!
NPS:

by Mary Hermanns on 2017-08-07
Review for Andrew Profaci

Excellent service.
NPS:

by Rhonda Edwards on 2017-08-06
Review for GABRIELA KOBILAS

Gabby is up to date on all nail fashions and her useful suggestions and
color choices are always good! Gabby is patient, detailed for the nail and
toe treatments and extremely good at what she does. She makes my
experience each time a good one. Thank you Gabby!!!!!
NPS:

by Cheryl (MRUZ) Marzigliano on 2017-08-06
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Fabulous..Rachel was great..and a big thank you to Tracy for her advice!!
Love my hair color and style!!
NPS:

by Diane Benson on 2017-08-05
Review for Barbara Olson

Barbara is the consummate professional. She does a wonderful styling and
wax of my brows every time. Always pleasant, warm, and friendly - with a
gentle touch ! I highly recommend her. And the spa like atmosphere and
décor makes the experience so nice. Almost like a 20 minute vacation !
NPS:

by Anna Files on 2017-08-04
Review for Andrea Mura

Andrea always does a great job with my mom and me! We will miss her
when she moves to California!!
NPS:

by Sharon Mikolajczyk on 2017-08-04
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

MJ is the best! She is a master with curls! Highly recommend... what a
difference a great haircut makes!!
NPS:

by Liberty Abbondanza on 2017-08-04
Review for Cecilia Goldfarb

Celina does not disappoint. This was my third visit with her getting a
hydrafacial and my skin is glowing! She truly is a master if her craft. Her
knowledge is powerful. I think being a nurse is pretty helpful too! Thank you
Celina and CocoBond!

NPS:

by Ali Brattole on 2017-08-02
Love love love my new haircut!!! Always the best at Salon CoCo Bond!!

NPS:

by Nancy Redman on 2017-08-02
Review for Lindsey Reyes

wonderful! she was not only very professional (love the color and blow out:)
but very friendly !
NPS:

by Jen Shaw on 2017-07-29
Review for Tracy Conn

Love Tracy!! Always have had a great experience!
NPS:

by Christopher Dilascia on 2017-07-27
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Cole is the best!!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2017-07-26

Review for Lindsey Reyes

She took me from unhappy with my hair to thrilled!! She listened to me &
fixed my issues!!! Beyond satisfied!
NPS:

by Linda Mentzer on 2017-07-26
Review for Andrea Mura

ALWAYS amazing!!
NPS:

by Diane Galante on 2017-07-26
Salon is beautiful and love april. She is the best.

NPS:

by Toni Mullins on 2017-07-24
Timely service, friendly technicians, good results

NPS:

by Barbara Chucknick on 2017-07-24
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristen is absolutely amazing...she listens carefully to what you want...she
give you her full attention and advise...my hair color is beautiful and the cut
is absolutely amazing!!!! As soon as I walked in the house my son looked at
me and said my hair looked vreat!!! Thank you Kristen for caring.. Your
beautiful work shows you really love what you do!!! Thank you so much!!!
Barbara C

NPS:

by Loretta Mannion on 2017-07-22
Polite and very friendly staff as well as a lovely atmosphere!

NPS:

by Joe Stein on 2017-07-20
Great palace of beauty and style. Erin is the BEST!

NPS:

by Leon Snead on 2017-07-20
Service was good. Only problem is using atm in order to leave a tip. It costs me
another 2,50 to use the machine.

NPS:

by Jenny Dutil on 2017-07-17
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Excellent! Very professional! Looking forward to seeing her again!
NPS:

by Dorothy Slender on 2017-07-17
Review for Andrea Mura

Andrea was extremely professional and listened carefully to what I was
asking her to do. Because it was the first time she was cutting my hair I was
pleased that she did not start until she heard me out. Love my haircut. She
did a great job!
NPS:

by Anon on 2017-07-17
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is always a pleasure to see. She takes her time and listens to any
input you have.
NPS:

by Brian Mackewich on 2017-07-17
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Fabulous as always!
NPS:

by KIM HRONCICH on 2017-07-14
I love the Salon. Everyone is always so nice and professional. I got a pedicure there
and I Love the pedicurist. She is fantastic, very thorough and does a great job every
time.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-07-14
Review for Tracy Conn

Great cut and beautiful blowout!

NPS:

by Cheryl Soden on 2017-07-13
From the time I stepped through the door to the time I left my comfort and satisfaction
was the only goal of everyone at Coco Bond and that goal was accomplished. Erin
and her team are wonderful. If I were a stylist I would love to be part of the Coco
Bond team! Thank you Erin and everyone that made my time with you a delight. CMS

NPS:

by Hailey Chace on 2017-07-13
Review for Christine DeGweck

Very friendly atmosphere and all around great person!
NPS:

by Nadine Kuntz on 2017-07-12
Review for GABRIELA KOBILAS

It was an amazing pedicure! I've got happy feet!
NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2017-07-12
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is the best in her field. She is diligent, attentive and just the best
NPS:

by Terri Barrett on 2017-07-12
Review for GABRIELA KOBILAS

Gabriela was wonderful - since it was my first time at your spa she made me
feel welcome and was very friendly. Also she was helpful with explaining the
products and sensitive to my aches and pains. She did everything to make
me feel comfortable and my manicure and pedicure are the best I've had in
a long time.
NPS:

by Janis Skolnick on 2017-07-12
Review for Barbara Olson

My facial with Barbara was fabulous as usual. It is so relaxing and your face
looks and feels wonderful.
NPS:

by Pat Zackman on 2017-07-06
Erin freshened up my cut and I could not be happier!

NPS:

by GIANNA VERDONI on 2017-07-01
Review for Jenna Desenso

Beyond her fabulous styling skills, Jenna is also a dream to work with. She
is super sweet and attentive, always listening to what I would like as a client
and making great suggestions. I always enjoy my experience with her as
well as how fantastic my hair looks after!
NPS:

by Nancy Mchugh on 2017-07-01
The owner Eric McCabe has been cutting my hair for about 5 years now. She always
does a great job with my hard to cut curly hair. I very highly recommend her to all
curlyheads. The shop is beautiful and always clean and the staff very courteous and
friendly.

NPS:

by Marie Carty on 2017-06-29
Review for Andrea Mura

Andrea is talented, reliable and extremely personable, which makes every
appointment enjoyable. She is always punctual and handles things in a
timely fashion.
NPS:

by Nancy Redman on 2017-06-29
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristen is not only excellent at color and cut, she makes each client feel
special!
NPS:

by Barbara Fortunato on 2017-06-28
Review for GABRIELA KOBILAS

I had a great, relaxing mani/pedi spa treatment!
NPS:

by Amanda Fis on 2017-06-28

Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is the best waxer! I always have awesome results and a few
laughs in between hair being yanked out!
NPS:

by Caroline Glidden on 2017-06-28
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Always a great experience with Rachel!
NPS:

by Melvina Wreiole on 2017-06-28
The experience at Salon Coco Bond is time spent in a noticeably positive
environment. Sometimes, in other salons, you may notice a certain cattiness among
the workers, but at Salon Coco Bond, I have never heard a negative word spoken,
which makes for a very soothing and positive environment and adds so much to the
pleasure of just being there. No one complains, everyone that works there seems to
enjoy what they are doing, and where they are so much. This is rare in business and
people there work as a team, also rare!!

NPS:

by Victoria Keelan on 2017-06-27
A+++!!!!!

NPS:

by Patti Fiasconaro on 2017-06-25
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

LOVE IT! Extremely happy with my haircut & highlights! Mary Jeanne was
warm & friendly & because she has curly hair herself, knew exactly what I
needed in a haircut. We cut off 9" & added shorter layers around my face,
which made my curls POP! She also hand-painted (balyage) the curls in
strategic places to flatter my curls & skin tone. She did an amazing job! I am
very happy to have found a stylist who is honest & makes the perfect
suggestions. I will definitely refer other curly girls to Mary Jeanne!
NPS:

by Denise Gebrian on 2017-06-24
Review for GABRIELA KOBILAS

She does a wonderful manicure. I also enjoy our conversations. She is
sweet and not loud
NPS:

by Felice Slattery on 2017-06-23
Staff were wonderful and courteous

NPS:

by Liberty Abbondanza on 2017-06-23
Review for Cecilia Goldfarb

This was my second visit to Cocobond. Celina did not disappoint. Her
knowledge of her craft and ability to make you feel like you are with a friend
makes the experience. She clearly is passionate about her work. I leave
feeling like I have been on a weeks long vacation. Thank you!
NPS:

by Joann Santimauro on 2017-06-22
Review for Kristin Hocko

As always totally satisfied client of Kristen Wright, As a longtime client I
have had every type of hair service and always thrilled with the results.
NPS:

by Anon on 2017-06-21
Review for Andrea Mura

Listens to what I want as well as makes great suggestions have always
been happy with her work
NPS:

by Jennifer Defalco on 2017-06-19
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Mary Jeanne was wonderful. She listened to me, she had patience, and
took her time. I am always very nervous to have a new stylist cut my hair
because I have extremely fine, thin, frizzy, curly hair! It is very difficult hair
not only to live with, but to work with! In the end I love my hair cut and feel
great about it!
NPS:

by Jillian Swartz on 2017-06-15
Review for Kristin Hocko

First time with Kristin — so impressed! She does gorgeous hair and she's a
doll. I highly recommend her!
NPS:

by Emma Dwight on 2017-06-15
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

My hair has always been something I fought with and never got right. The
haircut she gave me was exactly what I wanted and I feel so much more
confident with it. Thank you Mary Jeanne!!
NPS:

by Kimberly Menzer on 2017-06-14
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

MJ consistently colors & cuts expertly and always ensures results are as
desired before I go.
NPS:

by Fred Cooper on 2017-06-11
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Rachael is awesome.
NPS:

by Janis Skolnick on 2017-06-11
Review for Barbara Olson

Barbara gives the best facials!!!!!! She is fabulous.
NPS:

by Mary Hermanns on 2017-06-10
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

I'm unhappy with the haircut, the sides are uneven, one side needs to be
shaped up to match the other side, I'm reluctant to return b/c my last visit 2
hrs and 20 minutes for root touch dye and hair cut. I realized I have very
thick curly hair that is difficult to manage and style, it takes time to work on
my hair but this was excessive. I was recommended to this salon b/c of
"great hairstylists".
NPS:

by Robin Wolfe on 2017-06-10
Review for Barbara Olson

I always look forward to my appointment at Coco Bond. Everyone is so
friendly and happy. Barbara Olson is a wonderful, uplifting talented woman.
I am so fortunate to have found her to take care of me! Thanks Barbara!!
NPS:

by Cheryl Soden on 2017-06-09
Perfect as always.

NPS:

by Amanda Dietz on 2017-06-09
Review for Tracy Conn

Love her ! Always does the best job !
NPS:

by Leslie Jones on 2017-06-08
Review for Kristin Hocko

Always a wonderful experience
NPS:

by Anon on 2017-06-08
Review for GABRIELA KOBILAS

Gabby is an amazing nail technician! I got mani and pedi done by her. She
did a fantastic job! I would definitely recommend her to everyone who wants
beautiful nails!
NPS:

by Elizabeth Russo on 2017-06-05
Review for GABRIELA KOBILAS

Great colors; awesome pedi mani!
NPS:

by AMY AHO on 2017-06-03
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Excellent job! Love my hair and so does my sister!
NPS:

by Sandra Lupo on 2017-06-03
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Rachel was very cordial and did a great job of taking care of my color needs
in Tracy Conn's absence. I appreciate her doing this. Also Ashley, your
shampoo technician was also great at helping me set up to blow dry my hair
myself. Thank you to both of them.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-06-03
Review for Rachael Karyczak

The best!
NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2017-06-02
Review for Christine DeGweck

Love Christine. She is professional, and engaging. I would not trust anyone
else for waxing.
NPS:

by Judie Cohen on 2017-06-01
as always, a superb experience!

NPS:

by Betsy Nevenglosky on 2017-05-31
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Consistently a great experience - warm welcoming staff, beautiful salon,
clean, comfortable, and amazing stylists!
NPS:

by Dorothy Kenney on 2017-05-31
Review for Lindsey Reyes

OUTSTANDING!! I'll be back time and time again. Lovely lovely salon.
Terrific customer service, professional and wonderful experience.
NPS:

by Rosanne Higgins on 2017-05-27
It is a beautiful salon and I had a wonderful experience. Everyone is very
professional. April is the best!

NPS:

by Kathy Kostka on 2017-05-26
Review for Barbara Olson

Barbara is just delightful & very pleasant!!!
NPS:

by Debra Soviero on 2017-05-26
Review for Cecilia Goldfarb

Excellent. The most relaxing hour. Also my skin feels and looks fantastic.
Thank you Cecilia!
NPS:

by Valeri DiCarlo on 2017-05-26
Review for Andrea Mura

Absolutely love how my hair turned out. Andrea is amazing !

NPS:

by Danielle Gilbride on 2017-05-25
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is always ready to do the best job possible. No matter how tight
her schedule may be, she never lets her clients feel rushed and gives them
her undivided attention.
NPS:

by Nicole Desenso on 2017-05-21
Review for Jenna Desenso

Jenna is great and always does an amazing job!
NPS:

by Anon on 2017-05-20
Review for Kalin McClunn

Salon coco bond is clean and everyone is friendly. Kalin does an amazing
job with my eye brows.
NPS:

by Anon on 2017-05-19
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristen is sweet and talented! Would highly recommend!
NPS:

by Anon on 2017-05-19
Gabby is the best! Great manicure! Lasts 2 weeks every time!

NPS:

by Christopher Dilascia on 2017-05-18
Review for Nicole Gregorek

I always get a great cut with Cole!
NPS:

by Marianne Shenton on 2017-05-14
Review for Andrew Profaci

Wonderful experience as always!! Andrew is the best!
NPS:

by Rebecca Trachtenberg on 2017-05-14
Review for Cecilia Goldfarb

Not only is Celina excellent at her job, she is so kind and makes you feel
like her friend, not just a client
NPS:

by Dorothy Gearon on 2017-05-13
Review for Lindsey Reyes

I am impressed with her work, but also the fact that she was able to figure
out what I wanted. I got exactly the color I wanted and she did a lot to

correct my old haircut which was a mess. Friendly, courteous, explained
every step of the way. Kudos to Lindsey!!!!
NPS:

by Joanne Melone on 2017-05-12
Review for Andrea Mura

Andrea was a sweetheart! She listen to exactly what i wanted and was very
helpful!! Thank you!
NPS:

by Alice Zaft on 2017-05-12
So happy I found you, Erin. I will definrefer friends

NPS:

by Barry Barbella on 2017-05-12
Review for Barbara Olson

Grearrrrrrrrrrtttt
NPS:

by Brian Mackewich on 2017-05-11
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Awesome as usual!
NPS:

by Patty Thompson on 2017-05-08
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is an excellent waxer, she makes you feel so comfortable no
matter what service you are getting ...
NPS:

by Melissa Tomasulo on 2017-05-07
Review for Cecilia Goldfarb

She was wonderful, informative and so kind! I texted my best friend
immediately and told her we have to go back!
NPS:

by Toni Mullins on 2017-05-06
Review for GABRIELA KOBILAS

The product i wanted was not available. The resulting tanning not dark
enough and not evenly colored. For example top shoulder blades no color.
Elbows and knees feet streaked . I will need to apply tanning product to
achieve a look of bronzing that i wanted
NPS:

by Wendy Shankin-Cohen on 2017-05-06
Review for Valerie Cole

Valerie was great. She was highly professional and reassuring. Love the
result. .
NPS:

by Tiffany Senft on 2017-05-06
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine always does a great job with my brows!
NPS:

by Anon on 2017-05-03
Review for Barbara Olson

Lovely experience
NPS:

by Anon on 2017-05-01
Review for Andrew Profaci

I have been going to Coco Bond for years and wanted to change the color
of my hair. After learning there was a new Master stylist Andrew I decided to
give him a try. WOW. Not only did he listen to what color I wanted, he
perfected it. I am so happy I chose him. My whole experience that day from
the girls that greeted me at the desk to the professionalism of the whole
salon is the reason I go there. I would highly recommend.
NPS:

by Megan Mcgough on 2017-04-30
Review for Jenna Desenso

Jenna was great!
NPS:

by Anon on 2017-04-30

Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Always a good haircut!!!!
NPS:

by Katie Mcgovern on 2017-04-28
Review for Tracy Conn

It was my first time at Salon CoCo Bond. The salon is very nice and
welcoming. I would highly recommend Tracy for a haircut and all your
coloring needs.
NPS:

by Liberty Abbondanza on 2017-04-28
I can't praise Celina enough! She was patient, explained benefits of the facial I was
interested in, wasn't pushy with upselling me product and really knows her stuff! You
can tell she is passionate about what she does. It was pricey but it sooooooo worth it!

NPS:

by Pat Zackman on 2017-04-28
Great haircut by Erin! So many compliments.

NPS:

by Janet Mincieli on 2017-04-28
Review for Kalin McClunn

Always great service with Kalin!!
NPS:

by Mary Cherchio on 2017-04-25
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine was wonderful!! She is very experienced and really takes her time
to make sure you are comfortable. She has an amazing personality and I
will definitely recommend her to my family and friends.
NPS:

by Debra Soviero on 2017-04-23
Review for Katey Cardaci

Always a wonderful experience. Katey is personable and provided her
expertise in order that I could make a decision. Receiving many
compliments.
NPS:

by Melvina Wreiole on 2017-04-22
Erin is so talented and everyone at CoCo Bond has such a positive attitude towards
the clients, it really is a pleasure to spend time there.

NPS:

by Meghan Rose on 2017-04-22
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine always does a great job on my daughter's eyebrows and lip!
NPS:

by Anon on 2017-04-21
Review for Christine DeGweck

My facial with Christine was the best I've ever had. She is hands down the
most professional and friendliest employee at the salon. She is the main
reason I continue to return again and again.
NPS:

by Randy Mayer on 2017-04-17
Review for Tracy Conn

Tracy is the most talented hairdresser that I have ever met! I always feel like
1 million bucks when I leave the salon! My time at the salon is always
luxurious and I feel very pampered when I am there. It's like a mini vacation!
The entire staff is composed of very kind and competent people.
NPS:

by Danielle Lemish on 2017-04-16
Review for Andrew Profaci

I called to make my first appointment at your salon and when I called I was
looking for an appointment with an Advanced Stylist. The receptionist told
me they actually had an appointment avaiable that day with "the best stylist"
Andrew. I agreed to take the appointment because I had a wedding that
night and figured my hair will be styled and look awesome. Well he asked
what I was looking for I said keep the length and just add long layers for
texture because I'm growing out my hair. I had a medium/long lob where the
front was a little longer that the back so I wanted that evened out as well.
Long story short he chopped all my hair off, cut SO many layers into it...the
bottom is whispy and thin and flips up no matter how I style it. He made me
look like a cross between Carol Brady and Jennifer Antiston from the 90s.
I'm mortified and so upset I got in my car and cried. I am having a baby in 2
months and the cut just made me feel awful about myself. I ended up
washing my hair before the wedding and restyled it with clip in extensions. I
have a maternity shoot next week and I'll have to put extensions in again for
that and my shower. The whole point was that I'm trying to grow out my hair
and now I can't cut my hair for at least a year. Awful awful awful. He was

nice but he needs more modern training. He styles and cuts very
outdated!!!!!!! Please contact me as I'd like a refund since there is nothing
you can do to fix my hair and my expectations were not met!! 973-277-8709
NPS:

by Stephanie Herndon on 2017-04-15
Review for Tracy Conn

Tracy is AWESOME!!!! She is by far the best colorist/stylist I have ever had
and my color always comes out perfect!! She knows exactly what I'm
looking for every time I sit in her chair! I am more than comfortable giving
her complete control!! She's also super fun & friendly! The atmosphere at
Coco Bond is warm and inviting as is everyone on their staff! I always walk
out of there feeling like a million bucks! Highly recommend!!!!
NPS:

by Cheryl Soden on 2017-04-14
Every appointment is as good as the first. Erin and her team are the best. They pay
attention to even the smallest detail to make your experience note worthy.

NPS:

by Alexandria Muller on 2017-04-14
Review for Cecilia Goldfarb

I can't wait to go back!
NPS:

by Anon on 2017-04-11
Review for Kristin Hocko

kristen is fantastic. Have been her client for over 2 years - since I became a
customer of Coco Bond. Always more than satisfied at every appointment
with Kristen.
NPS:

by Anon on 2017-04-11
Review for Tracy Conn

Tracy did a very nice blowout
NPS:

by Selah Chenery on 2017-04-10
I have needed to send this for a number of weeks! I posted an earlier review of my
experience expressing my surprise at check out. I was quoted one price and charged
a very different price with little explaination at the time. It is so important to report that
not only did the salon call me, apologize, explain the issue at check out, accept
reaponsibilty and REFUND ME... they were also just incredibly kind about the entire
issue. I call it a non-issue now, it was an honest mistake and could not have been
handled better. I will be returning again and again. Thank you so much for taking the
professional high road and providing great customer service.

NPS:

by Marianne Shenton on 2017-04-09
Review for Andrew Profaci

Andrew is simply the best! Love him to death!!!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2017-04-08
Review for Kalin McClunn

Always amazing and welcoming atmosphere when I walk into the salon.
Kalin is great!
NPS:

by Lynn Mckenzie on 2017-04-07
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

As always a great experience! The staff is so friendly and the service is
awesome!
NPS:

by Andrea Addesso on 2017-04-02
Great atmosphere. Cole is excellent! Love my cut and color.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-04-02
First time waxing and such a great experience! Definitely in good hands

NPS:

by Trisha Masters on 2017-04-02
Christine was awesome and did a great job on my brows. I would highly recommend

NPS:

by Judie Cohen on 2017-04-01

Perfect, as always

NPS:

by Marianne Sherwood on 2017-03-31
tracy was amazing. She took her time and made sure I was comfortable with the
coloring choices. Very nice haircut. It was done in a timely fashion and did not have to
wait while she finished up with someone else. LOVE what she did and have made
upcoming appts already.

NPS:

by Jillian Swartz on 2017-03-30
My hair looks FABULOUS!

NPS:

by Joan Uva on 2017-03-30
Everyone is always ready to help you and make your visit great. You won't find a
better salon than Coco Bond!

NPS:

by Linda Mentzer on 2017-03-29
ALWAYS wonderful! Andrea is the best-the salon is beautiful and always a pleasure
to see everyone!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-03-27

Beautiful clean salon where all appointments run on time! Great experience

NPS:

by Sofia Russo on 2017-03-27
Have thoroughly enjoyed every service my daughter & I have received at Salon Coco
Bond!

NPS:

by Janis Skolnick on 2017-03-26
Barbara was fabulous as usual. My skin after my facial looks fantastic. 5 Star
Recommendation

NPS:

by Joanne Melone on 2017-03-26
Fabulous as always they even called me to say there was a cancellation and i could
come in at anytime! So that worked out great!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-03-26
As ALWAYS, My color is gorgeous (Tracy).....the Front Desk girls always greet me
with big smiles and big hellos! Maria gave me a wonderful wash at the sinks too!!!!

NPS:

by Dr. Paul Ouano on 2017-03-25

Excellent customer service. Rachel and the staff were exceptionally professional.
Rachel's technical skills were outstanding. Fees were very reasonable. Everyone was
courteous and responsive to my needs. You'll see me again

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-03-25
Charming atmosphere with talented staff.

NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2017-03-24
Christine is the best : friendly, efficient; warm and competent. The front desk staff is
friendly and efficient

NPS:

by Sherri Runne on 2017-03-23
Very satisfied with my appointment. Friendly atmosphere.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-03-23
Alexis, Chloe and myself, Sera, love Christine. She's an asset to your business. We
just wish there were some waxing packages that you would consider in putting
together.

NPS:

by Samuel Jemal on 2017-03-20

It feels like home every time I walk through the door. always a gracious welcoming.
everyone there always has a smiling. I guess that's why I'm there once a week.

NPS:

by Johanna Roselle on 2017-03-20
Thank you Christine!! Perfect brows!

NPS:

by Randy Mayer on 2017-03-18
Tracy did a fabulous job on me as usual! She has been doing my hair for many, many
years and always achieves a look that is great!! I feel like a million bucks every time I
walk out of Coco Bond.

NPS:

by Sammy Kuntz on 2017-03-17
this salon is amazing!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-03-16
My services are always wonderful, with that said the reception area needs help.
When I call to make an appt I am always put on hold for 5 min, when I check out I
wait because they are answering phones. Yes, this is a good problem to have as it
shows you are busy. With that said I would strongly recommend Coco Bond get 1 or 2
people who only answer phones in an office.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-03-12
My appointment was late although I was called about this. Good haircut, a little
rushed. Felt it was overpriced.

NPS:

by Gabriella Bair on 2017-03-11
i've never had a bad experience at coco bond.... fantastic atmosphere and
outstanding staff.

NPS:

by Faye Formoso on 2017-03-11
Awesome as always. Facial by Celina and hair by Erin -I'm never disappointed!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-03-10
Great!

NPS:

by Lauren Reid on 2017-03-10
I highly recommend the salon and Katey for hair. I'm always happy with my highlights,
color and blowout

NPS:

by Selah Chenery on 2017-03-07
We loved our stylist, but I was VERY disappointed to be told at the time of making the
appointment and after a consult that the procedure would cost $80 and then AFTER
the coloring told it was $182 for my 12 year old. I would not have paid that much ever
for her hair if I had known. Again, our stylist is great and her hair looks wonderful, as it
should for $200, but I don't like how I was surprised at check out by the price. We
won't be spending that amount again on her hair.

NPS:

by Olivia Clancy on 2017-03-06
Lindsey gave me exactly the cut I asked for.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-03-05
Kristen Marie highlighted and cut my hair on Saturday. It's Sunday and I've already
received several compliments. My hair looks so healthy and my cut is perfect. Plus,
the Salon is so beautiful and the staff was so nice. Looking forward to my next visit.

NPS: N/A

by Meghan Rose on 2017-03-04
My experience was amazing! Christine was great, and she handled my daughter's
expectations perfectly.

NPS:

by Judie Cohen on 2017-03-01
My experience is always consistent. On time, continued commitment to the current
"state" of my hair, and I leave feeling rejuvenated!

NPS:

by Leslie Jones on 2017-02-23
A wonder experience wit Kristen as always

NPS:

by Anne E. Kenney on 2017-02-23
Awesome as always

NPS:

by Joanne Melone on 2017-02-19
Its is always a wonderful experience! Feeling right at home and always leaving like a
moviestar!!

NPS:

by Jan Kirsten on 2017-02-19
Hair cut was awesome and first time getting pedicure and it was wonderful!!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-02-18
Andrew was fabulous realty enjoyed it! Loved the shampoo beds!!

NPS:

by Maureen A Farrell on 2017-02-17
My daughter recommended salon and the experience was lovely and everyone were
very accommodating and the service eas excellent i will be back thank you

NPS:

by Megan Conheeney on 2017-02-17
From the second I walk in, everyone is nice and accommodating. Cole is not only the
sweetest, but gets my color absolutely perfect every time. The entire staff is pleasant
and that is what will keep me coming back for a very long time!

NPS:

by Sherri Runne on 2017-02-16
Always a pleasant experience at Coco Bond. Very satisfied with the services I
receive.

NPS:

by Johanna Roselle on 2017-02-16
Erin is a wonderful talent and cares about all her clients there. Very refreshing to see
these days! Don't hesitate to try this salon!

NPS:

by Dianne Zeigler on 2017-02-16
Great haircut by Andrew! I love it. Received so many compliments after I left. Thanks
Andrew. So glad you joined Coco Bond.

NPS:

by Nancy Mchugh on 2017-02-16
Always a positive experience to visit Salon CoCoBond

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-02-15
I've known Erin and most of the dedicated staff at Salon Coco Bond for over seven
years. In all those years I've always been pleased with their attentiveness and
professionalism.

NPS:

by Kim Skoulieas on 2017-02-13
Wonderful salon. Katey is the best!! I always feel great when I walk out the door. They
did a great job rescheduling me as a result of a snow day closure, and still gave
attention to detail!

NPS:

by Marianne Shenton on 2017-02-12
I was very impressed with your salon as it was my first time. Everyone was very
sweet and professional! I would definitely recommend it to my friends!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-02-12
Beautiful facility Courteous and friendly staff Exceptional variety of products to choose
from Very customer friendly Talented stylists

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-02-12
Cole always does such a fantastic job! Love visiting the salon. Everyone is so friendly.

NPS:

by Anna Files on 2017-02-12
Andrea always does a fantastic job!!

NPS:

by Debra Soviero on 2017-02-12
Always leave looking and feeling fabulous!

NPS:

by Debbie Udovic on 2017-02-12
Gabby, the manicurist, is wonderful. She does a perfect job. I had LCN nails French
and she spent a lot of time with me. She is knowledgeable and very pleasant and
friendly. It is a pleasure to sit for my nail for 11/2 hours.

NPS:

by Danielle Liss on 2017-02-11
Despite running late for my (first) appointment, everyone at the salon was very
accommodating. MJ was great and talked me through the Ouidad cut and gave me
great styling advice. I am very happy with the cut and will be back.

NPS:

by Elizabeth Russo on 2017-02-09
Gabby the nail technician is my favorite & Celina gave a fantastic facial! Salon is
beautiful, customer service is on point, and services are always great! Convenient &
free parking, weekly promos, and consistently a relaxing experience.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-02-09
Great experience as always!

NPS:

by Leah Faulhaber on 2017-02-09
Cole did an amazing job! My hair looks terrific! I love it!

NPS:

by Irene Moy on 2017-02-08
Christine was great!! and the staff was so friendly! Love this place.

NPS:

by Janis Skolnick on 2017-02-08
My facial with Barbara was unbelievable! My skin looks fabulous.

NPS:

by Ginny Mazza on 2017-02-08
it's always a nice experience when I have an appointment with Valerie.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-02-05
Christine is the best!! She cannot do enough to make you comfortable and at ease.
She is very conscientious, always making sure that she has waxed all the hair away.
She always has a smile on her face and is pleasant to be around. It is always a great
experience.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-02-04
Awesome as always, Christine is the best !

NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2017-02-02
The staff is so pleasant and welcoming and Christine is a gem.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-01-30
As always, my experience was excellent!

NPS:

by Melvina Wreiole on 2017-01-27
time at CoCo Bond is the best part of any day!!

NPS:

by Christopher Dilascia on 2017-01-27
Efficient service, high quality results. I am always made to feel special, and leave
looking great!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-01-26
Had a great experience with Cole!

NPS:

by Patty Cirencione on 2017-01-26
Celina gave me a cleansing facial that included a neck and shoulder massage. My
hands were lotioned and kept warm in special mitts. After my shoulder and neck
massage, my hands and arms were massaged. The products used on my face were
gentle, invigorating and smelled good too. It was such a pleasant experience, that I
had no concept of time .The decor is very modern yet inviting and comfortable. The
attention to detail can be noted everywhere. It is a very clean , well maintained
establishment. Barbara gave me my manicure and she is a very calming soft spoken
woman and she did a lovely job. I felt very pampered and refreshed. What a
wonderful treat. The entire staff was polite, friendly and efficient. What a wonderful
treat!!!

NPS:

by Terri Taylor on 2017-01-25

As always my experience at CoCo Bond with Rachel is fabulous she has been cutting
my hair for 4yrs. and I wouldn't go anywhere else. Everyone is so polite and
welcome's you with a smile. If you want to receive outstanding service CoCo Bond is
where you have to go!!!!!!!!

NPS:

by Dorothy Slender on 2017-01-25
The staff is very attentive and pleasant. I look forward to my visits at the salon!

NPS:

by Sandra Lupo on 2017-01-21
As always, Coco Bond Salon service is impeccable. Tracy Conn is a master stylist.
The service staff are friendly and accommodating. I always enjoy my experiences.

NPS:

by Mindy Gitter on 2017-01-20
As always Erin and her staff at Salon CoCo Bond were amazing!!!

NPS:

by Liz Miller on 2017-01-20
Couldn't be happier with the service or result!

NPS:

by Jen Shaw on 2017-01-20

Tracey is always Amazing!! From the moment you walk in, to Shampoo & cut and
Style...Coco Bond provides amazing personalized attention to you.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-01-19
I had to wait a good half hour for my scheduled appointment. In addition the
appointment seemed longer then usual for French gelish. I arrived around 1130-1145
for a 12 noon appointment and didn't leave intil 220pm. Was there a scheduling
problem?

NPS:

by Kelly Diebold on 2017-01-18
Always a great experience!!!!

NPS:

by Joanne Melone on 2017-01-15
Always look forward to my day at the salon!!

NPS:

by Pat Zackman on 2017-01-15
Erin ALWAYS gives me a great cut! I walk out of the salon feeling like a milion dollars.
The girls at the sink always give a wonderful shampoo.

NPS:

by Heather Edgell on 2017-01-06

Great experience as usual.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-01-01
Christine is the absolute best for all your waxing and skincare needs! I have been
going to her for many years now and I highly recommend her.Very professional and
sweet as could be!

NPS:

by Barbara Fortunato on 2016-12-31
I love the fact that you carry Dazzle Dry now and that it is non-toxic and lasts so long.

NPS:

by Leslie Jones on 2016-12-29
I love your salon!!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-12-29
Prompt service and an excellent hair cut by Kristen as always.

NPS:

by Janis Skolnick on 2016-12-29

I had a fantastic facial given by Barbara. It was so relaxing. My skin looks fabulous. I
already booked for future facials!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-12-29
Rachael was great as usual!

NPS:

by Rosemary Sternbach on 2016-12-26
I have always had a warm, comfortable and professional experience with your staff
and clients as well. My hairdresser/professional is MaryJean and has been for many
years...I also referred Elaine Spero to MaryJean and she too is pleased. I don't recall
getting the points for my referral, however.... I will always be a happy customer with
the staff and cleanliness at Bond.I look forward to my hair appointments. Rosemary
Sternbach

NPS:

by Patty Thompson on 2016-12-26
Love Christine the waxer & staff is super friendly!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-12-24
Benay always does a wonderful job. The salon makes you feel welcome I always ask
for a mini manicure and many times it is marked as a Classic I feel bad when that
occurs

NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2016-12-19
As always Christine is a pleasure- competent, engaging and doing the right thing

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-12-17
Having my eyebrows waxed at your salon is awesome!!! Christine is the best, I've
been having her wax my eyebrows for over 4 years now! She always does an
outstanding job! Walking into the salon I feel welcomed into a clean and friendly
environment.

NPS:

by Kristin McConville on 2016-12-17
Always love going to get my hair done here. Nicole is by far the best!!!!

NPS:

by Irene Moy on 2016-12-14
The entire staff was very professional and friendly. It was my first visit to the Salon
and it won't be the last. Great and friendly environment as well.

NPS:

by Joanne Melone on 2016-12-11
I always get treated like a queen!

NPS:

by June Gordon on 2016-12-11
Excellent as alwatys.

NPS:

by Emily Krieger on 2016-12-11
I had a wonderful facial at Coco Bond. Celina is very knowledgeable and creates a
treatment just for you. I felt that she cared about my skin and what was best for it. The
facial itself was very enjoyable, and I enjoyed the neck/shoulder/hand/arm massages
too! My skin felt very plump and smooth afterward. I also appreciated that your intake
questionnaire asks whether you would like to discuss products or not, which I think is
nice so clients don't feel pressured. I did choose to receive product recommendations,
which I appreciated. Celina didn't make me feel rushed to leave and answered all of
my questions. I really liked that they offer cruelty free products (Repechage), which is
very important to me. I'm excited to see how my skin responds to the treatment and
would definitely return!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-12-08
This was my first visit to the salon. I had heard good things, but I was nervous to try a
new stylist having just relocated to the area. I left there SO PSYCHED! It's a fabulous
salon, filled with talented, happy, nice professionals and every service you could
want. Everyone was so gracious to me - from Laura who manages the salon to my
amazing stylist Kristen Wright. I'm extremely impressed!

NPS:

by Joan Uva on 2016-12-08
Great color and cut, as usual!

NPS:

by Joe Stein on 2016-12-08
Excellent service delivered by caring and professional people in a beautiful
environment.

NPS:

by Jade Arnold on 2016-12-07
Rachael and Katey are just the best! So knowledgeable and they make you feel so
comfortable. I wouldn't trust any other place with my color correction. The salon is
BEAUTIFUL and I will always come back. I work in Red Bank as a body waxer and
whenever one of my clients asks about hair needs, I recommend them to CoCo Bond.

NPS:

by Nadine Kuntz on 2016-12-04
salon coco bond is the best of the best!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-12-01
I had a great first experience at the salon. Everyone was very friendly and Lindsey did
a great job walking me through my treatment and the results were fantastic.

NPS:

by Toni Freer on 2016-11-30
I am extremely picky with hair color, specifically my blond highlights. I've been seeing
Kristen for 4-5 years and she is absolutely amazing!! I can show her a picture and
explain a look I want, and she nails it every time! She is also such an incredibly nice
person. I love catching up with Kristen while I'm at the salon. The time flies. She is the
best!!!!

NPS:

by Suzanne Dawson on 2016-11-27
The absolute best stylists, colonists and staff. So welcoming always

NPS:

by Susan B. Drucker on 2016-11-27
I have never received so many unsolicited compliments about a haircut! Kristin did a
fabulous job!!

NPS:

by Pat Renna on 2016-11-27
CAROLANN TREATS YOU LIKE FAMILY. WAS ABLE TO SQUEEZE IN AN
ADDITIONAL SERVICE. I WAS SO APPRECIATIVE.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-11-27
Very talented salon and you can go to anyone in the salon and won't be disappointed.

NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2016-11-25
Christine is excellent. Enjoy my waxing sessions.

NPS:

by Lauren Reid on 2016-11-24
Always happy with my color, highlights & blow out from Katey. It's consistently great.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-11-23
Loved my 1st time. Cole was great! Thank you thank you!! Already set up another
appointment!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-11-22
Love this salon, love Cole, love my hair!!!

NPS:

by Linda Mentzer on 2016-11-22
ALWAYS a fabulous experience!!!!

NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2016-11-20
Christine is the best

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-11-20
I brought my young teen daughter here on a recommendation from a friend for
eyebrow waxing. I met with Christine who listened to my fears & concerns about not
wanting thin brows. She was attentive to my concerns & explained in detail what she
was going to do before proceeding. She was amazing & the results speak for
themselves. I have since recommended both CoCo Bond & Christine to my friends.
My daughter & I will continue to use CoCo Bond for our salon services.

NPS:

by Michelle Conde on 2016-11-19
Everyone at this salon is so incredibly and genuinely nice and welcoming. Even just
my first couple of times being there, someone was always asking me I was alright and
if I needed anything. Lindsey has helped me through trying to get my hair together as
I was seeing a different stylist prior to coming to Salon Coco. She's been so patient
and honest with me and I could not have asked for a better experience!

NPS:

by Randy Mayer on 2016-11-19
I Always feel so pampered at Coco Bond. I needed to change an appointment and the
women up front, Jackie and Lisa helped me get me an appointment to meet my
needs. I had been so upset with the condition of my hair over the last week. Dry and
brittle. The staff, specifically Tracy, Mary Jean and Marissa took care of me and did
such a great job that My hair looks and feels amazing!!! Tracy thanks for your magic
with my color and contrition, and Mary Jean, I love my trim and blowout!

NPS:

by Sharon Burns on 2016-11-19
Always a fun visit with my buddy Erin and the BEST cut and color every time!! The
surroundings are lovely and the staff gracious. The BOND GIRLS NEVER
DISAPPOINT!!!

NPS:

by Heidi Bonney on 2016-11-19
Christine does an amazing wax. She is very professional and thorough.

NPS:

by Holly Martin on 2016-11-17
I always have great results after waxes with Christine. She is the best! The
receptionists are also friendly and helpful!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-11-12
Friendly staff, relaxing environment and great cut.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-11-11
Great atmosphere, people, and services!

NPS:

by Megan Kwitkin on 2016-11-05
Barb is great. The rest of the staff is nice. When I walked in, the air had a very very
strong aroma. I saw that a candle was being burned. It was too strong for me.
Consider toning down the aromatherapy in the lobby.

NPS:

by Ali Brattole on 2016-11-03
Fabulous experience! Love my haircut!! Just what I needed to get ready for Fall!

NPS:

by Dawn Panzica on 2016-11-02
Always a wonderful experience at Salon Coco Bond. From the second I walk in the
door, I feel a sense of relaxation and peace. The front desk staff is always friendly
and attentive, the atmosphere is soothing and euphoric, and Christine is a master at
work. I tend to wait a bit too long for my brows, and somehow she works her magic
and I come out looking fabulous!!!

NPS:

by Noel Gattusso on 2016-10-31
Wonderful

NPS:

by Johanna Roselle on 2016-10-29
Thank you Carol Ann!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-10-26
Always completely satisfied with my stylist Andrea. Would highly recommend her. I
had been going to a salon for years and at times I felt like they were a little
preoccupied and rushed. My friend recommended Salon CoCo Bond so I gave them
a try. The atmosphere is very relaxed and I feel that they take the time to listen to my
concerns.

NPS:

by Sarah Pomphrey on 2016-10-25
CoCoBOND is the best of the BEST!!!

NPS:

by MARY VISCO on 2016-10-23
Love CoCo Bond and most especially Kalin. She is the best browista!

NPS:

by Anna Files on 2016-10-23
Andrea always does a fantastic job!

NPS:

by Julie Emerick on 2016-10-22
I'm always impressed by the level of professionlism and how the staff is so
accommodating. Erin truly wants client to be happy!

NPS:

by Lauren Leiro on 2016-10-21
Classic facial with Barbara was fabulous. Relaxing and skin feels great!

NPS:

by Toni Mullins on 2016-10-21
Carol Ann is t h e best, not only is she a talented technician, she is also attentive and
accomodating

NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2016-10-18
Christine is wonderful. Would like better deals to be offered for waxing

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-10-15
Wow! That's all I can say. Wow! everyone is so pleasant, helpful and talented. This is
my first time at Salon Cocobond and I will definitely be coming back. Tracy and
Lindsey were wonderful.

NPS:

by Loretta Mannion on 2016-10-13
The staff is always polite and helpful!

NPS:

by Patrice Gaburo on 2016-10-12
Jenna is a talented sweetheart

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-10-06
Lindsey is amazing!!

NPS:

by Pedro Bento on 2016-10-05
Everything was great!

NPS:

by Michelle Buckley on 2016-10-03
Another great color experience with Jenna. Tried HeatPure too for the first time and
so far I love it.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-10-02
Jenna is amazing and so talented. I want to go darker for fall and she developed a
plan to gradually get my hair darker. I love the color and have gotten tons of
compliments!

NPS:

by Patti Casazza on 2016-10-01
Excellent spa service!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-09-30

Great wax! The hair takes longer to grow back and is softer.

NPS:

by Joan Lennon on 2016-09-30
Lisa is a fire cracker at the desk! She keeps appointments running smoothly! Kristin is
a super hair engineer. Joan

NPS:

by Nancy Mchugh on 2016-09-30
Salon CocoBond is the nicest salon in Monmouth County. It is super clean, the staff is
pleasant and the stylists are incredibly talented. If you're a curly-head you need to
book an appointment with the owner Erin right now. If you aren't do it anyway as she
can handle all types of hair. I highly, highly, highly recommend Salon CoCoBond.

NPS:

by Mary Anne Peters on 2016-09-26
Got my color done, unfortunately It started fading within I wash..2 days after it was
done...not too happy....also got a mani pedi it was wonderful. very happy

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-09-24
Christine is awesome!! Professional, great to talk to and great at her job!

NPS:

by Linda Mentzer on 2016-09-21
Just plain fabulous!!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-09-17
Review for Jenna Desenso

I had an appointment with Jenna. She saw how crazy blonde my hair turned
in the summer and said it needed to be toned down. She did highlights and
low lights; first time I've had that. Perfect combination of blonde and light
brown for the fall. Thanks Jenna!
NPS:

by Sharon Mikolajczyk on 2016-09-17
Review for Jenna Desenso

Jenna was fabulous! I had my hair cut with a blowout. I can see any stylist
at the salon ,and know I will be thrilled with all of them!
NPS:

by Audrey Henne on 2016-09-15
Review for Barbara Olson

Barbara is by far one of the friendliest people I have met in a long time. I
loved the ambience of the room..I would highly recommend CoCo Bond to
anyone going forward male or female!
NPS:

by Stephen Berkeley on 2016-09-15

Review for Kristin Hocko

I use to pay $35 for a hair cut and now the hair cut is $45. With tip, this
might become to expensive for me in the future. Just being honest and
giving feed back.
NPS:

by Kim Mccarthy on 2016-09-09
Review for Kristin Hocko

I've been going to Kristin for several years now and she is always consistent
in her professional attitude and super friendly demeanor. I always enjoy
chatting with her and getting her advice on my hair. She truly knows her
stuff!! She does an amazing job on my Brazilian Blowout and I always walk
out of there feeling like a boss! The new salon is a little further for me, but I
can't imagine going to anyone else. Thank you, Kristin!
NPS:

by Lynda Lee on 2016-09-06
Review for Carol Ann Judge

Carol Ann is a wonderful nail tech but more than that she is a beautiful
human being She always makes me feel special and pampers me like I'm a
princess
NPS:

by Barbara Fortunato on 2016-09-03
Review for Carol Ann Judge

My manicure/pedicure was fantastic with Carol Ann, as always!
NPS:

by Meghan Rose on 2016-09-01
Review for Christine DeGweck

My daughter loved her first visit to the salon. We had prompt service upon
our arrival and the facility was clean and well appointed. She will go back!
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-09-01
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Another great visit to salon Coco Bond. My appointment with MJ started and
ended on time. Great cut and blow out! Ready to face another school year!
Thank you.!!
NPS:

by Elena Novo on 2016-08-24
Review for Andrea Mura

Great salon. Great service. Andrea is so talented and truly cares about her
clients. Excellent overall.
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-08-24
Review for Rachael Karyczak

It's always a good experience when I go to Salon CoCo. I had Rachel this
time and she is a super nice person. She listened to my concerns and
helped. I only wish that with all your coupon discounts that you offer, you
would give a discount for the Brazilian......................
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-08-24
Review for Tracy Conn

Always a fabulous experience at CoCo Bond! Kristin is amazing-loving my
beautiful highlights. Also, had the pleasure of enjoiuing a relaxing facial by
Krisztina. I left glowing! My skin feels and looks fantastic.
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-08-18
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is excellent. Very professional and always provides the best
service.
NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2016-08-17
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine was wonderful and the reason I go to Salin CoCo
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-08-17
Review for Carol Ann Judge

I was very pleased with my manicure.. It looks and feels great Carol was
great and easy to have a conversation with
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-08-14
Review for Tracy Conn

I love the staff at Salon Coco Bond. The young women that wash your hair
to the front desk staff (especially LISA!) they are so attentive! We take our
entire family there for great haircuts! And now that they have expanded to
so many other services it's like our home away from home. And the best
part is that Erin the owner is there and always making sure her clients are
happy and getting what they need!
NPS:

by Anna Files on 2016-08-14
Review for Andrea Mura

Thanks for another great experience!
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-08-13
Review for Cecilia Goldfarb

My facial and massage exceeded my expectation. Celina and Christina
were very professional and great listeners. I'm looking forward to my next
visit. One suggestion is to add a small row of lockers for clients and provide
white plush longer robes for in between services. Small things but they will
make a big difference.
NPS:

by Terri Taylor on 2016-08-11
Review for Rachael Karyczak

It was my first time at CoCo and I can say my experience was wonderful. I
have been a client of Rachel's at another salon for about 3 years and now
have followed her to Coco. She is always happy to see you and when you
are in her chair you are the only person she is focused on. Everyone was

very nice, and the ambience is so "Chic" my compliments to the owner. You
can see everyone works to make sure you are going to enjoy your visit.
Thank you Rachel for your amazing professionally skills. To the CoCo Team
keep doing what your doing !!!!! Enjoy, Terri T.
NPS:

by Susan B. Drucker on 2016-08-11
Review for Kristin Hocko

Best haircut I've had in years! Kristin is excellent!
NPS:

by Dawn Eagelton on 2016-08-10
Review for Kristin Hocko

Awesome as always!
NPS:

by Matt Sculler on 2016-08-07
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is an absolute gem!
NPS:

by Debi Kostyun on 2016-08-05
Review for Kristin Hocko

The staff can't do enough for you. Kristin is fantastic and the place is full
servuce. Pricey but worth the wuality snd experience of stylists.

NPS:

by Judie Cohen on 2016-07-31
Review for Tracy Conn

wonderful and professional, as usual!
NPS:

by Lee Matalon on 2016-07-30
Review for Erin McCabe

Perfect as always. From the greeting when i arrived, to the services I
received (color with Erin) to the quick check out. Always a pleasure.
NPS:

by Chris Russo on 2016-07-30
Review for Christine DeGweck

Awesome! Christine is the absolute best! Professional. Courteous, Friendly,
and excellent at her job
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-07-29
Review for Cecilia Goldfarb

Selena was amazing and the place is gorgeous. The web prices are good
NPS:

by JOYCE SCHWEERS on 2016-07-28
Review for Barbara Olson

My facial was wonderful..so relaxing... I booked it because I have my nieces
wedding and my skin is glowing
NPS:

by Ginny Mazza on 2016-07-26
Review for Valerie Cole

It's always a nice experience at Salon CoCo Bond. It's a beautiful building
and a pleasure to be with Valerie.
NPS:

by Sandy Lang on 2016-07-25
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Always an amazing job by Cole!
NPS:

by Jeanne Moir on 2016-07-24
Review for Kalin McClunn

Calin is excellent and extremely professional
NPS:

by Katie Mignoli on 2016-07-23
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Had a great visit. So happy with my results!
NPS:

by Jodi Mccabe-Mathisen on 2016-07-22
Review for Kristin Hocko

Always a fabulous experience all around! Perfection!
NPS:

by Elizabeth Russo on 2016-07-22
Review for Krisztina Russo

Referred by a friend: Beautiful salon with amazing attention to detail.
Welcoming, enthusiastic, and helpful front desk employees. Personable
staff throughout. Services were fantastic (waxing & massage). Will definitely
be back!
NPS:

by Mary Chamberlain on 2016-07-22
Review for Katey Cardaci

Beautiful !
NPS:

by Linda Mentzer on 2016-07-22
Review for Andrea Mura

ALWAYS excellent!!!!
NPS:

by Nancy Mchugh on 2016-07-22
Review for Erin McCabe

Salon Coco Bond is an outstanding salon. I've been going there for atleast 5
years. The new shop in Shrewsbury is beautiful and exceptionally clean.
The owner Erin cuts my curly hair and does an outstanding job every time
I'm in her chair. Appointments are on time and the staff is pleasant. I highly,
highly, highly recommend that you try this salon.
NPS:

by Stephanie Herndon on 2016-07-21
Review for Tracy Conn

Love my visits to Salon Coco Bond!!! The new space is beautiful!!! The staff
is always warm, welcoming & professional. Always thrilled with my color and
cut as Tracey (my stylist), Erin (the owner) and the rest of the staff here
keep abreast of the latest trends in cuts and color!!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-07-19
Review for Rachael Karyczak

I have been with the same stylist for many years, so this was a huge nerve
wracking step for me! :-) Everything about the visit was better than
expected. I'll definitely be back.
NPS:

by Pat Renna on 2016-07-18
Review for Carol Ann Judge

Carol Ann is awesome She went out of her way to accommodate me She
treatsaid me as a friend and not just a client This is why I am a loyal follower
NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2016-07-18
Review for Christine DeGweck

Always on time; pleasant experience
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-07-18
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is very professional and friendly. I'm very happy with her services
NPS:

by Dawn Reinhardt on 2016-07-15
Review for Tracy Conn

Thanks for the SWEET new style and awesome highlights, Tracy!
NPS:

by Sue Warren on 2016-07-15
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Excellent personal care technician listened to the styling I prefer everyone
was very cordial
NPS:

by Cheryl Soden on 2016-07-15
Review for Erin McCabe

Due to a medication change I had been losing my hair for the past 2
months. Erin was very sympathetic and responsive to my feelings and
situation. We discussed my hair needs and what I felt would be the path to
take at this visit and as always Erin had the perfect solution for the visit.
Thank you Erin and team for another great and encouraging visit.
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-07-15
Review for Nicole Gregorek

I had a hair cut with Nicole who was friendly and efficient. The decor is
outstanding. What a fabulous renovation. My only suggestion would be to
lower the noise level, maybe delete the background music which only adds
to the din.
NPS:

by Abie Matalon on 2016-07-10
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Mens haircut by Mary Jeanne. Excellent job of taming my sons thick,
cowlick-y hair for summer! She's great; we already have his cuts booked for
the next 3 months!
NPS:

by Caroline Glidden on 2016-07-10
Review for Rachael Karyczak

I love everyone at CocoBond. Everyone is so nice and super helpful!

NPS:

by Jean Royall on 2016-07-09
Review for Tracy Conn

Tracy is the best!
NPS:

by Angela Buonantono on 2016-07-09
Review for Andrea Mura

Andrea was very professional and understanding and helpful in explaining
what the plan is to get my hair back to where I would like it to be. It was my
first time there and had a bad experience the previous month at another
salon and my hair now had breakage and dryness. She was helpful in
sending me home with pureology products to help and took time to show me
how to use them and explained what they will do. The extra steps with the
shot and glazing my color was exactly what my hair needed. Barbara was
meticulous. A very enjoyable relaxing and long pedicure. I actually soaked,
which is often rushed in other places. So gentle and yet my feet feel
fantastic with no need for those "graters". The pedicure tub with the marbles
was fantastic and sitting in that chair made me feel like royalty. Far from the
usual bulky massage chairs and whirlpool tubs and 20 min rushed pedis i
have had in the past. This is not your ordinary pedicure and the atmosphere
is beautiful, the detail and of product is design is well done and very pristine
and beyond clean. Loved the convenience of being able to do nails and hair
in same location.
NPS:

by Keith Dorney on 2016-07-08
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Always great service & friendly staff!
NPS:

by Whitney Breckenridge on 2016-07-08
Review for Cecilia Goldfarb

I tried the 4 Layer Facial -- it was AMAZING and I would highly recommend
you try it! My skin looked flawless after the facial, probably the best results
from any facial I've ever gotten!
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-07-07
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Christine De Gweck is amazing, a true gem. She is always professional and
I will gladly recommend her to everyone!
NPS:

by Jillian Bowen on 2016-07-06
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Best salon! No one touches my hair except MJ! And I love the girls!!
NPS:

by Caitlin Minetti on 2016-07-06
Review for Andrea Mura

Always a pleasure visiting the salon. Andrea never disappoints and always
does an excellent job! Very satisfied customer and looking forward to my
next visit
NPS:

by MEGHAN DONNELLY on 2016-06-30
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Very relaxing
NPS:

by Judie Cohen on 2016-06-30
Review for Erin McCabe

Fabulous!! As usual
NPS:

by JOYCE SCHWEERS on 2016-06-25
Review for Barbara Olson

Love my facial peel with Barbara. She has excellent knowledge of products
and listens to your concerns. She hen explains the beast ways to address
them. She has a gentle touch and caring nature. The salon itself is quit
beautifully done
NPS:

by Dawn Eagelton on 2016-06-21
Review for Kristin Hocko

I love Kristen and Salon CoCo Bond. I wish you had longer hours. Boo for
you guys, yeah for me.
NPS:

by Kathy Conte on 2016-06-21
Review for Valerie Cole

I LOVED my visit to the salon, and the girl that did my lash extensions was
EXTREMELY friendly and professional...but having never had lash
extensions before, I was kind of disappointed that after 2 days, several of
them fell out and now there is a gap in my lashes.
NPS:

by Debra Soviero on 2016-06-21
Review for Katey Cardaci

Everyone at Coco Bond is great! This salon is the best in Monmouth
County. Anyone who walks thru their doors will leave looking and feeling
wonderful. Thank you Katie and Erin.
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-06-21
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Cole is amazing for hair and Kristen for eyebrows!!
NPS:

by Patti Casazza on 2016-06-17
Review for Erin McCabe

Erin is a cut above the rest -- really great hair cut.
NPS:

by Heather Edgell on 2016-06-17

Review for Jenna Desenso

The salon is beautiful and Jenna was great. My Bazilian blowout came out
perfectly and I will definitely be back. My only complaint is that I was quoted
$245 over the phone, but it was actually $300.
NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2016-06-17
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is great. . Come there for her. Front desk staff has warmed up and
are pleasant to work with. M
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-06-13
Review for Katey Cardaci

Prom updo was very good but too expensive. I was told $65 on the phone
and charged $85, not including tip.
NPS:

by Maryellen Cronk on 2016-06-11
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Hi Lindsey was most accomodating. She took extra time to listen to what I
wanted and spent the time to fix my uneven old hair cut. Thank you! Mary
NPS:

by Theresa Azaceta on 2016-06-11
Review for Barbara Olson

Barbara is wonderful! My facial was very relaxing and my skin was glowing!
She makes me look and feel years younger! Thank you Barbara
NPS:

by Dianne Zeigler on 2016-06-10
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristin is a doll. So professional and friendly. I'm so glad I met her.
NPS:

by Jackie Quinones on 2016-06-10
Review for Christine DeGweck

Very friendly professional staff Salon is clean and organized Appointment
was on time Experience was excellent
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-06-10
Review for Erin McCabe

Fantastic - love Salon CoCo Bond. I was originally referred by a friend. The
service is outstanding and the quality of cuts and other services excellent.
The owner, Erin, is fantastic. Highly recommend.
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-06-09
Review for Katey Cardaci

a wonderful, relaxing experience, as always, the staff is exceptional

NPS:

by Jen Krimko on 2016-06-09
Review for Kristin Hocko

My experience at Salon CoCo Bond is always an enjoyable one. I always
feel very pampered while I am there. And the new building is amazing!
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-06-09
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is the best!
NPS:

by Barbara Fortunato on 2016-06-08
Review for Carol Ann Judge

I always get the manicure to my liking with Carol!
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-06-07
Review for Katey Cardaci

employees were very knowledgable and had my best interests in mind while
staying true to what i wanted.
NPS:

by Nathalie Mcomber on 2016-06-06
Review for Erin McCabe

Thank you for taking such good care of me!! Erin is a true gem.
NPS:

by Danielle Houghton on 2016-06-04
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Always amazing. I have lived out of state but I continue to trust Salon Coco
Bond with my hair every time I visit New Jersey. They are simply the best
and my treatment this time was no different. The new space is fantastic and
my stylist Lindsey was lovely, professional and did an amazing job. Love
Salon Coco Bond!!
NPS:

by Loren Coolahan on 2016-06-04
Review for Kristin Hocko

This was my first visit to Salon CoCo Bond and I couldn't be happier! I will
Definately be back!
NPS:

by Jill Fitzpatrick on 2016-06-04
Review for Tracy Conn

Love CoCo Bond! Beautiful salon, friendly staff and well trained
professionals.
NPS:

by Sandra Lupo on 2016-06-04
Review for Carol Ann Judge

excellent service - love and caring from Tracy Lynn, Carol Ann and
Christine. Thanks Ladies!
NPS:

by Daphne Van Nest on 2016-06-02
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Relaxing
NPS:

by Ann Wiltz on 2016-06-02
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Every detail is taken care of, every person there is focused on the client's
comfort, from the moment you are greeted to the moment you leave. M J is
a pleasure, She truly listens to your requests, is able to advise with
knowledge and experience and I am very happy with her service. A truly
relaxing and pleasant experience every time.
NPS:

by Angela Cogliano on 2016-06-01
Review for Christine DeGweck

Yesterday was my first time going to the salon and it was such an amazing
experience. The atmosphere was so calm, serene, and chic. It's so up to
date and modern. The decor is so inviting. Besides the look of it, I only went
to get an eyebrow waxing and I was beyond pleased with my results. It was
absolutely nothing like I've ever received before at a nail salon eyebrow
waxing where the women don't really care what your eyebrows look like.

Christine worked on my eyebrows with such care and the products that
were used and technique weren't painful what so ever. It was such a great
experience being in that salon for my first time I will definitely be back!
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-05-29
Review for Jenna Desenso

The best!!!
NPS:

by Abby Shaw on 2016-05-28
Review for Barbara Olson

My 14 year old had her first teen facial. She had a great experience and has
learned the importance of taking care of your skin.
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-05-27
Review for Christine DeGweck

Awesome
NPS:

by Cheryl Soden on 2016-05-27
Review for Erin McCabe

Just stopped in for some powder root touch-up. Front desk personnel
extremely helpful and friendly. I was in and out in under 5 minutes.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-05-27
Review for Kristin Hocko

Beautiful salon. Kristen is the best! My hair is beautiful.
NPS:

by JOYCE SCHWEERS on 2016-05-25
Review for Barbara Olson

The space is just beautiful. My service/ facial was wonderful and Barbara
Olson made me feel like queen for a day. Will definitely go back for another
facial and other services
NPS:

by Leigh Ann Hochman on 2016-05-22
Review for Andrea Mura

Great front desk staff. Skilled professionals. Beautiful surroundings.
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-05-19
Review for Christine DeGweck

Always a great experience.
NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2016-05-18
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is great
NPS:

by Linda Mentzer on 2016-05-18
Review for Andrea Mura

As ALWAYS, my monthly visit to Salon CoCo Bond was exceptional!
NPS:

by Karin Stein on 2016-05-15
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

The staff was attentive and helpful. MJ gave me a great cut and color--she
really spent a lot of time with me to make it perfect. I'm looking forward to
my next appointment.
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-05-09
Review for Jenna Desenso

Absolutely love this salon! The interior is extremely clean and decorated
very well. The staff is great. Jenna is the best and I will definitely be back to
try out some of the salon's other services besides hair!
NPS:

by Chris Russo on 2016-05-07

Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is the best!
NPS:

by Daphne Van Nest on 2016-05-06
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

As always most enjoyable!
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-05-06
Review for Valerie Cole

Everyone was super friendly! Val did an amazing job!!
NPS:

by Kelly Guidera on 2016-05-05
Review for Benay Morgenstein

Benet did an amazing job on my pedicure! And the salon is gorgeous! I will
be back for sure! Thank you!
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-04-30
Review for Christine DeGweck

Great place! Christine does an amazing job with waxing. I will be back!!!
NPS:

by Caitlin Minetti on 2016-04-30
Review for Andrea Mura

Absolutely love the half head balayage and cut from Andrea! She did a
GREAT job! Love my hair and I can't wait to come back! Thanks Andrea!
NPS:

by Judie Cohen on 2016-04-30
Review for Erin McCabe

Always consistently excellent!
NPS:

by Noel Gattusso on 2016-04-27
Review for Erin McCabe

Friendly clean Wonderful place to feel Beautiful
NPS:

by Audrey Henne on 2016-04-27
Review for Barbara Olson

Barbara 's technique was not only flawless but very gentil ...I will be back.
Ty!
NPS:

by Sue Massie on 2016-04-27

This was my first time at Coco Bond and it was excellent from the moment I arrived
until the time I left. I was offered coffee/tea/water and was welcomed warmly. The
wait time was minimal in which then Mary Jean (my stylist) greeted me with a smile. I
LOVE my haircut and received many compliments for the remainder of the day! Mary
Jean is awesome!!! Dr. Sue Massie, ND

NPS:

by Sam Haigh on 2016-04-26
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Another great experience from start to finish and another fantastic haircut.
Thanks Rachael !
NPS:

by Susan Greco on 2016-04-23
Review for Kalin McClunn

Kalin is amazing! The salon is clean and has a great vibe.
NPS:

by Kate Spellane on 2016-04-22
Review for Lindsey Reyes

My twin daughters have been coming to Salon CocoBond for a few years
now and every visit has been amazing. Erin and her entire staff could not be
nicer and my daughters always leave with beautiful hair and smiles on their
faces. The new Shrewsbury salon is absolutely beautiful and the addition of
facials, etc. makes the salon one-stop shopping. I highly recommend the
Hydrafacial!
NPS:

by Dianne Zeigler on 2016-04-22
Review for Rachael Karyczak

New girl same excellent service. Nothing less then perfection from the Coco
Bond team.
NPS:

by Cheryl Soden on 2016-04-21
Review for Erin McCabe

Hadn't been to the salon for about 4 months due to a recent move and was
feeling like a shaggy sheep dog but Erin and her staff transformed the
shaggy sheep dog in one hour to a beautiful butterfly. I left the salon looking
like a $$$$$$ and feeling the same. Thank you team CoCo Bond!
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-04-20
Review for Carol Ann Judge

Beautiful salon and amazing staff! They go out of their way to make sure
you are happy with the services they provide.
NPS:

by Susan Mackewich on 2016-04-20
Review for Kristin Hocko

Salon CoCo Bond is my favorite place away from home. Where else can
you go get fussed over quietly, and come out looking your best. Erin's staff
is wonderful. Special shout outs Erin, Kristin, Cole, Marissa, Katie, Marty.
You all make coming my visit a real treat always! Women Power! XOXOXO,
Susan
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-04-20
Review for Andrea Mura

Everyone is professional and welcoming.
NPS:

by Dawn Eagelton on 2016-04-18
Review for Kristin Hocko

Awesome. I love my hair.
NPS:

by Alicia Knoop on 2016-04-18
Review for Kristin Hocko

My daughter and I always feel so welcomed, enjoy our services and leave
pretty and happy. Staff, from the front desk to the stylists, colorists and
everyone in between is talented, knowledgeable and very friendly.
NPS:

by Valarie Pio on 2016-04-17
Review for Erin McCabe

Always a great experience. Erin always goes out of her way to please her
clients.
NPS:

by Lisa Wollek on 2016-04-17
Review for Erin McCabe

This was a big one.... pre-wedding color and cut. PERFECT as always! Erin
also did my amazing updo the morning of the wedding. She was super
patient as I changed my mind a few times and asked for tweaks.... And it
came out dreamy &lt;3 LOVE SALON COCO BOND, and not just Erin; all
the girls are just so sweet and upbeat and supportive. Its always a pleasure
to pass time there &lt;3
NPS:

by Linda Mentzer on 2016-04-17
Review for Andrea Mura

I have been going to Salon Coco Bond for about a year and each
experience exceeds expectations! Everyone is friendly, helpful and
professional. Erin truly knows how to run an, all around, successful
business. Andrea is an amazing stylist!!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-04-16
Review for Christine DeGweck

I highly recommend Christine for all of your waxing needs. She is
professional and puts you at ease, regardless of the service she is providing
for you. I won't let anyone else near my eyebrows now that she has rescued
mine from an $8 hatchet job!! I have sent family and friends and they all
rave about her!
NPS:

by Dana Hannon on 2016-04-16
Review for Kalin McClunn

Kalin is the best. Place is beautiful.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-04-15
Have been looking for a new salon. I think I found it.

NPS:

by Della Benevides on 2016-04-15
Great experience for a first time client. Was made to feel welcome. Stylist, MJ, took
her time, gave me some options and some recommendations. Especially appreciated
that there was no pressure to purchase hair products. Will definitely return for my next
haircut.

NPS:

by Katie Hammond on 2016-04-15
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Rachel was awesome! Love my haircut.
NPS:

by Frank Cannizzaro on 2016-04-14
Review for Christine DeGweck

Excellent
NPS:

by Frances Zeigler on 2016-04-13

Review for Kristin Hocko

My hair is lovely. I love the cut.
NPS:

by Kelly Diebold on 2016-04-13
Review for Christine DeGweck

I love coming to the salon! It is so clean and beautiful inside and Christine is
the best she always knows how to make me feel welcomed and
comfortable. She does a great job!!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-04-13
Review for Erin McCabe

Always winderful
NPS:

by Kimberly Menzer on 2016-04-11
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Mary Jeanne is a hair guru!! After a botched cut and color elsewhere, she
masterfully guided my locks back to my intended look. Listens but also
make realistic recommendations as an expert should, and gives special
attention to all aspects of the style. Finally a stylist I can trust!!
NPS:

by Caroline Glidden on 2016-04-10

Review for Rachael Karyczak

Always a great experience.
NPS:

by Pat Zackman on 2016-04-07
Review for Erin McCabe

Always a great cut. Thank you Erin!
NPS:

by Della Benevides on 2016-04-06
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Mary Jean took a lot of time with me which I appreciated--asked for my input
but gave suggestions which was what I needed. Great haircut, will be back
again. I'm a Shrewsbury resident and have been looking for a salon close to
home. I may have found it!
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-04-06
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Mary Jeanne is great!
NPS:

by Joe Stein on 2016-04-04
Review for Erin McCabe

Excellent service, quality, vibe and people. Beautiful new home, too!

NPS:

by Sandra Lupo on 2016-04-04
Review for Carol Ann Judge

Our Mani/pedi party for my daughter in law Kristy, expecting any day now,
was so relaxing and pampering. Carol Ann did a great job with her team of
technicians and Jeff, Erin, Lisa and Tracy all welcomed us with enthusiasm.
We had a wonderful time! Champagne room is lovely too! Thank you!!!
Sandra
NPS:

by Sharon Mikolajczyk on 2016-04-03
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Love the salon! I saw Lindsay this week for my Brazilian blowout; she did a
great job. The salon is beautiful, clean and all of the stylists are fantastic. I
use different ones due to my schedule and would recommend them all!
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-04-01
Review for Andrea Mura

I have never been to a salon with such an amazing staff, until now! They are
so friendly and really care a lot about their customers. After going to CoCo
Bond just once my hair feels so much healthier! I will definitely be going
back.
NPS:

by Sherri Runne on 2016-03-31

Review for Lindsey Reyes

Always a pleasant experience at Coco Bond.
NPS:

by Noel Gattusso on 2016-03-27
Review for Erin McCabe

Wonderful, Head to toe, they make you feel like a Queen..
NPS:

by Daphne Van Nest on 2016-03-25
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

No waiting what so ever.
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-03-25
Review for Barbara Olson

The new salon is beautiful!!!! Wow!!! Love it there!!!! Everything about coco
bond is top notch!!
NPS:

by Dawn Eagelton on 2016-03-21
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristen and the girls are always great. I am never disappointed.
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-03-21
Review for Carol Ann Judge

Everyone that I have dealt with in the Salon go out of their way to make sure
you are comfortable and happy with the service they are providing. For
example, Carol Ann actually stayed late, so I was able to get a manicure
that day! I don't know any Salons that would accommodate you like that.
NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2016-03-20
Review for Christine DeGweck

I just love working with Christine for waxing. She is friendly, efficient and
competent
NPS:

by Joan Uva on 2016-03-20
Review for Erin McCabe

Always the best experience at Coco Bond!
NPS:

by Dawn Reinhardt on 2016-03-18
Review for Tracy Conn

I've decided my hairdresser (Tracy Conn) is the most awesome person in
the world! Who else could make me look as beautiful on the outside as my
husband makes me feel in my heart? XO
NPS:

by Stephanie Herndon on 2016-03-18
Review for Tracy Conn

Always love a visit to Salon Coco Bond!!
NPS:

by Carol Urciuoli on 2016-03-17
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Lindsey always does a great job on my haircut and color. Would give her
highest ratings. Carol Lee Urciuoli
NPS:

by Janice Forrestal on 2016-03-17
Review for Kristin Hocko

I needed a new stylist closer to home and decided to try Salon Coco Bond. I
was paired with Kristen . She is very professional and took the time to
discuss my likes and concerns. I'm very satisfied and will be returning.
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-03-15
Review for Rachael Karyczak

I called last minute for an appointment and lucked out getting an
appointment with Rachel. She was fabulous. She took her time with me and
wanted to know what I wanted. I will definitely see her again and I live out of
town. Everyone there was very friendly and helpful and the place is
beautiful!
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-03-14
Review for Katey Cardaci

Salon CoCo Bond is beautiful and very nice inside as it is all brand new.
Stylists do a great job with cut, color and blowouts. i only wish that the
people that wash hair gave more of a scalp massage like they do at other
salons for this price. It would really make it feel like the full salon
experience.
NPS:

by Madeline Miksic on 2016-03-14
Review for Christine DeGweck

Amazing experience
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-03-12
Review for Tracy Conn

You run a great shop. Tracy is wonderful.
NPS:

by Joanne Melone on 2016-03-12
Review for Katey Cardaci

Always a pleasure to go to the salon I look forward to my time there
everyone is always so plesant!
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-03-11
Review for Nicole Gregorek

The old salon was so much more welcoming. It seems frenetic at the desk
now. Bang trim used to be free, just a tip for the stylist. Now you charge
$10. It is still free at Salon Concrete. I think I will be going there from now
on. The atmosphere is better.
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-03-10
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Lyndsey made my first and second visit an easy transition from previous
bad experiences. She made me feel comfortable and we worked together to
get great results. She's great!!!
NPS:

by Juliana Glidden on 2016-03-10
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Cole was great as always!
NPS:

by Debi Kostyun on 2016-03-07
Review for Kristin Hocko

Everyone is friendlly, helpful and efficient.Kristin is the best. She reall years
for and a but all her clients, goes the extra mile and is an excellent Cloris
and styist. The new place is outstanding with all new services.a true spa
atmosphere.
NPS:

by Diane Benson on 2016-03-06
Review for Barbara Olson

Barbara is excellent at brows and very professional. I highly recommend
her. My first visit to the new CoCo Bond in Shrewsbury and wow ! The new
full service salon is gorgeous. Sophisticated and what the area has needed
for some time.
NPS:

by Beth Delveccio on 2016-03-06
Review for Barbara Olson

I had a wonderful Vitamin C facial with Barbara.
NPS:

by Pat Zackman on 2016-03-03
Review for Erin McCabe

Awesome as always!
NPS:

by Barbara Fortunato on 2016-03-02
Review for Carol Ann Judge

Carol Ann always does a fantastic job with my manicure. She is a
perfectionist!
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-03-02
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is amazing! She's professional and is an asset to any salon!
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-03-01
Review for Andrea Mura

Great hair cut by Andrea. Love the new facility. Everyone helpful, friendly.
Would love to give salon more business, but I find your prices for gel nails
and pedicures too pricey. I currently pay $30 each (spa pedicure which
includes paraffin on heels). If you have any specials or can match those
prices if I were to pay in full for a "package" - I would be happy to switch to
your salon for those services as well.
NPS:

by Valarie Pio on 2016-02-29
Review for Erin McCabe

Overall satisfied experience with Erin.
NPS:

by Valarie Pio on 2016-02-27
Review for Erin McCabe

I wanted to keep my blonde but just make it more golden and I explained, I
wanted either a honey blonde or a Carmel blonde instead I have dark
caramel highkights and my original blonde highlights still showing in the
back of my head. The highkights and lowlights do not blend well at all. I am
very unhappy with the color and am now stuck with it for a few more weeks.
I tried contacting the salon prior to writing this review and received no
response. I hate to have to complain but the color wasn't worth the price I

paid and my color doesn't look right. This is not what I wanted at all, I knew
this immediately but was thinking to myself it may be the lighting in the salon
plus I dislike confrontation it was very late and I needed to get home.
NPS:

by Holly Mulderrig on 2016-02-27
Review for Kalin McClunn

Followed Kalin to your new, absolutly beautiful salon!! It was a wonderful
experience.
NPS:

by Lisa Morris on 2016-02-26
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Amazing haircut, color, and blowout! Thanks, Nicole!
NPS:

by Patricia Vitiello on 2016-02-26
Review for Christine DeGweck

Very happy with the services available at Salon Coco Bond. Christine does
the best eyebrows in the county!!! It is truly the prettiest salon I have ever
been too. The prices are a bit high which will prevent me from visiting as
often as I would like....otherwise I would visit more often.
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-02-25
Review for Carol Ann Judge

Carol Ann gives the best pedicure ever!
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-02-25
Review for Kristin Hocko

Lovely new premises
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-02-25
Review for Tracy Conn

Everyone is friendly and efficient and Tracy is the best!
NPS:

by Daphne Van Nest on 2016-02-23
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

One always leaves feeling beautiful!
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-02-21
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Lyndsey is wonderful! She made me feel comfortable and did a great color
match for my hair. Thanks again, Lyndsey!
NPS:

by Maya Speelmans on 2016-02-20
Review for Barbara Olson

I always love going to Coco Bond! The new salon is just beautiful and you
really feel pampered every time. I've been going there for years and am
very, very happy with the professional and friendly service.
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-02-20
Review for Barbara Olson

Excellent facial
NPS:

by Elena Novo on 2016-02-20
Review for Andrea Mura

Andrea is a true asset to Coco Bond. Always such a pleasant experience at
the salon.
NPS:

by Dorothy Cockcroft on 2016-02-19
Review for Rachael Karyczak

I am exceedingly pleased with my haircut. Rachael styled my hair so well
that there is a minimum of upkeep needed to maintain the style. I will
certainly continue to patronize your salon and recommend it, and especially
Rachael, to my family, friends and acquaintances.
NPS:

by Loretta Mannion on 2016-02-19
Review for Erin McCabe

Staff is polite and cordial!
NPS:

by Sherri Runne on 2016-02-18
Review for Katey Cardaci

Always a pleasant experience. Everyone is very friendly and very
accommodating.
NPS:

by Toni Mullins on 2016-02-17
Review for Carol Ann Judge

Meticulous detailed attention to toes and nails during pedicure and
manicure, especially with the French jellish manicure. All tools and
equipment clean and orderly as well.
NPS:

by Susan Mackewich on 2016-02-17
Review for Kristin Hocko

The greatest experience always at CoCo Bond. Thanks for always making
me feel and look great!
NPS:

by Ashly Rollo on 2016-02-15

Review for Stephanie Stean

Celina is amazing. I got the hydra facial, and people haven't stopped
commenting on how beautiful my skin looks. Stephanie gave me an
incredible pedicure too. I love this place.
NPS:

by Linda Weinberg on 2016-02-15
I have been going to CoCo Bond since it opened, but the new location in Shrewsbury
is beautiful and offers everything you could want in any spa. From the reception desk
to the owner, Erin and all the wonderful women who attend to all your salon and spa
needs it's a special experience done with a smile. Love going for relaxing time for
myself. Linda Weinberg, Freehold

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-02-14
Review for Andrea Mura

Excellent as always! Andrea is the best!
NPS:

by Jan Kirsten on 2016-02-14
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Always a great haircut!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-02-13
Review for Andrea Mura

Andrea was a great stylist and the salon was very relaxing and comfortable!
NPS:

by Dianne Zeigler on 2016-02-13
Review for Krisztina Russo

I received a great deep tissue massage on Thursday after a very stressful
week. It was dreamy. For such a small woman of statue she was amazing. I
slept for 11 hours that night (I'm usually up in the wee hours of the morning)
and it was wonderful.
NPS:

by Bonnie Kausner on 2016-02-13
Review for Katey Cardaci

Always feel welcomed & pampered, regardless of the service provided.
Katey is professional and personal at the same time, does a great job!
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-02-13
Review for Barbara Olson

Loved my facial, Barbara is great! Salon is very nicely decorated.
NPS:

by Caroline Glidden on 2016-02-12
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Rachael was great as always!

NPS:

by Joan Uva on 2016-02-11
Review for Erin McCabe

My experience was wonderful as it always is!!
NPS:

by Christie Ritz-King on 2016-02-11
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Lindsay is thoughful, creative and fun. Everyone I encounter at the salon
from check in forward makes the experience fantastic.
NPS:

by Jillian Swartz on 2016-02-11
Review for Erin McCabe

Salon CoCo Bond is beyond amazing!
NPS:

by Joanne Melone on 2016-02-10
Review for Katey Cardaci

I always look forward to my appointments at the salon I love the staff so
much especially my Katey she is the best !
NPS:

by Lori Sawyer on 2016-02-09
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Amazing service and and absolutely award winning stunning salon. I want to
live here!
NPS:

by Stephanie Herndon on 2016-02-08
Review for Tracy Conn

The staff is always friendly and courteous. The new space is beautiful!!
Tracey colors and cuts my hair regularly - and it always looks fabulous!!
She's an awesome colorist as well as stylist!!! Thank You again!!
NPS:

by Christine Pirog on 2016-02-08
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Always a good vibe at the salon.
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-02-07
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Love Mary Jean and the staff! The new salon is beautiful and relaxing.
NPS:

by Nancy Newman on 2016-02-06

Best salon ever! I'm in Florida and have recruited a new customer! Even while I'm
done here!

NPS:

by Sylva Baker on 2016-02-05
Review for Erin McCabe

I had an excellent experience at Salon CoCo Bond. Everyone was
extremely friendly and helpful. Erin cut my hair and it was fabulous -- and
I'm not very easy to please! For years I thought my hair was thinning and
had changed for the worse, and then Erin gave me a great haircut and my
hair looks thick, full and healthy again! All I needed was the right cut to
make my hair look good again. The salon is also beautifully decorated and
very comfortable. I highly recommend Salon CoCo Bond and Erin!!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-02-04
Review for Nicole Gregorek

your new home is absolutely gorgeous!!
NPS:

by JoAnn Healy on 2016-02-04
Review for Katey Cardaci

Katie did an awesome job on my cut and color! The new place looks great!
NPS:

by Bridget Bruno on 2016-02-04

Review for Kalin McClunn

Beautiful salon!!! Kalin is a true artist. She is professional and does an
amazing job. Looking to more experiences. Thanks
NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2016-02-03
Review for Christine DeGweck

I think Christine does a great job and have followed her to Salon Coco Bond
NPS:

by Jennifer Smiga on 2016-02-03
Review for Carol Ann Judge

Lindsey and Carol Ann were wonderful. Love my cut, pedicure and
manicure. I scheduled an appointment before leaving to return soon for
lashes and coloring.
NPS:

by Barbara Fortunato on 2016-02-01
Review for Carol Ann Judge

Carol Ann does a fantastic job with nails and they last a long time!
NPS:

by Leigh Ann Hochman on 2016-01-31
Review for Andrea Mura

Everyone is friendly and professional. Excellent service.

NPS:

by Judie Cohen on 2016-01-30
Review for Erin McCabe

Fabulous atmosphere and technical expertise! Exceptional service, from
hair color to shampoo and blowout
NPS:

by Samantha Martini on 2016-01-30
Review for Stephanie Stean

Andrea was excellent as always! Love her!! Stephanie did a great job with
my eyebrows!
NPS:

by Anna Prescott on 2016-01-30
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

This was my second visit.... And another great cut by MaryJane! Thank you
NPS:

by Jennifer Morris on 2016-01-29
Review for Kalin McClunn

Kalin is a true talent! She always does such a beautiful job with my brows. I
don't know what I would do without her. She is an amazing person. The
Salon is beautiful and serene. An incredible experience overall.
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-01-29
Review for Katey Cardaci

Beautiful new salon. Overall wonderful experience. Everyone so nice and
friendly.
NPS:

by Lauren Reid on 2016-01-27
Review for Katey Cardaci

Always very happy with my color, cut , blowout from Katey. New salon
location is beautiful
NPS:

by Liz Miller on 2016-01-24
Review for Rosalita Monteiro

I got a fabulous mani/pedi with Rosie. She is a pro. She takes great care
with shaping the nail exactly as you request and trims only what's needed
on the cuticles for both hands and feet. My feet were soft and smooth and
she gave the best foot and leg massage. I got a French pedi - it's perfection!
Straight lines and a nail color that compliments my skin tone. I love that she
is so gentle and asks for feedback every step of the way so you get exactly
what you want. I recommend her highly.
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-01-23
Review for Kristin Hocko

I had a great first experience. Everyone was extremely friendly and Kristen
gave me a fantastic new haircut and highlight.

NPS:

by Danielle Gilbride on 2016-01-22
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is the best! I have followed her throughout her career and think
she is so personable, and yet very professional!
NPS:

by Kim Clementi on 2016-01-21
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Salon was beautiful! Cole was super friendly and gave me a much needed
great haircut. Ladies at front desk and shampoo were also very nice. I will
be back:)
NPS:

by Carol Urciuoli on 2016-01-21
Review for Lindsey Reyes

As usual great haircut and color by Lindsey.
NPS:

by Carol Gretsky on 2016-01-18
Review for Christine DeGweck

Very good service. Christine is great!
NPS:

by Wendy Elovich on 2016-01-18
Review for Tracy Conn

always accommodating and offering a top notch spa ....beautiful
environment and each worker seeks to please...obviously enjoying their
jobs....
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-01-17
Review for Nicole Gregorek

I love the service at Coco Bonds!! Cole is our girl but everyone there is
always making sure we are comfortable and enjoying our time there!! I
recommend their services to all. My kids, 15 years old boy & 10 year girl,
both won't go anywhere else!
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-01-17
Review for Katey Cardaci

always love going to coco bond. I'm am beyond satisfied with my hair and
brows and I LOVE the new place. it looks absolutely beautiful
NPS:

by Toni Mullins on 2016-01-15
Review for Carol Ann Judge

Carol Ann takes excellent care of my feet, toes, hands and nails. And we
have lots of fun
NPS:

by Ashly Rollo on 2016-01-15
Review for Cecilia Goldfarb

This place is incredible. From the moment you walk in to the moment you
leave, you just feel relaxed. Everyone is so knowledgable and friendly. It is
beautifully decorated. Celina is the best.
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-01-14
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Cole was amazing. With very little input from me, Cole gave me the perfect
cut. I will be back.
NPS:

by Janice Martiak on 2016-01-14
Review for Nicole Gregorek

your gift card donation to lunch break was what lead me to this salon. My
first impression was that the staff was welcoming and friendly and the space
is beautifully decorated. My hair needed some major TLC and Cole was
spot on in her choice of highlights and cut. My hair needed Cole's love.
Thank you!
NPS:

by Dianne Zeigler on 2016-01-13
Review for Erin McCabe

Sitting in an environment where employees demonstrate their love for their
job and for the organization is beyond incredible. On more than several
occasions I see how respect is shown to one another. Oh yes, my hair,
awesome.
NPS:

by Bonnie Kausner on 2016-01-13
Review for Katey Cardaci

Katey C. Did a WONDERFUL job on my high/low lights yesterday. First time
getting it done since moving to the area & had some angst that I would like it
as much as my old hair stylist's job. Larry listened, was understanding & did
a great job, I LOVE it. Bonnie K.
NPS:

by NormaJean Swiss on 2016-01-13
Review for Erin McCabe

Love, Love, Love Erin and her new salon digs in Shrewsbury. It's all the
same fabulous color, attention, staff and smiles just bigger and better!
NPS:

by Abby Shaw on 2016-01-13
Review for Katey Cardaci

My daughter is in love with her balayage and cut from Katey. Thanks again
for an amazing experience!!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-01-12
Review for Tracy Conn

Excellent first haircut and color with Tracy. Highly recommend the salon The
staff is extremely professional
NPS:

by Sue Provenzano on 2016-01-10
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Rachel is wonderful! Happy I started coming to your salon.
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-01-09
Review for Tracy Conn

Wonderful New location. Tracy as always listened to my input regarding my
color request, made recommendations and executed exactly what I asked
for. Friendly and helpful staff at front desk and "shampoo girls"
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-01-08
Review for Kristin Hocko

One word - great - customer service, quality of services provided, relaxing
atmosphere, they truly care about customer satisfaction on all levels. And all
employees from front desk to the stylists work so well together, which only
enhances the Coco Bond experience.
NPS:

by Joan Uva on 2016-01-07
Review for Erin McCabe

Great service, great hair cut and great people! I always leave this place
happy!
NPS:

by Taylor Noe on 2016-01-07
Review for Kristin Hocko

I always have a great experience at Salon CoCo Bond, and the new location
made it even better! My hairdresser was great (I think her name was
Christine-- I usually see Cole), and I'm glad she recommended the shot
conditioning treatment. My hair feels brand new! Can't wait to come back.
NPS:

by Anon on 2016-01-06
Review for Carol Ann Judge

LOVE CAROL ANN!!!!!!!!
NPS:

by Christine Sweeney on 2016-01-03
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

MJ does miracles with my hair and the new salon is absolutely fabulous!
love the beautiful details.
NPS:

by Barbara Fortunato on 2016-01-03

Review for Carol Ann Judge

Carol Ann is fabulous with nails. My nails lasted longer than ever before!
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-12-31
Review for Cecilia Goldfarb

By far the best salon and spa I have ever been to. It's gorgeous. The staff is
so friendly and knowledgeable... It's amazing.
NPS:

by JESS GOSKI on 2015-12-28
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristin Wright is AMAZING! She always knows what's best for me and my
hair and she makes me feel like a million bucks! Thank you, thank you,
Kristin! Also, the new location is incredible - it's gorgeously designed and is
so spacious for everyone's needs - wow! Way to go Salon CoCo Bond!
NPS:

by Stephanie Herndon on 2015-12-28
Review for Tracy Conn

Always great and friendly service from all the girls at Salon Coco Bond!!
NPS:

by Jackie DeBrown on 2015-12-25
Review for Erin McCabe

Love my haircut, Erin
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-12-24
Review for Carol Ann Judge

Carol Ann is a wonderful addition to your salon. She is the best! She does a
great pedicure!
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-12-24
Review for Andrea Mura

My first visit for a body wax with Christine was flawless. She is professional,
personable, and great at what she does
NPS:

by Liz Miller on 2015-12-23
Review for Erin McCabe

I had a totally satisfying experience. My color and cut with Erin were perfect
(have had so many compliments!) and an awesome manicure with Rosalita.
It was my first manicure with her and I highly recommend you give her a try.
NPS:

by Cynthia Finucane on 2015-12-23
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is awesome!!!!!!!

NPS:

by Joan Lennon on 2015-12-23
Review for Rosalita Monteiro

I enjoyed my pedi with Rosie. She is a great addition to staff. Coming here
is like visiting family. Everyone makes you feel at home. Joan
NPS:

by Pam Spindel on 2015-12-23
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Salon CoCo Bond is an ultimate experience. A great hair cut and color and
an absolutely beautiful space that looks like every girl's dream house!
NPS:

by Lisa Phillips on 2015-12-23
Review for Erin McCabe

Erin is amazing. She always finds a way to fit me in to a time slot that works
for me even if she has to alter her own personal schedule. She goes above
and beyond and of course my hair looks amazing.
NPS:

by Sarah Demarco on 2015-12-22
Review for Christine DeGweck

I love Salon CoCo Bond! The front desk staff are always beyond friendly. I
especially love my wax specialist Christine! Highly recommend this salon :)
NPS:

by Joe Stein on 2015-12-21
What a wonderful experience! Great vibe, amazing new facility and top notch service.
Erin, you are so talented! Best of luck in your beautiful new home.

NPS:

by Nancy Moore on 2015-12-20
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Great job as usual . Lindsey always does a great job and knows my hair
very well All the best in 2016
NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2015-12-20
Review for Christine DeGweck

Service was fantastic - waxing with Christine. Checkout is always time
consuming and hectic - not what I expect from your salon
NPS:

by Barbara Alvarez on 2015-12-19
Review for Erin McCabe

Wonderful as always!
NPS:

by Caroline Glidden on 2015-12-16

Review for Rachael Karyczak

I love Coco Bond! Everyone is great!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-12-15
Hands down most Fabulous salon all around!

NPS:

by Rebecca Dorn on 2015-12-14
Review for Christine DeGweck

Excellent service!
NPS:

by Jillian Swartz on 2015-12-13
Review for Erin McCabe

Amazing — as always! Erin is a superstar!
NPS:

by Niki Piraquive on 2015-12-12
Review for Andrea Mura

Andrea and the rest of the staff were incredible. They made me feel totally
welcome and at ease. One of the thing I valued the most was Andrea
explaining what she was going to do to my hair in great detail and explaining
step by step how she was correcting my color. As a first time client, I was
very impressed and happy with my hair after my appointment.

NPS:

by Cheryl Soden on 2015-12-11
Review for Erin McCabe

Always a treat to go to Cocobond and now with the new salon even more of
a treat. Erin & her team are wonderful. You are treated like royalty and I
always feel so beautiful when I leave. Congratulations to Erin on her new
location I know it will be even more of a success with the new beauty
offerings available. Merry Christmas and Happy New Year to everyone.
Cheryl
NPS:

by Noel Pena on 2015-12-11
Review for Andrea Mura

Was recommended by my niece Carolina Soden. I was visiting her from
NYC and decided to give it a try. Loved it and my hair stylist Andrea. Will
definitely be back, I don't mind driving here, the service and care I received
was excellent!!!
NPS:

by Michelle Giles on 2015-12-11
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Excellent!
NPS:

by Barbara Fritsch on 2015-12-09
Review for Tracy Conn

Wonderful experience as always .Ithoughtful attention to detail.. The best
salon I've ever visited. beautiful place to Relax and be pampered
NPS:

by Sandra Lupo on 2015-12-09
Review for Rosalita Monteiro

Rosalita did a great job for my first pedicure at the new Salon. Pleasant and
working steadily. Great massage. Carol Ann has done my manicures and
pedicures in the past - always professional. I'm sure they will be a great
team together in the mani/pedi salon.
NPS:

by Cindy Morris on 2015-12-09
Review for Erin McCabe

Beautiful salon, warm, welcoming and super friendly staff! Been coming
here almost 3 years, Erin got it right from the very first visit...will never go
anywhere else!!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-12-09
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is so professional and a wonderful waxer! She makes me feel very
comfortable! The atmosphere is wonderful it's like being in your own home.
Sometimes the ladies at the desk are so busy they do not recognize a new
client walking in. It's always nice to be greeted, even if they are super busy!
Thanks!
NPS:

by Sandy Lang on 2015-12-07
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Love Coco Bond
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-12-06
Review for Kalin McClunn

Kalin is wonderful
NPS:

by Daphne Van Nest on 2015-12-05
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Beautiful new building. Great treatment as always.
NPS:

by Bonnie Kausner on 2015-12-05
Review for Katey Cardaci

Love our new home! It's open with great atmosphere. Everyone working
there really tries to make the client feel welcome and pampered. Love Katey
C. She's upbeat, professional, caring AND does a great job! Bonnie K
NPS: N/A

by Sally Sockel on 2015-12-04
Review for Erin McCabe

Wonderful as always.
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-12-04
Review for Andrea Mura

Beautiful space, excellent service, friendly accommodating staff. Some
services overpriced compared to other places in area (nails, waxing). If
pricing were better I would have all my services here.
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-12-04
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is the best waxer in the area! Awesome experience .
NPS:

by Joan Uva on 2015-12-04
Review for Erin McCabe

You are all just as great as ever in your new place! It is beautiful!
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-12-04
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

The new space is very cool.
NPS:

by Dana Pizzo on 2015-12-03
Review for Christine DeGweck

Service was exceptional, professional, l. The salon is beautiful; I love the
layout and decor. Staff is very friendly and professional.
NPS:

by Mary Horoski on 2015-12-03
Review for Valerie Cole

Awesome experience. Everyone is so nice and friendly. The new salon is
beautiful.
NPS:

by Anna Prescott on 2015-12-03
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

I love your new place !!! So pretty .... Soothing .... Everyone was so nice ....
Thanks for a great experience .
NPS:

by JOHN MACK on 2015-12-03
Review for Tracy Conn

Great location with plenty of parking. Walked into a very confotable waiting
room. After being greeted with a smile and big hello I given a tour, very
impressive. Have to mention the hair shampooing, very Relaxing. Then
there is Tracy, with that smile and sweet disposition. Always upbeat, makes
you feel at home. Very professional, great hair cut and over all great
experience. I would absolutely recommend Coco Bond. See you in four (4)
weeks Tracy.

NPS:

by Christopher Dilascia on 2015-12-03
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Awesone new digs! Great service as always!
NPS:

by Katie Blackwell on 2015-12-02
Review for Christine DeGweck

Very professional and attentive staff who make you feel welcome.
NPS:

by Lee Caruso on 2015-12-02
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Your new place is absolutely beautiful. I enjoyed having a private space for
the keratin. In the past, I was always so concerned with the other customers
around me with the odor and now, I didn't worry at all. It was a great
experience. With your coupons, I was wondering if you ever have any
keratin coupons, that would be good. thanks again
NPS:

by Toni Mullins on 2015-12-02
Review for Carol Ann Judge

I felt like I was in someone's home during the pedicure and manicure. The
atmosphere was relaxing as well as professional, and the equipment top of
the line.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-12-02
The best! Great people, great new expanded place...

NPS:

by Alkmini O'Brien on 2015-12-01
Review for Erin McCabe

Everyone is so pleasant and helpful! The new salon is absolutely gorgeous.
LOVE love love my haircut from Erin. Can't wait to come back for a trim :).
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-11-28
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

New location is beautiful only 2 small things It was so very loud nothing to
absorb the sounds of dryers and talking work areas seemed too close the
beauticians were numbing into each other
NPS:

by Eva Sivakoff on 2015-11-28
Review for Rachael Karyczak

I loved my how my hair came out everyone was so nice and the decor was
so beautiful ! Great experience ! Will defiantly come back and refer my
friends and family
NPS:

by Charron Wishnick on 2015-11-27
Review for Erin McCabe

A total & astonishing beautiful experience in the most stunning new salon
east of the Mississippi. As always Erin is at the top of her game when it
comes to color & cut. I always walk out happy!
NPS:

by Diane Dyas on 2015-11-27
Review for Kalin McClunn

I have been going to Kalin for years for my eyebrows. She is great. My
whole family gets their eyebrows done by Kalin. I lover her new
surroundings. The place is beautiful and everyone there is so charming!
NPS:

by Lisa Wollek on 2015-11-26
Review for Erin McCabe

Oh. MY. GAWD. The New location is BEYOND DESCRIPTION. Erin, gd
bless you and your vision. It felt like being in a gorgeous loft space in Philly
or Soho.... The look, the space, the decor, all of it. My cut and color done to
the usual CocoBond perfection. Looking forward to my upcoming facial
treatments and pre-wedding mani, pedi. I guess the secret is out ... ;)
NPS:

by Karen Clarkson on 2015-11-25
Review for Barbara Olson

Your salon is lovely in every way. A beautiful space full of light and calm
ambiance. Barbara Olson provided my treatment and she was just fabulous.
In every way.

NPS:

by Liz Miller on 2015-11-24
Review for Erin McCabe

Excellent - as always! The new location is just gorgeous. Best of luck!
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-11-24
Review for Erin McCabe

Erin and the staff at this Salon have always been stellar. And this is coming
from a guy. The new location, however, is spectacularly beautiful and
impressive. AND THIS IS COMING FROM A GUY! Well done CocoBond,
well done!
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-11-23
Review for Erin McCabe

This is definitely a 5 star salon! I couldn't ask for more. From the moment
you are greeted in the reception area, the expertise and the ambiance are
perfect. This is a sunlit, quality experience.
NPS:

by Kathleen Smith on 2015-11-21
Review for Erin McCabe

As always wonderful service and care. Awesome new space. Couldn't be
more pleased.

NPS:

by Jerri Lynch on 2015-11-21
Review for Barbara Olson

The Salon is beautiful, and everyone was very friendly. I am so glad that
Barbara Olson has joined the team. She is the best at everything that she
does!! I can't wait to come back!!
NPS:

by Sharon Burns on 2015-11-21
Review for Erin McCabe

Best of luck in your new location! Erin sets the standards high for herself
and staff and never, ever disappoints!!! Another outstanding cut and color
by my favorite hairdresser! Thank you for all the time and attention to detail
you provide, you are simply THE BEST!!!
NPS:

by MARY VISCO on 2015-11-20
Review for Kalin McClunn

Excellent service. Beautiful new facility.
NPS:

by Lynda Lee on 2015-11-19
Review for Erin McCabe

Fabulous! The new space is wonderful and the staff is so pleasant and
friendly. Carol Ann did a fantastic job on my mani/pedi. Erin, as always, did

a fantastic job with my color and I have been looking online for caramel
highlights (baliage? IDK the French word) and I am excited to step up my
hair color game! Looking forward to my HydroFacialMD treatment tonight.
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-11-18
Review for Barbara Olson

Very friendly atmosphere; lovely setting; prompt attention
NPS:

by Fran Semeya on 2015-11-18
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is wonderful and I am here because she has joined your Salon.
She pays particular attention to each client and provides excellent services.
You are lu key to have her in your Salon.
NPS:

by Linda Mentzer on 2015-11-18
Review for Andrea Mura

ALWAYS fabulous!!! Andrea is the best!! The new salon is stunning and
love the fact that all services are on one location!
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-11-18
Review for Andrea Mura

The new salon is beautiful--the services were fine and atmosphere is
friendly and professional. I was surprised that the pedicure was $50--that
seems above market price even at the nice salons. Blow out for $30 is a
bargain. I will be back and recommend to my friends--thanks--Can see
myself becoming a 'regular'. Good luck!
NPS:

by Gina Petillo on 2015-11-15
Review for Erin McCabe

Outstanding as always!! The new salon is beautiful!! Wishing you much
success!!
NPS:

by Barbara Chucknick on 2015-11-15
Review for Erin McCabe

Your new location is amazing.its so easy to see the hard work that was put
into the new salon because it is beautiful. Now I can have everything done
in one place...hair..facial..nails etc...the list goes on...Now back to my hair!!!
Erin!!! What can I say...absolutely beautiful. I had to go out last night and
can't tell you how many people admired not just the beautiful color...but the
cut. You helped me have the longer hair that I've wanted for so long. My
hair is fine but because of the shape and cut it always looks like I have this
heavy head of hair!!! Thank you so much. I wish you happiness and peace
of heart in yr new location!!! You are amazing!!!!
NPS:

by Stephanie Herndon on 2015-11-14
Review for Tracy Conn

Great staff!! New location is beautiful!! Always a pleasure to visit Salon
Coco Bond!

NPS:

by Jessica Minetti on 2015-11-14
Review for Barbara Olson

Great job as usual by Barbara!
NPS:

by Elena Novo on 2015-11-14
Review for Andrea Mura

Andrea is absolutely a pleasure to work with. She listened and cared about
what I was explaining about my color. She took her time and her dedication
is very appreciated. A true professional. The staff and new location is a
delight. Thanks.
NPS:

by Joan Lennon on 2015-11-12
Review for Kristin Hocko

Your new place is heavenly! There are so many skilled people tap make you
feel pampered!
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-11-11
Review for Christine DeGweck

Christine is amazing!
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-11-11
Review for Andrea Mura

Andrea was excellent with my daughter. The entire staff made her 1st salon
experience a fabulous one. Beautiful new space too! We will def be back for
both of us & refer lots of friends & family
NPS:

by Mary Beth Walz on 2015-11-09
Review for Rosalita Monteiro

I was referred by Rosa. I came in this past weekend for a mani pedi. I
wound up getting my lashes done by Natalie. I was so impressed with
everything. A beautiful, classy spa with the nicest staff. I shared your details
on Facebook to get the word out. Sending my best wishes, Marybeth Walz
NPS:

by Fabrice Cuadrado on 2015-11-08
Review for Kalin McClunn

Excellent experience. Beautiful place. Recommend to all.
NPS:

by Linda Lopresti on 2015-11-08
Review for Erin McCabe

This salon just moved from Little Silver and is beyond beautiful. Under the
direction of Erin and her talented team this salon has achieved a level of
perfection rarely seen in a business.
NPS:

by Chris Pena on 2015-11-08
Review for Andrea Mura

Andrea was recommended to me by both of my daughters. I left this
beautiful salon with a fresh new look that she captured perfectly. Highly
recommend! Great friendly staff ready to pamper and make the customer
feel special while at their home.
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-11-07
Review for Kalin McClunn

Most beautiful salon and best service !!!! We really enjoyed our first
experience. Thank you !
NPS:

by Joanne Fernicola on 2015-11-07
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Lovely new setting and building for Salon CoCo Bond. Great to see the
same wonderful staff and the pampering. . . The new location is still a work
in progress. . . Very loud and nosey (once window treatments, plants, and
pictures are up - should reduce the noise level). I DID NOT LIKE the choice
of music. . .not calming nor relaxing. . . .Once some of the glitches are
corrected at the new location. Salon CoCo Bond again will be my favorite
spa! Mary Jean as always was my wonderful stylist!!!! I will be returning
again in a few weeks!!
NPS:

by Cheryl Soden on 2015-11-06

Review for Erin McCabe

Just in for a quick bang trim in the new location. The new shop is lovely. The
colors and the décor are amazing. Even though the team is in the midst of
unpacking the service was still top notch. Congratulations to Erin and her
team. I look forward to enjoying many of the new services available in the
much larger facility.
NPS:

by Ann Losch on 2015-11-06
Review for Barbara Olson

Hi your new building is beautiful and I have followed Barbara there from skin
and bones . As always Barbra's services were professional, personal and I
will with waxing there. I had a pedicure with Carolann who I also Would give
excellent reviews. Great pedicure but the price is 20 more than where I have
been going and I cannot justify spending that much more on a weekly basis.
Also the pedicure station is so pretty but I must admit I miss a massage
chair!!!! Best of luck I think you will kill it at this location .
NPS:

by Susan Mackewich on 2015-11-05
Review for Kristin Hocko

A fantastic experience at the new location! It is a feast for the eyes, and the
pampering has grown to a new level. I felt like I was returning from a luxury
spa....
NPS:

by Shannon Malone on 2015-10-29
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Always a great experience, friendly atmosphere and excellent service. Very
professional stylists.

NPS:

by Charron Wishnick on 2015-10-26
Review for Erin McCabe

Always very pleased by my color & cut thanks to Erin. CocoBond is an
extremely professional salon which makes one feel confident and relaxed
about the experience. All the women are very pleasant & very helpful.
NPS:

by Nicole Beer on 2015-10-25
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Lindsey is amazing!
NPS:

by Christine Indursky on 2015-10-25
Review for Katey Cardaci

So happy I found Salon Coco Bond. What a wonderful experience. Very
happy with my hair!
NPS:

by Teresa Knipe on 2015-10-24
Review for Katey Cardaci

Love my haircut and color by katey. Everyone in the salon is friendly &
accommodating. Relaxed, upscale, small town salon.
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-10-20
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Nicole and Rachel are the best! They are polite, professional and
experienced.
NPS:

by Caroline Glidden on 2015-10-18
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Coco Bond is always great!
NPS:

by Lori Shull on 2015-10-18
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristin is awesome. I've had many complements on my hair since going to
her. She's great with color and style and is a pleasure to be around. Looking
forward to the new salon. I was worried when I moved if I'd find a good
place to get my hair done and I have.
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-10-16
Review for Kristin Hocko

I had a great experience getting magic sleek.
NPS:

by Mary Hutchison on 2015-10-16
Review for Nicole Gregorek

I have had wonderful results each and every visit. Nicole, my haircutter, is
outstanding at her craft and is a delight to know. I have no plans of stopping
my visits and an very happy to recommend CoCo Bond as well as Nicole!!
NPS:

by Nancy Mchugh on 2015-10-16
Review for Erin McCabe

This is a very nice salon. The owner Erin is great. If you are a curly-head
who needs to find someone who really knows what they're doing, you'd be
in great hands with Erin. I highly recommend her salon
NPS:

by Nicole Sigrist on 2015-10-16
Review for Kristin Hocko

Always amazing. Can't wait to see the new shop!
NPS:

by Sherri Runne on 2015-10-15
Review for Katey Cardaci

Always a pleasant experience.
NPS:

by Stephanie Herndon on 2015-10-15

Review for Tracy Conn

Tracey is the best!!!! She works wonders with fixing my color!!!
NPS:

by Lauren Reid on 2015-10-15
Review for Katey Cardaci

Great experience as always. Color, highlights and blowout was fantastic.
Highly recommend Katey and the salon
NPS:

by Colleen Torres on 2015-10-15
Review for Nicole Gregorek

I cannot say enough about how wonderful my experience at coco bond was.
I met with Cole who is an absolute doll and incredibly talented. I am very
picky about my hair and this is one of best cuts and color I've ever had! I will
definitely be going back... Highly recommend!
NPS:

by Sally Sockel on 2015-10-14
Review for Erin McCabe

Happy with everything as always . Lucy and Sally
NPS:

by Suzanne Cahill on 2015-10-14
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Everything was great--I love your salon. the girls are great and can always
get me in for a quick touch up or blow dry. Looking forward to new location
with all the new services--Lindsey did a great job--thank you!
NPS:

by Mackenzie Wood on 2015-10-13
Review for Tracy Conn

Wonderful, professional and courteous staff. Tracy is a wonderful
cosmetologist. Always does a great job.
NPS:

by Caroline Glidden on 2015-10-12
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Everyone at Coco Bond is great!
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-10-11
Review for Katey Cardaci

Everything was great...punctual, friendly, easy. Sad you're moving...will be
much less convenient. :-(
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-10-10
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

I am so glad that my hairdresser understands curly hair! Great cuts. Staff is
very friendly and helpful.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-10-10
Review for Erin McCabe

been going to CoCo Bond since they opened and this was the first time
Katey did my color and cut, she is very talented! Love it.
NPS:

by Rebecca Dorn on 2015-10-04
Review for Andrea Mura

Wonderful as always!
NPS:

by Keith Dorney on 2015-10-03
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Always a great experience all round & always get compliments on my
haircut afterwards! The whole staff makes any visit a great experience and it
obviously starts at the top with Erin!
NPS:

by Sandy Lang on 2015-10-01
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Wonderful experience as always
NPS:

by Leslie Jones on 2015-09-27
Review for Kristin Hocko

Love Kristin!! Great salon
NPS:

by Olga Etkina on 2015-09-27
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Excellent, as always!
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-09-24
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Nicole was fabulous. My daughter loved her!!
NPS:

by Annexie Singh on 2015-09-23
Review for Kristin Hocko

Great! I love Kristen!
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-09-19
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Great service!

NPS:

by Cheryl Soden on 2015-09-18
Review for Erin McCabe

Another wonderful experience. . Erin's expertise in understanding not only
hair types but what the client is trying to say is unsurpassed. I always leave
Salon Coco Bond feeling beautiful.
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-09-13
As Always...Salon Coco Bond NEVER disappoints. Service and talent are exemplary
from the minute you call, walk in and to the time you check out. It's the best!

NPS:

by Dianne Zeigler on 2015-09-10
Review for Stephanie Stean

I love the color of my hair. As usual I had the best service enjoying my
afternoon with espresso and yummy treats. I can't wait for what you have in
store at the new location. I especially liked overhearing one conversation of
a stylist expressing the appreciation and genuine love for each other at the
workplace to a new client. It speaks volume of the kind of atmosphere Erin
creates. Keep up the great work.
NPS:

by Pat Zackman on 2015-09-09
Review for Erin McCabe

Another great haircut! Thank you Erin.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-09-08
Review for Tracy Conn

Great people - great cut and highlights!
NPS:

by Sharon Mikolajczyk on 2015-09-07
Review for Katey Cardaci

Love the ladies here! Service is fabulous and my hair always looks great !
NPS:

by Lee Palmer on 2015-09-04
Review for Erin McCabe

I was not able to get to my usual monthly appointment with Andrea. I was
overdue and Andrea was on vacation. Erin, the owner, stepped right in and
fit me into her always booked schedule on a cancellation the next day! I was
so appreciative and happy with my new cut.
NPS:

by Dana Robertson on 2015-09-02
Review for Kristin Hocko

Everyone in the salon was so friendly - I immediately felt comfortable from
the moment I walked in. I showed Kristin a picture of the cut I wanted and

she nailed it! Aside from that, she was a total sweetheart and such a
pleasure to talk to (as was everyone else at the salon!). I already booked my
next appointment :)
NPS:

by Linda Mentzer on 2015-08-26
Review for Andrea Mura

Always excellent!
NPS:

by Dee West on 2015-08-21
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Always a real "get away" for a few hours from a hectic day... relaxing
atmosphere, friendly staff (family really) and always accommodating! The
best stylists (love Cole), products & TLC anywhere!! #1 in my opinion,
hands down!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-08-21
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Always a good visit to salon coco bond!
NPS:

by Dawn Serpe on 2015-08-19
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Great as always

NPS:

by Marie Giovanniello on 2015-08-17
Review for Erin McCabe

Always walk out with a fresh do and feelin like a million, thanks Erin & the
gang !
NPS:

by Susan Mackewich on 2015-08-13
Review for Kristin Hocko

The best experience, and love the results! Thanks Salon CoCo Bond, when
i leave my appointment feeling, " i'm beautiful!"
NPS:

by GINA Cervo on 2015-08-13
Review for Erin McCabe

Wonderful!!!!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-08-13
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristin did an excellent job matching my root color and giving me dimension
with some highlights. She listened when I told her what I wanted and also
gave me a beautiful haircut! This was the first time I used Kristin and I can't

wait to see her again. They say she is a "Level 2" stylist...but to me, she
was as good as it gets! Everyone at Salon Coco Bond has been overly
helpful and I can't imagine going anywhere else in the future!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-08-13
A great cut and color by Rachel. My hair is so easy to do and the best customer
service!

NPS:

by Christine Indursky on 2015-08-09
Review for Rachael Karyczak

Wonderful experience at salon coco bond! Mary Jeanne's highlights are
amazing and Rachel's blow out was great. Looking forward to my next visit!
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-08-07
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

My hairdresser took the time to sit with me and ask what I was looking for in
yesterday's haircut. She took her time in cutting my hair. Than explained the
products she was applying to my hair. Thank you, Mary Gene.
NPS:

by Ali Hennelly on 2015-08-07
Review for Andrea Mura

Everyone at the salon is so friendly and wonderful. I always leave feeling
great. Wouldn't go to another salon.
NPS:

by Donna Heleotis on 2015-08-06
Review for Kristin Hocko

Always a pleasant experience from the moment you walk in until you finish
your service!
NPS:

by Dianne Zeigler on 2015-08-06
Review for Erin McCabe

Great color, great cut with awesome blow-out. Thanks Erin. The only thing
missing was a cot for my afternoon nap. You are the best. Thanks for
getting lunch.
NPS:

by Jan Kirsten on 2015-08-02
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Great haircut- as always!!!
NPS:

by Alisa Kharod on 2015-07-31
Review for Nicole Gregorek

My daughter donated 11" this year. Again, the process was fun and easy.
Nicole is our girl!
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-07-31
Review for Erin McCabe

Always Superb!!!!!!!
NPS:

by Molly Burke on 2015-07-31
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Coles highlights are great!! :)
NPS:

by Joe Stein on 2015-07-30
Review for Erin McCabe

Excellent people, cuts and vibe.
NPS:

by Lauren Reid on 2015-07-29
Review for Katey Cardaci

Great cut , highlights, color and blow out by Katey. Highly recommend
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-07-21
Review for Tracy Conn

Always the best & friendliest service at Salon CoCo Bond! Always leave
loving my hair - whether colored or cut or both!! Tracey has cut my hair for
almost 15 years - and I have never been disappointed! She is a master at
her craft!!
NPS:

by Ali Brattole on 2015-07-19
Review for Erin McCabe

Awesome New Hairstyle!!! Love love love Erin and the girls at Salon
CocoBond!!
NPS:

by Lauren Pretre on 2015-07-13
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Fabulous!
NPS:

by Gerilynn Fox on 2015-07-13
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristen went out of her way to come in extra early for me this weekend and
as always, I absolutley love my cut and color! She has done a great job with
fixing my color from the prior salon(s) I was at and we're almost to my
perfect shade of blonde. So happy that I found her and CoCo Bond!
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-07-12
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Soooo happy and euphoric that I found my colorist and stylist all in one!
Mary Jean is awesome.
NPS:

by Roseann Scibetta on 2015-07-11
Review for Kristin Hocko

Very satisfied with my colorist I do have an issue with charges for blowouts
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-07-04
Review for Nicole Gregorek

As usual, my experience at Coco Bond was awesome. The staff very
friendly, offering a beverage many time and making sure I was comfortable.
The color and cut were exactly what I wanted. I highly recommend to all!
NPS:

by Ashley Perkins on 2015-07-02
Review for Katey Cardaci

Very happy with my color! Would highly recommend!
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-07-02
Review for Katey Cardaci

As always, great service and experience.
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-06-30
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Cole G. is extremely professional. I have had my hair cut by many people
and Cole is by far the best. I am always pleased when I leave the salon.
Asides from Cole the entire staff is friendly and always willing to go above
and beyond to make sure experience a great one at Salon Coco Bond.
NPS:

by Anne Henry on 2015-06-30
Review for Erin McCabe

Perfect hair cut and color! Thank you Erin!
NPS:

by Amanda Morehouse on 2015-06-28
Review for Nicole Gregorek

my hair was a bleached rainbow disaster and then brought back to life by
everyone at Cocobond !! best salon ever!!
NPS:

by Rose O'hare on 2015-06-27

Review for Kristin Hocko

Thanks Kristen. Great cut.
NPS:

by Sheila Wiener on 2015-06-20
Review for Erin McCabe

This is the finest salon in the area. From the time that you make your
appointment, to the calls and emails confirming it. To the greeting that you
get when you arrive. To the offer of coffee or a drink, to the kindness and
care that you receive by the desk, the hairdresser and the assistants, you
really feel at home. The services are professional and friendly and the
outcome is wonderful. I can't wait to see their new salon.
NPS:

by Gina Petillo on 2015-06-20
Review for Erin McCabe

Wonderful as always!!
NPS:

by Fiona O'donnell on 2015-06-19
Review for Erin McCabe

Erin and staff make you feel like a pampered princess from the moment you
walk into Salon Coco Bond and I am not a new client !! Absolutely love my
new hairstyle.Best salon around. .
NPS:

by Rosa Felice on 2015-06-17

Review for Katey Cardaci

I had my first experience at CoCo Bond in May for a magic sleek treatment.
Katie was awesome !!!!!!!! She did an amazing job on my hair and I would
recommend her . The whole atmosphere was friendly, inviting and clean.
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-06-17
Review for Andrea Mura

My stylist welcomed me with a big smile and lots of energy. She consulted
with what I would like completed today and added a few tidbits of knowledge
about types of products/shampoos. She gave me a great haircut and I
intend to come back for my next! I left feeling like I had a great haircut for a
good price.
NPS:

by Paula Thorogood on 2015-06-16
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Mary Jean gave me a great haircut, and I'm looking forward having my hair
highlighted.
NPS:

by Leslie Makely on 2015-06-12
Review for Andrea Mura

I am so happy with my hair. Andrea did a great job! The cut and the color
are perfect. Always professional and friendly I look forward to my visits. So
happy I found Salon CoCo Bond and My stylist Andrea!
NPS:

by Cheryl Soden on 2015-06-12
Review for Erin McCabe

Another 100% satisfaction rating on all levels. Was also very happy to learn
that Coco Bond will be moving to a new larger location and expanding
services offered to their clients. Congratulations!
NPS:

by Jennifer Kenah on 2015-06-07
Review for Erin McCabe

Fantastic as always!
NPS:

by Stephanie Mahns on 2015-06-07
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Cole was excellent as always. Everyone at Coco Bond goes above and
beyond to provide an excellent experience while you are there!
NPS:

by Diana Kapela-Barlow on 2015-06-05
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

MJ is awesome!
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-06-04

Review for Andrea Mura

The best hair cut I've had in years.
NPS:

by Joan Lennon on 2015-06-03
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristin always does her best to make my hair stand out.
NPS:

by Sandy Lang on 2015-06-01
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Cole was fantastic as always. I actually got highlights for the first time in
almost 20 years, since I was a teenager. I had not wanted any maintenance
but decided I needed a change. Cole made such a subtle but high impact
change in my hairstyle by adding the perfect highlights, I wish I had done
this sooner! I love my hair! Thank you again Nicole and Salon Coco Bond!
NPS:

by Lynda Siciliano on 2015-05-29
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Very happy!
NPS:

by Faith Williams on 2015-05-28
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Very knowledgable with products and gave a nice trim however, $90 for a
an 11 year old to have her hair trimmed was a bit extreme.
NPS:

by Dianne Zeigler on 2015-05-28
Review for Erin McCabe

I love the color. The weather turned ugly and so did my straight hair. I can't
wait for the Botox treatment on the 10th. Thanks Erin.
NPS:

by Amanda Culver on 2015-05-27
Review for Andrea Mura

Great hair and make up for prom!
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-05-27
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Very happy with haircut and treatment from the staff!
NPS:

by Janet Josephson on 2015-05-27
Review for Erin McCabe

Always excellent service !
NPS:

by Allison McCabe-Matto on 2015-05-19
Review for Erin McCabe

Fabulous as usual!
NPS:

by Jillian Swartz on 2015-05-19
Review for Erin McCabe

I love Salon CoCo Bond — and my new 'do! Erin is a true talent – not to
mention professional, kind, conscientious and caring. She's a star!
NPS:

by Stephanie Herndon on 2015-05-17
Review for Tracy Conn

Always love coming to Salon Coco Bond. The staff is always friendly &
accommodating! Love Tracey! She's awesome! Color & cuts!! Every time I
walk out of there I feel like a new person!!!
NPS:

by Linda Puches on 2015-05-14
Review for Katey Cardaci

Please let Katey know that my hair cut was perfect. I was easily able to style
it and already got a couple of compliments! Linda Puches
NPS:

by Nicole Sigrist on 2015-05-14
Review for Kristin Hocko

Awesome as always. Kristen gave me the best cut!
NPS:

by Doug Kuntz on 2015-05-10
Review for Kristin Hocko

I can't say enough about this salon! The stylists are incredibly skilled and
the nicest group of women! I just love them.
NPS:

by Ashley Perkins on 2015-05-08
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Great stylist that gave me the exact look I was going for. Always a pleasure
there!
NPS:

by Jessica Saul on 2015-05-05
Review for Erin McCabe

Excellent service. My hair always looks great. Love all these girls.
NPS:

by Karen Blatchley on 2015-05-02
Review for Erin McCabe

As always, I walked out of the salon feeling GREAT! Erin and her super
friendly staff always make my experience at Coco Bond so incredibly fun,
relaxing and enjoyable! Even after Erin works her miracles on my hair and I
am done, I do not want to leave because it is so much fun! I will never leave
Erin and will follow her wherever she goes for the rest of my life! There truly
is no better salon out there!!! Thank you Erin and thank you to all the lovely
ladies at Coco Bond!!! Best, Karen :)
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-04-30
Review for Erin McCabe

Always a pleasure coming to CoCo Bond. Everyone Is friendly and very
professional. When I leave I look marvelous! Thank you Erin
NPS:

by Amanda Culver on 2015-04-27
Review for Andrea Mura

Andrea is fantastic! Everyone professional and friendly
NPS:

by Joanne Melone on 2015-04-26
Review for Katey Cardaci

I personally.never get my hair colored so this was a real treat for me! And it
truly was everyone on the staff were very nice and i felt very comfortable.
And i love my color! Thank you so much
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-04-23
Review for Tracy Conn

I loved it. I'll be back!
NPS:

by Lilly Flanagan on 2015-04-23
Review for Erin McCabe

I'm new to salon CoCo Bond and absolutely LOVE the experience.... Erin is
an expert w hair color and I'm looking forward to my first cut next visit!! The
staff is professional and they even serve cappuccinos!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-04-23
excellent service. excellent knowledge. sweet people. everything you could ask for in
a hair salon!

NPS:

by Liz Miller on 2015-04-22
Review for Erin McCabe

The best salon in Monmouth County!
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-04-22
Review for Erin McCabe

She's baccccckkkkkkk. Thanks Erin for the special treatment you provide to
every one of your clients especially me. I love the cut and the color. Your
staff is amazing. I feel so loved like I belong in your family. Maybe that's why
I hang out as a salon junkie. So glad you loved the Irish Soda Bread. Will
make again next year for the crew.
NPS:

by Olga Etkina on 2015-04-19
Review for Nicole Gregorek

I came here after I had an absolutely horrible experience the last time I had
gotten my hair done at a different salon. I chose Coco Bond because I had
read wonderful reviews about it online and it certainly lived up to the hype.
The salon is clean, very well designed, and overall very classy. My stylist
Nicole was an absolute delight. I was VERY nervous to get my hair colored
after my last experience, but Nicole made me feel comfortable with her
warm and bubbly personality. For what she had to work with she did an
absolutely excellent job (my hair was originally Orange which had turned
blonde/orange after a month of daily purple shampooing). I cannot thank
Nicole enough for making me regain my confidence. I feel absolutely
beautiful! Unless I move cross country, I'm never going anywhere else to
get my hair done! Thank you, thank you, thank you! I have already told my
mom about it and a few of my friends who commented on my hair and will
continue to refer people when my hair is the topic of conversation! :)
NPS:

by Nadine Kuntz on 2015-04-19
Review for Katey Cardaci

I need just one word to describe my experience - FANTASTIC!
NPS:

by Jan Kirsten on 2015-04-19

Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Great cut!!
NPS:

by Theresa Lozzi on 2015-04-19
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Lindsey was very sweet. She listened to exactly what I was looking for and
did a wonderful job. Will return for more services soon. Staff was extremely
pleasant.
NPS:

by Kathleen Booth on 2015-04-17
Review for Tracy Conn

WONDERFUL AS USUAL!!!! TRACY DOES HAVE A WAY!!!!
NPS:

by Bonnie Kausner on 2015-04-16
Review for Katey Cardaci

Am new to the area, and was not looking forward to starting over with a new
hairstylist. Salon CoCo Bond staff were pleasant, welcoming, and Katey did
a great job listening to my thoughts, and executing a great hair cut. I liked
the website in that it gave me answers to many of my questions before I
even walked through the door. Intend to return. Bonnie
NPS:

by Regina Mulhern on 2015-04-13

The best hair cut color and highlights I've had in five years. I just moved back home to
New Jersey and I'm absolutely in love with my hair. I've gotten a ton of compliments
since I walked out the door of Coco bond see you soon thanks ladies

NPS:

by Kristin McConville on 2015-04-12
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Always love going to get my hair cut here. Everyone is so friendly and
welcoming and my hair always comes out looking great, thanks Nicole!
NPS:

by Regina Mulhern on 2015-04-10
Review for Andrea Mura

It was my first visit at CoCo Bond, I had an excellent experience! It was 1st
Class!. My Stylists Andrea was very professional and kind, she did exactly
what asked for. I have been searching for 2 years after moving back home
to Monmouth County. I have found my perfect Hair Therapy I would highly
recommend this Salon to anyone looking for fabulous hair Regina
NPS:

by Lisa Wollek on 2015-04-10
Review for Erin McCabe

Perfect. The girls are so warm and friendly you never want to leave. Every
single stylist is a master; watching them work is a treat. Erin does my
cut/color/keratin - perfect every visit. I get stopped on the street constantly
asking who does my highlights.
NPS:

by Pam Dawson on 2015-04-10
Review for Kristin Hocko

Excellent prompt service by Kristin.
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-04-06
Review for Erin McCabe

Swore I would never get botox...but got the hair botox and LOVE IT!
NPS:

by Cheryl Soden on 2015-04-03
Review for Erin McCabe

Never disappointed. Erin and her staff are tops. Whether for a bang trim or
full color, cut, style ect... always a pleasure.
NPS:

by Marie Giovanniello on 2015-04-02
Review for Erin McCabe

After enjoying a lovely afternoon in that friendly environment being
pampered, I left as always, refreshed, rejuvenated and extremely
satisfied.... Erin makes it her business to know her patrons and their hair
very well. What a pleasure.
NPS:

by Sally Sockel on 2015-04-02

Review for Erin McCabe

The best love Salon CoCo Bond in every way.
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-04-02
Review for Kristin Hocko

Always a great haircut and experience... Thanks Kristen
NPS:

by Joe Stein on 2015-04-01
It is always a pleasant experience at CocoBond. Great vibe, great cuts, beautiful
shop, top notch products...Erin, thanks for making an old Baby Boomer guy like me
look good.

NPS:

by Leslie Makely on 2015-04-01
Review for Andrea Mura

Thank you to my stylist Andrea for a great new haircut and beautiful color.
This was my second visit to the salon and I am so pleased.
NPS:

by Sarah Pomphrey on 2015-03-29
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

always MY pleasure! xo
NPS:

by Sam Haigh on 2015-03-29
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Another great haircut. See you in a few weeks. THANKS!
NPS:

by Nicole Sigrist on 2015-03-29
Review for Kristin Hocko

Amazing! Kristin is always the best!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-03-28
Review for Erin McCabe

I've been a customer of Salon CoCo Bond for several years. Erin and her
staff are fantastic!!!!
NPS:

by Dawn Eagelton on 2015-03-25
Review for Kristin Hocko

Awesome. Thank you for fitting me in for a touch up on my color. It was
desperately needed. Everyone there is amazing. Kristen the magician does
it again!!!
NPS:

by JESS GOSKI on 2015-03-24
Review for Kristin Hocko

As always, Kristin was wonderful! She knows my hair and she knew what I
wanted, even if I couldn't explain it very well. I am happy again and feel
beautiful - thank you, Kristin!
NPS:

by Liz Miller on 2015-03-21
Review for Erin McCabe

Erin is fantastic - my color is gorgeous!
NPS:

by Nayri Gueyikian on 2015-03-20
Review for Erin McCabe

Salon Cocobond is always an uplifting experience. For the brief time you are
there, you are pampered, treated with exceptional professionalism,
enjoyable leisure, and then leave with a fashionable style of hair. Thank you
Salon Cocobond!!!!!
NPS:

by Lynda Lee on 2015-03-20
Review for Erin McCabe

My daughter and I were left in a lurch after our hair stylist of 8 years tried to
pawn us off to her younger sister who is not even a licensed stylist in NJ! I
called Salon Coco Bond because we had been using Matrix demi color but I
needed more coverage and the owner, Erin was just great. She told me
after about 3 color treatments with her, my hair will be looking better well
after just one color appointment with Erin, my hair looks better than it has in
years. I am so excited to have found a top notch salon on my first try! Thank
you Erin and thank you to your lovely staff for making my experience at

Salon Coco Bond a great one! I look forward to many more visits to Salon
Coco Bond. PS Love the name of the salon, too!
NPS:

by Pat Zackman on 2015-03-18
Review for Erin McCabe

Wonderful experience as always! Thank you Erin another great haircut!
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-03-18
Review for Andrea Mura

attentive staff, great experience
NPS:

by Julie Califano on 2015-03-15
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Mary Jeanne is awesome, I am so happy with the transformation! She truly
listens to my needs and makes it happen!
NPS:

by Keith Dorney on 2015-03-15
Review for Lindsey Reyes

I always have a great experience at Salon Coco Bond. Erin and the staff
always make you feel welcome from the moment you walk in, and of course
walking out with a great cut always helps too!

NPS:

by Kathleen Booth on 2015-03-14
Review for Tracy Conn

It was wonderful, Tracey always can perform miracles with my hair. I
consider her more that my hairdresser, but truly a friend.
NPS:

by Charlotte Wiegand on 2015-03-14
Review for Andrea Mura

Andrea was great,will be back in a few weeks.
NPS:

by Samantha Martini on 2015-03-11
Review for Andrea Mura

Andrea is always amazing! Love my balayage highlights!!
NPS:

by Joanne Fernicola on 2015-03-11
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

I have been a client at Salon CoCo Bond for 4 years. . . . . I just love - love going to the Salon. . . Every member of the staff are extremely professional.
NPS:

by Nathalie Mcomber on 2015-03-08
Review for Erin McCabe

Thanks for taking such great care of me and my hair during the
snowstorm!!! It was a great day of pampering!!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-03-08
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

The ladies were so sweet! Ask for Mary Jeanne
NPS:

by Lauren Schlogl on 2015-03-08
Review for Katey Cardaci

Love my highlights and blowout! Katie always does an awesome job
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-03-05
Review for Lindsey Reyes

I was very happy with my first experience with Lindsey and the Salon.
Everyone was pleasant and extremely accommodating. I would definitely
recommend it.
NPS:

by Marie Carty on 2015-03-05
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Very happy with my first experience with Lindsey and the salon. I will be
back. I would definitely recommend.
NPS:

by Madison Hoeker on 2015-03-05
Review for Kristin Hocko

Excellent
NPS:

by Leslie Makely on 2015-03-04
Review for Andrea Mura

Thank you so much Andrea for a great first visit to the salon. I am very
pleased with my color and I am looking forward to my next visit!
NPS:

by Lee Lutz on 2015-03-01
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

MJ gave me a new look and my husband loved it! Thank you for that and
always making me feel wonderful when I have "Hair Day".
NPS:

by Ali Hennelly on 2015-03-01
Review for Andrea Mura

The best salon!!!
NPS:

by Sherri Runne on 2015-02-27
Review for Lindsey Reyes

I enjoy coming to Salon CoCo Bond very much. Everyone is very friendly,
professional and very welcoming.
NPS:

by Megan Conheeney on 2015-02-23
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Lindsey was great, she took into consideration what I was looking for and
when I asked for it even shorter she didn't blink an eye. Greatly appreciative
of my new hair cut and will definitely be coming back!
NPS:

by Lauren Reid on 2015-02-23
Review for Katey Cardaci

Super happy with my color, cut and blowout. Katey was great as always.
NPS:

by Whitney Breckenridge on 2015-02-20
Review for Andrea Mura

I went in for a trim this week and was looking to get a couple of inches off
for a "fresh" look--ANDREA DID AN AMAZING JOB! She achieved the
exact look I had described and I'm in love with the length and texture she
created in my hair!
NPS:

by Sarah Pomphrey on 2015-02-19
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Absolutely divine!
NPS:

by Liz Miller on 2015-02-16
Review for Erin McCabe

Another terrific visit! Erin is a creative genius. My hair looks fantastic - the
color and cut are artistry. Thanks, Erin!
NPS:

by Judie Cohen on 2015-02-16
Review for Erin McCabe

never an unremarkable experience - only the best!
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-02-16
Review for Andrea Mura

Great stylists that actually listen to what you want and discuss it before
chopping away. Great customer service along with a beautiful salon to tie it
all together.
NPS:

by Sharon Slovenz on 2015-02-14
Review for Erin McCabe

Erin you're awesome! I love how my haircut looks. Most of all I loved that
you listened to me when I explained how my hair behaves and how I require
something low maintenance but stylish. You nailed it! I'm so happy Darya
shared you with me.
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-02-13
Review for Kristin Hocko

Good I
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-02-13
Review for Kristin Hocko

Good.
NPS:

by Abie Matalon on 2015-02-13
Perfect as always :-) how many years has it been now since I found Erin and the
team at salon Coco Bond? Four? Five? They never fail to impress with their smiling
faces patient consultations and stellar cuts and colors.

NPS:

by Kristi Hunt on 2015-02-12
Review for Andrea Mura

The staff is extremely welcoming and pleasant. I got my hair done by
Andrea and she was the best!!!
NPS:

by Debi Kostyun on 2015-02-11
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristin is the best. She is interested in the person much as your hair and
how it makes you feel. Kristin is also an active listener, makes suggestions,
and wants you to be truly happy. She goes WAY overboard to be available
as she did with me this week. She went out of her way to find me a time to
get my hair done before interviews. SHE is the BEST...and she is a kind,
generous and sweet person on top of being a great stylist.
NPS:

by Rina Carrolli on 2015-02-09
I love this salon! Erin, the Owner, is incredibly gracious and welcoming. It's the kind of
salon where everyone knows your name and greets you even if you are not their
client. My entire family has been going to CoCo Bond since it opened, including my
husband! If there is ever a time she's not available, and I need to get in, she instructs
someone else from her very qualified staff to do the job! Or, she comes in early or
stays late to accommodate my schedule!! I am always pleased! I recommend Erin to
all of my friends and clients!

NPS:

by Dawn Eagelton on 2015-02-08
Review for Kristin Hocko

AWESOME! Kristen is a natural! She has exceptional skills.
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-02-08
Review for Erin McCabe

Love my haircut and color. Erin takes care of me every 6 weeks. I invite all
to go. The. Staff is. Great
NPS:

by Mindy Gitter on 2015-02-08
Review for Erin McCabe

Wonderful experience at Salon Coco Bond as always. Erin and staff are the
best!!!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-02-06
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristen was kind and professional. She listens, asks good questions and
figured out exactly what I was trying to get my hair to look like with both
color and style. She knows her stuff! Staff is very nice. Thank you!
NPS:

by Shelagh Gilbert on 2015-02-04
Review for Erin McCabe

Always a consistently great haircut by Erin!
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-02-03

Nicole did an amazing job and my hair turned out better than I pictured! She was so
friendly along with everyone else in the salon. She even recommended a fantastic
product to me! I will be back for my next cut!

NPS:

by Cheryl Soden on 2015-02-02
Review for Erin McCabe

Perfection. Thank you, Erin and team Coco Bond.
NPS:

by Rina Carrolli on 2015-02-01
Review for Erin McCabe

Erin is incredible! She takes care of our entire family and we love her and
her staff!! We are always satisfied. Whenever you leave she makes it
perfectly clear that if there is anything you are unhappy with PLEASE call or
comeback!! And she means it! Thanks Erin and one day I will win the
referral gift
NPS:

by Nancy Mchugh on 2015-01-30
Review for Erin McCabe

Salon CoCoBond is a very nice salon. The owner Erin is very talented. If
you are a curly-head who has a hard time finding someone who know what
they're doing, you have to try Erin. You'll be happy you did. The salon is
very clean and the staff is very pleasant. Thank You, Nancy M
NPS:

by NormaJean Swiss on 2015-01-30
Review for Erin McCabe

Salon Coco Bond is like an oasis. Away from stress of kids, weather, and all
the craziness. Enjoyed three hours of peace today and as always came out
with fabulous color and a refreshed look and feeling. And the extra
smoothing treatment is amazing. Thank you Erin!
NPS:

by Mara Samuels on 2015-01-29
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristen's great, as always. The staff is also excellent.
NPS:

by Marie Giovanniello on 2015-01-28
Review for Erin McCabe

As always, the compliments go on forever :))
NPS:

by Lee Lutz on 2015-01-28
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Always a great experience. Feel very comfortable while in my foils and
when completed feel wonderful and ready to face the world again. MJ
always takes care of me even when booked and I really appreciate that.
Thank you as always!
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-01-26
Review for Kristin Hocko

I am happy that I returned to Coco Bond. I had been a client of a colorist
who has since left (Connie) and after seeing repeated emails from Coco
Bond, came back. Thrilled that I did. Kristin is great...I am enormously
happy with my hair color and know it will only get better. (i say this only
because we took a step in reversing a horrible brassy tone...takes time!)
Kristin is incredibly switched on....listened to my concerns and I can tell she
is a true professional. Jamie (think that was her name) very attentive ...while
i like a gentler shampooing since my hair is fragile (aggressive scrubber,
that one ! haha) she did her job. Lastly, the "front of the house"..the ladies at
the front...really great. The whole experience was what I had been looking
for since moving from Boston. Thank you Coco Bond!
NPS:

by Colleen Roth on 2015-01-25
Review for Lindsey Reyes

My experience was extremely positive. Everyone was very friendly and
made me feel welcome. Lindsey cut my hair and did an excellent job. I love
my hair cut and will be coming back for coloring,
NPS:

by Regina Bennardo on 2015-01-23
Review for Andrea Mura

Wonderful experience from beginning to end. Loved Andrea,she is so
professional and knowledgeable. Can't wait to come back
NPS:

by Maryellen Cronk on 2015-01-18
Review for Kristin Hocko

Always get the best hair cut at CoCoBond and the nicest people. Thank
you!!
NPS:

by Judie Cohen on 2015-01-16
Review for Erin McCabe

I am always pleased with the results-color and blow dry! Everyone's attitude
is so positive - they enjoy working there, and take a real interest in each
client
NPS:

by Sarah Pomphrey on 2015-01-15
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Wonderful as ALWAYS!! Xoxo
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-01-12
Review for Erin McCabe

Erin is fantastic and everyone else at the salon is so friendly! I highly
recommend Salon Coco Bond!
NPS:

by Anon on 2015-01-09
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Nicole cut and colored my daughter's hair beautifully! Our requests were
executed by her perfectly! The staff is also friendly and accommodating.
The salon is comfortable and very clean.
NPS:

by Dawn Eagelton on 2015-01-01
Review for Kristin Hocko

Amazing. I am greeted right away as I walk in the door. I am offered a drink
of coffee, tea or water. I don't have time to sit down and look at hairstyles.
They bring me back right away to the chair. They are always on time. I love
my hair color. I can't wait to go back.
NPS:

by Diane Lubischer on 2014-12-31
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Excellent service. Cole did my hair and did a great job. She has a great
personality and wants to make sure the customer is happy with the results.
NPS:

by Lauren Reid on 2014-12-29
Review for Katey Cardaci

Happy as always with my color and blowout from Katey
NPS:

by Rosemary Sternbach on 2014-12-28
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

love the spirit and attitudes.....such a pleasant place... ALSO the
LOCATION is a PLUS....easy parking...no problem gettting in or out of the
parking lot...Convenient... Rosemary Sternbach
NPS:

by Jan Kirsten on 2014-12-28
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Always a great hair cut!!!
NPS:

by Valarie Pio on 2014-12-26
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

I wasn't satisfied with my highlights this time and strongly feel It was a waist
of money.
NPS:

by Joan Lennon on 2014-12-25
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristin is the best!
NPS:

by Melissa Pena on 2014-12-21
Review for Erin McCabe

Always leave satisfied!! Erin is great!!
NPS:

by Nadine Ferrigno on 2014-12-21
Review for Erin McCabe

Excellent service from a highly trained staff.
NPS:

by Nicole Sigrist on 2014-12-21
Review for Kristin Hocko

Always the best!! Thank you Kristin!
NPS:

by Jessica Saul on 2014-12-20
Review for Erin McCabe

Coco Bond makes you feel exceptional. The service is unsurpassed. Love
my hair and browse, thanks Erin and Lindsey.
NPS:

by Svetlana Pugachevskaya on 2014-12-18
Review for Erin McCabe

Excellent as always! Erin is the best! Svetlana P
NPS:

by Jennifer Kenah on 2014-12-17

Review for Erin McCabe

Fabulous as always. I look forward to my hair appointment every 8 weeks!
NPS:

by Judie Cohen on 2014-12-16
Review for Erin McCabe

A reliable, fabulous experience every week - color/highllights included!
NPS:

by Anon on 2014-12-12
Review for Tracy Conn

Tracy was fantastic and very responsive to my needs and suggestions. She
did a great job! I feel like a new woman :)
NPS:

by Jennifer Lawlor on 2014-12-11
Review for Erin McCabe

LOVE CoCo Bond!!! Erin is wonderful at what she does and I was so happy
with my cut and color!!!!
NPS:

by Sally Sockel on 2014-12-11
Review for Erin McCabe

As always a wonderful visit. Love my hair cut. And Tiffy was so so happy
she can't wait for our next visit.

NPS:

by Nancy Redman on 2014-12-11
Review for Kristin Hocko

as always Excellent!
NPS:

by Cyndi Corbitt on 2014-12-09
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Mary Jean did an awesome job as ALWAYS. Thanks and Merry Christmas
and Happy New Year to all!
NPS:

by Felice Kardos on 2014-12-09
Review for Tracy Conn

The receptionist provided a warm welcome on a cold, rainy day. Everyone
there is friendly and courteous. I was taken on time, and, as always, Tracy
explained exactly what she was going to do to attain the look I wanted. I feel
that she is completely attentive to my needs with warmth and cheerfulness,
and I'm always satisfied after she performs her magic.
NPS:

by Sandy Lang on 2014-12-06
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Wonderful experience as always. Cole does a fantastic job!
NPS:

by Anon on 2014-12-06
Review for Erin McCabe

I highly recommend Salon CoCo Bond. Erin is a complete professional and
a pleasure to be around. She and her staff are attentive and do a great job.
After my appointment this week, a woman came up to me and said "your
hair looks gorgeous!" - what a great compliment, to me, and to CoCo Bond!
Thanks Erin!
NPS:

by Anon on 2014-12-06
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Great, friendly service from the moment you walk in the door! Hair looks
great - Nicole did a wonderful job!
NPS:

by Lauren Schlogl on 2014-12-05
Review for Katey Cardaci

Katie was awesome! I loved my highlights and having her blow out my hair
could become addicting!
NPS:

by Lisa Wollek on 2014-12-05
Review for Erin McCabe

Simply the best. Cheerful staff. Zero drama. One on one consultation prior
to service, which is status quo at Coco Bond. Erin is an absolute color
genius. Left looking my best

NPS:

by Lisa Wollek on 2014-12-05
Review for Erin McCabe

Simply the best. Cheerful staff. Zero drama. One on one consultation prior
to service, which is status quo at Coco Bond. Erin is an absolute color
genius. Left looking my best
NPS:

by Lori Shull on 2014-12-05
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristen did a wonderful job on my hair. I didn't feel rushed or pressured into
buying products. It was a very comfortable, low-key atmosphere.
NPS:

by Anon on 2014-12-01
Review for Kristin Hocko

Excellent job of highlights done by Kristin. A little bit expensive when buying
products as well.
NPS:

by Jane Baumrind on 2014-11-26
Review for Erin McCabe

Salon coco bond is the only place to get your hair done. Erin McCabe is a
"hair God". Love, love, love my Magic Sleek!!!
NPS:

by Lisa Lamura-Scarrone on 2014-11-26
Review for Andrea Mura

5 stars!!! Andrea is the best!!!
NPS:

by Dave Stewart on 2014-11-26
Review for Kristin Hocko

Experienced staff give you the cut YOU want. Great atmosphere affordable
prices! Take advantage of the latte upon entering. Guys, forget about the 5
dollar cut and get treated right!!
NPS:

by Sheila Wiener on 2014-11-25
Review for Erin McCabe

It is always a pleasure to walk through the doors at Salon CoCo Bond. You
get a lovely greeting and your senses are bombarded w/wonderful decor.
Everyone is so warm and fuzzy. Erin is the BEST around and everyone who
works there is properly trained and educated. It was a wonderful
experience, as usual.
NPS:

by Myrna Rosen on 2014-11-23
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

My hair cut and color is perfect. Mary Jeanne is the Best !!!! Myrna Rosen
NPS:

by Gina Petillo on 2014-11-20
Review for Erin McCabe

Outstanding!! Love my color and cut!!
NPS:

by Laurie West on 2014-11-20
Review for Erin McCabe

Always a pleasure to spend time at CoCo Bond! The entire staff is so
friendly and cheerful and they are great at what they do!
NPS:

by Anon on 2014-11-19
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

I absolutely love this place! Everyone is so nice; they all make you feel
welcome.
NPS:

by Melissa Pena on 2014-11-19
Review for Erin McCabe

Erin always gets it right!!
NPS:

by Dawn Eagelton on 2014-11-19

Review for Kristin Hocko

Awesome. Everyone is professional, courteous and outgoing. The salon is
immaculate. I am offered a drink as soon as I go in. I always leave feeling
relaxed and beautiful. Kristen, You are amazing. I love you and what you do
to my hair and my spirit. Thank you.
NPS:

by Mindy Gitter on 2014-11-19
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Wonderful experience as always. Thank you to Erin and Lindsey for helping
me out with an earlier appointment time. Erin I very much appreciate your
help, thank you.
NPS:

by Christina Grimm on 2014-11-19
Review for Andrea Mura

Very happy with my experience at salon coco bond! Everyone helps each
other out and they treat there customers very well. I walked out of there with
a beautiful ombre, thanks to Andrea! I get so many compliments and always
recommend this salon!
NPS:

by Anon on 2014-11-17
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Just love this new haircut! The layering is perfect for my shoulder length,
curly hair. So much fun to work with.
NPS:

by Sue Wain on 2014-11-15
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

From the moment you walk in the door, the staff at Salon CoCo Bond
makes you feel special. Mary Jeanne is a sweetheart and my hair looks
wonderful since she smoothed it with Magic Sleek and colored it. I highly
recommend this salon.
NPS:

by Susan Shapiro on 2014-11-14
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Always the BEST!!!! LOVE LOVE LOVE
NPS:

by Jillellen Herzog on 2014-11-13
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

I always enjoy going to CoCo Bond. The staff are always very nice and
accommodating. Mary Jeanne has been doing my hair for many years now
and she knows what I like. She does a fantastic job with curly hair. Thank
you CoCo Bond for making my experience pleasant and relaxing.
NPS:

by Tara Deangelis on 2014-11-13
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Cole did such a great job! She was so sweet but professional as well. I'll
definitely be back!
NPS:

by Jennifer Faulhaber on 2014-11-09
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristen is fantastic and my haircut and color look terrific, as always!
NPS:

by Nancy Putnam on 2014-11-03
Review for Erin McCabe

Loved the concept,but the back was definitely too short . Next time we will
work on it.
NPS:

by Faye Arjoumandi on 2014-11-02
Review for Tracy Conn

As usual, from the front desk with Martinez to having my hair cut with Traci excellent service and quality.
NPS:

by Elisha Lopez on 2014-10-31
Review for Lindsey Reyes

I love this salon and I have been many trying to find a good one. I just am a
little upset because I sat in the salon from 3 to 7:00 and I didn't mind Bc i
wanted my hair to be right. I paid a lot of money and had to come back the
next day to fix the roots. I was told I would not be charged and when I went
to tip the hairdresser I was told I had to pay for the blowout after paying so
much the day before. I was told I didn't have to pay and then I did. I would
not have needed it blown out if I didn't have to come back. I feel this was
poor business and I should be compensated.

NPS:

by Ebelyss Kharod on 2014-10-25
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Always great
NPS:

by Beth Justin on 2014-10-22
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristin is great! Everyone is so nice. I referred a friend, my cousin, and my
daughter and they keep coming back. Katie ( i think) did an awesome updo
for my daughter's prom and juliana is good too. Coco Bond is #1 for a good
reason.
NPS:

by Mindy Gitter on 2014-10-19
Review for Erin McCabe

Erin loved my new hair color, I received lots of compliments, thank you so
much!!! Also thank you for helping me out with the appointment time
yesterday...you are the best!!!
NPS:

by Lynn Heinsius on 2014-10-17
Review for Andrea Mura

My experience at the salon was wonderful. Andrea listened to what I wanted
to achieve and came through for me. I am very pleased with the outcome
and will certainly be back for my next appointment. Thank you Andrea, great
job!
NPS:

by Sharon Mikolajczyk on 2014-10-17
Review for Kristin Hocko

Wonderful experience, as always! Kristen did my color- highlights and I am
so happy with it!
NPS:

by Sandra Lupo on 2014-10-16
Review for Tracy Conn

A very busy shop on a Wednesday - but Tracy gave me all the attention I
needed and her skill is unsurpassed. Martida is very attentive at the
reception desk and very thorough with her care for clients. Good shampoo
massage by Elise. A great experience, as always.
NPS:

by Joe Stein on 2014-10-16
Review for Erin McCabe

Top notch service, great people, beautiful shop and an upbeat vibe.
NPS:

by Dawn Eagelton on 2014-10-15

Review for Kristin Hocko

I love Salon Coco Bond and the employees, especially Kristen. I love my
new hair color.
NPS:

by Kristin McConville on 2014-10-12
Review for Nicole Gregorek

As always it's so nice to visit the staff at salon coco bond. From the
receptionist, to the woman washing my hair, and then my stylist Nicole, they
get better and better. Everyone is so nice and welcoming and very good at
what they do! Looking forward to having the girls do my hair for my wedding
and the bridal party's.
NPS:

by Brooke Debruijn on 2014-10-12
Review for Katey Cardaci

Love it here. Small local salon with a trendy yet classic feel. Stylists are
friendly and after switching from another local salon a few months ago, my
colors and cuts have been fantastic here!
NPS:

by Anna Files on 2014-10-12
Review for Andrea Mura

I always love coming into Salon Coco Bond! The entire staff is friendly and
accommodating. Andrea always does a great job!
NPS:

by Susan Shapiro on 2014-10-09
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Mary Jeanne is by far the best hair dresser I've ever had. The ladies at
Coco Bond are all so friendly. I highly recommend this salon!!!
NPS:

by Sarah Pomphrey on 2014-10-03
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Always a pleasure as usual. :)
NPS:

by Debi Kostyun on 2014-10-02
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristen is the BEST. Funny, talented, caring, interested in making sure the
customer is always happy.
NPS:

by Lyn Paul on 2014-10-02
Review for Kristin Hocko

Always the very best hair salon experience. My hair looking bright and
beautiful. Alot of positive comments about the color. Staff professional and
very friendly.
NPS:

by Charron Wishnick on 2014-10-02

Review for Erin McCabe

Appreciate the professionalism & friendliness at the salon. Erin is extremely
talented & I always love her color selection for me.
NPS:

by Lauren Reid on 2014-10-02
Review for Katey Cardaci

Great color and blow out again with Katey! Highly recommend
NPS:

by Elisha Lopez on 2014-09-29
Review for Lindsey Reyes

This was my 5th trip to a saloon to a get a basic bob style cut and simple
highlights. No one could perform this task or made it worse, until I came
across Salon Coco Bond and Lindsey who was my stylist and colorist did
EXACTLY and more than what I wanted, The owner was amazing as well
and everyone was great. It isn't everyday you get your hair done but when
you do you want to walk out of the Salon feeling better than when you went
in.
NPS:

by Kerry Kennedy on 2014-09-24
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Lindsey was personable, professional, and technically skilled. I love my new
haircut!
NPS:

by Mark Mancuso on 2014-09-22
Review for Erin McCabe

As usual, I thoroughly enjoyed my visit to CoCo Bond. The staff is friendly,
attentive, and skilled: they know/remember what I like and offer me a chai
latte to enjoy while (briefly) waiting; they completely relax me with a
wonderful shampoo and conditioning; and then Erin cuts my hair like no one
else can - my salt & pepper colored hair is a tricky cut with wavy dark hairs
and straight light hairs. The entire experience almost makes me wish my
hair would grow faster so I could return more often! Five stars every time!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2014-09-22
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

My favorite and only Salon I go to. Saon has the most current products,
along with an excellent and attentive staff. Providing a very relaxing
atmosphere, no matter how busy the salon gets.
NPS:

by Sally Sockel on 2014-09-21
Review for Erin McCabe

Ecellant as all ways a pleasure.
NPS:

by Maryellen Cronk on 2014-09-21
Review for Kristin Hocko

Great salon. Perfect hair cuts and styling every time I go. Kristen did a
wonderful job again. It is also nice that they never keep you waiting long.
Thank you!
NPS:

by Christine Sweeney on 2014-09-20
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

I couldn't be happier, MaryJeanne did an awesome job and she may be
getting a few calls from some new clients ;)
NPS:

by Jennifer Madsen on 2014-09-19
Review for Katey Cardaci

Katey is great, my hair hasn't looked this good in years!
NPS:

by Michele Davis on 2014-09-18
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Mary Jeanne once again did not disappoint. My color looks amazing!!!
NPS:

by Daphne Van Nest on 2014-09-18
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Always a relaxing experience !
NPS:

by Suzanne Arden on 2014-09-17

Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Mary Jeanne knows how to cut curly hair and do color!
NPS:

by Marie Giovanniello on 2014-09-16
Review for Erin McCabe

It was time for a change...Erin delivered . One beautiful cut & color.... Many,
many compliments!
NPS:

by Lee Caruso on 2014-09-15
Review for Kristin Hocko

I've been to Salon CoCo Bond a few times now and I must say, I enjoy my
visit each time. The girls are friendly and listen to what you want. It has
been my experience in other places, that you might start out stating what
you want, but somehow by the time the stylist is finished, it isn't exactly what
you said you wanted. This doesn't happen there, not the times I was there.
I've gotten Kristen the last few times I've been there and she is very nice
and I like her. It's a great place, you should check it out. Thanks girls.....
NPS:

by Louise Conover on 2014-09-13
Review for Andrea Mura

Andrea is amazing!
NPS:

by Donna Simms on 2014-09-12

Review for Tracy Conn

At this salon you feel like a queen! They pamper you beyond words! I drive
from High Bridge to get there! Come it is worth it! =)
NPS:

by Sage DeSimone on 2014-09-11
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Always a great experience at CocoBond!! Nicole did an awesome job
NPS:

by Susan Mackewich on 2014-09-10
Review for Kristin Hocko

Always the best experience at CoCo Bond! Thanks everyone, specially
Kristen who always makes me look gorgeous! Susan
NPS:

by Tracy Sigmann on 2014-09-04
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Going to Salon CoCo Bond is a great experience. All of the staff members
are very friendly and accomodating. My hair has never looked better. Mary
Jeanne works magic with my color and cut. My curls are always perfect and
the cut makes my hair very easy to maintain. I highly recommend a visit to
Salon CoCo Bond!!
NPS:

by Joan Lennon on 2014-09-03

Review for Kristin Hocko

Always a pleasure. Joan
NPS:

by Anna Files on 2014-08-31
Review for Andrea Mura

Andrea always gives a great haircut! Coming to the salon is a fantastic
experience. The staff is always friendly and accommodating.
NPS:

by Evan Krachman on 2014-08-30
Review for Tracy Conn

I've been a customer for several years and I love Salon CoCo Bond.
Yesterday I was treated to a wonderful deep head massage during my
shampoo. Probably the best I've had in several years. I joked to my hair
stylist, Tracy that I was "In Love"...we both laughed and of course was very
happy with my hair, what's left of it as I left. Everyone at the Salon is friendly
and it's a relaxed atmosphere even when it's busy.
NPS:

by Dawn Reinhardt on 2014-08-30
Review for Tracy Conn

Tracy C. Is amazing! I have never had a bad cut. I tell everyone who cuts
my hair and about the great salon. Service is always polite and friendly.
NPS:

by Lauren Reid on 2014-08-30
Review for Lindsey Reyes

I have seen more than one person at the salon due to my schedule conflicts
and I'm happy every time. I would highly recommend
NPS:

by Robin Cohen on 2014-08-29
Review for Erin McCabe

love, love LOVE my new haircut! As always, Erin and the ENTIRE staff are
wonderful! Warm, inviting and attentive...it's like a mini-vacation every single
time I walk into the salon...THANK YOU!
NPS:

by Sarah Pomphrey on 2014-08-28
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Wonderful as always!!
NPS:

by Cheryl Soden on 2014-08-28
Review for Erin McCabe

Erin, you are the best! Knowing my comfort zone, you understand and you
are proceeding slowly in getting me to an updated style. I am loving the
results of my appointment yesterday and have had many compliments.
Thank you sooooo much. Your whole team an Coco Bond are simply the
best!
NPS:

by Mindy Horowitz on 2014-08-28
Review for Kristin Hocko

I love my Kristen!!!
NPS:

by Ashley Perkins on 2014-08-22
Review for Lindsey Reyes

Friendly and accommodating of my hectic schedule! Thanks!
NPS:

by Anne Graceffo on 2014-08-14
Review for Erin McCabe

The salon is fantastic! As usual I had a great experience from the greeting
to walking out feeling great. Erin is a talented hair stylist!
NPS:

by Anon on 2014-08-12
Review for Kristin Hocko

100% satisfied Professional salon Very friendly staff. Comfortable
surroundings.
NPS:

by Sharon Murray on 2014-08-08
Review for Erin McCabe

Thank you Erin! I LOVE my new cut! Just what I was hoping for!
NPS:

by Nayri Gueyikian on 2014-08-07
Review for Erin McCabe

It was a great experience. They are always so professional and courteous in
the salon. Felt pampered and had a nice time. And get compliments for my
haircut.
NPS:

by Anon on 2014-08-05
Review for Katey Cardaci

Wonderful experience my first time in! Great customer service and Katie
gave me a great cut!
NPS:

by Dorothy Slender on 2014-08-04
Review for Kristin Hocko

Always a pleasure to have my hair done.
NPS:

by Anon on 2014-08-02
Review for Andrea Mura

Andrea is always amazing!
NPS:

by Maryellen Cronk on 2014-07-31
Review for Kristin Hocko

Christie fixed a very bad hair cut that I got somewhere else. I was thrilled
she could make a bad hair style into a fabulous one. Many thanks!
NPS:

by Amy Sergeant on 2014-07-31
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

I love your salon and tell everyone I can! i was just there, and absolutely
love my color! Please tell Mary Jean! I love the atmosphere, the music, and
the people. Please try this salon!!
NPS:

by Janice Macpherson on 2014-07-31
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Great
NPS:

by Anna Garifine on 2014-07-25
Review for Kristin Hocko

Love my cut! Thanks Kristin, I feel like a new person again.
NPS:

by Lauren Reid on 2014-07-24
Review for Katey Cardaci

Katey did my hair for the 1st time yesterday. My color is the best it's been in
a very long time and she did a fantastic blow out. I would highly
recommend!
NPS:

by Ann Derosa on 2014-07-23
Review for Kristin Hocko

Always such a friendly atmosphere. Kristen is the best!
NPS:

by Anon on 2014-07-21
Review for Tracy Conn

Tracy is excellent, sensitive to my needs and skilled at cutting and styling.
My hair looks at its very best when she is finished with it.
NPS:

by Faye Formoso on 2014-07-19
Review for Erin McCabe

I always look forward to my appointments with Erin at Coco Bond. She is an
amazing stylist....creative, meticulous, and attentive. You can see the same
qualities in everyone at her shop. Their culture is clear - Customer
Experience is the #1 priority. And, as always, i left there loving my hair.
NPS:

by Liz Miller on 2014-07-18
Review for Kristin Hocko

My service was with Kristen. She's expert, efficient and very good natured.
Great job. Thanks!
NPS:

by Sarah Pomphrey on 2014-07-18
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Extraordinary as it has been since the day I walked through the dorks here.
Just the best place ever!
NPS:

by Judie Cohen on 2014-07-17
Review for Erin McCabe

An outstanding experience, each and every time - Erin does amazing color.
I'd been going "out of town" for years until I discovered Coco Bond!
NPS:

by Melissa Pena on 2014-07-14
Review for Erin McCabe

Erin is amazing!!
NPS:

by Gina Petillo on 2014-07-12
Review for Erin McCabe

As always, Erin did a fantastic hair cut and blow out!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2014-07-11
Review for Andrea Mura

Everyone at this salon was extremely friendly and welcoming to each client.
You could tell they really care about their customers. I had highlights put in
and they look amazing! I'm extremely happy with the outcome. I was
constantly being asked if I was comfortable or if I needed anything. Clearly
their customer service is one of their top priorities. Definitely recommend
Salon CoCo Bond!
NPS:

by Gloria Vanderham on 2014-07-11
Review for Erin McCabe

Everyone makes you feel at home when you are there and beautiful when
you leave. Just recommended SCCB to another friend.
NPS:

by Anon on 2014-07-06
Review for Erin McCabe

Excellent service, very attentive staff. Great hair cut and color! Thanks Erin!
NPS:

by Anon on 2014-07-05
Review for Tracy Conn

The salon is wonderful and my stylist was the best. Tracy is just great! My
only complaint is the horrible waiting area. The seating is the worst!!
NPS:

by Judy Giunta on 2014-07-03
Review for Erin McCabe

Great experience as usual.
NPS:

by Myrna Rosen on 2014-07-02
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

I love my hair color !!
NPS:

by Gwen Bradshaw on 2014-07-02
Review for Kristin Hocko

From the time you walk in the door you are welcomed by staff.. Very
professional and caring staff l Your operator listens to your wants and needs
and not just what she wants... Have always left looking so much better than
i thought I could have, A happy salon and time goes so fast. I have never
been disapointed with the outcome of my hair. thank you all at for caring.
Gwen
NPS:

by Sandy Lang on 2014-06-30
Review for Nicole Gregorek

Always a great job by Cole
NPS:

by Judi Dagostino on 2014-06-27
Review for Lindsey Reyes

My daughter and I both had our hair done by Lindsay, my daughter recieved
a super cute cut for a teenager to handle and I love my easy to manage and
fun bob! We recieved great haircuts from a stylist who is friendly, and pays
attention to detail! I have been to many different salons in the Monmouth
and Middlesex County area and Salon CoCo Bond has them beat! The
atmosphere is relaxed and all the staff are friendly! I hope to remain a
customer for a very long time!
NPS:

by Diana Kapela-Barlow on 2014-06-26
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

MJ was great. However, as soon as I walked in the owner asked me if I
wanted anything, I stated yes, thank you tea. Which I never received.
Normally this would not bother me, but I was moved seven times in different
chairs during my 11/2 hours stay.
NPS:

by Lauren Reid on 2014-06-19
Review for Juliana Ruggiero

Great experience. I love the salon and Julianna. Color turned out great
NPS:

by Liz Miller on 2014-06-16
Review for Erin McCabe

You must try this salon - the staff are all well-trained and friendly and the
owner #ErinMcCabe is the reason. She's created the beauty oasis you
would, if this wonderful business were yours!
NPS:

by Paula Lachance on 2014-06-16
The staff is warm and friendly. I have highly recommended Coco Bond to friends!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-06-15
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Friendly service and excellent care of hair. On-time appt. and result as
anticipated. Good equipment and alert staff makes this possible. Pamper
yourself and try Coco Bond,
NPS:

by Dot Glindmeyer on 2014-06-13
Review for Erin McCabe

As always Erin gave me a great hair cut and color! Lyndsey also did a great
job washing and blow drying my hair! : )
NPS:

by Pat Zackman on 2014-06-11
Review for Erin McCabe

Always a great cut! Thank you Erin
NPS:

by Betty Holobinko on 2014-06-07
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Mary Jean is THE BEST. She listens to what you'd like and is able to do it
exactey.
NPS:

by Gina Petillo on 2014-06-06
Review for Tracy Conn

As always a super job!!
NPS:

by Cassie DiMaggio on 2014-06-06
Nicole was great !

NPS:

by Cheryl Soden on 2014-06-05
Review for Erin McCabe

This was my 2nd visit and just as the first I was greeted as soon as I walked
through the door and made to feel like I was meeting old friends for a visit.
Erin, let me know she was just finishing up with a client and would be with
me shortly. Katie who shampooed me did a wonderful job. It was like a little
mini scalp massage. I really appreciated it after a taxing day at the office.
Erin and I spoke a bit about what I wanted done this visit. I was so pleased

that she remembered my comments from my last visit and this facilitated
another great styling and blowout. Excellent job by everyone involved. I
highly recommend Coco Bond to everyone especially those who are hair
"fanatics." Thank you Erin and staff.
NPS:

by Suzanne Arden on 2014-06-04
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Always a good cut & color
NPS:

by Lauren Pretre on 2014-06-03
Review for Juliana Ruggiero

Great experience!
NPS:

by Caroline Glidden on 2014-06-02
Review for Juliana Ruggiero

Juliana is the best! Love CocoBond!
NPS:

by Dawn Eagelton on 2014-05-31
Review for Kristin Hocko

I love Salon CoCo Bond. It is a happening salon. They pamper you from the
time you walk thru the door to the time you walk out the door. Kristen is
absolutely amazing!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-05-30
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Love this salon, have been going here since it opened. Courteous and
welcoming staff, with great stylists. What more could you ask for?
NPS:

by Cindy Fagan on 2014-05-26
Review for Andrea Mura

Andrea did a great job!
NPS:

by Mindy Gitter on 2014-05-25
Review for Kristin Hocko

Erin and her staff at Salon CoCo Bond are absolutely the best! Everyone in
the salon goes out of their way to make you feel comfortable, special, and
pampered. The service and products are top notch. Erin is the consummate
professional and always tries to accommodate the clients every need. The
salon is very chic but maintains a very friendly and relaxed atmosphere.
NPS:

by Jo Myman on 2014-05-24
Review for Erin McCabe

After searching for a new hairdresser for awhile, I am so pleased to have
found Erin at Salon Coco Bond. The salon is very upscale and beautiful and

all of the staff are accomodating and friendly. Erin took the time to talk to me
and discuss the best options for my cut and color. I am so pleased with the
results - my hair has never looked better and I have gotten many
compliments. I highly recommend!! (Couldn't get the GooglePlus reviewer to
work on my ipad ?)
NPS:

by Jen Shaw on 2014-05-24
Review for Tracy Conn

I usually see Erin, who is fabulous, but I saw Tracy yesterday. LOVED her
too!! Great suggestions and even better blow out. Thanks Coco Bond!
NPS:

by Anon on 2014-05-22
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristen is the best!!! Love the salon, always clean and everyone is so
friendly.
NPS:

by Anon on 2014-05-21
Review for Erin McCabe

Excellent service, excellent experience- love my hair- thank you!
NPS:

by Ann Derosa on 2014-05-21
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristen is the best!!
NPS:

by Lori Missig on 2014-05-20
Review for Erin McCabe

Erin is amazing as always! She always takes the time needed to make sure
I am happy with my color and cut no matter what!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2014-05-19
Review for Erin McCabe

Very professional salon, all your employees were so pleasant and made me
feel very comfortable. Erin you gave me a fabulous haircut and I know when
you color my hair I will be just as pleased.
NPS:

by Mindy Horowitz on 2014-05-19
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristen is great. Called her the day before for a keratin treatment and she
came in at 7 to accommodate me. On top of that she is so genuine and
funny. Made the 2 hours fly by
NPS:

by Anon on 2014-05-16
Review for Andrea Mura

the nicest most friendly hair salon I've ever been to, the place itself is
beautiful, and I've never been more happy with a haircut. Andrea truly
listens to what you want and really knows what she's doing. definitely
recommend!
NPS:

by Sheila Wiener on 2014-05-16
Review for Erin McCabe

The smiling faces, the warm welcome, the concern about your wishes are
just some of the reasons to keep returning for your beauty services. Thank
you Erin, as always for your skills with my crowning glory.
NPS:

by Anon on 2014-05-15
Review for Kristin Hocko

I raced to get to my appointment early from an hour and a half away
because I respect people's time but my appointment did not start until 25
minutes from the scheduled time.
NPS:

by Judy Giunta on 2014-05-15
Review for Erin McCabe

Same great friendly service.
NPS:

by Sally Sockel on 2014-05-12

Review for Erin McCabe

Great visit as always. can't wait for the next . Wonderful work as always.
NPS:

by Anon on 2014-05-11
Always a great experience

NPS:

by Joann Barr on 2014-05-07
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristen is very skilled and classy professional. The entire staff are great
people.
NPS:

by Anon on 2014-05-04
Review for Tracy Conn

Tracy did a beautiful job with my hair color, as usual.
NPS:

by Pat Zackman on 2014-04-30
Review for Erin McCabe

Another GREAT haircut, thank you Erin!
NPS:

by Nathalie Mcomber on 2014-04-26
Review for Erin McCabe

Great visit as usual. Love my hair!!!
NPS:

by Susan Mackewich on 2014-04-25
Review for Kristin Hocko

CoCo Bond is always a 5 star! experience!
NPS:

by Joanne Carroll on 2014-04-24
Review for Erin McCabe

Wonderful as usual - cordial, accommodating & very skillful. Thanks again.
NPS:

by Lucille Traversa on 2014-04-24
Review for Andrea Mura

Love my color! Andrea knows exactly what needs to be done to keep my
hair looking its best. Her assessment is always correct and I just love the
relaxed atmosphere of the salon and the wonderful staff. I look forward to
my appts at Salon CoCo Bond.
NPS:

by Anon on 2014-04-24

Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristin is the best. Funny, interested in exactly what you want. Great to be
around. Punctual! Love the Salon
NPS:

by Fran Rhode on 2014-04-23
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

The staff at Coco Bond are very talented professionals who immediately put
you at ease. After your first visit you will feel like an old friend. My comfort
zone at Coco Bond is a 10!
NPS:

by Bonnie Ferris on 2014-04-16
Review for Juliana Ruggiero

ALWAYS A PLEASURE FROM TIME I WALK IN TO THE TIME I LEAVE,
thank you for a great experience and wonderful service. Bonnie
NPS:

by Nadine Kuntz on 2014-04-14
Review for Erin McCabe

just one word describes coco bond.....FABULOUS!
NPS:

by Jennifer Faulhaber on 2014-04-13
Review for Kristin Hocko

My color and cut are gorgeous, as always. Kristen is fantastic!
NPS:

by Myrna Rosen on 2014-04-12
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

I love my hair !!! MaryJeanne is the Best !!!!!
NPS:

by Lee Palmer on 2014-04-08
Review for Andrea Mura

Great cut and color from Andrea. And, I can recommend the new Pureology
Strength and Cure!
NPS:

by Sandy Lang on 2014-04-07
Nicole is the best!

NPS:

by Pinar Senyilmaz on 2014-04-06
I went into the salon through a referral and was so glad to get a haircut from Cole!!
Her energy and enthusiasm was such a bright addition to my day. The haircut came
out amazingly well and the products she used on me were top quality. I would highly
recommend not only this salon but a haircut from Cole!

NPS:

by Melissa Ercolino on 2014-04-05
Review for Andrea Mura

Love my hair as always! Andrea is awesome and the salon itself is great.
Everyone is very friendly from the moment you walk in. Highly recommend!
NPS:

by Nancy Moore on 2014-04-05
Review for Erin McCabe

Great experience at the salon today.My color and new cut looks wonderful ..
I definitely needed a new cut and Erin knew exactly what style would be
best for me.. Always need a change and Spring is the prefect time for that..
Thank you !!!
NPS:

by Faye Formoso on 2014-04-05
Review for Erin McCabe

I have never left Coco Bond disappointed. Erin is fabulous, creatively
skilled, professional yet personable and very attentive. The salon always
feels alive and the assistants are great.
NPS:

by Sally Sockel on 2014-04-04
Review for Erin McCabe

Wonderful as always. Erin you are the best.
NPS:

by Daphne Van Nest on 2014-04-03
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Perfect as always.
NPS:

by NormaJean Swiss on 2014-04-03
Review for Erin McCabe

Erin and her staff at Coco Bond make every visit a wonderful and relaxing
experience. You know you are getting superb service and walk out of the
salon your best self. I love my color! When people ask you where you go,
you know they are doing a phenomenal job.
NPS:

by Joann Barr on 2014-04-02
Review for Kristin Hocko

Completely happy with my new hair color. Love the glazing also.
NPS:

by Dee West on 2014-04-02
ALWAYS look forward to getting my hair done at CoCo Bond. EVERYONE is so
friendly and Cole gives me the perfect color, highlights and cut each time and Katie's
hair wash and head massage always makes me feel renewed and between Cole &
Katie I always leave feeling like a new person. Thank you all!! Dee

NPS:

by Kristin McConville on 2014-04-01

Love coming here to get my haircut. I cannot tell you how nice the girls are. Every
time I go I feel like they care so much about their clients. Not only do they do a
fabulous job with my hair, but they also took the time to get to know me. I don't get my
haircut that often but every time I do the girls remember everything we talked about
from the time before. It makes you feel like they really care. Every time I go for a
haircut and I never want to leave! It's like going and chatting with my friends.

NPS:

by Sarah Pomphrey on 2014-03-29
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Nothing but the best service ALWAYS!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2014-03-27
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Mary Jeanne made me feel comfortable right away. I really look forward to
my " prom do" !
NPS:

by Anon on 2014-03-27
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

I've had my hair done by Mary Jean for years and she is great! The entire
CoCo Bond staff is welcoming and helpful. Highly recommend.
NPS:

by Maryellen Cronk on 2014-03-24
Review for Katey Cardaci

Katie did a great job in creating a fun hair style. Thank you!
NPS:

by Anon on 2014-03-23
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

My color was in need of a major improvement...which Mary Jean did and it
turned out fantastic. The cut was also perfect and they were so nice to
accommodate me with a cancellation so I didnt have to make a special trip
there.
NPS:

by Tracy Sigmann on 2014-03-23
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Great cut, great color. My hair has never looked better. Love Salon Coco
Bond and Mary Jeanne!
NPS:

by Barbara Chucknick on 2014-03-22
Review for Erin McCabe

After being a client at this salon now for about 1 1/2 years, I can honestly
say that I would never go anywhere else. Erin the owner is my stylist and is
consistently amazing. I don't like to keep the same hair style for any length
of time and Erin is always there to discuss a different style with me and help
me make a change with ease. My hair color never fades and my and
combined with my perfect highlights make so many people stop and ask me
where I get my hair done. The entire team at coco bond us friendly and
amazing from the minute you walk through the door. Katey who washes and
conditions my hair us equally amazing making sure your comfortable and
relaxed. And here massages on you head and next are awesome!!!! Always
love my experience!!!

NPS:

by Betsy Nevenglosky on 2014-03-21
2nd time here and I can't say enough good things. The staff is excellent, everyone is
friendly and very attentive. Nicole does an amazing job with color. I love my cut. The
salon itself is beautiful. It's really a fantastic place. I would recommend this salon to
anyone.

NPS:

by Laura Samuels on 2014-03-20
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

MARY JEANNE WAS GREAT..FRIENDLY AND THOROUGH! THANKS!
NPS:

by Paulette Roberts on 2014-03-19
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Mary Jean gave me a great hair cut - just the way I like it:).
NPS:

by Judie Cohen on 2014-03-16
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

As always, everything was wonderful. My only concern is that Mary Jean
was 1/2 late
NPS:

by Cheryl Soden on 2014-03-14
Review for Erin McCabe

I had been searching for a new salon for 6 months. Upon a co-workers
recommendation I contacted Coco Bond. I scheduled a consult with Erin
and from the minute I walked through the door the experience was top
drawer.During the consult Erin understood what I was looking for and
explained to me what she thought would be the best course to take for my
type of hair. She used terms that I could understand and even demonstrated
how she would debulk and shape my style. Day of the appointment we
reviewed what I wanted and Erin delieverd exactly what I had envisioned. I
walked out of Coco Bond thrilled with my hair. I feel like a new woman. Erin
thank you to you and all your staff at Coco Bond for a truly wonderful
experience. CMS
NPS:

by Lisa Palermo on 2014-03-14
Review for Erin McCabe

Erin and her staff always do a wonderful job! Love my haircut & color.
NPS:

by Betsy O'Connor on 2014-03-12
I always leave feeling like a movie star from Cocobond. Not only do they do they do
amazing hair - wether its color, cut, or a blowdry - but I also feel like they are family.
It's an overall feeling of happiness and satisfaction when I'm there! Love my Salon
Cocobond!

NPS:

by Chelsea Carpenter on 2014-03-09
Review for Erin McCabe

I love Salon CoCo Bond. I always walk out with a great haircut. Erin really
takes time to get on my vibe, figure out what works with my hair type and
lifestyle, and makes it happen. Love this place.
NPS:

by Jan Kirsten on 2014-03-09
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Always a great haircut!
NPS:

by Melvina Wreiole on 2014-03-08
Review for Erin McCabe

Always pleased by the reception as well as the service. I always leave
feeling better than when I came in! Thanks, Erin
NPS:

by Anon on 2014-03-07
Review for Erin McCabe

I can't say enough about my visit to CoCo Bond. From the moment I walked
in I was impressed by the level of courtesy and attention I received . Erin did
an amazing job on my color and cut and I felt like I had known her for years!
The energy in the salon is very positive, everyone is busy and really seem
to love what they do. I booked my next appointment and look forward to
another great visit.
NPS:

by Anon on 2014-03-06
Review for Juliana Ruggiero

Juliana is a fantastic hairstylist! She knows exactly what is good for your
hair type and always does an amazing job making it look and feel smooth.
NPS:

by Nancy Redman on 2014-03-02
Review for Kristin Hocko

Excellent service excellent coloring!
NPS:

by Diana Kapela-Barlow on 2014-03-01
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

MJ is awesome. I love they way she makes me feel. Ir looks so easy, yet,
the outcome s that my hair looks so natural. Thank you.
NPS:

by Anon on 2014-02-28
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Mary Gene, Thank You for a beautiful haircut! I like the fact that I can wait, if
I like, in between haircuts and enjoy the different stages my hair goes
through.
NPS:

by Erin Campanella on 2014-02-27

Review for Kristin Hocko

Very pleasant!
NPS:

by Anon on 2014-02-27
Review for Erin McCabe

Service is impeccable & more than enough is spent to make sure the
customer is satisfied with whatever service is being provided. Very cordial
atmosphere.
NPS:

by Michele Davis on 2014-02-27
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

mary jeanne always outdoes herself. it is hard to find someone who does
cut and color well, and mary jeanne is excellent at both! i have short hair
and a lot of it. she always takes her time and i appreciate her efforts. i
always feel special walking out of your salon.
NPS:

by Nancy Mchugh on 2014-02-27
Review for Erin McCabe

Salon CoCo Bond is the best! Erin is a miracle worker if you're a curly head.
The staff is courteous and friendly, the shop is very neat and clean and the
stylists are very skilled. I've recommended friends and family in the past and
will continue to do so without hesitation.
NPS:

by Dorothy Slender on 2014-02-26
Review for Kristin Hocko

I look forward to my monthly visits to the salon. What a team!
NPS:

by Anon on 2014-02-22
Wonderful service. Always a great cut

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-02-21
Review for Kristin Hocko

After a long wait I received good but slow service.
NPS:

by Nadine Ferrigno on 2014-02-21
Review for Erin McCabe

Great cut and color with Erin as always!
NPS:

by Megan Gill on 2014-02-21
Review for Erin McCabe

When you walk in the door you are always greeted with a cheerful hello, can
I get you something. Always running on time. Everyone is very friendly,

whether they are your stylist or not, they act like a family that you are part of
from the first visit. I have had a variety of services here and have always
been more than satisfied. I am very happy I was referred to this salon.
NPS:

by Ann Derosa on 2014-02-21
Review for Kristin Hocko

the services are always wonderful! kristin is the best!
NPS:

by Judy Giunta on 2014-02-20
Review for Erin McCabe

Good experience as always.
NPS:

by Anon on 2014-02-20
Review for Erin McCabe

I've been a customer of Salon Coco Bond since it opened. Erin and her staff
are accommodating and excellent hairstylists. I'm a very pleased customer!
NPS:

by Sally Sockel on 2014-02-20
Review for Erin McCabe

My visit was great as usual. Erin is so talented. It is always a pleasant
experience to visit CoCo Bond. Tiffy agrees. We love you Erin.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-02-20
Review for Kristin Hocko

Always a great experience. All Staff are friendly and courteous. Have a
Keratin treatment every three months by Kristen. She does a great job! Get
compliments on my hair all the time! She's a pleasure to be with, as well!
NPS:

by Marge Briscione on 2014-02-19
Review for Tracy Conn

Always happy with the results and everyone is always kind and makes me
feel welcomed.
NPS:

by Liz Miller on 2014-02-19
Review for Erin McCabe

Fantastic, as always!
NPS:

by Pat Zackman on 2014-02-19
Review for Erin McCabe

Another great cut by Erin! Thank you...lots of compliments. :)
NPS:

by Pat Zackman on 2014-02-19
Review for Erin McCabe

Another great cut by Erin! Thank you...lots of compliments. :)
NPS:

by Kerry Rinaldi on 2014-02-18
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristin Wright is phenomenal! She always aims to please and always does
with me! I am always happy when I come and go from salon cocobond.
Thank you Kristin and Erin!
NPS:

by Melissa Ercolino on 2014-02-15
Review for Andrea Mura

Love this salon and I love Andrea
NPS:

by Molly Burke on 2014-02-14
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristin did a great job! I love my cut and color! Everyone was super friendly
from the receptionist to the assistant. Loved the boutique feel too.
NPS:

by Danielle Levine on 2014-02-07

Nicole was awesome! Got my hair color exactly how I've been wanting it! :)

NPS:

by Donna Hendrzak on 2014-02-07
Review for Erin McCabe

Erin is the ultimate professional! I always leave happy and relaxed. The
entire staff works well together to make each client feel taken care of and
special.
NPS:

by Jessica Saul on 2014-02-01
Review for Erin McCabe

Always uplifting. Every stylist greets you, lots of smiles and talent.
NPS:

by Holly Buniewski on 2014-01-30
Review for Erin McCabe

I had a cut, single process color and some Highlights yesterday by Erin. My
hair looks and feels amazing! The color is perfect and I already have
received so many compliments! I loved the products Erin used! I have
healthy hair but it has never looked so good! I am beyond pleased!
NPS:

by Susan Mackewich on 2014-01-30
Review for Kristin Hocko

There is no place like it. The team at CocoBond always makes me look and
feel beautiful as I'm walking out the door. Many Thanks! Susan
NPS:

by Gina Petillo on 2014-01-29
Review for Erin McCabe

Wonderful!!
NPS:

by Cyndi Corbitt on 2014-01-28
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

always excellemt!
NPS:

by Caroline Glidden on 2014-01-25
Review for Juliana Ruggiero

I love what Juliana has done with hair!
NPS:

by Faye Formoso on 2014-01-25
Review for Erin McCabe

Coco Bond provides a friendly, professional and relaxed experience with a
team of creative stylists that always hit the mark.
NPS:

by Rosemary Sternbach on 2014-01-24
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

spectacular, as always.....all associates are friendly...all floors are clean....all
counters are clean.... bathroom clean...gowns are spotless and atmosphere
is working and friendly,,,,' Mary Jean is my stylist. She has a pleasant
personality and her work is great....thank you!!!! rosemary sternbach
NPS:

by Linda Jepsen on 2014-01-23
Review for Erin McCabe

As always, exceptional service! LOVE LOVE LOVE my hair color, and what
a great shampoo and blow out. Thank you
NPS:

by Robyn Etzler on 2014-01-22
Review for Erin McCabe

I love going to Coco Bond. My hair has never looked better. The staff is so
kind and helpful in every which way.
NPS:

by Myrna Rosen on 2014-01-22
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

I needed to change my appointment time and they kindly did that for me.
And as always I love my hair cut from Mary Jeanne. Salon Coco Bond is
always a pleasure and everyone is always delightful.
NPS:

by Anon on 2014-01-21
So happy I found this salon! Everyone is friendly and accommodating. I really love my
new haircut and color too! I will be back for sure!

NPS:

by Joann Barr on 2014-01-16
Review for Kristin Hocko

Always treated with respect with each visit.
NPS:

by Christine Sweeney on 2014-01-16
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

I could not be happier! Mary Jean is a real artist!! she gave me the perfect
color and I was so unsure about what color I wanted but she nailed it. I feel
like a new woman for my 40th birthday! Thank you thank you thank you
Mary Jean and Salon Coco Bond :)
NPS:

by Anon on 2014-01-15
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Mary Jeanne is fab! Always happy at Salon CoCo Bond!
NPS:

by Pat Zackman on 2014-01-15
Review for Erin McCabe

Thank you Erin! My favorite hair cut ever.
NPS:

by Joan Uva on 2014-01-12
Review for Erin McCabe

This is the best salon you will ever go to! Everyone is very friendly and
helpful and you feel welcomed as soon as you step foot in the door. My hair
always looks great when I leave. Customer service is the best! This is the
best salon I have ever been too. They couldn't do anymore to make you
happy!
NPS:

by Sally Sockel on 2014-01-12
Review for Erin McCabe

excellant appt as always
NPS:

by Sandra Lupo on 2014-01-11
Review for Tracy Conn

Great service, great atmosphere -- a buzzing salon with friendly service and
great care and enthusiasm. Tracy is STILL the BEST!
NPS:

by Christopher Dilascia on 2014-01-11

Best salon ever!

NPS:

by Bennie Rienzo on 2014-01-09
Nicole always does an amazing job!!

NPS:

by Jessica Saul on 2014-01-06
Review for Erin McCabe

Customer service is a priority in this salon. Patrons are treated with respect
and the stylists are eager to please. Everyone gets along in this salon or
they keep their differences off the job, making it a happy, relaxing
atmosphere.
NPS:

by Carolina Soden on 2014-01-04
Review for Erin McCabe

Erin is the best!
NPS:

by Lucille Traversa on 2014-01-02
Review for Andrea Mura

I enjoyed my experience at Salon CoCo Bond very much. Everyone was
welcoming and professional and it was a very attractive salon. My stylist
Andrea was a gem. She did an excellent job in her assessment of my color
and the color came out wonderful. She gave me a cut and my hair was easy

to do this morning. She was very professional and has a wonderful manner
about her. I will be using CoCo Bond and Andrea as my regular salon and
stylist from here on. Thank you for the wonderful experience.
NPS:

by Dawn Eagelton on 2013-12-29
Review for Kristin Hocko

I was greet promptly. I was asked by several people if I wanted anything to
drink. I did not have to wait for my appointment. My stylist, Kristen greeted
me and made me feel comfortable and pampered. Kristen is phenomenal
with cut and color. Nobody does it better!
NPS:

by Betty Holobinko on 2013-12-29
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Wonderful experience with MaryJean and LOVE my hair cut and color
NPS:

by Anon on 2013-12-24
Review for Erin McCabe

Can't get a haircut like this up at college.; best men's haircut around.
Thanks Erin! See you on my next break.
NPS:

by Brittney Lauro on 2013-12-23
Review for Andrea Mura

Andrea is an excellent stylist! I'm definitely recommending my friends and
family to Salon Coco Bond!
NPS:

by Dawn Reinhardt on 2013-12-22
Review for Tracy Conn

As always, thank you!
NPS:

by Diana Kapela-Barlow on 2013-12-20
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

It us a pleasure seeing MJ. She is a professional and thank the good
heavens she "knows" what she is doing. It took me 16 years to find her.
NPS:

by Anon on 2013-12-19
Review for Erin McCabe

inconsistent with styling
NPS:

by Daphne Van Nest on 2013-12-19
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Always rejuvenating.
NPS:

by Anon on 2013-12-18
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristin is a lovely person who always provides professional service with a
smile. I also had the pleasure of meeting Lindsey this visit and she too gave
me excellent service. Thank you to both of them and Happy Holidays.
NPS:

by Heather L. Merrigan on 2013-12-15
Review for Kristin Hocko

Salon Coco Bond is excellent! Everyone is friendly. I called to say I would
be a few minutes late and I was made to feel that it was fine and no problem
at all. I appreciated that very much. Kristin is wonderful and gave me a great
hair cut…again!
NPS:

by Kalin McClunn on 2013-12-15
Every time I have a service at CoCo Bond it is an EXCELLENT experience!! I am
always greeted with smiles that go beyond standard customer service. The space is
very clean and everyone on the team is so professional. I have had the opportunity to
use several of the Technicians and all of them have been great! I never leave there
without feeling like I have "runway hair"! :) I will recommend this Salon to anyone
looking for a place they can feel comfortable in with fantastic results. Try them. You
wont be disappointed!

NPS:

by Joe Stein on 2013-12-12
Review for Erin McCabe

Great cuts. Great people. Great vibe.

NPS:

by Sally Sockel on 2013-12-12
Review for Erin McCabe

Great
NPS:

by Loretta Mannion on 2013-12-12
Everyone is polite and welcoming!

NPS:

by Nancy Hazelton on 2013-12-10
Review for Erin McCabe

My experience at CoCo Bond has always left me with a feeling of
satisfaction. The warm, professional service is a comfort,and I leave the
salon with a sense of confidence in my appearance.
NPS:

by Rachel Wasser on 2013-12-09
Great experience as always! Have had short hair the past year for the first time, we
updated it just a little bit and now I love it even more! Coco Bond is my jam! Nicole
rocks my world :)

NPS:

by Svetlana Pugachevskaya on 2013-12-09
Review for Erin McCabe

Erin is amazing! Great experience! Thank you!
NPS:

by Marla Volpe on 2013-12-09
Review for Tracy Conn

As always a great experience at Salon Coco Bond! It's a pleasure to go
there as everyone is always so welcoming! And of course I can't say
enough about my favorite stylist Tracy. I always get beautiful highlights and
a great haircut when I go to her! I'm looking forward to getting my hair done
there for my wedding in September!
NPS:

by Donna Kosenko on 2013-12-06
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

I had a great experience at Salon CoCo Bond! The entire staff is pleasant
and professional. The stylist MaryJean is masterful with her sheers and
gave me a beautiful cut. She is especially talented with hair that is naturally
wavy or curly, working with it, rather than against it. I highly recommend the
salon!
NPS:

by Dorothy Slender on 2013-12-05
Review for Kristin Hocko

I Look forward to my visits to the salon. My colorist, Kristen, performs magic.
The staff is wonderful - I am so happy that my daughter Nadine
recommended the salon. Love you guys!
NPS:

by JESS GOSKI on 2013-12-02
Review for Kristin Hocko

As always, Kristin Wright is a genius. She's been giving me blonde
highlights for a few years, but this time I wanted something subtler and
darker for the winter. She did a FABULOUS job just touching up my
highlight roots and focusing on low lights and a perfect glaze to create the
exact look that I wanted (but had no idea how to express myself). She
knows how to read me and my requests and is lovely to spend time with and
incredibly professional. Thank you, Kristin!
NPS:

by Laura McCrae on 2013-12-01
Review for Juliana Ruggiero

I love going to Coco Bond! Markita (sp?) is always so welcoming and
professional. Julianna is as well, gave me a great cut and color! And most of
all with your level stylist it is affordable for me so please do not change that.
I am able to receive outstanding salon treatment at a affordable price!
NPS:

by Jane Baumrind on 2013-11-30
Review for Erin McCabe

Erin runs the classiest salon in NJ. You are always welcomed at the door
and everyone treats you like you are their client. The salon runs like a well
oiled machine. You are taken on time and ALWAYS walk out looking
beautiful and feeling like you had a best friend visit. Always walk out with a
extra skip in my step. Thank you Erin and company!!
NPS:

by Christine Livingston on 2013-11-30
Review for Erin McCabe

As always I had a fabulous experience at Salon Coco Bond!!! The entire
staff is friendly and love the atmosphere!! Erin gave me a fabulous cut and
highlights! I have nothing but amazing things to say!!! Thank you!
NPS:

by Liz Rhein on 2013-11-27
Review for Erin McCabe

Great experience!
NPS:

by Jennifer Lawlor on 2013-11-26
Review for Erin McCabe

It's always a wonderful experience at Salon CoCo Bond!
NPS:

by Anon on 2013-11-25
Review for Erin McCabe

As always, very happy with my experience at Salon CoCo Bond. I was 10
minutes late (and everyone should know its very rude to be late to
appointments) but the Salon just worked double time as not to affect other
customers. Very professional and great job by all.
NPS:

by Diane Benwell on 2013-11-23

Nicole is lovely and listens to customer's comments. Everyone was very welcoming
and accommodating. The one thing I would change is to add a blowout to the price of
a single process color.

NPS:

by Judy Giunta on 2013-11-22
Review for Erin McCabe

The usual friendly welcoming faces and good service.
NPS:

by Jillellen Herzog on 2013-11-17
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

I always enjoy visiting this salon. The atmosphere is friendly and in visiting.
Mary Jeanne is an expert on color and curly cuts, I trust her to make me feel
beautiful, and she delivers! I like the assortment of products available. I look
forward to my next visit.
NPS:

by Sheila Wiener on 2013-11-16
Review for Erin McCabe

Woo Woo! I had a great time and a wonderful experience at Salon CoCo
Bond. I'm so thrilled that my hair came out gorgeous. What a beautiful salon
with lovely people.
NPS:

by Illyce Williams on 2013-11-16

Review for Kristin Hocko

Wonderful experience. .everyone was extremely kind... and my hair looks
fabulous..thank you!
NPS:

by Joyce Putterman on 2013-11-16
Review for Erin McCabe

Erin is the BEST... I love my "tweaked" haircut the most flattering style for
my face i can remember in a long time.
NPS:

by Debi Kostyun on 2013-11-15
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristen is the BEST. Listens, thoughtful, funny, and cares.
NPS:

by Nadine Kuntz on 2013-11-14
Review for Erin McCabe

Wonderful as always.
NPS:

by Kathy Hoeker on 2013-11-14
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristin is fantastic.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-11-14
Review for Erin McCabe

great treatment color and cut
NPS:

by Sally Sockel on 2013-11-14
Review for Erin McCabe

Perfect as always
NPS:

by Karen Endres on 2013-11-13
Review for Erin McCabe

Erin is absolutely wonderful. She really listens and is able to make
adjustments to keep my color looking great (which is not easy). I've never
had such a great experience for an extended period of time, so happy! I
recommend Salon CoCo Bond to all my friends, it is the best!
NPS:

by Betty Holobinko on 2013-11-13
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

MaryJean is an excellent stylist and colorist. She listens to want I want and
also makes excellent suggestions....have already referred a friend
NPS:

by Anon on 2013-11-11
Review for Andrea Mura

First time at Salon Coco Bond and it was a great experience. Everyone was
very nice and welcoming! I was nervous about putting color in my hair, since
I never have and they walked me through the process and made me much
more comfortable about trying something new! Looking forward to my next
hair cut!
NPS:

by Abby Killough on 2013-11-11
The service is always fast and friendly.

NPS:

by Cara Filleau on 2013-11-11
I was very impressed by the professionalism in this salon by the entire staff. Everyone
was warm and welcoming and even offered something to drink which was a first for
me in the salon experience. I loved it here!!

NPS:

by Marissa Kraemer on 2013-11-11
Review for Juliana Ruggiero

Juliana is the best! She always gives me an awesome cut and blow dry.
She also happens to be very sweet so I love coming in and chatting with
her. She is the best and I think I've found hairdresser for life!
NPS:

by Alice Mccabe on 2013-11-10
Review for Juliana Ruggiero

Juliana did a wonderful job on my color and styling my hair for a wedding. I
was able to get two additional days before I needed to wash and style my
hair. The customer service provided is always excellent. I would not hesitate
to recommend Juliana to anyone at all.
NPS:

by Lisa Wollek on 2013-11-09
Review for Erin McCabe

Ps. Forgot to mention: got stopped within an hour after my recent cut by a
stranger in a restaurant who raved about my cut and needed to know who
did my hair! Made me feel like a million! Thanks Erin ??
NPS:

by Lisa Wollek on 2013-11-09
Review for Erin McCabe

Perfect. From greeting to departure. Always cheerful. Thoroughly attentive.
Amazing technical expertise. I always use Erin (owner) but I love to watch
the other technicians work; they are all so talented and dedicated! This is
the perfect salon experience.
NPS:

by Chelsea Carpenter on 2013-11-08
Review for Erin McCabe

Friendly, clean, personal, high quality, and Erin knows her hair. I had long
hair and got at least 5inches taken off. I walked out with a great cut and am
still very happy with it.

NPS:

by Noel Gattusso on 2013-11-07
Review for Erin McCabe

I always feel BEAUTIFUL when I leave Salon CoCo Bond
NPS:

by Jan Kirsten on 2013-11-03
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Always good service
NPS:

by Jen Shaw on 2013-11-02
Review for Erin McCabe

As always, Coco Bond is a pleasure to go to and a highlight of my day!
NPS:

by Joann Barr on 2013-11-01
Review for Kristin Hocko

I am very happy with the service I received on 30 Oct. I am very impressed
with your salon and the professionalism of your employees.
NPS:

by Susan Mackewich on 2013-10-31
Review for Kristin Hocko

Coco Bond is the best salon in this area! I always feel like a million bucks
walking out the door. The whole staff, specially Kristin, who never fails to
treat me like a Queen, will transform you into royalty! Many Many Thanks!
Susan
NPS:

by Rina Carrolli on 2013-10-31
There are no words.......just go see Erin??

NPS:

by Sarah Pomphrey on 2013-10-30
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

BEST SALON EVER! ALWAYS A PLEASURE!!
NPS:

by Adrinne Oliveros on 2013-10-30
Nicole was wonderful and listened to everything that wanted and didn't want. She had
great suggestions, while keeping in mind my lifestyle. She and the rest of the staff
were extremely friendly and seemed genuinely dedicated to making my experience at
CoCo Bond comfortable and relaxing, all while leaving with fabulous color, cut and
style!

NPS:

by Sally Sockel on 2013-10-29
Review for Erin McCabe

Fantastic as always. Thanks ladies.
NPS:

by Heidie Racine on 2013-10-28
Review for Tracy Conn

Another amazing experience at CoCo Bond. A couple of hours in the chair
with Tracey, and I'm feeling renewed and ready for the holidays. Thank you,
as always, for the consummate service, the unparalleled talent and the
warm, welcoming environment. Who could want anything more? -Heidie R.
NPS:

by Kathy Wilson on 2013-10-27
Review for Kristin Hocko

I'm 9 months pregnant and Kristin helped me feel pretty (I'm honestly a cow
right now) All the girls are so genuinely sweet, so happy coming to CoCo
Bond
NPS:

by Shannon Hughes on 2013-10-27
Review for Erin McCabe

Loved it! The atmosphere is so relaxing and unpretentious, exactly what I
was looking for. Erin and Lindsey took care of me and I couldn't be happier.
This is the first time i loved my hair in yrs. The whole staff are super sweet,
funny and professional. This is my new salon!
NPS:

by Nadine Ferrigno on 2013-10-27

Review for Erin McCabe

I absolutely love my haircut! Welcoming atmosphere, and wonderful staff. I
could not be happier and will definitely be returning. Erin is amazing!
NPS:

by Debora Perri on 2013-10-25
I was referred to Coco Bond by Anna Garafine. The entire experience was delightful.
Nicole was informative re: my hair conerns. She did a fantastic job with my color and
cut and the cost was very reasonable. Above all that, Nicole was extremely
personable. I will definitely go back.

NPS:

by Dana Flynn on 2013-10-25
Review for Erin McCabe

Andrea was terrific with my two young teens! They liked her and were
comfortable with her. She won them over w/ her suggestions for cut and
style. We will use her again!
NPS:

by Kathy Weaver on 2013-10-24
Review for Kristin Hocko

Great experience with Kristen as always Kathleen weaver
NPS:

by Rachel Wasser on 2013-10-21
Great cut from Nicole, as always! Nice to have finally found my permanent salon :)

NPS:

by Barbara Alvarez on 2013-10-21
Review for Erin McCabe

A pleasure as usual!
NPS:

by Melissa Ercolino on 2013-10-20
Review for Andrea Mura

Love my hair! I have been going to the same girl forever and was hesitant to
go someplace else but i love Andrea! She did an amazing job on my color
and cut, so happy! Thanks.
NPS:

by Pam Dawson on 2013-10-20
Review for Kristin Hocko

very good
NPS:

by Dianne Zeigler on 2013-10-19
I love Salon Coco Bond and watching the growth of all the professionals. I can tell by
the training provided that Erin cares about the quality provided in her business. As a
previous trainer I love moving around in the salon providing experience to these
experts. Bravo.

NPS:

by Alison Seminara on 2013-10-18
Review for Erin McCabe

Wonderful experience, as always! Great color and cut from Erin. She's the
best!
NPS:

by Jennifer Faulhaber on 2013-10-18
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristin is fantastic and my haircut and color look terrific! She always makes
me look and feel great!
NPS:

by Lee Caruso on 2013-10-15
Review for Kristin Hocko

Hi, I did enjoy my visit at CoCo Bond. I had kristin and she was very
pleasant and I was a bit nervous and she made me feel at ease. Although I
don't know Kristin, she seemed personable enough. The salon was pleasant
as a whole and it was a new experience but I didn't have any problems. I
give this place 5 stars. thank you Kristin! Lee
NPS:

by Paulette Roberts on 2013-10-14
Review for Erin McCabe

Love my hair cut!
NPS:

by Anne Perrone on 2013-10-13
Review for Erin McCabe

Wonderful experience!!!
NPS:

by Carol Urciuoli on 2013-10-13
Review for Andrea Mura

Had a haircut, color and face frame done by Andrea, who took her time,
asked what I was trying to achieve, and delivered. She knew exactly what I
wanted. She is an asset to Salon CoCo Bond. Overall experience was the
best that I have had. Carol Lee U.
NPS:

by Anon on 2013-10-11
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Shampoo with little added scalp massage was delightful. Mary Gene, my
hairdresser, listens to my needs for each new haircut. Thanks.
NPS:

by Gina Petillo on 2013-10-07
Review for Juliana Ruggiero

As always, a wonderful experience!
NPS:

by Betty Holobinko on 2013-10-07

Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

in spite of no electricity due to an outage in the whole town, the staff carried
on in an absolute professional manner and everyone got all of their services
done. It was actually a fun experience.
NPS:

by Ebelyss Kharod on 2013-10-05
Always a great experience! Nicole really is wonderful. My hair looks great

NPS:

by Jackie Hurley on 2013-10-03
Love the service and the people, especially Nicole, who not only does an excellent
job with cut and color, but is a beautiful person, inside and out.

NPS:

by Robyn Etzler on 2013-10-02
Review for Kristin Hocko

I just love it here! Kristen did a fab job on my hair. She is wonderful!!!The
staff is ALWAYS so kind and helpful. It's great!!!! Its always a good
experience. As a side note: The only thing I have a hard time with is
spending $55 for a 13 year old hair cut. To jump from $30 to $55 is hard to
swallow. I can understand at 16/17 years old charging an adult price, but
even then they are still a kid. Just my opinion.
NPS:

by Joanne Zduniak on 2013-09-29

Love my new cut and color..Cole is just so personable and used her ideas along with
my own to be COMPLETELY satisfied. Have my next appointment set, will def be
back &lt;3

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-09-29
Review for Andrea Mura

Amazing! Everyone is so nice and Andrea gave me the most amazing
haircut and blowout
NPS:

by Maureen Pastre on 2013-09-28
Love the salon -- the ambience is warm and all the staff are very friendly and
personable. This was my second appointment with Nicole and again I am so pleased
with the results. She is not only very talented and efficient but sweet as anything. I've
gone to stylists in the past that have taken twice as long and had a much less
pleasing result. So glad I found you!

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-09-27
Review for Erin McCabe

Always a great experience!
NPS:

by Nancy Mazzei on 2013-09-25
Review for Erin McCabe

Everything was just awesome! No better way to describe my experience at
Coco Bond. :)
NPS:

by Kathy Wilson on 2013-09-22
Review for Kristin Hocko

Once again Kristin was amazing, she gave me a adorable bob haircut I was
always wanted but was afraid to do, but still kept me in my comfort level. I
already can't wait until my next appointment to add highlights
NPS:

by Nicole Sigrist on 2013-09-22
Review for Kristin Hocko

Love my experience every time I get my haircut! Kristin is awesome!!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2013-09-22
I love my haircut and color. Cole did an amazing job!

NPS:

by Dawn Eagelton on 2013-09-22
Review for Kristin Hocko

Absolutely amazing! I adore Kristen. Her talent is incredible. She is one of a
kind. Thank you, thank you, thank you for making me feel beautiful and
believe I am beautiful. You are a real blessing:)

NPS:

by Randy Mayer on 2013-09-20
Review for Tracy Conn

Tracy did a wonderful job, as usual! I feel great. My salon treatment was
outstanding! I love those lattes,too! LOL thanks
NPS:

by Andrea Neubart on 2013-09-16
Review for Erin McCabe

As always when I ask for anything Erin from Salon CoCo Bond and her
team are so supportive and quick with assisting me with any requests. She
even came in before her normal schedule just to take care of me. Amazing
service that I have not seen at any other salon.
NPS:

by Anon on 2013-09-10
Review for Erin McCabe

My hair was just a mess even though I went regularly to a stylist in the area.
I found CoCo Bond to be client oriented, friendly and the stylist listened and
discussed options with clients. I never felt rushed and left with a wonderful
hair cut and color.
NPS:

by Lisa Wollek on 2013-09-07
Review for Erin McCabe

Above and beyond. As always. I can never say enough about Erin and the
staff at coco bond. Always attentive, talented technicians, top notch.
NPS:

by Anon on 2013-09-01
Review for Erin McCabe

Excellent experience
NPS:

by Betsy O'Connor on 2013-09-01
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

As always, my experience at salon Cocobond is above excellent. MaryJean
is masterful at her hair coloring craft... She had a challenge as I had
mistakenly tried to "take matters into my own hands" and color my hair
myself. My head was ORANGE! I had a wedding the next day... Mary Jean
welcomed me, and worked her magic!!! Thank you cocobond - I love you!!
NPS:

by Maya Speelmans on 2013-08-31
Review for Erin McCabe

Color with Erin, fantastic, as usual. The salon makes you feel welcome and
comfortable. It's always a pleasure to go there!
NPS:

by Jodi Mccabe-Mathisen on 2013-08-31

My daughter and I have been going to Salon CoCo Bond for the past 4 years. We
love the friendly atmosphere and professional staff. Regardless of who provides our
services, they always exceed our expectations. A FABULOUS experience all
around!!!

NPS:

by Erica Gargiulo on 2013-08-25
Review for Juliana Ruggiero

Wonderful experience at your salon! Staff was professional and courteous!
My highlights and cut were exactly what I wanted!! Juliana did an awesome
job!!
NPS:

by Anne Graceffo on 2013-08-25
Review for Erin McCabe

As always, the best place to get your hair done! Love Erin and her staff, so
professional and friendly.
NPS:

by Anon on 2013-08-24
I had a great experience here and got beautiful foils!! They are the best highlights I
have ever gotten! The salon was very clean and the staff was friendly and
professional!! HIGHLY RECCOMMEND giving this salon a chance!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-08-22
Review for Erin McCabe

IT WAS MY FIRST VISIT, I WAS VERY PLEASED WITH THE ENTIRE
EXPERIENCE. I WANTED A "NEW' STYLE BUT NOT TOO FAR FROM
WHAT I WAS COMFORTABLE WITH AND ERIN DID A FABULOUS JOB
ACCOMPLISHING THAT. I WILL DEFINITELY BE A REGULAR CLIENT.
NPS:

by JESS GOSKI on 2013-08-21
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristin is a wonderful stylist. She is charming, pleasant and incredibly skilled
at her craft. She is also very accommodating to helping "squeeze" you in if
she can find a few minutes to spare (note: because she's so great, her
schedule is usually totally booked, so it's not always easy to squeeze in!).
Thank you for making me feel beautiful again, Kristin!
NPS:

by Anon on 2013-08-17
Review for Andrea Mura

Great experience! Super nice staff and couldn't be happier with my
highlights and haircut.
NPS:

by Jennifer Lawlor on 2013-08-17
Review for Erin McCabe

I always have a wonderful experience at Salon Coco Bond! Erin and her
staff and terrific!
NPS:

by Jennifer Kenah on 2013-08-16
Review for Erin McCabe

I love the cookies!!! ;)
NPS:

by Marie Giovanniello on 2013-08-16
Review for Erin McCabe

Erin is my hairdresser...and a true professional. I walked in for my
appointment & threw her a curveball... I asked for a completely new look.
She took the time to ask what I was going for & then began the process.
She is calm, attentive & proficient at her craft. She put me in a chair,
explained all that was being done & zipped around like a worker bee. I left
CoCo Bond with a beautiful head of healthy, rich brown hair with subtle
caramel highlights. I had walked in a nervous blonde :)) Her staff is
awesome.... Warm & friendly. Enjoy!
NPS:

by Diana Kapela-Barlow on 2013-08-16
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Marry Jeanne was kind, knowledgable and gave me great advice. I will be
seeing her again next week for hair coloring.
NPS:

by Donna Anderson on 2013-08-14
Review for Connie Burke

Great job as usual.....Gals working there are so very nice....always a
pleasure to visit!
NPS:

by Dawn Eagelton on 2013-08-11
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristen is absolutely amazing. I love going to Salon CoCo Bond. I am
greeted as soon as I walk into the door. I am offered a beverage. If one of
their missions is for the client to relax and be pampered, they are right on
the mark. Thank you everyone for making my appointments awesome!
NPS:

by Melissa Pena on 2013-08-11
Review for Erin McCabe

Amazing!!!
NPS:

by Annabel Martin on 2013-08-11
Review for Juliana Ruggiero

The girl that did my hair was great, and kept up a good conversation.
NPS:

by Anon on 2013-08-10
Review for Kristin Hocko

Excellent service all round.
NPS:

by Kathy Wilson on 2013-08-10
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristin is amazing, love my appointments with her!
NPS:

by Lisa Palermo on 2013-08-09
Review for Erin McCabe

I love Salon Coco Bond. Erin goes out of her way to make her customers
happy. It is always a great experience!
NPS:

by Paulette Roberts on 2013-08-08
Review for Erin McCabe

Great haircut - thank you!
NPS:

by Alice Mccabe on 2013-08-05
Review for Kristin Hocko

It was fabulous, as always. Love my color, love my cut!
NPS:

by Liz Miller on 2013-08-04
Review for Erin McCabe

I always leave Salon Coco Bond looking and feeling beautiful. Thank you,
Erin McCabe!

NPS:

by Kelly Mauriello on 2013-08-04
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

My first time at salon coco bond was yesterday. I must say from the moment
I walked in to the moment I left was a great experience. Everyone was so
kind and made it so comfortable. Maryjane had done my hair for the fort
time. I ha e curly hair and no one ever cuts it good until I met Maryjane, she
is wonderful and gave me the best haircut I had all my life. She listened to
what I wanted and respected it which was awesome. She really knows how
to handle curly hair, which is a sigh of relief. I totally found my new
hairdresser. Best place I went to and would highly recommend it to anyone.
NPS:

by Lynsey Vivian on 2013-08-04
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristen was amazing! Always makes me feel so comfortable and she is so
knowledgable I know I will never have a problem! So so happy!
NPS:

by Anon on 2013-08-03
Review for Tracy Conn

I had a great experience. Tracy is so talented. I will recommend her and the
salon to all my friends.
NPS:

by Vanessa Schorr on 2013-08-03

Review for Erin McCabe

As always, an overall excellent experience!
NPS:

by Anon on 2013-08-02
Review for Kristin Hocko

Everyone was very friendly and the service was wonderful!!
NPS:

by Barbara Chucknick on 2013-08-02
Review for Erin McCabe

As always a wonderful wonderful experience... The staff is so very friendly
and Erin is the tops. I have been going to CoCo Bond for nearly a year and
will continue for many years to come. I once again walked out with the most
amazing hair color and cut. I have very fine hair and no one would ever
guess it...That is because the cut and color are exceptional....No matter
where I am people will always ask me where I get my hair cut because they
love it and they cannot believe how beautifully shiny the color is......Try it
ladies,,,you wont be sorry!!!!!!
NPS:

by Nancy Mchugh on 2013-08-01
Review for Erin McCabe

Salon CoCo Bond is the best salon in Monmouth County. Erin runs an
outstanding salon. The staff is friendly and knowledgeable and the shop is
very clean. If you're a curly-head, call Erin, she knows what she's doing!
NPS:

by Sally Sockel on 2013-08-01
Review for Erin McCabe

As always Erin comes thru. Great job Thanks
NPS:

by Anon on 2013-07-26
Review for Tracy Conn

I can't express enough how MUCH I enjoy coming to this salon!! Everyone
is so welcoming and professional!!! My daughter absolutely loves coming as
well! Tracey is an artist!!! She brings out the best in my hair! WELL DONE
COCO BOND!
NPS:

by Jodi Santimauro on 2013-07-25
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

This was my second visit to Salon CoCo Bond , and it was just as lovely as
the first. The service is great, the cookies are better. Most of all, I love my
hair thanks to Mary Jeanne . Thanks!
NPS:

by Anon on 2013-07-23
Top ranked customer service from phone call to paying the bill. I miss not living in the
area for another reason, Coco Bond. Sincerely, J

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-07-22

Review for Erin McCabe

Love my color!
NPS:

by Mindy Gitter on 2013-07-22
Review for Erin McCabe

Erin and staff always provide top notch service in a chic, but very
comfortable salon setting. I get so many compliments about my hair color
thanks to Erin. Great experience, great stylists...every one there is
extremely helpful and very friendly. I would recommend Salon CoCo Bond
to anyone!
NPS:

by Samantha Martini on 2013-07-20
Review for Andrea Mura

Andrea is the best!
NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2013-07-19
Review for Kristin Hocko

My visits to the salon are always very pleasant. The staff could not be
nicer..very attentive to their clients. I look forward to my visits.
NPS:

by Rebecca Nilsen on 2013-07-15
Review for Andrea Mura

Great Service, I wanted to change my hair color and do something totally
different. Andrea worked with me and gave me a great color and excellent
new cut!
NPS:

by Anon on 2013-07-15
I am pleased with my haircut and color. Nicole listened to what I wanted and was able
to deliver. The staff was very nice and Katie gave a great wash!

NPS:

by Linda Holder on 2013-07-15
Review for Kristin Hocko

I recently had a first appointment with Kristen for some foils and a cut. She
spent time with me asking me what I was looking for and then discussing
the best options. She did a great job and she is really nice. Everyone at the
salon seems very nice and they are always willing to help each other out
and also want to make sure you are comfortable and satisfied. They were
busy the day I was there but they seemed to stay on top of their
appointments. I am looking forward to my next appointment.
NPS:

by Nicole Sigrist on 2013-07-15
Review for Kristin Hocko

I love Kristin. She always gives me a fabulous cut!!!
NPS: N/A

by Jan Kirsten on 2013-07-15

Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Haircut always great.....
NPS:

by Catherine Becker on 2013-07-11
Review for Erin McCabe

Always a great experience. Wonderful staff such a beautiful but very
comfortable salon.
NPS: N/A

by Rich Ayres on 2013-07-07
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Always a pleasure.
NPS: N/A

by Anne Perrone on 2013-07-05
Review for Erin McCabe

Superb
NPS:

by Mary Chamberlain on 2013-07-04
Review for Juliana Ruggiero

Julianna was wonderful!
NPS:

by Chrissy Weston on 2013-07-04
Review for Kristin Hocko

I love my haircut. Kristen was wonderful and knew exactly what I wanted.
She was personable and professional and gave me advice on how to take
care of my hair. I will definitely be back.
NPS:

by Sandra Lupo on 2013-07-02
Review for Tracy Conn

never disappointed - always a good experience - great staff, Tracy Conn is
such an asset to your salon
NPS:

by Anon on 2013-07-01
Review for Juliana Ruggiero

The Staff at CoCo Bond is professional, gracious and welcoming!
NPS:

by Patty Netzel on 2013-06-27
I have been looking for a salon where I get a great hair cut and feel comfortable. This
was my first time at CoCo Bond and it was everything I was looking for.

NPS:

by Suzanne Arden on 2013-06-27

Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

MJ is fabulous. She can give my curly hair a cut that works for my other low
humidity home and high humidity NJ. She has job security with me.
NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2013-06-24
Review for Andrea Mura

Andrea was amazing and the service was terrific. I am so happy to have
been referred to Salon Co Co Bond. Coming back soon!
NPS:

by Rachel Wasser on 2013-06-23
Love love love my cut by Nicole! Perfect blend of what I had in mind, with her
professional opinion. I even got a compliment from an acquaintance who is a hair
dresser! Think I finally found my regular salon :)

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2013-06-21
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Mary Gene did a beautiful job in thinning the bulk out of my full head of hair
as well, adding a lovely shape.
NPS:

by Lee Lutz on 2013-06-19
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

MaryJeanne has been doing my highlights and haircuts for many years.
Love her and my end results. Could not be happier!
NPS:

by Dawn Eagelton on 2013-06-19
Review for Kristin Hocko

My experience with Salon CocoBond is absolutely amazing. I always leave
with more confidence and self esteem. Everyone that is employed there is
wonderful. Kristen colored and cut my hair. I was still receiving compliments
on my color 7 weeks after my last appointment when she colored my hair. It
is no wonder why I call her Kristen the magician! Thank you for always
making me look my best.
NPS:

by Margaret Wianecki on 2013-06-19
Review for Tracy Conn

My hair color is consistently pleasing to me and the health of my hair as well
- due to the quality of the products you use and the quality of my hairdresser
- Tracy.
NPS:

by Gina Petillo on 2013-06-17
Review for Erin McCabe

Great color, cut and style!! As always, Erin is fantastic!!
NPS:

by Joan Uva on 2013-06-17
Review for Erin McCabe

It's always a great experience getting my hair done at CoCo Bond.
Everyone is very friendly and always ready to help. I'm always very happy
with my hair after going there. A great place!
NPS:

by Anon on 2013-06-16
My first experience at Coco Bond was all-around great! Friendly staff, cute decor even snacks... The prices are very reasonable, too and plenty of parking. I will
definitely be going back.

NPS:

by Amy Clark on 2013-06-15
Review for Kristin Hocko

ExcellentServiceAndFabulousHairColor!
NPS: N/A

by Anne Graceffo on 2013-06-14
Review for Erin McCabe

As always, a pleasant experience with very talented professionals.
NPS:

by Dawn Corcoran on 2013-06-14
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Mary Jeanne both cut and colored my hair perfectly! I had a great
experience!
NPS: N/A

by Vanessa Berry on 2013-06-14
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristin - the glaze ROCKS!! I love it - my hair has never looked this shiny!
NPS:

by Sally Sockel on 2013-06-14
Review for Erin McCabe

Thanks for a great visit as always. Love the color. It's always a pleasure.
Tiffy says thanks too.
NPS:

by Andrea Neubart on 2013-06-13
Review for Erin McCabe

Every time I go to Salon CoCo Bond I am greeted with a big smile from the
front desk receptionist and the whole team makes me feel right at home.
Great customer service.
NPS:

by Anon on 2013-06-13
Review for Connie Burke

Very pleasant experience. Was referred there by a coworker. She set me up
with Connie who calmed my hair and my nerves with her blonde wisdom.
Will definitely be going back....
NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2013-06-10
Review for Erin McCabe

Great job...as always!
NPS:

by Susan Mackewich on 2013-06-10
Review for Kristin Hocko

CoCo Bond is the best hair salon in our area. The individualized treatment
from the whole staff is outstanding. Kristin, who colors and cuts my hair, is
amazing! The whole experience will leave you singing as you leave to find
your car. I'm not kidding!
NPS:

by Shannon Kahermanes on 2013-06-10
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Always a great experience. Everyone is so nice and helpful!
NPS: N/A

by Donna Anderson on 2013-06-08
Review for Connie Burke

Always on time....great service!
NPS:

by Traci Lombardi on 2013-06-07
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

3rd time there and the service is always Great !! Luv Luv Mary Jeanne if you
got naturally curly hair she's the one to see ....Best color and Best Haircut
plus she's a sweet heart thank you Mary Jeanne !!!
NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2013-06-06
Review for Kristin Hocko

Staff were efficient and professional and stylist gave me a great cut. Thank
you.
NPS:

by Kara Clark on 2013-06-05
Review for Kristin Hocko

I love everything about Salon Coco Bond. It is the best salon I've been to!
Thank you!!!
NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2013-06-05
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Always the best place to go for a beautiful haircut or color.

NPS:

by Stephen Berkeley on 2013-06-05
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristen is great and really puts her best effort to cut my hair as best as she
can. I love the Salon. The staff are great, products awesome and there is
always a happy, clean and cheerful atmosphere. Sincerely, Stephen
NPS:

by Joann Anderson on 2013-06-04
Nicole did another wonderful job with my colour!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2013-06-03
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristin does a wonderful job everytime I need a hair cut! I have extremely
long hair and hate cutting it, but she seems to cater to my needs needs
perfectly every time. I also love my brazilian brow out. I've had it done four
times and it never disappoints.
NPS:

by Jane Baumrind on 2013-06-03
Review for Erin McCabe

Salon CoCo Bond is my favorite place to get beautiful again, and Erin
performs magic everytime!!
NPS:

by Anon on 2013-06-01
Review for Kristin Hocko

The staff was very friendly and professional. Clean salon. Kristen was sweet
and knowledgeable. She worked wonders with bad color growing out. Will
go back.
NPS: N/A

by Kathleen O'connor on 2013-06-01
Review for Tracy Conn

Great! Tracy Conn is the best color specialist! I look 10 yrs younger every
time I leave the salon (grey hair??) I just had my second salon Tec Brazilian hair treatment- one last summer and now I'm ready for this
summer- highly recommend for those of you who hate the frizz or if you
have hair like mine- straight with extra humidity volume! Worth every
penny!!
NPS: N/A

by Sandra Lupo on 2013-05-31
Review for Tracy Conn

Excellent care and attention. Tracy is a real professional. Great staff and oh
what a shampoo massage from Lapia(?) Thanks!
NPS:

by Anon on 2013-05-31
Review for Connie Burke

Great cut and color!!

NPS:

by Sheila Wiener on 2013-05-31
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

First of all, the Salon after 4 years, is still maintained and beautiful. Besides
the wonderful atmosphere, everyone is so friendly and sweet. Mary Jean did
a beautiful job on my Brazilian Blowout, and I thank her.
NPS:

by Michele Antonetti on 2013-05-28
Review for Andrea Mura

Andrea is Awesome!!!!
NPS:

by Nathalie Mcomber on 2013-05-26
Review for Erin McCabe

Thanks for such a great experience. Once again, you guys are the absolute
best!!!!!!!!!!!!
NPS:

by Amanda Neubart on 2013-05-26
Review for Erin McCabe

I love my haircut! I went in there not knowing what I wanted and Erin made
me feel very comfortable. She didn't pressure me into anything, which I feel
many hair dressers do. I have long hair and I like to keep it that way. She
gave me a great haircut that is easy to work with. I can just wake up, wash
my hair, and go and feel great.

NPS:

by Tracy Sigmann on 2013-05-24
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Excellent experience as always! My hair looks great - super shiny and lots
of bouncy curls. Thanks for my great hair!!
NPS:

by Lynsey Vivian on 2013-05-23
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristin was the most hospitable and friendly hair stylist I have been to. For
my first time meeting her I could not feel more comfortable and will definitely
be back!
NPS: N/A

by Marianne Waldman on 2013-05-22
Review for Connie Burke

My experieince was very good!
NPS: N/A

by Dawn Reinhardt on 2013-05-18
Review for Tracy Conn

Thank you, Tracy, for always making me look my best!
NPS: N/A

by Mary Pat Moriarty on 2013-05-17
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Mary Jane is an uber talented color expert. She gives me the most natural
looking blonde highlights by beautifully blending and lifting the appropriate
shades of blonde high & low lights that compliment not overpower my
natural hair color & skin tone. I came to Coco Bond as a new client about 9
months ago with overdone blonde, washed out, chunky highlights. Mary
Jane has remedied all of the above. Thank you!
NPS: N/A

by Cyndi Corbitt on 2013-05-15
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

My experience is always wonderful. MaryJean always does a fantastic job
on my hair and I always feel welcome and cared for. Thanks to the entire
staff!
NPS:

by Kathleen Booth on 2013-05-14
Review for Tracy Conn

I love my hair, the cut and the color. I find Tracey to be awesome; she is so
helpful in suggesting what is right for me. I couldn't be happier. Thank you,
kathleen
NPS:

by Karen Endres on 2013-05-13
Review for Erin McCabe

When I came home, my husband said "I like your hair like that, if you could
always wear your hair that way, that is my favorite! Not that I don't always
like your hair." Thank you Erin!!!
NPS:

by Barbara Chucknick on 2013-05-11
Review for Erin McCabe

Absolutely amazing....just when I thought it couldn't get better it did!!!!...My
hair is georgeous.....the color and highlights and dimension is superior to
any other haircutter I have ever had...and the cut is perfect....I have now
been a client of Erin who owns CoCo Bond for about 7 months now....every
time I go there it gets better and better....and I am not just making this up
ladies....I always love the way my hair looks when I leave because Erin
takes the time to really listen.....but this time....OMG!!!!...It glistens in the sun
and shines inside the home...it makes me look like I have a ton of hair. I say
this because I have fine hair....It you read this review and don't try
Erin!!!....your making the biggest mistake of your life....Once you have her
do her hair you will wonder how the other hairstylist you have been to ever
got their license!!!!!
NPS:

by Gail Mura on 2013-05-11
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Last haircut I enjoyed each stage of growth. Thanks, again for a swinging
experience.
NPS:

by Dawn Eagelton on 2013-05-10
Review for Kristin Hocko

Kristen is amazingly talented. She makes me look and feel fabulous.
Everyone at the salon is quick to get me my favorite Chi Tea Latte. Make
sure there is something for me to read. Massage my head while getting
shampooed. There is no detail that is every forgotten. Can I come every
day?
NPS:

by Nicole Sigrist on 2013-05-10
Review for Kristin Hocko

I love Salon CoCo Bond. Kristen is such a great hairdresser and I really
enjoy her company. I always feel great when I leave. ;).
NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2013-05-10
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

GREAT, as always!! Very accomodating and so happy with my Brazilian
Blowout! Thanks!
NPS:

by Anon on 2013-05-09
Review for Connie Burke

Connie was great-she knew exactly what I needed! Be back soon!
NPS: N/A

by Janet Josephson on 2013-05-09
Review for Erin McCabe

Erin and her staff are terrific. Everyone goes out of the way to make sure
the customer is happy!!
NPS:

by Rina Carrolli on 2013-05-09
Best service and style, best overall salon experience. Erin is extremely
accommodating, great at what she does and a pleasure to spend time with. We are a
Coco Bond family!!!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2013-05-08
Nicole did a great job with my hair! Just what I was looking for.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-05-08
I have live in Little Silver for 11 years, and finally there is "quality" hair care!

NPS:

by Carolina Soden on 2013-05-06
Review for Erin McCabe

Love my new look! Thanks Erin for taking the extra time yesterday, during
such a busy day to make sure that I left the salon with a perfect cut and
color!!! You are amazing=)
NPS:

by Whitney Breckenridge on 2013-05-05
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

My experience on Friday was amazing - Mary Jeanne always does such a
fabulous job with my Ouidad cuts!! She knows what looks best with my curly
hair and always know just how much I want to get cut off. She's the best!!!
NPS:

by Sarah Martin on 2013-05-05
Review for Juliana Ruggiero

Juliana is wonderful..
NPS:

by Lori Missig on 2013-05-04
Review for Erin McCabe

Fantastic as always! Erin is the best and I have never been disappointed.
Highly recommend Salon Coco Bond and Erin!
NPS:

by Sally Sockel on 2013-05-03
Review for Erin McCabe

A GREAT VISIT AS ALWAYS . THANKS GUY'S SALLY AND TIFFY
XOXOXO
NPS:

by Cheryl Conk on 2013-05-03

This was my 3rd visit to Salon CoCo Bond and I plan to continue coming here.
Friendly, cozy and I leave happy! Cole is wonderful.

NPS:

by Nancy Newman on 2013-05-02
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Always a wonderful experience. Please tell Mary Jane I love the new ouidad
soufflé and the defrizzing oil! My hair looks awesome thanks to her
expertise!
NPS:

by Susan D'zio on 2013-05-02
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

Sorry to say I was not happy with my latest haircut. In fact, just yesterday I
visited another local salon to give my haircut shape and style. When visiting
Salon Coco Bond I always schedule a 'curly' cut which takes a bit longer
than a normal haircut. When I last visited the stylist was running late and
clearly did not give my haircut the time and attention a $95.00 haircut
deserves. I have hesitated to complain, as I know the stylist is a lovely
woman, but it isn't the first time I haven't been really happy with the outcome
of my curly cut. I understand that cutting very tight curls is not an easy
task... but when a salon advertises stylists who are trained in the Ouidad
method of hair cutting... I expect more.
NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2013-05-01
very pleased- my hair looks great. Nicole is wonderful!

NPS:

by JOHN MACK on 2013-04-29
Review for Tracy Conn

Tracy was wonderful as always. Just a happy place, everyone is just so
bubbly.
NPS:

by Jane Baumrind on 2013-04-29
Review for Erin McCabe

As always, Erin has performed her magic and made me beautiful again. I
just love going to Salon CoCo Bond, it's always a great time.
NPS:

by Anon on 2013-04-27
I have been coming to CoCo bond now for about 10 months. My hair stylist moved
there around this time and the service is excellent! I love the location, as it is very
easy to get to and the late hours really work into my very busy schedule. I had
actually left another salon that I was going to for years due to their hours being
limited. Life is different today, than years gone by and many women work and need to
have those service available to them later in the day. thank you!

NPS:

by Pam Goetchius on 2013-04-27
Review for Mary Jeanne Ricchione

GREAT SALON, WONDERFUL PEOPLE, AND THE SERVICE IS
FABULOUS! Need I say more? ;)
NPS:

by Dorothy Slender on 2013-04-26
It is always a pleasure to come in and have my hair colored. Everyone who works at
the salon is friendly and accommodating. Keep up the good work.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-04-25
Kristen is an amazing colorist. However my scheduling was off, I had to come back
and get my full appointment because they had schedule her other clients at my time.
This was after several emails confirming different times and having them call me at
home

NPS:

by Lisa Bove on 2013-04-25
The Salon was beautiful, everyone was very friendly and helpful. Mary Jeanne gave
me a great Ouidad cut and was very knowledgable about the products. I'm looking
forward to my next appointment.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-04-24
It' salways a pleasure to come to CoCo Bond Salon - my favorite hair stylist in the
world has been working on my head for years and years - Tracy Conn. Personal
service by Ashley and Lupita was a pleasing touch. The salon is relaxing and
accommodating. Thanks!

NPS:

by Rosemary Sternbach on 2013-04-23
she is a pleasure to work with....very calm, cool and collected...plus a great
designer..plus the coffee is to die for...... Receptionists always smiling....thank you

NPS: N/A

by Lee Lutz on 2013-04-22
My time with maryJean is always a wonderful experience. She is truly a master in hair
color and making me feel sunny again. Everyone is so nice that I always look forward
to my visit there. Thank you all very much!

NPS:

by Jan Kirsten on 2013-04-22
Mary Jeanne is a pleasure....haircut is great!

NPS:

by Kathleen Capolongo on 2013-04-21
Terrific as always. My stylist, Tracy, is wonderful and has been doing my hair for
years. Everyone connected with Salon CoCo Bond is absolutely top drawer, friendly,
professional and dedicated to making your experience there a very happy one.

NPS:

by Maya Speelmans on 2013-04-21
Always a pleasure to spend and hour or so at CocoB.

NPS:

by NormaJean Swiss on 2013-04-20
Erin is the BEST! Getting lots of compliments and spreading the word.

NPS:

by Judy Giunta on 2013-04-19
Great service as usual.

NPS:

by Chelsea Carpenter on 2013-04-19
Excellent greeting and service by receptionist. Awesome time with Erin. It's several
days later, and I'm still loving my new, shorter cut. She has a great eye for how to cut
my thick hair and has a great sense of what will look good on my face.

NPS: N/A

by Lauren Pretre on 2013-04-19
Love going from red to blonde with one appointment - I love it for the spring/summer!

NPS:

by Jan Barthold on 2013-04-18
Salon CoCo Bond is shaken not stirred; flawless congenuality; attentive, professional
service that isn't staid. Once you are greeting, you know your in good care. James
Bond would proud of this name sake.

NPS: N/A

by Nikki Balsamo on 2013-04-12
Tracy is excellent!!

NPS:

by Debbie Neely on 2013-04-12
The service and staff are excellent. It is always a pleasure to be at Salon CoCo Bond.
I drive an hour down the Garden State from northern NJ.. because they are that good!

NPS:

by Deborah Campion on 2013-04-12
As always it was a fantastic experience. Kristen is the best! Not only is she
knowledgeable about products and service, she is also warm and kind. I love the fun
& upbeat vibe of the salon!

NPS: N/A

by Liz Miller on 2013-04-11
Excellent, as always.

NPS:

by Rosemary Sternbach on 2013-04-06
I love CoCo Bond....my relaxation place... Can't wait until I need another appointment.
MaryJean is my favoritehair hair stylist..... rosemary sternbach

NPS:

by Kim McDavitt on 2013-04-06
Erin was awesome. My cut and color turned out beautiful. Would definitely
recommend CoCo Bond to friends.

NPS:

by Debra Kaplan on 2013-04-05
I booked my appointment with Erin as a new client. The receptionist knew that I was
new and called me to tell me that Erin had an opening the prior day to allow me more
time for my consultation which I found very thoughtful and customer service oriented.
I brought in a picture and came out exactly with what I wanted. Erin talked to me the
entire time about the haircut she was giving me and how she was cutting as well as
coloring. I am looking forward to a long relationship with Salon CoCo Bond.

NPS:

by MARY KOENIG on 2013-04-04
I had an excellent experience. I received outstanding customer service with a smile,
great hair color highlights and cut. I look forward to my next visit!

NPS:

by Karen Endres on 2013-04-01
Another wonderful experience at Salon CoCo Bond. My hair color looks the best it
has ever looked thanks to Erin. The entire staff is professional and they make the
salon experience comfortable and enjoyable. Julianna did a great job with my wash
and conditioning and the receptionist is so elegent and kind. I can't think of anything
that needs improvement here, please keep up the great work!

NPS:

by JESS GOSKI on 2013-04-01
Kristin was a delight. She is very skillful and provided me with beautiful highlights,
lowlights, glaze and blow-dry - I couldn't be happier!

NPS:

by Mary Mazzucca on 2013-03-31
As always the experience was great. MJ is the best. Happy Easter to all. Mary M

NPS:

by Anne Graceffo on 2013-03-30
I had two days of a wonderful experience at Salon Co Co Bond. One day I had my
hair done by Erin and the next day my daughter had her hair done. Erin is terrific!!!!!!

NPS:

by Bertha Denzer on 2013-03-30
Erin and her staff are wonderful! I highly recommend Salon CoCo Bond.

NPS:

by Christine Livingston on 2013-03-29
I had a fantastic experience as always at Salon Coco Bond with Erin. She is great
and I always love what she does with my hair!!! I highly recommend her!!!

NPS:

by Donna Mansfield on 2013-03-29
It was excellent as always and people have stopped me several times to tell me how
great my hair looks. Donna Mansfield

NPS: N/A

by Scott Galkin on 2013-03-29
Kristin is great! Highly recommend.

NPS:

by Susan Shapiro on 2013-03-25
Love Mary Jeanne!! She is amazing!!!

NPS:

by Donna Anderson on 2013-03-22
Great salon....Knowledgeable people....Love it!

NPS:

by Sally Sockel on 2013-03-22
As always a great visit to my favorite salon My hair looks great, Thanks Guys my
favorite people. Sally & Tiffy

NPS:

by Nicole Depalma on 2013-03-21
So friendly, so great!

NPS:

by Alice Mccabe on 2013-03-21

Great experience as always. Julianna did a great job with my color and the
atmosphere is so relaxing and friendly.

NPS:

by Judy Giunta on 2013-03-20
great as usual

NPS:

by Mary Horoski on 2013-03-19
Kristen did a fabulous job on my hair and everyone is so pleasant at Salon CoCo
Bond.

NPS:

by Colleen Van Wie on 2013-03-18
I honestly feel like a million bucks the minute I walk in the door....every single time. I
have never been to a salon where I feel so 'at home'....where literally EVERY
employee goes out of their way to make sure you're taken care of, comfortable,
happy and relaxed! They treat you with genuine kindness - as if you were a good
friend, rather than just another client/customer. I'm obviously a HUGE fan of Salon
CoCo Bond!! **Especially COLE - SHE ROCKS MY LOCKS!!** :)

NPS:

by Erin Campanella on 2013-03-18
My daughter and I had a wonderful experience. Everyone was so friendly and
professional! We love salon Coco Bond!

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-03-18
Great haircut as usual from Kristin!

NPS:

by Dawn Corcoran on 2013-03-18
I absolutely love my new highlights and low lights! Erin is amazing!

NPS: N/A

by Dorothy Slender on 2013-03-18
As always, the service at Salon CoCo Bond was outstanding. It appears that the staff
was handpicked by the owner. It is a pleasure to go and get my hair colored. Keep up
the good work.

NPS:

by Judy Blackman on 2013-03-18
The level of skill, attention and service from the entire staff was excellent. Connie, as
always, has very high end skills. Thank you all.

NPS:

by JOHN MACK on 2013-03-18
TRacy is the best, always so cheerful. I alway leave a very satified customer. Very
well run establishment.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-03-16
The staff I'd always friendly, offers me great coffee. Connie is sweet and gives me a
great cut and glaze.

NPS: N/A

by Pam Goetchius on 2013-03-16
Always a perfect 10! If you are looking for a salon with the best professionals. Look
no more! Just go to CoCo Bond. Excellent customer service, friendly staff and the
salon is beautiful. Makes your personal grooming day an enjoyable relaxing one.

NPS:

by Kathleen Downie on 2013-03-15
What a great salon!! I love the people and am always very happy with my hair!!

NPS:

by Liz Miller on 2013-03-11
I had color, a gloss and blowout with Erin.Then I got 3 compliments on my hair - from
complete strangers! Love it. Thank you, Erin and Coco Bond!

NPS:

by Keith Dorney on 2013-03-11
Everyone is always very friendly and professional, and of course the cut was great
too!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2013-03-11
Salon is beautiful, staff is friendly, products are a treat, happy with the cut! I'm sold

NPS: N/A

by Donald Howard on 2013-03-11
Connie Burke has been my barber for nearly 30 years. It is obvious that I think she
does a wonderful job. She is also a very nice person.

NPS:

by Lydia Van on 2013-03-10
I had a great time! I love my hair. I would definitely recommend to friends.

NPS:

by Mark Mancuso on 2013-03-10
A+ Ha!... that's funny because I'm a teacher!

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-03-10
Tracy did the best hair color I've had. I love it.

NPS:

by Gina Petillo on 2013-03-10

Very satisfied!!

NPS:

by Olivia Barone on 2013-03-09
Love my hair!!! And everyone at school loved it too. :-)

NPS:

by Dianne Zeigler on 2013-03-09
When I got up from the chair after having the gray washed out of my hair, four stylists
commented on how great the color was. It's nice when egos are left at the door and
support for each other shines. Yes women supporting women oh how you guys could
be the model for other organizations. Brava! Keep up the great work.

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2013-03-09
Clean organize salon. I always have a good experience!

NPS: N/A

by Traci Lombardi on 2013-03-08
This was my first visit to the salon. as soon as you walk in the door you are greeted
right away,I was even given a chair to sit down on cause all the seats were taken
definitly not your regular stuffy not friendly salon at all !! my cut and color was with
mary jean she was awesome explained everything showed me color choices and
gave me one of the best haircuts I have got in a long time. I already got my next
appointment booked.......

NPS:

by Melvina Wreiole on 2013-03-08
The whole staff of professionals at CoCo Bond are so welcoming and it really adds to
the atmosphere of calm comfort. I never feel rushed and I have never felt that I just
stepped onto an assembly line. That personal touch really matters!!

NPS:

by Paulette Roberts on 2013-03-08
Love the color, Erin...thank you!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-03-05
There are only 2 sinks in the salon. There was high tension when I had to be washed
and when product needed to be applied to my hair some of the girls gave my hair
dresser a hard time. Other than that I had a really good experience here and will be
returning!

NPS:

by Lauren Pretre on 2013-03-04
Love my hair and love the staff!

NPS:

by Sandy Lang on 2013-03-04
I love Coco Bond!

NPS:

by Randy Mayer on 2013-03-03
Wonderful and relaxing!! Great service-latte- not to mention beautiful color cut and
style! Thank you!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2013-03-02
My haircut has smooth and beautiful lines just perfect for my hair texture which is dry
and curly.

NPS:

by Julia Dichiara on 2013-03-01
I saw Juliana for a cut and color. She was wonderful and my hair came out great.
Nice place with reasonable prices, I will definitely go back!!

NPS: N/A

by Jillian Swartz on 2013-03-01
Transformative! Gorgeous color, fabulous new cut, on-time, friendly service, fun
atmosphere! The best there is!

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-02-28
tried a ouidad cut .... it was terrible!! i am used to the cut and style you receive in the
city. they charge you $95 and they dont even use the ouidad shake and rake
technique to style it. the cut was the worst i have ever received. very short layers

looks like a mushroom cut. if you want a true ouidad cut & style , stay away from this
place . the salon and its staff are very friendly. its a shame the stylist must have been
sleeping at the ouidad training.

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2013-02-28
Friendly staff and I love the discount coupons! Great hairdresser!

NPS:

by Jennifer Lawlor on 2013-02-26
LOVED, LOVED, LOVED MY EXPERIENCE AT SALON COCO BOND!

NPS:

by Marla Volpe on 2013-02-25
As always, my experience was great! Everyone is so friendly and Tracy is incredible..
already looking forward to my next appointment in 8 weeks :) Thank you Salon Coco
Bond!

NPS:

by Gwen Bradshaw on 2013-02-23
I have never in all my years had someone who understood what I wanted and did it,,,
I love my cut and especially the color. Can,t wait for my next appointment. And having
the same wonderful beautician do it again... I am so fortunate to have found her
through referral....... Many thanks to all of you for making me feel so welcome at your
wonderful salon.... Gwen

NPS:

by Anne Graceffo on 2013-02-22
Always a pleasure spending a couple of hours with Erin and her staff. Such a
professional salon and her work is fabulous!

NPS:

by Tracy Sigmann on 2013-02-22
Mary Jeanne is awesome! My curly hair has never looked better. Great cut, great
color, wonderful service!! Thank you for my beautiful, bouncy curls.

NPS:

by EJ McCarthy on 2013-02-22
My experience at Salon Coco Bond is always a good one. The staff is very
professional & extremely friendly. They always have a smile on their faces. It has a
small neighborhood feel where everyone knows your name...like the show Cheers.

NPS:

by Catherine Becker on 2013-02-22
What a wonderful salon! First time client and Erin gave me a great haircut. Best I
have has in a long time. Explained everything she was going to do and really took her
time.very friendly salon. Make you feel very comfortable and they seem very
appreciative that you give them your business. I would highly recommend this salon!!!

NPS: N/A

by Jodi Santimauro on 2013-02-22

You had me at cookies! Seriously, it was a great experience from start to end. Mary
Jeanne was a great listener, and I love my curly do! From the beautiful interior
(chandeliers!), to the attentive service, I really felt pampered. It was great to see you ,
Juliana.I'll be back!

NPS:

by Kathy Wilson on 2013-02-20
Kristin is awesome, I really cannot thank her enough for making me feel great
evertime I leave.

NPS:

by Bonnie Ferris on 2013-02-20
It is always excellent from walking in to Ashley's welcome to Juliana doing a fabulous
job, to seeing Erin, not to mention the great latte and cookies. A great experience
every time

NPS:

by Judy Giunta on 2013-02-18
excellent service as usual! :)

NPS:

by Dawn Eagelton on 2013-02-18
I love Salon CoCo Bond. I am treated like a queen as soon as I step inside the door.
Women are in a rush to cram as much as we can in our day so I find it absolutely
refreshing every time I step into your store. It fills my soul with beauty. Thank you for
helping us women of today to slow down and get pampered.

NPS:

by Jennifer Bloomfield on 2013-02-17
Nice staff, no wait, great haircut. Going back for color in a couple of weeks. Can't
wait.

NPS:

by Kathleen Capolongo on 2013-02-17
Wonderful as always. Friendly and professional and so very competent. Time there is
a welcome respite from a busy life and you walk out feeling and looking so much
better!

NPS:

by Scott Galkin on 2013-02-17
Always a great experience at Salon CoCo Bond. Kristin is super!!

NPS:

by Ebelyss Kharod on 2013-02-17
Wonderful service! Nicole is amazing!! Always gives me a great cut.

NPS: N/A

by Corinne Thygeson on 2013-02-17
Very satisfied- Erin I love the color!!! Great service as always!

NPS:

by Marge Briscione on 2013-02-16
Tracy has been doing my hair for a while, and I've always been so happy with the
results. Every time I go in, I always feel very welcomed.

NPS:

by Katherine Quaglia on 2013-02-16
As always, the best! I have found my favorite salon. Kristen is wonderful (I've used
Erin, too, who is amazing as well). Kristen is talented, caring, and a pleasure. I'm
always happy leaving here!

NPS: N/A

by Andrea Neubart on 2013-02-15
My hair looks amazing and so easy to take care of. Thank you Erin and your
wonderful team.

NPS:

by Sharon Widmaier on 2013-02-10
I was very pleased with the way my hair looked...Nicole was great, she listened to
what I wanted and gave me the best cut and color! CoCo Bond is my new Salon!

NPS:

by Patricia Christensen on 2013-02-10
Hi Erin and coco bond staff . I love my hair color and cut , Thank you for your
PERSONAL service , you treat everyone like family . PAT

NPS:

by Megan Gill on 2013-02-09
Everyone at CoCo Bond makes you feel at home from the time you walk in until the
time you leave, from your very first appointment. Excellent, unpretentious service in
an upscale setting. They do an excellent job and make sure you know if you're not
happy to let them know. What more could you ask for?

NPS:

by Dawn Reinhardt on 2013-02-09
Thank you, Tracy, for always giving me a great cut! You are the best!

NPS: N/A

by Sally Sockel on 2013-02-08
Excellant as always my hair never looked better. It is so enjoyable to be with such
lovely people a reflection of the owner. Thanks see you soon Tiffy & Sally

NPS: N/A

by Vanessa Schorr on 2013-02-08
Excellent salon! Erin is very talented and does an incredible job! I recently switched
from another salon and could not be happier with the color and condition of my hair!
Very satisfied!!

NPS: N/A

by Jennifer Faulhaber on 2013-02-08
I love my hair color and I always enjoy spending time at cocobond!

NPS: N/A

by Dorothy Slender on 2013-02-07
I was pleasantly surprised at the attention I received during my first visit at the Salon.
My consultation with Kristen was wonderful. She listened to all my concerns, gave her
opinion and came up with a color that I was satisfied with. She was a delight.

NPS:

by MARY KOENIG on 2013-02-05
I had a wonderful experience and am glad I was able to find a great hairdresser in my
new neighborhood on the first try.

NPS:

by Kristen Jacobsen on 2013-02-04
Kristin is the best! I love both my cut and color. I can actually make it look really good
on my own. Thanks for everything.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-02-04
Best Customer Service!

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-02-04
It was a great experience! I will definitely come back! :-)

NPS:

by JOHN MACK on 2013-02-04
COCO BOND, CASH IN ON THE HAPPINESS, GREAT TO SEE STACEY's HAPPY
FACE FIRST THING IN THE MORNIG, NOT MENTION THE FREST CUP OF
COFFEE, TOPPED OFF WITH A HREAT HAIR CUT. LIFE IS GOOD.

NPS:

by Felice Kardos on 2013-02-04
Tracy gave me just the haircut I wanted. She's great!

NPS: N/A

by Liz Miller on 2013-02-03
Love everything about this salon! The space is tastefully decorated, the staff is
friendly and very accommodating and the staff, veterans and rookies alike, are
professional and well-trained. Erin worked with me and I'm thrilled with the results.

NPS:

by Faye Formoso on 2013-02-03
As always, I had a relaxing, orofessional and friendly experience and left with great
hair. Thanks Erin.

NPS: N/A

by Pat Zackman on 2013-02-02

Another great cut! Thank you Erin. Lots of compliments, best one came from a 6th
grader who noticed!

NPS: N/A

by Sammy Kuntz on 2013-02-01
excellent!

NPS:

by Donald Howard on 2013-02-01
Connie hs been cutting my hair for 29 years. Obviously, I am very pleased. Don
Howard

NPS:

by Lauren Pretre on 2013-01-31
Always a great job by the Salon CoCo Bond Staff!

NPS:

by Marie Giovanniello on 2013-01-30
Every appointment is like the last....PERFECT

NPS: N/A

by Debbie Neely on 2013-01-28

I scheduled a haircut and blow out with Erin on a very busy Saturday. When I got
there I asked her if there was any chance that she could add higlights.. I saw that her
day ( the salon was packed) so then I said forget it,but Erin was able to work her
magic and include the highlighting to her already tightly packed day!

NPS:

by Jane Baumrind on 2013-01-28
I love my time at Salon CoCo Bond, Erin is just the best and always performs a
miracle!!

NPS:

by Christina Mcguigan on 2013-01-26
Great as always. So may compliments on my cut and color!!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-01-26
Always great!!!

NPS: N/A

by Barbara Chucknick on 2013-01-25
This is my third review.....Amazing Amazing Amazing.....people from here in NJ to PA
have honestly asked me where I got my hair done and who did it!!!!....As I said in my
previous review...I don't give reviews unless deserved. Well Ladies by now if you
have read any of mine I hope you are ready to try THE BEST!!!....Erin who is the
owner and my new hair Stylist is truly without a doubt the best. I have lived in NJ for
about 26 years now and have been from one end of NJ to the other in search of the
perfect color and cut. I would go to a salon and the first couple of times it would be ok
and after that I guess they figure they have you and so the mess ups begin. The color
would fade and the cut well the cut had to be fixed by me when I got home. Erin took

the time to find the perfect color with the perfect highlights and that along with my
amazing cut has me feeling wonderful!!!...My son who is very critical smiles when I
walk through the door and tells me how amazing it looks....So ladies I have given
three reviews...If by now you think I am exaggerating then shame on you because
you are missing a wonderful experience. I worked in Manhattan and lived in Queens
all my life....so I expect the best...And I got it!!!!!!...I have made my additional
appointments from now till June just to make sure I always look
FABULOUS!!!!!LOL!!!!!....seriously if you arent happy with your hair...Give CoCo Bond
a try!!!!...You will thank me!!!!!!

NPS:

by Joanna Graham on 2013-01-23
Tracy is the BOMB!

NPS:

by Rosemary Sternbach on 2013-01-22
love Salon CoCo Bond.....always friendly, clean, and hair care is excellent...MaryJean
is my favorite hair dresser...always upbeat and positive......so accommodating....
rosemary sternbach

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-01-21
Mary Jean is excellent.

NPS:

by Shannon Malone on 2013-01-21
I always have a wonderful experience at Salon Coco Bond. Erin and the whole team
are so helpful and do a wonderful job. I just recently saw Erin for the ombre look on
my brunette hair. I wanted a very natural look and fade, and it was just what i got. And

it is such a warm and friendly environment where you always feel welcome. I travel 35
minutes just to get to my lil jewel of a salon i found. Love this place. Thank you Erin,
you are the best. Love you guys!! Shannon M.

NPS:

by Andrea Jordan on 2013-01-20
I loved my experience at Coco Bond. I had my hair cut and I got a glaze and both
came out perfectly! I felt very welcomed by all of the staff and I would definately
recommend this salon to others.

NPS:

by Maya Speelmans on 2013-01-20
Haircut from Tracy. Am very satisfied, as usual.

NPS:

by Daphne Van Nest on 2013-01-19
Always a morale booster!

NPS:

by Dianne Zeigler on 2013-01-19
Love my color - cut - and style. thanks again.

NPS:

by Kara Clark on 2013-01-19

The best. From the receptionist to the owner, Erin, and my stylist Kristen, it was
perfection. Amazing haircut and relaxing salon makes the experience A+!

NPS: N/A

by Alasia Sonnier on 2013-01-18
I had an amazing experience at Salon CoCo Bond. I went into this salon hoping to
have a stylist that knew how to work with my curly hair and I met Tracy. She made me
feel very comfortable and gave me some helpful tips on how to take better care of my
hair. I thoroughly enjoyed my time with Tracy, as well as the excellent atmosphere.
Alasia :)

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2013-01-18
My highlights turned out perfectly and my cut is a great new shape of layers. Had a
nice head massage at the shampoo sink. The best part is I was done under 2 hours!

NPS:

by Debi Kostyun on 2013-01-17
Kristin is GREAT! I had scheduled an appointment and it was never recorded in the
appointment booking system. I showed up and they said they had appt for me, but
Kristin made it happen anyhow. She had another client but hardly had to wait, she
never made me feel rushed or squeezed in. She was wonderful and gracious to both
to me and the woman she was already working on. Also she does a fantastic job with
FINE hair. Couldn't be happier!!!

NPS: N/A

by Dawn Keane on 2013-01-15
Experience was great, always love seeing the team.

NPS:

by Anne Digangi on 2013-01-14
I had the Brazilian blowout done on Friday. Today there is 86 percent humidity in the
air and absolutely no frizz. Erin does a great job. My hair is now so soft & silky. I
highly recommend it.

NPS:

by Liz Rhein on 2013-01-14
i love coco bond! =)

NPS:

by Dawn Eagelton on 2013-01-13
Amazing. Kristen is absolutely brilliant.

NPS:

by Paulette Roberts on 2013-01-13
Erin listens to my desires and concerns regarding a hair cut and then does a great job
carrying out what I want.

NPS: N/A

by Gina Petillo on 2013-01-13
Fantastic job!!

NPS:

by Susan Stroud on 2013-01-10
Cut and color with Mary Jeanne was excellent as always.

NPS:

by Colleen Mulryne on 2013-01-10
Wonderful salon, great service, friendly, professional and the best cut and color I
have ever had!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2013-01-10
Very friendly and helpful staff. I just moved to the area and a neighbor recommended
this salon. I'm glad she did.

NPS: N/A

by Pam Mancuso on 2013-01-10
Wonderful experience, just as it always is!

NPS: N/A

by Maha(mia) Habib on 2013-01-07
I have been looking for a good salon with friendly staff and stylist that actually knows
how to handle long hair since I moved into Manalapan three years ago. One
disappointment after another until I came across reviews about Coco bond and
decided to give it a try. First of all, I got an appointment the same day although they
were booked, they were able to accommodate me. I got color with Nicole and was

very pleased with the result. I am happy to say, I finally found the salon for me!!!
Friendly, professional staff and great service. I highly recommend this Salon.

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2013-01-07
Warm, relaxed and professional experience. Great service, attitude and cutting. I
don't get many breaks so to speak and this is one I am know looking forward to....

NPS:

by Harriet Strohl on 2013-01-05
As always it was a great experience! I have found that many stylists really don't listen
to what you are trying to tell them and just do their own thing BUT Mary, my stylist at
Salon CoCo Bond always listens to my issues and I am always very pleased with the
outcome. And the staff is extremely nice and friendly.

NPS:

by Rebecca Sirigotis on 2012-12-31
Coco Bond is a beautiful salon. The service is so warm and friendly, I look forward to
every visit! Nicole did a fabulous job with my hair color yesterday. I absolutely love the
highlights! I have already received so many compliments!

NPS:

by Anne Perrone on 2012-12-30
Service is excellent. You are treated as if you are the only one in the salon. There is
never a rush.

NPS:

by Mark Mancuso on 2012-12-29
What can I say... excellent, as usual. Admittedly, the chai lattes and chocolate treats
are a draw for me, but it's the hair cut that keep me coming back!

NPS:

by Melvina Wreiole on 2012-12-29
Salon Coco Bond was accommodating, friendly, warm and relaxing and I got a haircut
that looks professional and flattering! I guess you cn tell, I am a fan.

NPS:

by Barbara Chucknick on 2012-12-29
I gave my first review a month ago after my first visit.....it was Amazing....I had my
second appt with Erin yesterday....Even more amazing....I love my hair for the first
time in a long long time. The color is rich and the highlights are amazing..And also
amazing is that they are honest and fun. Your never told you need something that you
don't. The prices are wonderful and the service even better....Ladies..if you are not
happy with your hair when you leave the salon you are at now I have one word for
you "LEAVE"..leave and try CocoBond...I an not the type to give a review let alone a
second review unless completely satisfied. Actually this is the first Salon I have ever
given a review to. It is well deserved. At my other salons, I would always come home
and wash my hair, because the blowout was bad or I would have to adjust the cut
myself....Not here!!!!...Erin does an amazing job...Trust me!!!....you won't regret
changing..why pay for something your not happy with....when you can leave a salon
that makes you feel great!!!!....plus as I said in my first review...no gossip, no
backstabbing...after all who needs that. I go to a salon to relax...You are give Latte's,
coffee etc etc and have your feet put up while your hair is being washed!!!!...I booked
my next 6 months appts yesterday to make sure I get in when I want!!!...They book up
very quickly...thats how good they are!!!!! Barbara C

NPS: N/A

by Barbara Chucknick on 2012-12-29

I gave my first review a month ago after my first visit.....it was Amazing....I had my
second appt with Erin yesterday....Even more amazing....I love my hair for the first
time in a long long time. The color is rich and the highlights are amazing..And also
amazing is that they are honest and fun. Your never told you need something that you
don't. The prices are wonderful and the service even better....Ladies..if you are not
happy with your hair when you leave the salon you are at now I have one word for
you "LEAVE"..leave and try CocoBond...I an not the type to give a review let alone a
second review unless completely satisfied. Actually this is the first Salon I have ever
given a review to. It is well deserved. At my other salons, I would always come home
and wash my hair, because the blowout was bad or I would have to adjust the cut
myself....Not here!!!!...Erin does an amazing job...Trust me!!!....you won't regret
changing..why pay for something your not happy with....when you can leave a salon
that makes you feel great!!!!....plus as I said in my first review...no gossip, no
backstabbing...after all who needs that. I go to a salon to relax...You are give Latte's,
coffee etc etc and have your feet put up while your hair is being washed!!!!...I booked
my next 6 months appts yesterday to make sure I get in when I want!!!...They book up
very quickly...thats how good they are!!!!! Barbara C

NPS: N/A

by Michele Alberts on 2012-12-29
Mary Jean was fantastic. My experience was excellent as always.

NPS: N/A

by Dorota Paziewska on 2012-12-29
this was my second time at the salon. I am very happy with my highlights and hair cut.
Kristin did my hair just the way I want it. I would definitely recommend salon CoCo
Bond to my friends and everyone else.

NPS:

by Felice Kardos on 2012-12-29
Ladies working there are always pleasant. The wait Is never long. Tracy is wonderful!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-12-28
It is evident that the hairdressers, assistants and receptionist are serious about their
profession. Thank you, again.

NPS:

by Lauren Pretre on 2012-12-27
The place was buzzing with people getting ready for the holidays...what a good and
happy vibe!

NPS:

by Kerry Rinaldi on 2012-12-26
Kristen right didn't fantastic job yet agai

NPS:

by Judy Giunta on 2012-12-25
Great experience. Very happy with my haircut and my color.

NPS:

by Diane Zimbaldi on 2012-12-24
The salon is fabulous. Both the operator and staff were courteous and very helpful.
My hair look fabulous. Bravo

NPS:

by Anon on 2012-12-24
Erin is an amazing stylist. I absolutely love my new highlights. I always have a
positive experience at this salon. Thank you!!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-12-23
I was so happy with the foils Tracy gave to me. I will definitely return and recommend
her.

NPS:

by Katie Dennis on 2012-12-22
Loved it there, the staff was great. Everything was clean and I felt like I was at a
friends house!

NPS:

by Pat Zackman on 2012-12-22
Thank you! Already booked my next cut in January!

NPS:

by Anon on 2012-12-22
I finally found my salon! I started with Erin, who is wonderful and who i love and who
fixed a terrible coloring job from another salon. I've since been using Kristen because
her schedule works well with mine and she's absolutely fabulous. She cuts my fine
hair into such a nice cut and does a beautiful job with highlights. She's also incredibly
sweet and treats her clients very well. You can't ever go wrong with this salon- Erin
has created the perfect hair salon where all of the stylists customers so well. It's
reflected in the salon- everyone is happy and it's a pleasure to be there!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-12-21
Kristen Wright - is warm & personable actually she is just a delight! After sharing with
her my concerns about using permanent dye while pregnant - she had the perfect
safe solution to what I needed and as always did a phenomenal job! My only regret is
that I waited too long between my last visit & this visit to see her. You will not be
disappointed - she is a very talented hair designer/stylist and this is coming from a
reviewer who spent years as a customer of NYC stylists. The salon itslef is very
comfortable, everyone is super friendly & accommodating and it is absolutely
unpretentious.

NPS:

by Susan Hickson on 2012-12-19
Salon Coco Bond gives me the hair I always wanted!!! The staff and Erin are such a
delight. I always look forward to my hair appointment! Best Salon in Monmouth
County!

NPS:

by Barbara Fox on 2012-12-18
Tracy did a great keratin treatment. It has height and fullness that is unusual right
after a treatment. It is also shiny and for everyday doesn't require a blow dryer or hot
iron. Thank you Tracy

NPS:

by Anon on 2012-12-18
Love this place!

NPS:

by Lauren Bennett on 2012-12-17
Both the service provided and the atmosphere- friendly and well kept- were above my
expectations. Nicole took great care of my hair and, most important to me,
understands my overall goal and is willing to work with me to achieve it!

NPS:

by Dianne Zeigler on 2012-12-17
As one salon junky to the next - this is one family of experts that make me feel
beautiful walking in under a hat and walking out under a beaming hairdo. thanks all...

NPS:

by Barbara Schwartz on 2012-12-17
Always made to feel welcome.

NPS:

by Diane Lomet on 2012-12-17
Awesome experience as always

NPS: N/A

by Suzanne Arden on 2012-12-17
Mary Jeane takes the time to give me a Ouidad cut appropriate for the low humidity
west where I live part time. I wish I take her with me.

NPS: N/A

by Chelsea Carpenter on 2012-12-15
Excellent front desk service. Personable yet professional staff. This was my first
haircut with Erin, and I felt very comfortable with her as she was very communicative
and had a vision for what would look best, but was still very open to ideas,
suggestions, and input. Lovely decor. I'm on my second day of the new cut and I'm
loving it. Many many compliments on it. I will definitely go back and refer people.

NPS: N/A

by Margarita Bailey on 2012-12-14
Just great love my hair when and left.

NPS:

by Agneta Sanmartin on 2012-12-14
Great cut and color. Kristin is the best!

NPS:

by Laurel Huber on 2012-12-13
Kristin was terrific - took her time to do everything just perfectly - I couldn't be more
pleased.

NPS:

by Yvonne Rodrigues on 2012-12-13
Hair dresser very nice. Salon very professional. Love the little extras,gift,scratch cards
for discounts, pointsystem. Hair came out great.

NPS:

by Maryann Livingston on 2012-12-13
As always, a wonderful experience! Thank you Erin!

NPS:

by Kathy Wilson on 2012-12-11
Absolutely LOVED Kristin!!!

NPS:

by Eva Valentino on 2012-12-10
The color came out perfect and I really love my new haircut!

NPS: N/A

by Barbara Chucknick on 2012-12-09
After using the same hairstylist for 3 years, I was skeptical to say the least about
finding another....I did my research and googled to find the BEST in Monmouth
County NJ. Coco Bond came up first. As I said I did my research and decided to call. I
scheduled a consultation appointment with Erin who is the owner.. I liked her and
decided why not I will make my first appointment and give it a shot. My hair grows
fast, what have I got to lose. I had my appt on Dec 6 1012. I was getting the whole
thing. color, highlights, cut etc. Erin listened to what I had to say and gave me her
feedback. I had a style in mind that no one has been able to give me and asked if she
thought it would be a good look for me. I let her chose my color, my highlights and
anything else that needed to be done. As Erin was working on me, I noticed the
wonderful atmosphere throughout the salon. It wasn't you normal cutthroat feeling
that I always got at other salons.....you know ladies...the who is talking about
who...who is criticizing who...etc etc. No it wasn't that at all. They all seemed happy
and like one big family. I liked that...They make sure you are comfortable offering you
drinks, books, and anything else you can possibly think of. So the color and the
highlights were done....Now came the cut....PERFECTION!!!!!.....It was a great
experience after coming from several previous salons that were loaded with

haircutters who I sometimes wondered if they really wanted to be there or not....I have
already made my next appt. I can't wait. I love my hair. It looks fuller and the color is
so rich....The cut is perfect and this I know because I don't have to work so hard to
get it looking the way I want it to look. That is the sign of a great cut!!!!.My
recommendation???....Give it a try....I finally found what I was looking for....I expect to
be a Coco Bond customer for a long long time!!!!!!

NPS:

by Sally Sockel on 2012-12-07
Perfect as always!

NPS:

by Jennifer Faulhaber on 2012-12-07
My hair looks fantastic! I love the new cut and my color looks fresh an pretty. My
daughters love their haircuts, too. Leah doesn't want to wash her hair because the
waves will be gone.. She can't stop looking at her hair in he mirror! Happy holidays!
See you soon!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-12-03
Have been coming here for about 2 years. Super friendly, fast, quality cuts, which is
what I like! Excellent prices as well, in my opinions, at least as far as haircuts go.

NPS: N/A

by Carol Stark on 2012-11-30
I have curly hair and suffered through bad cuts for years until I found Mary Jeanne.
She is a true artist. I drive a half hour - one way - to get my hair cut, because Mary
Jeanne understand curls (she has them, herself) and pays attention to my particular
hair type and texture.

NPS: N/A

by Faye Formoso on 2012-11-29
Always a pleasant and positive experience. I have been considering a short hair
transition for a while but was afraid to make the change and wasn't exactly sure what
wold look best. Erin nailed it, I couldn't be more pleased.

NPS: N/A

by Robin Hlavacek on 2012-11-29
This was my third try at getting a good haircut as a curly haired person. The first 2
people were highly regarded NYC curly specialists but the cuts were nothing to rave
about. I ended up with a triangle shaped head! Erin took one look at my hair, told me
that I needed layers (which I knew but no one else had ever suggested) and that she
was going to try and cut off the ends that were still straight from my last straightening
procedure, without me having to lose a lot of length. She was so right! I had single
process coloring done to cover my grey roots, the color turned out perfectly. And the
cut was much better than anything I'd had before. My whole head felt lighter and the
shape was just what I was looking for. The test was the next day when I had to style it
myself, which turned out to be very easy and looked perfect. I can't say enough good
things about the salon and Erin herself. It's a beautiful salon, the people are
extremely friendly, even to a new comer, and the prices quite reasonable. If you need
someone who understands curly hair cutting, go see Erin!

NPS: N/A

by Karen Endres on 2012-11-26
Erin always does an amazing job with attention to detail and impeccable taste. I have
a difficult time with getting a stylish cut due to the thickness of my hair, but have the
best cut I've ever had from Erin. I'm also thrilled with my highlights. More importantly,
Erin showed true caring and concern and went out of her way for her clients
post-hurricane - that is the kind of business and businesswoman I want to support.
Kristen also did a great job filling in for Erin when she was on vacation. I am thriled to
have found such a wonderful salon right in my own backyard.

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-11-25
Fabulous! Extremely professional. My stylist listened carefully and very thoughtfully
worked to resolve my hair color problems.

NPS: N/A

by Dorota Paziewska on 2012-11-24
Kristin was very nice and profesional. my hair looks grate. Looking forward to my next
appointment with her.

NPS: N/A

by Maggie Wreiole on 2012-11-23
This is day three with curls still in my hair, and normally I couldn't get my hair to keep
a curl to save my life. She is incredible. The staff is so sweet and accommodating it
just makes the experience so wonderful and relaxing. Erin you better not move, I
would be lost without you!! Best Salon Ever Period.

NPS: N/A

by Dawn Eagelton on 2012-11-20
Thank you so much for fixing my at home disastrous dye job. I promise I will not dye
my hair by myself. I am lost without you. You are fabulous. Thank you

NPS: N/A

by Dorene Hanley on 2012-11-20
Mary Jean did a great job! I love my haircut! I've finally found a stylist who
understands how to cut my hair. Mary Jean - Special thanks for working within my
time constraints. See you at my next cut.

NPS: N/A

by Rosemary Sternbach on 2012-11-19
always the best service.....lots of smiles...lots of friendly spirit around, great products,
spotless, beautifully decorated.....Mary Jean is my hairdresser and she is always
pleasant... xx rosemary sternbach

NPS: N/A

by Gwen Bradshaw on 2012-11-18
I have never had such a wonderful experience ever, thanks to Theresa and your
staff... I was in a panic when I arrived but was greeted by such a happy member of
your staff and put at ease and left anxious for my next appointment. Theresa was an
absolute gift to me and to have her work on my pitiful hair which came out just as I
would have liked it to for years. I cannot tell you how much I like my cut and color. I
have received many compliments from friends. many thanks to my daughter for
sending me to your salon and finding Theresa and your happy staff... Gwen

NPS: N/A

by Lauren Pretre on 2012-11-16
I often change the color of my hair as the seasons change - Salon CoCo Bond knows
how do this without a drastic impact!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-11-15
Wonderful cut by Nicole!! She is a very sweet and professional girl.

NPS: N/A

by Karen Euler on 2012-11-15
I came to Salon Coco Bond by way of a stranger. In a check out line I saw a woman
who's hair was so eye catching I had to stop her and ask where she got it styled. On
my appt day, I was greeted by a very friendly young lady, offered refreshment and
relaxed in the beautiful decor. Erin, the owner, did my haircut, which was
EXCEPTIONAL, and I walked out feeling like a Diva! I have difficult hair which is
poker straight, baby fine and multiple cowlicks, so I've had MANY hair disasters! I just
left Erin to her own devices and somehow, someway, she was able to make
something beautiful from what is normally flat and flyaway. I HIGHLY recommend
Salon Cocobond.

NPS: N/A

by Sally Sockel on 2012-11-12
Thanks guy's as always it was a great visit. Love my hair your the best.

NPS: N/A

by Jane Baumrind on 2012-11-11
As always, my time at Salon CoCo Bond with Erin was relaxing, fun and of course I
look great again. Thanks for everything!

NPS: N/A

by Jennifer Lawlor on 2012-11-10
It is always a great experience at CoCo Bond. Erin and her team are amazing! Thank
you for making my day!!!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-11-09
Tracy always does a wonderful job!

NPS: N/A

by MARIANNE LARGEY on 2012-11-09
I am always so happy with the way my hair looks after Connie gives me highlights.
She does an excellent job and I always get many compliments. The Salon is so
friendly and warm. It's a wonderful experience!

NPS: N/A

by Gail Mura on 2012-11-08
precise haircut that lends itself to a nice shape when I blowdry. Thanks, again.

NPS: N/A

by Barbara Schwartz on 2012-11-07
Excellent as always. Everyone was very welcoming.

NPS: N/A

by Sharen Cutler on 2012-11-05
My experience was very nice. I really needed to have my ihair washed after the
storm. I appreciated the time

NPS: N/A

by Eileen Rolleri on 2012-11-04
Tracey was just terrific love my haircut

NPS: N/A

by Myrna Rosen on 2012-10-28
Mary Jeanne gives me the best hair cut. I get complements on my hair all the time.
Plus I blow dry my hair and it easily go right into place.Wouldn't go to anyone else.
The Salon and everyone there are warm and very welcoming.

NPS: N/A

by Kathleen Capolongo on 2012-10-28
Tracy does my hair and I love the results. It is always a real "pick me up" to spend
time with her in the delightful ambiance of the salon. Everyone there is so pleasant to
deal with as well as being very capable at what they do.

NPS: N/A

by Sharon Murray on 2012-10-27
Many thanks again to Erin! I called at the last minute to make an appointment for a
much-needed haircut.Much to my delight, Erin had an opening. As always, I was very
pleased with the cut and the staff at CocoBond are so welcoming and pleasant. You
guys are the best!!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-10-26
This is the best place for getting your hair styled and colored in the area ! The woman
who work here go out of the way to make sure you are happy and confortable!

NPS: N/A

by Jenna Bauer on 2012-10-26
I had such a great experience at CoCo Bond! Erin is wonderful and really pays
attention to what you want. The service is unbelievably fantastic and everyone is so
nice! The salon itself is beautiful and tranquil. I am so happy I found a salon that is so
accommodating and a stylist who really cares! :)

NPS: N/A

by Caryn Ciccone on 2012-10-25
Once again I left the Salon with beautiful hair. Erin is awesome! Could not ask for a
better experience!

NPS: N/A

by Nancy Newman on 2012-10-25
Mary Jane is an artist in her own right. I walked into the salon on Tuesday with my
hair looking totally drab and walked out with the most beautiful color and cut ever!! MJ
is a true miracle worker!!!

NPS: N/A

by Maryellen Cronk on 2012-10-23
Service was most personable and the stylist cut my hair exactly as was in the photo.
Love the new style. Many thanks!

NPS:

by Kym Scherer on 2012-10-23
A wonderful experience as always! I left and of course was completed on my color at
least five times by complete strangers. Just could not imagine going any place else,
Salon CoCo Bond and Erin are just the best!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-10-22
Outsdanding service!!!!!!

NPS:

by Meredith Miller on 2012-10-22
Perfect hi lights with low lights Erin!

NPS: N/A

by Susan Caga on 2012-10-15
Great place and wonderful service!!!

NPS: N/A

by Lauren Pretre on 2012-10-15
In a world where new "blow out" salons are popping up, Salon CoCo bond has a
great price for a blow out!

NPS: N/A

by Lorraine Lynch on 2012-10-08
Great experience at the salon. Erin - you're the best and very accomodating.

NPS: N/A

by Judy Blackman on 2012-10-05
My stylist, Connie, is always 5 star. But the salon was very busy on Saturday so I had
to sit in the reception area, next to a young child playing a very noisy explosion type
video game which was competing with the normal music background. He did not have
an earphone and numerous requests to lower the sound were unsuccessful. I was on
the verge of going out to my car to wait and went to tell Connie when another client's
friend, who was taking one of the hair care chairs, offered to give it up to me. I have
never had this experience before at the many salons I have patronized across the
country. It would be helpful if you would request that any noisy games played by
children (or adults) be accompanied by earphones. This is normal on my commuter
trains to NYC and should be normal for you as well.

NPS: N/A

by Sally Sockel on 2012-10-05
As always my visit was great, Love the color and cut. It is so nice to spend time in a
salon where everyone is pleasant and nice.

NPS: N/A

by Rosemary Sternbach on 2012-10-03
When I have an appointment it is the HIGH point of my day...relaxing, refreshing,
happy atmosphere,....and Mary Jean.....thank you

NPS: N/A

by Maya Speelmans on 2012-10-01
Tracy is great, she did a wonderful job and since I've been there many times, knows
what's good for me.

NPS: N/A

by Gail Mura on 2012-09-30
Thank you, again, for the perfect hair color. I am very pleased that you did the glaze
to even out the shades of summer that my hair picked up.

NPS: N/A

by Nancy Mchugh on 2012-09-30
This salon is the best in Monmouth County! All the stylists are top notch and owner
Erin runs a very friendly and professional shop.

NPS: N/A

by Lisa Rizzo on 2012-09-29
My experience at salon CoCo Bond was amazing! I was greeted with a warm smile
and immeadiatly felt like I had been going there for years even though it was only my
first visit. My Ouidad stylist was great and knew exactly what my curly hair needed! I
walked out with amazing curls and for the 1 st time ever was able to recreate it at
home! This was the first salon where I actually made my next appointment right then
and there. Im looking forward to my next visit!

NPS: N/A

by Mark Mancuso on 2012-09-29
Visiting Salon CoCo Bond is always an attentive and relaxing experience. Sometimes
I wish my hair would grow faster so I could return more frequently. Thanks again.
Erin!

NPS: N/A

by Kay Vilardi on 2012-09-29
Kristen went out of her way to help me solve a problem with my hair....she was
proactive in finding solutions to take the yellow out of my white hair. I came in for a

hair cut and she made the experience so much more. She also recommended two
products but specifically told me that if they did not work I could return them.....that
gives the message that she is not trying to sell a product but to come with with a
solution for a customer that works. Good job!

NPS: N/A

by Pam Mancuso on 2012-09-27
Always a great experience! Erin and her staff are wonderful. My hair looks amazing!

NPS: N/A

by Donna Collins on 2012-09-25
Last Thur I had the pleasure of having services for hair and waxing at Salon COCo
Bond. The salon itself is friendly and inviting. Tracy Conn, in my opinion, is one of the
most talented, honest hair stylists I know. She colored and styled my hair and did a
great job. I left feeling 10 years younger! I would also like to compliment both girls
who did my waxing and shampoo. As a client it does not go unnoticed when someone
is working with you and gives you their undivided attention. It makes you feel special
and not just another head to shampoo. I live in Maine and travel to NJ about every 3
months. I will definitely be booking my Dec appointment at Salon CoCo Bond! I only
wish the commute were shorter so I could have treatments and services there every
month!

NPS: N/A

by Charron Wishnick on 2012-09-24
Erin is perfect with color selection. Very comfortable salon. All service providers are
cordial & helpful. Virtually no wait time.

NPS: N/A

by Linda Weinberg on 2012-09-23

As always it was great. Beautiful place with wonderful people. Upbeat all the time.

NPS: N/A

by Collin Ulbricht on 2012-09-22
Starting getting my hair cut by nicole when she was at milagro, when she came to
coco i followed her, ive been going to her for the last 2 years, she is the best. Great
petsonality friendly, warm and always happy. The salon itself is classy and clean.

NPS: N/A

by Jennifer Kenah on 2012-09-21
As always my visit was most enjoyable. Yes, I go to salon coco bond for my hair , but
in addition the warm welcome and great conversation is just as awesome. Thank you
again Erin and team, you are the best:)

NPS: N/A

by Jennifer Lawlor on 2012-09-20
I was in much need of a haircut! From the moment I entered the salon I felt
welcomed!! The service is always top notch! Thank you Erin!!!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-09-17
Another great color experience with Mary Jeanne. Beautiful salon, great atmosphere,
talented and friendly staff!

NPS: N/A

by Nadine Kuntz on 2012-09-14
In my opinion, there's no better salon in the entire state! The team is friendly and
professional and I always leave CoCo Bond feeling and looking great!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-09-14
Once again, a GREAT experience! I felt like a new woman when I left!! So many
compliments on my new cut. Thank you Erin.

NPS: N/A

by Kelly Graul on 2012-09-13
I will recommend Salon CoCo Bond to all of my friends. The staff are all great and I
recieved simply the best cut of my life!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-09-10
MaryJean is a talented & seasoned stylist. Her color is excellent & cut is precise. I'm
always very pleased with what she can accomplish with my dry & often damaged hair.
I highly recommend her. Everyone in the salon is warm & friendly. It's a pleasant &
relaxing atmosphere to spend some time in. Double process color, cuts & blowouts
do take time but being at CoCo Bond makes it easy for impatient types like me! It's a
great salon, I love it!

NPS: N/A

by Beth Agresto on 2012-09-10
This was my first time at the salon and Nicole did such a great job. It was so relaxing
and everyone was very friendly. Will be back. Thanks again Nicole.

NPS: N/A

by Lindsey Cronin on 2012-09-08
Absolutely adore Tracey. She talked me through my indecisiveness to come up with
the perfect style for my hair for the day of the wedding. Great environment, lots of
energy, wonderful experience!

NPS: N/A

by Christina Mcquillen on 2012-09-07
I go to Nicole (also known as Cole) and she is a wonderful hairdresser (and person)
who will do what you want...and if you're not sure, she will give you great
suggestions. The staff is extremely friendly and helpful. I highly recommend trying out
Salon CoCo Bond!

NPS: N/A

by Tracy Sigmann on 2012-09-07
As always, amazing haircut, color and wonderful salon experience!! Thank you!!!

NPS: N/A

by Liz Rhein on 2012-09-06
Love everything about my experience at Salon Coco Bond!!!

NPS: N/A

by JESS GOSKI on 2012-09-05

Kristin was able to squeeze me in to her already packed day in order to get me ready
for my "first day of school." The salon was clean and lovely, the chai tea latte was
delicious and I enjoyed spending time with Kristin and my hair now looks fabulous.
Thank you, Kristin and CoCo Bond!

NPS: N/A

by Gina Petillo on 2012-09-04
As always a wonderful experience when you visit CoCo Bon!!!

NPS: N/A

by Sandra Lupo on 2012-09-04
Excellent as usual! Great personal service.

NPS: N/A

by Marguerite Simeone on 2012-09-04
Everyone is always friendly and helpful!!

NPS: N/A

by Sarah Pomphrey on 2012-09-04
I've been a faithful follower of Mary Jeanne's for years and CoCoBOND is a great fit.
Erin has put together a beautiful salon with super stylists. Perfect combination of
warm, friendly and professional atmosphere with exceptional results! I've been
referring everyone I know!

NPS: N/A

by Bonnie Ferris on 2012-09-04
It was a wonderful experience, from the beautiful salon, the fabulous cappuccino
(LOL) and I was so nervous as I had used the same salon for many years , but could
not keep going to NY, Juliana was a pleasure and she did a great cut and
unbelievable color, I am so happy I have a local salon with a professional team. I look
forward to many years with Juliana and CocoBond

NPS: N/A

by Anne Graceffo on 2012-09-01
A year ago today I started at this salon. Happy Anniversary to me for finding the best
salon in Monmouth County. I visit Erin every 5 weeks and enjoy every minute of it.
She is a talented professional. I receive many compliments regarding my hair color
and style. My sister and my daughter are now clients of the salon too. We are keeping
it in the family.

NPS: N/A

by Susan Mackewich on 2012-08-31
Thanks for my great appointment last week. Kristin, everyone has been telling me
how great my hair looks! You know I love that! Susan

NPS: N/A

by Lee Lutz on 2012-08-25
Love MaryJean! My time at the salon is always appreciated. I feel renewed and
beautiful and thank you for my great experience every time!

NPS: N/A

by Dianne Zeigler on 2012-08-25

Thanks Connie - my hair looks great and along with my brazilian I am ready for island
living. As always the staff at CoCo Bond exceed my expectations. Mahalo Dianne

NPS: N/A

by Gail Mura on 2012-08-24
My touch up color is consistent and rich which makes the appointment all the more
enjoyable. Thank you, again.

NPS: N/A

by Marie Giovanniello on 2012-08-24
My experience was everything other reviewers promised: a warm & friendly
environment with a very professional & capable staff. Erin turned a string of bad
haircuts into an adorable, easy to care for style... all the while reassuring me that I
would be very happy with the results. Boy, was she right. Next visit we're gonna play
with color...can't wait! I've found my niche! Thank you.

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-08-23
This salon is the best balance of professional and having a good time! all the girls
seem to get along great and have fun without the usual inappropriate conversation in
a small salon. Cole(Nicole) did my highlights and haircut and I have been getting
amazing compliments since i left the salon. She is so great and i have recommended
her to all of my friends and family!

NPS: N/A

by Rosemary Sternbach on 2012-08-23

Look forward to my appointments at Coco Bond with Mary Jean...Always friendly
hellos...clean salon...lovely decor....delicious coffee always served to
you...relaxing...thank you Coco Bond for opening in Little Silver...Oh, also great
parking available...no question as to where to leave your car......the lot is huge....

NPS: N/A

by Christine Livingston on 2012-08-20
I have been going to Erin at Salon CoCo Bond since it opened and am always thrilled
when leaving. At this visit I received blonde highlights which looked amazing. Erin
always listens to what you have to say and creates a masterpiece. The entire staff is
friendly and accommodating and the salon is gorgeous. I have referred many friends
there whom are all very happy!!! I would highly recommend Salon CoCo Bond to
everyone!!

NPS: N/A

by Sally Sockel on 2012-08-20
As always I was very happy with CoCo Bond. I am never disappointed, They have a
great staff. And are up on all the latest styles and products. Can't wait to visit again.

NPS: N/A

by Joanne Procaccino on 2012-08-19
Erin is amazing!!! She not only did a beautiful job with my hair, but she really listened
to what I wanted!!! Beautiful salon and the staff could not be nicer. It was such a
pleasurable experience....can't wait for my next appointment!!!

NPS: N/A

by JOANNE COUGHLIN on 2012-08-19
Mary Jeanne is a Ouidad curly hair specialist. I had my hair cut by another
hairdresser two weeks prior, and I could not style it or pull it back. MJ said it was a

good cut but not for curly hair. Four years ago while visiting California I had my hair
cut by a Deva specialist. I loved the hair cut and have been trying to replicate it for
years without success, untill now. Mary Jeanne is worth the money she will save you
time and money in the long run.

NPS: N/A

by Jennifer Zimmerman on 2012-08-17
Erin and her girls are top notch. From the moment you walk into the salon you feel
welcome. Erin goes out of her way to make sure that I am happy with my results and
spends quality time with me when I am in her chair. I never feel rushed!!!! Love you
Coco Bond!!!!

NPS: N/A

by Kristen Powers on 2012-08-16
I tried several other salons when I moved to the area and none can compare to Salon
Coco Bond. The staff is all very professional and Erin goes out of her way to make
sure your hair is done exactly the way you want. She's wonderful! I'm very happy with
my color and cut. Thank you Erin!

NPS: N/A

by Rachael Brandt on 2012-08-15
I was a previous client of Coles and was happy to move with her. Salon co co bond is
great! The decor is beautiful and atmosphere is so welcoming. It is a pleasure to get
my hair done again. Thank you!

NPS: N/A

by Charron Wishnick on 2012-08-13
Professionalism at its best. Erin cannot be beat as far as being a colorist. All staff
friendly and efficient.

NPS: N/A

by Pam Goetchius on 2012-08-13
This is a beautiful salon,with great customer service and people.

NPS: N/A

by Beverly Loya on 2012-08-13
Realizing this last appointment I have been coming to the salon for two years to have
the most amazing brazilian blowout with Traci I definitely look foward to coming and
can't say enough about the salon everyone there and what a great stylist I have!

NPS: N/A

by MARIANNE LARGEY on 2012-08-13
Great color job by Connie!

NPS: N/A

by Mark Mancuso on 2012-08-12
The waviness of my dark hairs, combined with the straightness of my silver hairs,
makes my hair difficult to cut well. However, Erin gets it right every time. I can't go to
a traditional men's barber, but even if I could, I wouldn't!

NPS: N/A

by Nancy Mchugh on 2012-08-10
Best salon in Monmouth County! Staff is friendly and courteous and if you have curly
hair and need a miracle, make an appointment with the owner Erin. She's a master

and makes sure everyone in her shop walks out pleased. Highy, highly, highly
recommended!

NPS: N/A

by Myrna Rosen on 2012-08-10
I love my hair cuts and would not go any where else. Mary Jeanne really knows my
hair. I also appreciated my birthday gift this month.

NPS: N/A

by Eleonore Kaymakcian on 2012-08-07
The question from friends... Who did your haircut? It is stunning! The man in the
house is the most pleased. Salon Coco Bond - great work - friendly, efficient and
welcoming. thank you Eleonore

NPS: N/A

by Kristin Borbely on 2012-08-06
Always a great experience at Salon CoCo Bond!! Would never trust my hair to
anyone else. Thank you!!!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-08-06
WOW is all I can say! What a perfect experience. Everyone was so professional,
friendly and highly experienced. I can't wait to go back for my next appointment. Erin,
you are the BEST!!!

NPS: N/A

by Don Howard on 2012-08-05
Connie was excellent, as always

NPS: N/A

by Donald Howard on 2012-08-05
Excellent as always and the desk was very effecient

NPS: N/A

by Jessica Shamey on 2012-08-04
First time at salon and had Kristin as my Stylist. She was so amazing, took her time to
consult with me and I could not e happier! Everyone at the salon was so friendly and
warm. I will definately be back. Highly recommended salon in my book!

NPS: N/A

by Donna Heleotis on 2012-08-02
Love it! Please let Kristen know. :D

NPS: N/A

by Jessica Shamey on 2012-08-01
From the second I walked in for my first visit today, everyone was so welcoming and
friendly. I had a great experience with Kristin. She took her time consulting with me
and updated my look. Best haircut I have ever had! I am so glad I found Salon Coco
Bond and definitely will be back! Kristin you are the best :-)

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-07-30
Love my new hair cut!! Kristen did an amazing job!!!

NPS: N/A

by Susan Mackewich on 2012-07-29
My hair is so difficult to work with but you guys, specially Kristin, are making me love
my hair! I can't thank you enough! Susan

NPS: N/A

by Danna Catalano on 2012-07-29
I recently moved to the area and have ONE DIFFUCULT head of hair..Super curly,
damaged and thick! I began with the Quidad Hair cut for curly hair, within 10 minutes
my hair transformed from dry blah locks to bouncy hydrated curlsI recently went for a
corrective color, Mary-Jeanne had her hands full.. Long story short: My hair is
healthier, the color is much more vibrant and soft. Exactly what I have been trying to
achieve! I am super grateful to have found Salon Coco Bond and Mary-Jeanne! Ps.
All the staff is also super pleasant and accommodating &#61514; Just a fun day off at
the salon!

NPS: N/A

by Fran Rhode on 2012-07-28
Thank you Mary Jean for the terrific job you do. You never fail to make me look better
(not an easy task). Clients become friends after a first appointment and Coco Bond
makes that appointment very enjoyable.

NPS: N/A

by Joanne Fernicola on 2012-07-27

My experience is always extraordinary from the time you open the door you are
greeted and treated like royalty. . . . Mary Jean is my colorist and she is well versed in
the field. . . and can answer your questions. . . I just LOVE THE SALON AND
STAFF!!!!

NPS: N/A

by Dawne Scott on 2012-07-26
Thank you Erin..I'm loving my side swept bangs!!

NPS: N/A

by Janet Koloski on 2012-07-25
CoCo Bond is extremely professional. The stylists are all lovely. Erin the owner is
excellent-wonderful colorists and hair stylist. She makes you feel very comfortable.
The entire salon is a wonderful experience.

NPS: N/A

by Maureen Powers on 2012-07-24
I have had a positive experince at 'Salon CoCo Bond'. I was referred by my
daughter-in-law and I would also highly recommend the salon. Kristen does a great
job with both color and cut and she is a great listener. Everyone at the salon is
friendly and professional.

NPS: N/A

by Maureen Powers on 2012-07-24
I've had a most positive experience at Salon CoCo Bond. Kristen does a wonderful
job with the cut and color and she is a great listener. I am grateful to my
daughter-in-law for referring me to 'Salon CoCo Bond' Their professionalism and
service is top notch and everyone there is pleasant and friendly. .

NPS: N/A

by Grace Carter on 2012-07-23
Great place! Connie is a real Pro when comes to coloring hair. The reason that I
didn't rate this Salon 5 stars is something else. I wish with a high price for the
services - basic styling hair was included! It's a shame that you spend so much and
you leaving with a wet hair or... you're doing yourself. It leaves bad taste in one's
mouth...

NPS: N/A

by Nathalie Mcomber on 2012-07-23
Thanks Erin and your wonderful team for a great day of beauty!!! Exceptional service
as always!!!!!!!!

NPS: N/A

by Susan Stroud on 2012-07-23
I have done battle with my very curly hair for more years than I care to admit to but no
longer. Mary Jeanne is the most talented stylist I have ever known. You cannot go
wrong with her. So happy I found CoCo Bond while searching the Ouidad site!

NPS: N/A

by Christine Sweeney on 2012-07-23
The service was impeccable and Mary Jeanne was excellent,LOVED The haircut she
gave and her styling tips were gerat! cant wait to go back for my other services.

NPS: N/A

by Sarah Pomphrey on 2012-07-22
Love, love, LOVE CoCoBOND!! Why go anywhere else!?!

NPS: N/A

by Kathleen Capolongo on 2012-07-22
I always enjoy my time at Salon Coco Bond. Skilled professionals with a welcoming,
happy attitude. Elegant, but not stuffy. And, I look so much better when I walk out
than I did when I walked in! Can't beat that.

NPS: N/A

by Cyndi Corbitt on 2012-07-21
EXCELLENT AS ALWAYS SHE ALWAYS DELIVERS

NPS: N/A

by Mary Argilagos on 2012-07-21
Kristen is a talented,smart and unique colorist. She is an asset Salon CoCo Bond. In
such a short time she was able to understand my hair. Needless to say, my hair is
complicated!!!

NPS: N/A

by Gail Mura on 2012-07-18
My hairdresser listens to what I want in my haircut and gets the job done. Thanks,
again, Salon Coco Bond.

NPS: N/A

by Meredith Miller on 2012-07-16
I have been going to Erin since she opened the salon. Color is always perfect. Always
playing around with adding low lights to hi lights, etc...can never complain!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-07-15
I recently went here for a curly hair cut. I used to live in NY and have gone to Ouidad
salons before, so I was hoping for a similar experience. I did not get it though. Mary
Jean was highly offensive to me. She did not know that I have a brother with
disabilities, and proceeded to talk about her experiences with a similar person and
refer to them as a mongoloid. She also had no idea how to set my hair. It was a ball
of frizz by the time I left. It was so frizzy that I had to go straight home to fix it instead
of running the few errands I had planned on.

NPS: N/A

by Lisa Degulis on 2012-07-15
I am extremely pleased with the results of my blow out, the quality of service and the
excellent way I was treated by everyone on your staff. Erin and Julianna were
fabulous!! You have a great salon, I'll definitely be back!! Thanks for the wonderful
experience. I'm getting rave reviews from my new do

NPS: N/A

by Jillian Swartz on 2012-07-13
Hands down (and heads up), Erin does the best blond this side of, well, everywhere.
And she gives a killer cut. Whatever it is that you want from classic to chic to cool,
Salon CoCo Bond delivers on the gorgeous. The entire staff is professional, the
ambiance is fun and the services just can't be beat.

NPS: N/A

by Susan Hickson on 2012-07-13
I always look forward to getting my hair done with Erin at Salon CoCo Bond! Most
enjoyable salon experience! Erin always takes the time to make sure she knows what
you want, and always delivers! The follow-up is second to none, and I also love the
appointment reminders via text! Very busy so make sure you book ahead!

NPS: N/A

by Judy Blackman on 2012-07-12
Always pleased with my visits and Connie's excellent skills. I'm glad she relocated to
CoCo Bond.

NPS: N/A

by Ilda Wood on 2012-07-11
Welcoming atmosphere. Staff courteous, experienced and professional. Tracy was
excellent!! Fabulous experience!!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-07-10
Terrific experience, color even & perfect, silky shinny hair! Love the ouchless brush!

NPS: N/A

by Eva Valentino on 2012-07-09
Awesome cut and color, love it!

NPS: N/A

by Krista Pasko on 2012-07-02
I just want to Thank Mary Jean and Salon Cocobond ! I went from a Blonde to
Brunette and I am very happy with the results. I am getting so many compliments on
my new look! Mary Jean is an extremly talented colorist,stylist and is professional in
every way taking her time with every detail. I highly recommend Salon Coco Bond the
staff is so friendly,so accomodating,it is truly a great salon experience.I had my 3 and
5 year old in the salon for part of the process and everyone was so helpful! Thank you
Salon Cocobond for great service and great results!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-06-29
Kristin did a great job with my color and highlights. The salon atmosphere is also
beautiful.

NPS: N/A

by Michelle Gilbert on 2012-06-25
I recently had a brazilian blowout service at the Salon. My stlyist was Kristen and she
was amazing. She explained ever step of the process and gave me a detailed
explanation of how to maintain the treatment. I would highly recommend Kristen and
plan on using her in the future.

NPS: N/A

by Dawne Scott on 2012-06-25
Love it Love it Love it..Thank you for giving me a great cut and color!!

NPS: N/A

by Louise Goodman on 2012-06-23
Everything was excellent! Staff very friendly, very happy with the result upon leaving!

NPS: N/A

by Pam Hemel on 2012-06-22
I had a great experience here. She was able to correct my color and bring back my
original color!

NPS: N/A

by Suzanne Carbone on 2012-06-18
I love this salon. My hair is in better condition than when I walked in. My curly hair cut
is perfect. And everyone at the salon is warm and friendly. Thank you Mary Jeanne
for such a great, curly cut!

NPS: N/A

by Kathleen Downie on 2012-06-16
I absolutely love the ambiance of Salon CoCo Bond. Everyone is so nice and the
music really adds a nice touch!

NPS: N/A

by Dana Williams on 2012-06-15
I had a wonderful salon experience with my hairdresser and those that worked there.
My hairdresser was a newcomer named Nicole and she listened to what I wanted to
do for my hair and her energy allowed me to trust her judgement. I highly recommend
checking this salon out because the atmoshphere is comfortable, the salon is clean,
and the environment is friendly. While I was there I got my hair highlighted & cut and
was satisfied with the outcome & plan to return when it is time again! Thank you
NICOLE!!!!

NPS: N/A

by Dana Williams on 2012-06-15
I had a wonderful salon experience with my hairdresser and those that worked there.
My hairdresser was a newcomer named Nicole and she listened to what I wanted to
do for my hair and her energy allowed me to trust her judgement. I highly recommend
checking this salon out because the atmoshphere is comfortable, the salon is clean,
and the environment is friendly. While I was there I got my hair highlighted & cut and
was satisfied with the outcome & plan to return when it is time again! Thank you
NICOLE!!!!

NPS: N/A

by Jennifer Lawlor on 2012-06-15
Always a great experience at Salon CoCo Bond! Erin and her staff are top notch!!

NPS: N/A

by Dianne Zeigler on 2012-06-15
Thanks Kristin for great color.

NPS: N/A

by Pam Mancuso on 2012-06-15
Erin is always amazing! Cut and highlights are perfect as we go into summer! Thanks!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-06-14
Staff is friendly AND they sure know what they are doing!

NPS: N/A

by Nancy Mchugh on 2012-06-14
As always, it was a very nice experience having my hair done by CoCo Bond. Mary
Jeanne is a very nice person who took her time to tame my wildly curly hair. I was
quite comfortable that she knows what she is doing and it was a very pleasant
experience. Thanks so much!

NPS: N/A

by Judy Blackman on 2012-06-11
My hair stylist recently moved to CoCo Bond and I am delighted with the change. I
think we are both happier. CoCo Bond is not freezing, is much more relaxed, and has
an overall helpful and happy vibe. Since I already knew some of the current staff, I
can also vouch for the high caliber skills of the staff. The location is also convenient to
parking and other shops. Enjoy!

NPS: N/A

by Debbie Mccann on 2012-06-11
both my daughters and I had our hair cut by NIcole and I am happy to say we were all
thrilled with the results!! She is very professional and at the same time made each of
us feel very comfortable. thanks - always a great experience at Salon CoCo Bond!!!

NPS: N/A

by Scott Galkin on 2012-06-08
Everyone at Salon Coco Bond is great. Kristin gives a great haircut.

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-06-08

Salon CoCo Bond provides a very professional and welcoming experience. Connie is
a master with blond hair - she creates a glowing natural look. Thank you.

NPS: N/A

by Danielle Houghton on 2012-06-04
I've been going there for a while and I can't say enough good things about Coco
Bond. The Salon is gorgeous, the staff is so nice and professional and Erin the owner
is the best! I have never had such an amazing stylist and she is the sweetest, nicest
person to boot. Go to Coco Bond, you'll love it.

NPS: N/A

by Nicole Naiman on 2012-06-04
Nicole at Salon COCO Bond did such a greta job on my daughter hair. She was so
friendly as well. It wasn't a great day for hair on Friday but we even stopped back to
have a few curls added since the weather was bad. A great experience and we will be
sure to go back.

NPS: N/A

by Marla Volpe on 2012-06-03
I originally followed my favorite stylist Jenna to Salon Coco Bond, but with her recent
relocation out of state I was apprehensive to go to another stylist despite Jenna's
recommendation. I've now been to Tracy twice and have loved every minute. This
past Friday Tracy and Erin stayed open 2 hours after closing time to fit me in for an
appointment before my vacation. It was such a pleasant experience, they both really
went above and beyond to make me feel comfortable and make sure my hair looked
great. Thanks so much! Looking forward to my next visit!

NPS: N/A

by Susan Stroud on 2012-05-29

After a lifetime of fighting very curly hair and never quite getting a really stylish look, I
decided to try a cut wth Mary Jean, CoCo Bond's Ouidad certified stylist. I now love
my totally wash-and-wear hair and no longer have to worry about the weather. It's all
in the cut and Mary Jean is the best. I have been coming to CoCo Bond for over a
year. It is a 45 minute drive but absolutely worth it.

NPS: N/A

by Jennifer Kenah on 2012-05-27
Always an amazing, fabulous experience. Salon Coco Bond is always such a warm
atmosphere, that makes me feel super comfortable. Conversation is never lacking
and I always have some great laughs. If I'm not in such a great mood, you bet I will be
when I leave there. Thank you so much to Erin and the ladies of Salon Coco Bond.

NPS: N/A

by Sharon Mikolajczyk on 2012-05-26
I love Erin and her salon. She is fabulous, and professional not to mention she makes
my hair look great!

NPS: N/A

by Sally Sockel on 2012-05-20
Love my hair color and cut Erin your the best!

NPS: N/A

by Renee Moreau on 2012-05-16
I have wavy hair and A LOT of it. If you are like me and feel you are always
FIGHTING with your hair, or FIGHTING against gravity, Mary Jeanne is a
peacemaker! She truly understands hair and has the talent, the skill, the patience
AND the moxie to do what needs to be done to get good results. From the front to the
back, the salon is well kept and well organized! Scheduling and the occassional

rescheduling is always a pleasant experience! This salon has it all. I wish they did
nails - Maybe one day!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-05-14
As a busy mother of two I always look forward to my "escape" at Salon Coco Bond.
The staff is always friendly and accomodating (I am always greeted with warm smiles
and offered a beverage and magazines to read while I wait for my greys to
disappear). However it is the great cut and amazing color that cause me to feel
transformed and renewed everytime! I have fine, boring brown hair underneath it all
but you would never know when Erin is done with it. She recently changed my style to
a very short bob that I received tons of compliments on. She also gave me warm
caramel highlights that woke up my complexion. The combination of the two made me
feel ten years younger, which is a big deal, especially when you are knocking on forty.
I have been to many salons in the area in the past and I have sometimes paid a lot for
nothing but disappointment. Erin and her staff really take the time to listen to what you
want and that combined with huge talent allows them to deliver amazing results. I
always look forward to a positive and relaxing experience during my "escape" to
Salon Coco Bond but the best part is I know that when I walk back out the door I will
leave looking fabulous!

NPS: N/A

by Joanne Fernicola on 2012-05-13
a pampered customer......and avery happy customer also...

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-05-12
The best haircut I have ever had! Friendly staff and relaxed atmosphere. I really
enjoyed my day!

NPS: N/A

by Dawn Eagelton on 2012-05-11
Kristin is the best. I hate to rate her that way for selfish reasons because I want to
keep her to myself. She is incredible not just with hair but as a person. She knows
how to make me look my best. I am forever grateful for her and her many talents.

NPS: N/A

by Laurel Huber on 2012-05-11
Erin really listens to the customer - she did what I asked and kept asking questions
along the way to make sure the cut was not too this or too that for my taste. A very
pleasant experience.

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-05-09
Connie did a great job. Very talented colorist and an absolute sweetheart.

NPS: N/A

by Maria Brewer on 2012-05-09
Hi Erin, I was nervous to have anyone but Jenna or you cut my hair this past
Saturday, but Kirstin was great! Really listened to what I was going for but also
provided her own opinion too. Hope you are well, see you soon!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-05-02
Love what Erin does to my hair! I feel so special when I leave!!!

NPS: N/A

by Mindy Gitter on 2012-04-30
Erin and staff are the best! Extremely relaxing and friendly atmosphere. Everyone
goes out of there way to insure a most pleasant experience. Top notch service and
stylists!!! So glad I found Erin and Salon CoCo Bond!

NPS: N/A

by Lauren Pretre on 2012-04-30
Beautiful salon whose warm staff knows what they are doing! I always get tons of
compliments on my hair after leaving Salon CoCo Bond!

NPS: N/A

by Jane Baumrind on 2012-04-30
Erin, You always work your magic and make me feel young and beautiful. Thanks!

NPS: N/A

by Kerry Mallon on 2012-04-30
I'm new to the area but felt at home inside CoCo. Kristen did my color, cut and blow
out. I loved her work. Exactly what I asked for. Good conversation too, like visiting an
old friend. Highly recommended.

NPS: N/A

by Lee Palmer on 2012-04-29
I enjoyed the friendly atmosphere and exceptional services at CoCo Bond. Connie is
a "blonding" expert!

NPS: N/A

by Sally Sockel on 2012-04-27
I am so happy to have found Salon CoCo Bond. I always leave happy everyone is so
helpful. My hair has never looked better. !

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-04-26
I went into Erin with no particular cut in mind... I just told her that I felt very drawn and
yucky... she fixed me right up! I have a cute new, light, fully of body cut that was
exactly what I wanted without even really telling her what I wanted! THANK YOU! : )

NPS: N/A

by Tracy Sigmann on 2012-04-25
Thank you Mary Jeanne for the best haircut my curly hair has ever seen! My hair
always looks fantastic after my cut, the curls are fresh and bouncy, and stays great
for months. The color is beautiful as are my BALAYAGE highlights. The service is
always exceptional and I feel great when I leave. Thank you for everything!

NPS: N/A

by Tracy Sigmann on 2012-04-25
Mary Jeanne did an excellent prom style for my daughter last week. She looked
beautiful and the style stayed perfect all night long! The service is always exceptional
at Salon Coco Bond. Thank you for always making us look and feel great.

NPS: N/A

by Dawn Eagelton on 2012-04-23

This is the second time I have been to Salon CoCo Bond. Kristin is the best. She is
very professional. She has made some suggestions that always make me look better.
I trust her judgement and would allow her to do anything she wants to my hair. Thank
you for making me beautiful

NPS: N/A

by Pam Mancuso on 2012-04-22
It's always an amazing experience at Salon CocoBond. Everyone is so friendly. And
the haircuts are awesome! Thanks, all!

NPS: N/A

by Maya Speelmans on 2012-04-22
All was very good, thank you. A very satisfied customer.

NPS: N/A

by Stephanie Miller on 2012-04-21
My hair is exactly the color I wanted it thanks to Tracy! I have tried many times to find
someone to tone it down and get some of the red out. She makes it look natural and
still healthy! Thanks Tracy!

NPS: N/A

by Myrna Rosen on 2012-04-20
I get the best haircut ever from Maryjeanne, wouldn't go any where else.

NPS: N/A

by Judy Blackman on 2012-04-19
As always, a great experience!

NPS: N/A

by Joan Uva on 2012-04-19
As always, my recent experience at Salon CoCo Bond was excellent. I am more than
satisfied with my hair color and cut. Everyone is very friendly and could not do
anymore to make their customers comfortable and happy. It is a pleasure to go to a
salon that actually consults with you about your hair and then executes fantastic
results!

NPS: N/A

by Melissa Pena on 2012-04-17
I love Salon Coco Bond!! After years of going to different stylist trying to achieve a
specific hair color, Erin got it rigt on the first attempt. She and her staff are simply
amazing!!! Been client for over a year and couldn't be happier!!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-04-14
I love this salon. Erin has been doing my hair for 10 years. I followed her from
Summit( when she opened her salon ) and the drive is worth it! She has done an
amazing job . The ladies who work here are great hair cutters and very professional.
The mood of the salon is relaxed and happy . Erin has decorated it like a NYC salon.
Erin and her staff are all about customer service, from the second you walk in you are
asked what you would like to drink..not once, but several times during your visit. The
only person who would never need to vist COCO BOND is Tabathia!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-04-14

Erin and her staff are amazing. The salon is beautiful and the ladies who work here
are very friendly. I love the way my hair looks everytime I leave. This is such an
enjoyable salon that I drive 1 hour from the Short Hills/ Summit area every 6 weeks to
have my hair cut and highlighted by Erin. I think CoCoBond is worth the drive!

NPS: N/A

by Robin Cohen on 2012-04-14
Erin & the entire staff are wonderful! From the moment you walk in you feel
comfortable, pampered and relaxed.... Erin took the time to walk me through the
entire process...offering her expertise and getting my input. The results???
FABULOUS! I walked out loving my hair...and my whole CoCo Bond experience! My
Mom loves, my sister loves and I love, love LOVE this salon!!!

NPS: N/A

by Joanne Fernicola on 2012-04-13
The best salon in Monmouth County. . . Relaxing, excellent service, and knowledge in
hair color and products. . .

NPS: N/A

by Nancy Newman on 2012-04-12
My second visit to Salon CoCo Bond with MaryJane...She is a true artist when it
comes to cutting hair as Curly as mine...I recommend her to anyone looking for a
beautiful cut when you have unruly curls!! She is the best!!!

NPS: N/A

by Rina Carrolli on 2012-04-12

We are a Coco Bond family! Erin is awesome and honestly can't do enough to
accommodate her clients. The staff is fun, the attitude in the salon is relaxing and so
welcoming. Jeff and Erin's Mom are just a pleasure to see when they are there. And
NO this is not a paid advertisement...lol. The Carrolli Family

NPS: N/A

by Jennifer Aquino on 2012-04-11
just moved here from manhattan... needed a new stylist and just loved nicole and
what she did with my long boring hair. Referred my mother in law who came in a few
days later.

NPS: N/A

by Dianne Zeigler on 2012-04-10
You have exceeded my expectations once again and made my haircut the best to
date and color beautiful. My birthday coupon email came the following day and I was
so excited that included a 10% discount on products. I will see you soon to stock up.
You are the best Erin.

NPS: N/A

by Kathleen Capolongo on 2012-04-09
Everyone I meet at Salon Coco Bond is pleasant and friendly. Spending some time at
the salon is a welcome break from the hub bub of life. And the bonus is you come out
looking better than you did when you went in!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-04-07
I'm so thankful I found Tracy and Salon Coco Bond. Tracy is fantastic - she really
takes the time to understand what you want, which is such a breath of fresh air.
Excellent colorist and the ultimate professional. Thanks!!!

NPS: N/A

by Kathleen Downie on 2012-04-07
Not only is CoCo Bond a gorgeous salon, with very nice employees, but it also
happens to employ the BEST (blonding) colorist out there - Connie Burke. My sister
and I have been going to Connie for a very long time and having lived in Manhattan,
Seattle, Scottsdale & Pittsburgh, myself, she is the absolute best!

NPS: N/A

by Marianne Waldman on 2012-04-06
My first experience at Salon CoCo Bond was very positive. The staff was warm and
welcoming. I will come back soon!

NPS: N/A

by Ilda Wood on 2012-04-03
Outstanding service. I always feel like a million bucks when I leave.

NPS: N/A

by Donna Hendrzak on 2012-04-03
My experience at Salon Coco Bond is always a great one. Erin knows how to help me
update my look and make cahnges when I am getting bored. Erin and all the women
who work there are friendly and make me feel like a guest in their home. The salon
experience here is relaxing and comfortable. Thank you Erin and staff.

NPS: N/A

by Dana Flynn on 2012-04-02
I always see Erin when I go to COco. She is fabulous and this time I got a totally new
look for Spring. Thanks Erin! It is always a treat !

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-04-02
I had my first appointment at CoCo Bond on Saturday. I am extremely happy with my
highlights and cut. Erin took a lot of time to listen to my concerns and to explain what
she was doing. She was able to get the brassiness out of my hair without making the
color ashy (no small feat) and she gave me a great hair cut. I really enjoyed my time
at the salon, the tasteful decor, and I'm thrilled with the results. The only tiny
sugestion I have is to make it easier for clients to serve themselves coffee or tea
since I prefer to serve myself. I am so excited to have a great place locally for my hair
and will recommend CoCo Bond to my friends!

NPS: N/A

by Eva Valentino on 2012-04-02
It was time for a change and was unsure at first but I respect Erin's opinion and I
knew she would take good care of me. As always Erin did a great job! Loving my new
cut and color! Thank you!

NPS: N/A

by Lisa Wollek on 2012-03-31
As always my recent visit to Salon Coco Bond was perfect. From the pleasant,
warmth of the ENTIRE staff, the cozy comfort of the salon layout to (most importantly)
the Salon Service. Highlights, lowlights, glaze,cut and blowout with Owner, Erin
McCabe - ALWAYS spot on. You simply cannot go wrong at Salon Coco Bond (their
pre-service, in depth consultations assure that!). &lt;3

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-03-31
CoCo BOND is a lovely welcoming salon staffed by professionals! A wonderful
experience.

NPS: N/A

by Dawn Eagelton on 2012-03-31
CoCo Bond is a special retreat hidden in a little shopping center in Little Silver. When
in side you feel like you are in a tranquil, relaxing and pampering atmosphere. I loved
the style Kristin gave my hair. I trust judgement completely and will let her design and
color my hair anyway she would like. She always makes me look like a movie star.
Thank you Kristin. You are fantastic.

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-03-30
I have been to several salons in the area, and I can recommend coco bond without
hesitation. A friend recommended me to Erin, and she was incredible. She knew
exactly how to fix the awful coloring jobs of prior salons and was such a professionalas was the rest of her staff. In addition, they squeezed my son in for a last-minute
appointment, and it was clear the salon was busy. However, they treated him like a
king and gave him a fantastic cut! I wholeheartedly recommend the salon and will
now be a client!

NPS: N/A

by Lee Palmer on 2012-03-30
I went to Connie, who is new to CoCo Bond. She is a terrific colorist especially for
blond tones. I had gone to Connie at her previous salon and was happy to see her at
CoCo Bond.

NPS: N/A

by Jan Kirsten on 2012-03-30
Can't say enough!! Always get a great haircut!

NPS: N/A

by Doris Grillo on 2012-03-26
Great salon. Everyonee is knowledgeable and friendly. I was attended to immediately
as scheduled which is high on my rank since my weekends are so hectic.

NPS: N/A

by Caryn Ciccone on 2012-03-24
As always, i walked out of salon cocobond a very happy customer! Erin and her staff
are artists! Beautiful salon, attentive staff, great atmosphere. Thanks again.

NPS: N/A

by Susan Dzio on 2012-03-20
I am extremely happy with my 'curly' cut. This is the second cut Mary Jeanne has
given me and I greatly appreciate that the owner honored a reduced rate when I
returned for an adjustment to my cut in early March... since I had my first cut at the
end of January. I love that Mary Jeanne is a pro for the curly haired girl, but also that
she is fearless. I can't tell you how many times over the years a stylist did not know
what to do with my hair half way through the cut. I know that working together, Mary
Jeanne and I will find the 'perfect' cut I'm looking for... we're almost there!

NPS: N/A

by Donald Cross on 2012-03-18
Difficult for me to compare as I am new to area.

NPS: N/A

by Keith Dorney on 2012-03-16
As usual the staff at Salon Coco Bond are always welcoming and professional. Mary
Jeanne did a great job with my cut and made sure that I had a great experience at the
salon. I'll be looking forward to my next visit!

NPS: N/A

by Francoise Lucarelli on 2012-03-16
Wonderful service. Great cuts and colors. Very professional staff with a very pleasant
attitude. Relaxing atmosphere.

NPS: N/A

by Jennifer Halcrow on 2012-03-16
Great staff and salon! Owner is a sweatheart and so talented! You have a new
"regular." Only thing I could see to improve upon is adding some low volume music
and maybe offering a beverage. Beauty time is precious and like to be pampered a
tad! Thanks!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-03-16
Co Co Bond always provides a wonderful moment in a busy life. In a charming,
comfortable space, the customer is provided with expert hair care. My cuts are artistic
and " wash and wear". The color and rich highlights last forever. It is a Little Silver
gem.

NPS: N/A

by Melissa Ylagan on 2012-03-10

My hair looks great--and I've never felt more fabulous since going to CoCo Bond.
Plus the salon itself is gorgeous, and everyone is not only a professional, but
welcoming and fun!

NPS: N/A

by Joanne Fernicola on 2012-03-10
I feel like a pampered queen each and every time I am at the Salon CoCo Bond for
my touch ups. . . Every member of the staff makes you feel so welcome and
comfortable. . .

NPS: N/A

by Grace Carter on 2012-03-10
Connie is new to this place, but not new to what she does: hair coloring.I followed her
from Jon Lori Salon, where she previously worked to Salon CoCo Bond. And,
wherever she goes - I will. The reason? She is as good as it gets. Very professional,
kind and most importantly - very knowledgeable and experienced in coloring hair. She
is Perfectionist. I've never walked, out after my highlights and low lights were done,
unhappy. She simply knows what she is doing, and she cares to make you satisfied
and truly happy. I AM! Thank you Connie!! Sincerely, Grace Carter

NPS: N/A

by Sally Sockel on 2012-03-10
As always a great experiance! My hair never looked better. We love our visits to
CoCo Bond. Really nice people great work happy happy happy. Thanks Sally and
Tiffy.

NPS: N/A

